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Automated Repair Service Bureau: 

Preface 

By L. SCHENKER and S. J. BARBERA 

(Manuscript received June 22, 1981) 

A family of computer-based operations support systems, the Auto
mated Repair Service Bureau (ARSB), has been introduced at Bell 
Operating Companies. The ARSB includes the Loop Maintenance 
Operations System and the Mechanized Loop Testing System. A third 
component, the Loop Cable Maintenance Operations Support System, 
is in an earlier stage of introduction. 

On May 3,1971, at AT&T in Newark, New Jersey, representatives 
from AT&T, New York Telephone, and Bell Laboratories met to 
discuss repair service records. Although the operation of the telephone 
network had been highly automated for decades, the need for stream
lining, perhaps mechanizing, support operations, such as repair service, 
was just becoming apparent. This first became an issue with those Bell 
operating companies (BOCS) serving densely populated metropolitan 
areas. There, the rapid growth of the telephone system, coupled with 
inexperienced repair service craft persons made rendering of quality 
service to customers increasingly difficult. New York Telephone was 
one of the first to experience this problem and to bring it to the 
attention of AT&T and Bell Laboratories. The meeting produced 
tangible results: The conception of the Loop Maintenance Operations 
System (LMOS), one of the most widely deployed operations support 
systems and the charter system of the Automated Repair Service 
Bureau (ARSB). 

Fortunately, decreasing effort on government systems freed person
nel at Bell Laboratories to study the technical feasibility and economics 
of mechanizing the repair service operations, which included both the 
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administration of customer trouble reports and testing. This effort 
resulted in the first mechanized repair service bureau-the New York 
City 73rd Street Bureau-in December, 1972. 

The ARSB has now been introduced at every BOC. The LMOS will 
soon be serving virtually 100 percent of Bell System lines, and use of 
the second major component system, Mechanized Loop Testing (MLT), 

developed two years later, is following closely behind. The family now 
includes the Loop Cable Maintenance Operations System (LCAMOS), 

for predicting, tracking, and analyzing cable troubles. In many cases, 
the availability of the mechanized repair records has played a major 
role in the restoration of service following disasters, such as floods, 
hurricanes, and fire. 

This special issue of The Bell System Technical Journal tells the 
complete story. It demonstrates that a successful system requires the 
contribution of people with different disciplines and organizational 
ties. Many times, seemingly insurmountable problems were overcome 
simply because someone from a different organization with a different 
point of view could see a solution that had escaped those who were too 
close to the problem. 

Obviously, many people played a role in the conception, design, 
development, manufacture, implementation, and operation of ARSB. 

This issue is dedicated to them. 
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Automated Repair Service Bureau: 

Evolution 

By P. S. BOGGS, M. W. BOWKER, E. A. OVERSTREET, 
and R. W. VETTER, JR. 

(Manuscript received June 16, 1981) 

This paper describes the evolution of a family of integrated com
puter-based operations support systems, the Automated Repair Ser
vice Bureau (ARSB). The ARSB supports the maintenance of a tele
phone customer's service from the local switch to the subscriber's 
premises (i.e., the loop portion of the service). The automation of 
labor-intensive manual tasks has made it possible to provide better 
service at lower cost. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since 1971, Bell Telephone Laboratories has focused considerable 
attention on Repair Service Bureau (RSB) operations. Motivating 
factors for this effort included the increasing cost of trouble report 
processing, loop testing, and fault location; a decrease in the experience 
level of craft persons; increasing complexity of testing; and an increase 
in the number of customer trouble reports being processed. The result 
of this effort was the development of a family of integrated computer
based operations support systems, the Automated Repair Service 
Bureau (ARSB). The major reasons for automating repair service func
tions were to 

(i) improve customer service by more rapid detection, location, 
and repair of troubles; 

(ii) reduce the trouble report rate and outage time; and 
(iii) improve the efficiency and reduce the cost of testing, dispatch 

and repair operations. 
In addition, the system was designed to be compatible with existing 

and planned future Bell System standard equipment and, as far as 
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possible, with equipment manufactured by outside suppliers for use on 
Bell System lines. 

Customer service has been improved by simplifying the customer 
trouble report-taking procedure, providing more reliable identification 
of the type and location of troubles, keeping the customer better 
informed of the status of testing and repair work during the trouble 
handling process, increasing the reliability of appointment times for 
repair visits, and reducing the total out-of-service interval. 

The customer trouble report, subsequent report, * and repeat report t 
rates have been reduced by improved testing and analysis techniques. 
Outage time has been reduced by improving the efficiency of the 
trouble handling process, and by dispatching the right repair person to 
the right place at the right time. Trouble reports (both on found 
troubles and other reports) have been closed out with greater confi
dence that the trouble no longer exists. The use of mechanized testing 
and repair force administration has resulted in faster, more efficient 
processing and clearing of troubles. 

Repair Service Bureau operations have been improved by mecha
nizing many clerical and analytical tasks, by making mvre effective use 
of available employee resources (e.g., by allowing people to make more 
important decisions), and by better managerial control over RSB op
erations through the use of an automated information system. The 
ARSB concept described in this special issue of The Bell System 
Technical Journal represents, in many respects, a departure from 
previous RSB operational procedures. As a result, particular attention 
was paid during the design process to the problems associated with 
personnel subsystems, especially the human-machine interface. (Refer 
to the paper entitled "Automated Repair Service Bureau: Human 
Performance Design Techniques," appearing in this issue.) 

A flexible, modular design of both the hardware and software was 
used to provide for compatibility with both existing and future equip
ment. 

The ARSB system was designed to use existing standard interfaces, 
such as no-test trunk:!: interfaces for testing and line insulation testing 
teletype channels§ for predicting incipient cable troubles, and to share 
these interfaces with other systems when possible. In addition, it 

* A subsequent report is a customer trouble report on a line for which there is already 
a pending report. 

t A repeat report is a customer trouble report received within 30 days of a previously 
cleared customer trouble report on the same line. 

* N 0-test trunks are four wire metallic trunks used to gain metallic access, through 
the switch serving the subscriber, for testing. The term "no-test" is used because the 
switch performs no test for a busy line to determine if access should be provided. 

§ The LIT channels are teletype channels over which maintenance information, 
including an identification of those lines with low insulation resistance, is transmitted to 
the RSB. 
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included manual and machine interfaces with related Bell System 
standard testing and records systems. 

The remainder of this paper describes the loop maintenance process 
before automation and the evolution of the ARSB from an experimental 
system in the New York Telephone Company to its present configu
ration. 

1.1 Historical background 

In the late sixties, it was apparent that the RSB, where customer 
trouble reports were being received and processed, offered opportu
nities for improvement in both the efficiency and quality of loop 
maintenance. Let's see how the RSB handled a typical report. For 
example, a customer may have tried to use the telephone and heard 
no dial tone, and no side tone, * i.e., the phone was dead. (Assume that 
the reason was a broken wire in a cross-connecting terminal halfway 
between the customer and the central office.) Consequently, the cus
tomer used a neighbor's telephone to report the trouble. At the bureau, 
the call was received by a clerk who filled out a form, called a trouble 
report, with all the pertinent information including telephone number, 
name, address, reach number (in this case, the neighbor's), a descrip
tion of the trouble condition, and the commitment time (the time by 
when the phone was to be fixed). After the trouble report was taken, 
the line card was retrieved from a large tube file and the trouble report 
and line card were clipped together and passed to a screener. The line 
card contained pertinent information on the customer's service includ
ing: 

(i) the portion of the central office equipment dedicated to the 
customer, 

(ii) the location on the central office main frame where the cable 
pair is terminated, 

(iii) the designation of the cable(s) and pair(s), or the Pair Gain 
System and channel, used to connect the customer premises to the 
central office, 

(iv) a full description of the customer premises equipment (e.g., one 
main green 500-type set with TOUCH-TONE® service and one exten
sion served by a blue PRINCESff9 telephone), and 

(v) the location of the serving terminal where the customer's drop 
wire is connected to the cable facility. 
This information was needed for testing and troubleshooting the fault. 
The screener then passed the trouble report and line card to a tester 

* Side tone is the portion of the voice signal entering the transmitter of the telephone 
set that is coupled to the receiver of the same set. This allows the person speaking to 
hear both the transmitted and received signals. 
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who verified the trouble condition. The typical test position available 
was a test desk that consisted of a lOO-volt, lOOO-ohm/volt voltmeter 
and a talking set that could be bridged to the loop. 

For the case being discussed, the lOO-volt battery was applied to one 
side of the line, through the meter, and the other side of the line was 
grounded. The tester verified that the loop was open by observing the 
"capacitance kick" on the meter when the sides of the line to which 
the battery and ground were connected were reversed. The kick was 
lower in magnitude and shorter in time than would have been observed 
with a standard telephone set connected. * A more experienced tester 
might also have recognized that one side of the line was shorter than 
the other by measuring the capacitance kick from each side of the line 
to ground. This would have indicated that the open was not at the 
customer's premises but back towards the central office. However, 
since most opens were near the customer, a repair person responsible 
for station equipment and inside wiring up to the station protector 
(mounted on the side of the customer's premises) was dispatched. By 
testing from the protector, where the service entered the premises, and 
the serving terminal, the craft person concluded that the trouble was 
"in the cable plant" and turned the trouble over to "cable repair." 

Cable repairt craft persons brought more sophisticated test equip
ment to bear and concluded that the open was halfway between the 
central office and the customer. Cable records were referred to and 
showed a cross-connecting terminal at the approximate fault location. 
Since most faults occurred where the cable was most easily accessible, 
such as in a cross-connecting terminal, the cable craft persons went to 
that location. An examination of the terminal and further testing 
revealed the trouble which was then repaired. The trouble found was 
reported by a call from the repair person to a tester at the RSB. The 
tester retested the line, found it normal, called the customer and 
"closed out" the trouble. Trouble time and disposition were added to 
both the trouble ticket, previously discussed, and to the cable trouble 
ticket. At still another position, various statistics were collected, sum
marized, and analyzed. Certain standard statistics were reported to 
AT&T and the state commissions. 

Methods by which this approach could be improved are probably 
apparent to the reader, but the following will highlight the main 
ones: 

(i) Mechanize the data on the line cards to 

* A typical station set, when on-hook, has a ringer circuit (LC ringer) consisting of an 
inductor and a capacitor in series across the line. This circuit looks basically like a tip to 
ring capacitor when a "ballistic kick" type of measurement is performed. 

t Cable repair craft are responsible for all cable facilities from the protector on the 
mainframe at the central office up to the station protector. 
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(a) allow multiple users to access records at the same time, and 
(b) reduce the manual updating required, and the inherent 

inaccuracies associated with it. 
(ii) Mechanize trouble report tracking to 

(a) provide a way of determining the status of a particular 
trouble without hunting through the bureau to find the trouble report, 

(b) allow the clerks to talk more intelligently to customers who 
call again while their trouble report is still open, and 

(c) allow bureau personnel to obtain information on groups of 
open troubles (for example, how many troubles have not yet been 
repaired). 

(iii) Mechanize testing and analysis of test results to 
(a) eliminate the need for asking the customer to stay at home 

on almost every trouble by making test result summaries available to 
the person receiving the trouble report (note: there is no need for the 
customer to stay home unless the trouble is on the premises), and 

(b) decrease dependence on the experience level of the tester. 
(iv) Mechanize the analysis of "closed" troubles to 

(a) eliminate the need for extensive manual analysis, 
(b) significantly reduce the time delay associated with manual 

analysis that detracts from the usefulness of the results, and 
(c) allow previously rigid fixed format reports to be changed to 

meet each particular area's needs. 
By the late sixties, it was technically feasible to use a computer for 

the line record information, and to track a trouble through the process. 
There was also no question about the technical feasibility of being able 
to measure the three terminal (tip, ring, and ground) characteristics of 
a faulted or unfaulted loop accurately from the central office end with 
the telephone on hook. The real issues were operations, human-ma
chine interfaces, and economics. The following sections provide a more 
detailed discussion of these issues. 

1. 1. 1 Operations 

The RSB is the nerve center for all loop maintenance and is busiest 
during a crisis (e.g., flood, fire, hurricane damage). A mechanized 
system must be sized for the so-called peak busy hour, but seldom can 
we afford to size it for the "once-every-few-years" crisis. However, the 
design of the total system must be such that it does not "choke" at 
some point causing processing capability to decrease beyond some load 
point. There also has to be some backup procedure when computers 
or data lines fail. The mechanization should make the average position 
or work station more efficient without making it boring. Care should 
be taken not to mechanize that which can be done better manually. 
For example, a decision was made with respect to the Basic Output 
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Report (BOR) (a computer printout to be described later) to pass it 
manually from work-station-to-work-station rather than retrieve it 
from a computer terminal each time. 

1.1.2 Human-Machine Interface 

In addition to the obvious human factors problems related to screen 
content, mask design I/O transactions, etc., there was the retraining 
problem for the people who had operated in the manual environment. 
The human mind allows tremendous flexibility. It enables us to change 
jobs in midstream and to be amazingly tolerant of errors because of 
our ability to grasp context and also remember valid sets of informa
tion. For a system to be accepted, it should not accept "foolish" data, 
provide impossible outputs, or take too long between input and output. 

1.1.3 Economics 

The only way computers can lead to net savings in the repair process 
is to reduce the size of the work force. Reducing, even by 80 percent, 
the load on a one-person work force is meaningless if that one person 
must remain to perform 20 percent of the original task. 

Therefore, economics studies were aimed at identifying areas where 
mechanization would reduce the number of people in a particular work 
force. Specifically, it was anticipated that a work force of, for example, 
7 testers could be reduced by 2 or more, and a work force of 8 repair 
answering clerks could be reduced by 4. The savings in labor associated 
with repair answering clerks results from the consolidation of many 
small work forces into a larger centralized one and the elimination of 
the manual line record file. 

1.2 Opportunities for upkeep expense savings 

To quantify the potential opportunity for ARSB benefits, certain 
expenses were identified as being prime candidates for significant 
reductions. Included were the RSB testing and clerical expenses, plus 
potentially unnecessary dispatch expenses. The RSB clerical expenses 
included taking trouble reports, maintaining the manual line record 
card file, and dispatching repair craft. It appeared that the RSB ex
penses could be significantly reduced by mechanizing the line record 
files, automating much of the testing function, and streamlining the 
trouble report flow in the RSB. 

Although some repeat reports are unavoidable, it was felt that many 
repeat reports are a result of not properly repairing the first trouble. 
A test to quickly verify that a trouble had been repaired before the 
repair craft left the area was needed to help reduce repeat reports. 

Work discontinued is due, in part, to the outside plant repair craft 
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being unable to locate a trouble within a reasonable amount of time 
and having to redispatch on the same trouble the following day. 
"Found OK"dispatches are those on which no trouble is found and 
the dispatch is terminated, resulting in a repeat report and/or wasted 
repair craft time. To reduce both the work discontinued and found OK 
dispatches, improved testing was required. Outside plant troubles were 
frequently dispatched first to station repair craft and then redispatched 
to cable repair craft because the manual testing methods could not 
identify the trouble as being in the outside plant. Again, it was felt 
that improved testing methods, by identifying the approximate loca
tion of the trouble, could avoid sending many of these dispatches to 
the wrong craft. 

In summary, almost 20 percent of the total upkeep budget was a 
prime target for significant reductions because of an RSB mechanization 
system like ARSB. 

II. THE EARLY DAYS-FIRST GENERATION 

The manual RSB has just been described. We now focus on the early 
days of defining requirements for the new mechanized system and the 
need to understand the manual environment thoroughly; this is the 
reason for the extensive involvement of systems engineering personnel 
in RSB operations. This effort, which continues even today, was facili
tated by New York Telephone Company's development of an experi
mental system covering ten thousand lines in its West 73rd Street RS'B 

in 1970-1971. Careful observation of this experiment, as well as long 
hours within RSBS interviewing and observing personnel at work, led 
to the early definition of requirements for a system. The principal 
focus of this work was on the tracking of trouble reports and the 
mechanization of the customer line card, resulting in the development 
of a Mechanized Line Records (MLR) system at Bell Laboratories. Also, 
during this stage of definition and development, it was recognized that 
much of the environment would be changed significantly by the advent 
of a mechanized system and that it was difficult, if not impossible, to 
predict the RSB environment after the change. This realization dictated 
that a system be deployed as quickly as possible to discover operation
ally how the people and machines interacted. Thus, MLR was deployed 
quickly on a centralized processor for New York Telephone to better 
understand the needs of the bureau and to provide data for planning 
future development. 

In addition to MLR, substantial development effort by Bell Labora
tories resulted in the Line Status Verifier (LSV), designed jointly with 
Western Electric Company. The LSV, which was field-trialed in 1972, 
was an automatic line verification device applicable to one class of RSB 

testing problems. The system was especially useful when applied to 
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trouble reports which, when tested shortly after the trouble report was 
received, gave no indication of trouble (i.e., Test OK). The use of LSV 

allowed a large percentage of these trouble reports to be closed out 
during the initial customer contact, resulting in less handling and 
faster processing of those reports. The mechanized combination of 
MLR and LSV, as separate stand-alone systems, provided a prototype 
for the ARSB. 

In the processing and clearing of trouble reports, the RSB can be 
envisioned as consisting of seven basic functional operations. These 
operations are trouble report taking, screening, testing, dispatching, 
clearing, closeout, and line record maintenance. The impact of MLR 

and LSV on these operations will now be described. 

2. 1 Trouble report taking 

Incoming calls from customers were routed by a call distributor to 
a person available for taking trouble reports. Upon answering a call, 
the attendant obtained the telephone number and entered this infor
mation into MLR using a computer terminal equipped with a cathode
ray tube (CRT). The MLR system responded with a trouble report mask 
which served as a vehicle for entering the trouble report. The trouble 
report mask also contained line record data for use by the attendant 
in interaction with the customer. This information included customer 
name and address, class of service, and status of pending troubles, as 
well as historical data covering the last trouble cleared. 

While talking with the customer, an LSV test was initiated from a 
separate LSV console on the customer's loop. The LSV system accessed 
the customer loop and ran an automated "GO INO-GO" series of tests. 
The attendant was notified of the results. If the LSV did not detect a 
fault on the customer loop, the attendant would so notify the customer 
and attempt to close out the trouble report. If the customer refused to 
accept the closeout of the trouble, or if there was a positive indication 
of a trouble (either by test result or customer description), the at
tendant negotiated a commitment time with the customer. A suggested 
time, based on internally stored time intervals given to MLR by RSB 

managers, was displayed on the CRT. The actual commitment negoti
ated with the customer was entered into the system. The calculation 
of the suggested commitment time and intermediate jeopardy times 
for testing and dispatch was a major improvement over the manual 
RSB. 

2.2 Screening 

The purpose of the screening function was to provide a method of 
distributing trouble reports to the appropriate work stations. The 
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screener routed a BOR* to the appropriate person based on trouble 
description, LSV test results, and the type of service. 

2.3 Testing 

Under ARSB with MLR and LSV, the testing function remained rela
tively unchanged, except for a decrease in the test load at the local 
test desks. The decrease was due to the detection of some faults and 
the verification of Test-OK'st by LSV at the time of the customer 
contact. 

2.4 Dispatching 

The dispatching function was handled in a variety of ways. In some 
RSBS, testers of dispatchers with dedicated repair crews were respon
sible for dispatch of their individual repair people. In other RSBS, there 
was a group of dispatchers for the entire repair force, usually controlled 
by a first-level supervisor, who decided which trouble to dispatch next 
and to which repair person. 

This function, too, remained relatively unchanged with MLR and 
LSV, with the exception of the use of LSV to verify that repairs had 
been made correctly before the craft left the trouble site. 

2.5 Clearing and closeout 

With mechanization, the recording clearing and closeout operations 
changed significantly. These operations involved repair of the trouble, 
customer notification and concurrence, and entry of final status into 
the MLR computer. In addition, MLR edited and validated the input 
and provided significantly more information about the customer's 
trouble and equipment involved to down stream analysis systems. 
(Refer to the paper entitled "Automated Repair Service Bureau: The 
Trouble Report Evaluation and Analysis Tool," appearing in this 
issue.) 

2.6 Line record maintenance 

With MLR, line record maintenance work was done manually by 
clerks with CRTS. This turned out to be a major expense for the Bell 
Operating Companies (BOCS), and mechanizing the records' update 

* The BOR is a report automatically printed out as the result of entering a trouble 
into the system; it includes line record information, a description of the trouble, and LSV 
test results. As noted later in this article, the LSV results were eventually replaced by 
more sophisticated results. 

t A "Test-OK" occurs when a trouble is caused by a transient condition that is no 
longer present when the test is performed. The test indicates that the condition of the 
loop is satisfactory. 
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process proved to be a major needed future enhancement as described 
below. 

III. THE EARLY DAYS-SECOND GENERATION 

The MLR and LSV systems were developed on short time schedules 
to solve some of the more pressing RSB problems in urban areas. 
Experience gained with MLR and LSV dictated changes needed in the 
operational procedures used with these systems. In addition, experi
ence indicated that a single centralized computer would not handle 
the projected load economically in a wide variety of operating com
panies. Hence, the second generation of the system had a distributed 
architecture. This second system was applied to a second BOC (South
western Bell Telephone Company) to determine the generality of 
operating procedures and the viability of the system. 

The need for an automated method of updating and maintaining the 
data base was recognized, and appropriate software was written to 
process service order information automatically from the service order 
systems of the BOCS. 

Also, since the number of functions being performed by the system 
was expanding, MLR became the Loop Maintenance Operation System 
(LMOS). 
To meet the objectives outlined previously, LMOS provides the follow
ing: 

• Mechanized data base with automatic line record update 
• Computerized trouble report processing 
• Management and analysis reports on demand 
• Mechanized aids for more efficient repair force deployment and 

more accurate commitment times. 
In addition to LMOS, a second-generation automated testing system, 

the Mechanized Loop Testing (MLT) system, was designed and replaced 
LSV. The MLT system, unlike LSV, was not designed as a stand-alone 
system. It was designed as an addition to LMOS, and the two systems, 
LMOS and MLT, were fully integrated to form the basic ARSB system. As 
an interim step in the development process, LSV was partially inte
grated with LMOS to allow tests to be automatically initiated by the 
entry of a trouble report in LMOS and to provide for the automatic 
storage of LSV test results on LMOS. However, LSV was still basically a 
stand-alone system to be replaced by the integrated LMOS/MLT design. 
The MLT system provides the following: 

(i) Improved testing of circuits under computer control using an 
adaptive series of tests, generated in real time, based on the electrical 
characteristics of the customers equipment in the idle state. (The data 
are available from LMOS.) 
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(ii) Test data interpretation based on the same customer equip
ment data. 

(iii) Simplified test results to the Repair Service Attendant (RSA) 
as a basis for more Test-OK closeouts while the customer is on line. 

(iv) Analyzed detailed test results in hard copy as a result of RSA 
initiated tests with indicated routing. 

(v) Automated sequential testing of lines or equipment in a list . 

. 3. 1 Overview of LMOS 

The LMOS is based on the MLR design, but has some significant 
system improvements that were added as a result of the MLR experi
ence. Thus, LMOS represents an expansion of the MLR concept. For 
example, LMOS has the capability of automatic service order input that 
significantly reduces the manual effort for entering changes to the 
computerized customer line records. The system also has the opera
tional report structure redesigned and expanded to reflect experience 
gained from the New York field test of MLR and tests of analysis 
systems in other Hoes. 

In addition, several new features were added to LMOS. They allowed 
more effective management of the repair forces, as well as greater 
overall efficiency of the repair operation. These enhancements are 
described in the following paragraphs. 

3.2 Major LMOS features 

3.2.1 Trouble report and status entry 

The trouble report and status entry feature was retained from MLR 
to provide fast and effective tracking of each trouble report through 
all intermediate statuses. In addition, the feature provides a major 
input to operational and administrative reports. 

3.2.2 Bureau personnel and repair force administration 

Bureau personnel and repair force administration is a new feature. 
It is a management tool for assessing, on a minute-by-minute basis, 
the utilization of bureau personnel, as well as outside repair forces. 

The trouble report status feature and the mechanization of line 
records, combined, provide a capability that allows dispatching of 
trouble reports by any person using LMOS. The utilization of RSH 
personnel is increased, while MLT reduces tester/dispatcher require
ments. 

3.2.3 Dynamic bureau operational reports 

The operational report structure of LMOS provides two types of 
reports: on-line bureau operational reports and the trouble report and 
data base analysis reports. The on-line bureau operational reports are 
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structured to predict and identify bottlenecks and problem areas in 
repair force operation and are based, in part, on the on-line report 
structure of MLR. An example of the use of this type of report is the 
detection of personnel work overloads in the functional areas of screen
ing, testing, and dispatching. 

3.2.4 Trouble report and data base analysis reports 

These reports involve the statistical analysis of the repair operation 
for periods of from 1 to 40 days and are available on demand. Included 
are reports associated with employee work summaries, Customer Trou
ble Report Analysis Plan (CTRAP) output data, cable and originating 
equipment analysis reports, and the mechanization of the manual 
Repair Force Management (RFM) program. These reports will, for 
example, aid in pinpointing particular parts of the switching machine 
or particular work groups that need attention. 

3.2.5 Line record administration 

Storage of line records and recent trouble histories in the computer 
alleviate the problems of losing line cards, inaccuracy of records, and 
excessive clerical posting effort. 

Automatic update of the line records from existing BOC service order 
networks resulted in significant clerical savings associated with line 
record upkeep. After initial conversion of line records, the only clerical 
forces required were those necessary to resolve conflicts between the 
BOC service order network and LMOS. 

3.3 Mechanized Loop Testing (ML T) overview 

The MLT system provides complete and accurate single-ended three 
terminal measurement parameters at dc and 24 Hz, which are analyzed 
by an adaptive test algorithm that is generated in real time. The 
selection of the tests to be performed and the analysis of the results 
are both based on data relating to the service and equipment of the 
particular customer's line being tested. These data are provided by 
LMOS. Two outputs are provided: one in text that tells the clerk, during 
the customer contact, if the line is good, faulted, or in use; the other 
output provides the values measured and the results of the analysis, 
e.g., one side open 18,400 ft from central office, etc. This analysis is 
enhanced by the on-line availability of records that provide data on 
the subscriber's service and equipment. The MLT system is also used 
for testing prior to dispatching a craft person, to verify that a fault is 
still present, and for post-dispatch testing to verify that a line fault has 
b~en corrected. 
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3.4 Mechanized Loop Testing (ML n features 

The MLT system provides expanded capability (beyond LSV) for 
verification of troubles on initial customer contact. The basic tests 
include the following: 

(i) Hazardous EMF Check 
(ii) Improved Busy Tests (including electronic speech detection 

and receiver-off-hook detection) 
(iii) AC FEMF Measurement (each side-to-ground) 
(iv) DC Leakage and FEMF Measurement (3 terminal) 
(v) Longitudinal Balance Measurement 

(vi) Termination Test (3 terminal) 
(vii) "Open" Test 

(viii) Ringer Counting 
(ix) Rotary Dial Measurements 
(x) Draw and Break Dial Tone (noncrossbar office). * 

Comparison of measured analog values to thesholds occurs in the 
computer and allows Go/No-Go type results to be returned to the 
bureau attendant, while still in contact with the customer. Analog data 
are also retained for use by screeners and other bureau personnel as 
required. 

3.5 Operational strategy-ARSB 

With the advent of LMOS and MLT, the RSB was again significantly 
impacted. The operational strategy of this second-generation RSB will 
now be described. 

The principal work functions of LMOS and MLT are associated with 
RSAS (who receive incoming trouble reports), the MLT tester (a scree
ner/analyzer who may request additional automated tests), the regular 
tester (who performs interactive manual testing with craft personnel 
using a manual test desk and who also can access MLT for automated 
testing), and the dispatch controllers (who coordinate and manage the 
outside plant craft). 

A simplified work flow diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The RSA, upon 
receiving the trouble report call, enters the telephone number of the 
reported line into LMOS via an interactive CRT. The LMOS responds 
with a display containing selected line record information, such as 
name, service address, and location, to the RSA. The RSA can then 
verify this information with the customer. If a previous trouble report 
is pending, then this information is also displayed to the RSA, so that 
the status of the pending report can be discussed with the customer. 

* These two checks are not made during the initial contact, or on every reported 
trouble. 
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Fig. I-Bureau work flow for ARSB (LMOS/MLT). 

The RSA enters the trouble information (or any additional information 
for subsequent reports) gathered from the customer onto the CRT 

screen. 
When the telephone number for a reported trouble is entered into 

the system, LMOS transmits the data required for testing to MLT and 
causes a test series to be initiated. This test series is performed 
concurrently with the RSA entering the trouble information (as de
scribed in the preceding paragraph). The results of the tests are 
displayed on the CRT, in a simplified format, while the RSA is still in 
contact with the customer. If the customer is calling from the same 
line on which they are reporting trouble, MLT will detect that the line 
is in use and display this result to the RSA. A test series, if required, 
can then be requested after the customer hangs up. 

The RSA can use the test results to attempt a closeout of the trouble 
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with the customer (in the case of a "Test-OK" or Receiver-Off-Hook") 
or negotiate a short commitment (for trouble in the central office) or 
an appointment time (for troubles outside the central office) with the 
customer. 

At this point, the RSA transmits the gathered data to LMOS, and 
LMOS responds with a cRT-formatted mask for the entry of the next 
trouble report. 

Thus, the MLT test results, coupled with the line record data, assist 
in resolving certain reported troubles directly without further process
ing. Those reports which cannot be excluded * by the RSA are entered 
into the system, and a hard copy BOR t is sent to the responsible RSB. 

Certain additional tests may be automatically suggested by the 
system when the initial RSA test result is returned, and such a sugges
tion is identified on the BOR. For example, a trouble may need testing 
with an MDF test clip.:j: 

Based on the results of the RSA test, the screener routes the BOR to 
the appropriate position. Troubles for which the test results clearly 
indicate the need for a station or central office dispatch are routed 
directly to dispatch controllers. Some trouble reports, involving facil
ities not testable by MLT, are routed to the regular tester at the local 
test desk (LTD). The objective is to route as many BORS as possible 
directly to the next probable function to be performed. 

The MLT tester is responsible for coordinating the inside forces (i.e., 
central office and frame personnel) and, when necessary, passing the 
BOR to the regular tester or dispatch controller. To perform this 
function, the MLT tester may request retests (supplementary tests not 
made in the series automatically initiated when the RSA enters a 
trouble report into the system), tests covering groups of telephone 
numbers, cable pairs, or central office equipment, or retests to be 
performed over a period of time. These test capabilities provide a level 
of precision and thoroughness not available from the manual test desk. 
In addition, a number of LMOS equipment inventory and analysis 
reports are available to help RSB personnel localize troubles or analyze 
recurring troubles. 

There are normally only a small number of troubles that cannot be 
resolved completely by MLT tests and, therefore, go to the regular 
tester. However, the regular tester has access to all MLT tests, as well 
as the LTD. The regular tester is responsible for lines that require line 

* The RSB is allowed to exclude certain types of trouble reports, such as a report on 
a service that has been suspended for nonpayment. 

t The BOR contains all of the available line record, trouble history, trouble report, and 
test result information for the reported line. 

:j: An MDF test clip is used when tests requiring the switch and other central office 
equipment to be "bypassed" are performed. 
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conditioning prior to test application (e.g., on four-party lines with full 
selective ringing using three element gas tubes) and tests of other 
troubles that require interaction with other craft or the customer. The 
regular tester can coordinate the inside forces or give the trouble to 
the dispatch controller for outside troubles. 

A cable tester/dispatcher (in the RSB or elsewhere) has access to the 
MLT tests and the LMOS data base to assist in cable trouble repair. The 
input of known cable failure data will allow new trouble reports within 
a cable failure to be automatically identified so that only minimal 
processing will be required in the RSB. Automatic tests covering groups 
of cable pairs will assist the cable tester/dispatcher in identifying the 
range of a suspected cable failure. . 

At each stage of the flow of a trouble report through the RSB-say, 
from MLT tester to regular tester to dispatcher-a report status should 
be entered into LMOS. The status information includes the employee 
code of the person doing the work, "work done" (e.g., tested), inter
mediate status (e.g., pending dispatch), routing information (i.e., next 
employee code), and test results (if any). This information allows 
anyone looking at the trouble report to determine exactly which 
functions have been performed and what the status is. It also allows 
the RSA to give accurate information on the status of the trouble to a 
customer calling in with a subsequent report. 

As a final status, the report can be closed out from any position in 
the RSB when the trouble has been cleared or resolved. At this point, 
the trouble report and its related data become part of the trouble 
history for the appropriate RSB. 

IV. INTRODUCTORY STRATEGY 

The expectation, now essentially on target (see Figs. 2 and 3), was 
that LMOS would penetrate 100 percent of all Bell System lines and 
MLT, 80 percent. The objective was to penetrate as rapidly as possible. 
However, from the formation of a BOC study team, through planning, 
funding, procurement, data conversion, and cutover of the first bureau, 
would have required a minimum of three years. Therefore, a major 
cooperative effort of AT&T, Bell Laboratories, Western Electric Com
pany, and the Bocswas launched. This effort involved the following: 

(i) A joint steering committee, which included representatives of 
the early users, with enough authority to make the decisions required 
to clear road blocks and balance timeliness with feature enhancements. 

(ii) Economic planning guidelines to help BOCS prepare estimates 
for approval. 

(iii) Telephone company timetable guidelines for detailed plan
ning, installation, data base conversion and a cutover schedule. 
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Fig. 2-Bell System implementation of LMOS (year-end 1980 estimate). 
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Fig. 3-Bell System implementation of MLTS (year-end 1980 estimate). 

(iv) Telephone company letters of intent and joint AT&T /West
ern Electric scheduling of installations. 

(v) A Western Electric planning and installation team to support 
the Boes. 

(vi) A Bell Laboratories "shock troop" to move in when tough 
problems were encountered. 

(vii) A formal system change request process and committee to 
establish priorities for telephone company requests to tune the system 
to the user needs. (At one time these requests were being processed at 
the rate of one every other day, and 80 percent of the continuing 
development effort was involved.) 
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(viii) Operational reviews to ensure that the potential savings were 
being realized. 

The net result was an overwhelming acceptance by the BOCS and 
the rapid introduction shown in Figs. 2 and 3. At one time, two million 
lines were being converted each month and, at another, one MLT frame 
was being installed every working day. 

V. Continuing evolution 

The ARSB is continuing to evolve. Some of the major changes, both 
completed and partially underway, since the development of the inte
grated LMOS/MLT system, are as follows: 

o A context-sensitive data switch which facilitates large-scale cen
tralization of the repair answering function. 

o A Loop Cable Administration and Maintenance Operations Sys
tem (LCAMOS), integrated with LMOS/MLT, which provides for the 
prediction, tracking, and analysis of cable troubles. 

• A new generation of Mechanized Loop Testing System (MLT-2) 

designed to be cost-effective for very small population centers and 
functionally expanded to allow for the elimination of the need for local 
test desks. 

The remaining papers in this special issue of The Bell System 
Technical Journal provide more detailed information on the design, 
implementation, operation, and evaluation of the ARSB and give de
scriptions of the improvements outlined above, as well as others. 
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The four main functions being served by the Automated Repair 
Service Bureau are (i) Customer Line Card Maintenance-a large, 
complex data base problem; (ii) Trouble-Taking and Tracking-a 
simple transaction problem; (iii) Loop Testing-a process-control 
problem; and (iv) Trouble-History Review-a large, filter, sort, and 
count report-generation problem. All of these functions were imple
mented among different computers, which were then networked to
gether to form the full ARSB architecture. This decomposition resulted 
in an architecture that has been adaptable to Bell Operating Com
panies' needs over a full decade. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The architecture of a system is the product of the history of the 
organization which builds it, the present and near-present technology, 
and the intended application. The architecture of the Automated 
Repair Service Bureau (ARSB) is the result of several iterations, and 
many decisions. In retrospect, many of the decisions which we tortured 
over seem, given that the system works, clear and obvious. Hopefully, 
our experiences will be useful lessons for other similar developments. 

After describing the characteristics of the present ARSB architecture 
and the history which led to it, the major design decisions in its 
formation will be discussed. This will be followed by a slightly more 
detailed discussion of the architectures of the subcomponents of the 
system. 

1.1 History 

The Loop Maintenance Operations System (LMOS), as an operations 
system for the Repair Service Bureau, was fust conceived as a system 
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in August, 1970, as part of a broad-reaching systems engineering study. 
Specific development work on what ended up being its prototype, the 
Mechanized Line Record System (MLR) started in April, 1971. The 
first MLR repair service bureau (RSB) was placed on-line in Manhattan, 
New York, on December 8,1972, on an IBM 370/155 and DEC PDP* 
11/20 computer. The 370/155 provided all the major user functions. 
The 11/20 initially provided simple backup when the 370/155 was 
down by recording trouble entry and status transactions for later 
submission to the 370 when it recovered; also, it provided loop-testing 
facilities via the Line Status Verifier (LSV), an early automated testing 
system. After going on-line, the next year and a half ofMLR application 
development had two major activities: 

(i) The transactions were restructured for ease of use and to utilize 
the IBM 3270 synchronous display terminals. 

(ii) The data bases were restructured to improve computer perform
ance and simplify program development by changing a combined line 
record/trouble data base to separate line record and trouble data 
bases. 

As other Bell operating companies (Hoes) (Southwestern Bell Tel
ephone Company and South Central Bell Telephone Company, in 
particular) expressed interest in MLR, we decided to totally rewrite the 
system because: 

(i) The existing data base structure could not easily accommodate 
the new Universal Service Order (uso) requirements. (uso is the 
language used for the entry of customer service requests for new 
services or changes to existing services.) 

(ii) An IBM 370-based system would not have been economical for 
the "small" towns (small, at that time, was anything less than 750,000 . 
people.) 

(iii) The IBM 370-based system's one-half hour or so mean-time
to-repair or daily availability of 16 hours was not satisfactory for a 
back-bone customer support system. It is important to note that given 
a fixed monthly availability, e.g., 98.5 percent, the user is more con
cerned with mean-time-to-repair than with mean-time-to-failure. 

We initially planned to build two systems, an IBM 370 maxi-based 
system for the large cities and a separate DEC 11/45 mini-based 
system for the suburban/rural areas. They were to have identical user 
views to minimize development cost and time, and to facilitate moving 
RSBS and personnel from one system to the other. J. Cloutier of Bell 
Laboratories suggested the distributed architecture which we subse
quently implemented as LMOS and which this paper addres~~s. 

Though no MLR code was included in LMOS, the MLR system provided 
two major benefits to the LMOS project. First, it was a working model 

* Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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or pilot plant from which we could gather data and experience for the 
LMOS design decisions. Its role in this capacity cannot be over empha
sized. Second, it acted as an existence proof that such a system could 
be used as part of an on-line customer interaction and could save the 
Bell System money. 

II. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW 

The hardware/software distribution of function and data is sum
marized in Fig. 1, while Table I summarizes the operational character
istics of the network. 

The function/data distribution was such that the system could be 
partitioned into large complex-data "maxi" pieces and high-transac
tion-volume/small simple-data "mini" pieces. (See Fig. 1.) They were 
as follows: 

(i) Line card maintenance (a host maxifunction). Copies of the 
customer's service and service history are maintained-a low-volume 
but large-complex data base function. 

(ii) Trouble taking and tracking (a front-end minifunction). The 
customer's trouble is entered and subsequent repair tracked (via on
line status and reports)-a high-volume but simple data base function. 

(iii) Loop testing (a front-end minifunction). The loop is tested for 
fault presence and location-a low-volume but complex algorithm 
function. 

(iv) Trouble history review (a host maxifunction). A 40-day history 
of troubles is reviewed via "batch" reports for analysis of equipment 
and personnel performance trends-a large sort-and-count function. 

The LMOS transaction load follows the classic 80/20 rule. That is, 80 
percent of the total transaction load is generated by a few high-use 
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Fig. I-Automated repair service bureau architecture. 
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Table I-ARSB data sheet: typical configuration serving five million 
customer lines 

Cross Front MLT Con-
Host Front End End troller 

COMPUTERS 
Number in system 1 7 2 40 
Processor type IBM-370-303x PDP* 11/70 PDP 11/34 PDP 11/34 
Main memory 4 megabytes 1 megabyte 1/4 megabyte 1/4 megabyte 

(per machine) 
Secondary storage 6,000 to 8,000 300 megabytes ° ° (per machine) megabytes 

TOTAL SYSTEM TRAFFIC 
Busy hour trans- 17,000 28,000 12,000 12,000 

actions 
Daily transactions 145,000 175,000 80,000 60,000 

OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE 
Scheduled availa- 24 hr (1) 22 hr 24 hr 24 hr 

bility 
Operational 98.5% 99.5% 99.5% 99.5% 
Mean time to re- 40 min 7 min 4 min 8 min 

cover 
SIZE OF SOFTWARE (LINES) 

Batch 140,000 23,000 ° ° On-line 35,000 225,000 22,000 30,000 
Operating system (2) 34,000 12,000 12,000 
Utilities ~ 45,000 _0_ _0_ 
Total 175,000 327,000 34,000 42,000 

* Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
(1) On-Line 12 to 18 hours (depending on BOC). Available for batch processing all 

other times. 
(2) IBM Multiple Virtual System and Information Management System. 

transaction types (about 20 percent of all transaction types). These 
characteristics were first verified during the MLR pilot operation and 
justifies the distributed architecture of LMOS which places the high
use, simple data transactions on several front-end computers. The 
projected cost of the distributed architecture was 30 percent less than 
either an all-maxi or all-mini approach and allowed us to build one 
standard system rather than two. 

The best way to understand the distributed architecture is to trace 
how a trouble is reported and repaired. This is as follows: 

1. Enter trouble description-A customer calls a repair service 
attendant at the Centralized Repair Service Answering Bureau 
(CRSAB).l The attendant enters the telephone number of the line in 
trouble. The entered telephone number is switched by the cross front 
end2 to the front end3 having the copy of the customer's miniline card. 
(The miniline card is roughly 10 percent the size of the full line card 
which is kept in the host4 IBM system; however, it contains enough 
"critical" data to support trouble entry, as well as limited operations 
when the host is "down.") In the case of numeric telephone numbers, 
a cross front end table is used to determine the proper front end. In 
the case of nonnumeric circuit identifiers, the cross front end interro
gates all front ends to determine which has the miniline card. After 
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receiving the telephone number, the front end returns a description of 
the customer's line (and any existing trouble information) to the 
attendant via the cross front end. 

2. Test loop-Simultaneous with trouble entry, the front end initi
ates a test of the line in trouble via the Mechanized Loop Testing 
(MLT)5 controller computer. When the MLT controller returns the test 
results to the front end, roughly 25 seconds later, it routes them, again 
via the cross front end, to the attendant. The attendant, now armed 
with customer service information and test results, enters the trouble 
description and an agreed-upon repair commitment time. 

3. Route trouble description to RSB -This final trouble description 
is sent via the cross front end back to the front end. The front end 
then ships this trouble description to the host computer for combina
tion with the full customer line record and associated trouble history. 
This combined record is shipped via the front end, and perhaps cross 
front end, to the RSB having repair responsibility. (If the host computer 
is unavailable, the trouble description is combined with the miniline 
record for the RSB.) 

4. Repair trouble-While being repaired, the status of the trouble, 
e.g., tested, is entered into the front end. In this way, trouble repair 
can be tracked by the bureau management using on-line reports, can 
be relayed to the customer, and can be analyzed after trouble clearance. 

5. Post repair analysis-After repair, a description of the closed 
trouble is entered and sent to the host computer for a 40-day running 
historical flie used for analysis of various components of the repair 
process. The resultant reports that are generated by the trouble report 
evaluation analysis tool (TREAT)6 are routed from the host computer 
to the RSB (optionally via the front ends or cross front end). 

While the repair process is taking place, the customer line records 
are being updated either manually or automatically from data received 
over the BOC service order distribution network on the host computer. 
Complete copies of the miniline record for all changed line records are 
sent to the front ends the night after the change is entered into the 
host computer. A night-time versus day-time update was chosen to 
off-load the front ends and the 50-kb lines connecting the host to the 
front ends (see Fig. 1). 

III. MAJOR DESIGN DECISIONS 

There were, in effect, two levels of ARSB architecture-design deci
sions: (i) those affecting the overall system (discussed in this section), 
and (ii) those affecting an individual component of the system, e.g., 
the front end (discussed in the later sections). The decisions that 
affected the overall system had one of two motivations-either trying 
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to satisfy the end users operational objectives or trying to satisfy our 
development objectives. The interplay between what should be done 
and how it could be done is the most exciting and yet exasperating 
experience for the designer. If either perspective-the user or the 
developer-gets out of hand, the end system will surely fail. 

The major user and developer issues and lessons will be discussed in 
the following sections. 

3.1 User issues-don't forget the end user will rely on and supplement 
your product 

The major user issues which impacted the architecture evolved 
around the entry level skills of the end user, the desire to install the 
system quickly, and the high efficiency of the existing manual repair 
process. These factors all interrelated to lead to the following deci
sions: 

(i) The System would not be based on a pure data base
don't make the machine enforce what the field won't. 

After much interaction with the operating companies who wanted, 
initially, to have the software enforce a pure data base, i.e., reject a 
line record with machine detectable inconsistencies (e.g., a cable 
assigned to two telephone numbers), we decided that it was better to 
put the line record in the data base with its known errors than not to 
put it in until the errors were resolved. Known errors are, of course, 
flagged for future resolution. This decision was contrary to that being 
made by the facility assignment systems, e.g., COSMOS and BISCUSj 
F ACS which assign loop facilities to provide service. We could not 
afford the difference in the cost of conversion-more than 6 to 1 for 
each customer record. Further, the end user of the system, repair 
people, historically had been able to use impure data for repair oper
ations and would not tolerate the expense of trying to keep it purer 
than it had been in the past, though there would be tools to do this. 
(We have since found that repair does not in fact, keep the data pure, 
nor is it necessary.) 

(iz) High-volume operations-do what you can, don't do 
everything. 

The RSB operation is essentially a h.igh-volume repetitive job 
wherein a 100,000-line RSB will process 500 troubles a day. The majority 
of these troubles is in residence and simple business services. This gave 
us the opportunity to save money by leaving the hard cases out of the 
system, both in the data base and in the automated testing. A human 
being handles these relatively low-frequency, very complex cases. 
Thus, the system could and can be viewed as the high-volume mech
anized adjunct to the human being. The decision was: do not try to do 
everything; let the human augment the machine (and conversely!). 
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(iii) Part of the on-line customer flow-sit in the end user's 
job and view availability from that perspective, for example, 
98.5 percent availability is 2% hours down time a week! 

The system is an adjunct to the daily customer interaction process. 
Thus, we had to ensure that high availability was provided for parts of 
the system that were used for daily interactions between BOC personnel 
and their customers. Further, these operations had to have a relatively 
predictable response time. Thus, we allowed no algorithm which had 
high run time variance, otherwise customer contact would be unpre
dictable. Also, we learned that the BOC user can manually augment 
missing features and, thus, will tolerate, though not happily, their 
absence; however, they will not, and should not, tolerate bad perform
ance or availability. 

As mentioned before, in the operations support world, mean-time
to-repair is much more crucial than average uptime. (Two hours down 
Monday morning is intolerable.) A rapid mean-time-to-repair allows 
less stable software to be introduced to the field. The result of this 
issue was a front end and cross front-end hardware configuration which 
had at least one passive backup unit for each two on-line units. This 
backup hardware could be switched on-line via a network switch and 
disk switches. Also, a very fast data base recovery system was built, 
(less than two minutes recovery time for all but the head crash). 

3.2 Developer issues-manage complexity 

The development decisions were all motivated toward reducing 
development complexity. All the major design decisions were oriented 
towards decoupling the development of the subcomponents. (An ex
tension of this theme was not to make any changes in the IBM 
software for the front-end system to work.) We partitioned the software 
tasks into pieces which could be done by teams of three to five people 
for development efficiency and risk containment. Further, by uncou
pling the development activities from each other, the companies could 
decide on the order of installation for the various pieces of the system; 
however, there was a natural and commonly followed installation 
sequence of TREAT,6 host, front end, cross front end, and MLT. It is 
important to note, however, that the overall architecture and devel
opment approach was for an integrated system which could be devel
oped in phases as compared to stand-alone pieces which could, some
how, be forced to fit together. 

The resultant major decisions to allow this decoupling were as 
follows: 

(i) Duplicate data to simplify distributed processing-re
duce risk by using known technology. 

We decided that no single computing activity would be dependent 
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on the on-line interaction between computers. That is, we did not want 
a single user transaction to have to get data from more than one 
machine. We did not know how to solve the data base locking, 
consistency, and data base recovery problems that accompanied that 
form of operation and so we avoided it. (For example, we did not want 
to solve the clean-up problem resulting from transaction A on machine 
1 locking data base B on machine 2, updating it, going down, and 
simultaneously having the line go down.) Instead, we duplicated a 
small amount of data across machines in a master (host data base)/ 
slave (front end) relationship to support the transaction activities. 

(ii) Communications design-do the riskiest first. 
The most complex design problem-though we did not know it at 

the time-was the distributed communications network. For MLR, the 
PDP 11/20 communications software we wrote handled solely the 
synchronous terminals (not the printers!) in a stand-alone fashion (i.e., 
we did not have a full pilot plant). 

Our initial design was quite simple. We decided that to each sending 
computer, the receiving computer would look like a TELETYPE* 
teleprinter 40/4 controller. The IBM host computer thought that the 
DEC front-end computer was a pair of 3270 controllers, one with 32 
printers and one with 32 CRTS. The CRTS were used as "virtual" 
terminals by the PDP computer and were assigned or coupled to a 
real terminal when it used an IBM resident transaction. In this way, 
the IBM transactions did not have to be tested for use with the front 
end and no special work had to be done in the front end when an IBM 
transaction changed or was added. 

Two of the "virtual" CRTS were used to effect the batch data transfers 
between machines. That is, the miniline cards, for example, were 
blocked into CRT-like messages and were sent to one of these two CRTS. 

The handling of printers and front-end-to-host messages almost 
killed the project. The early strategy had four parts: 

(a) By mapping the printers on the front end to one of the "32 on 
the 50-kb line," the host system would do all the spooling for Host 
generated messages. 

(b) To reduce spooling logic, the front end would separately spool 
its output for the printers. The front end would control actual printing 
by either "unspooling" its messages or control passing through of the 
host messages. 

(c) To simplify the software, no messages from the front end to the 
host would be spooled to disk. Rather, as these messages were created, 
they were put in a core buffer for transmission to the host. 

(d) When the host was "attached" to a printer or CRT, all terminal 

* Registered trademark of Teletype Corporation. 
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and printer status messages would be passed directly from the front 
end to the host. 

The fIrst two decisions were good ones-the last two were somewhat 
less than optimal. By not spooling to disk, we implicitly counted on 
predictable bandwidth to the host, i.e., the core buffers could fill up on 
the front end and stop the system. Further, by sending the status 
directly to the host, sometimes it would take the whole 50-kb line 
down because, for example, it thought a bad printer was on the line, 
i.e., we confused network and terminal control. These two design 
problems took 3 to 6 months to fix, generated user dissatisfaction, and 
"work-arounds" that complicated the communications manager de
sign. The major lesson was that we tried to schedule the development 
of something that neither we (nor anybody else) had done before. 

(iii) Operational decoupling-reduce the need for organiza
tions to communicate in the field. 

We decided that the basic operations of the host and front end had 
to be viewed by the computer operations personnel as though, for all 
practical purposes, the other system did not exist. For example, if a 
data base recovery took place on one system, then an operator (or 
software) would not have to initiate one on the other. This decision 
actually simplifIed the overall final design but was hard to implement 
as we built a variety of ad hoc message synchronization schemes and 
(over the years!) found holes in them. 

We shall next discuss the architectures of the individual subsystems 
or components. 

IV. HOST DESIGN 

The design of the host software was driven by two major issues
the use of the IBM support software and the largeness of the data 
bases (several billion bytes on line). The decisions were as follows: 

(i) Use PLjI and only simple features of IMS-avoid local 
optimization and use of complex features. 

PLjI was chosen for its relative development efficiency. The other 
feasible alternatives of COBOL and Assembly were rejected because 
of their awkwardness or resulting code complexity. Further, as far as 
we could tell, we suffered little to no performance impact by choosing 
PLjI over Assembly. 

The Information Management System (IMS) was used to create 
simple hierarchical data bases. We avoided using any new IMS pro
gramming feature for approximately two years after it was announced. 
By placing these restrictions on the use of IMS, we made sure that the 
feature had been debugged and we substantially improved the overall 
system field reliability and performance, as well as easing our internal 
training problems. 
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(ii) Data base size-big data bases have lots of inertia. 
The projected size of the data bases (many billion bytes) resulted in 

two major design decisions. First, a series of inverted files were created 
from the line card fue so that data could be indexed and retrieved 
other than by telephone number. Without these indices, the query of 
telephone numbers by cable pair, for example, would take hours. These 
files included a cable file, office equipment file, as well as three other 
small files. Each of the programs which updated the line card file also 
updated these inverted files. (A common, but poor practice of the 
computer science community at that time was allowing individual 
programmer access to the indices. "Data base structure and indices 
should be hidden from the programmer by access routines.) 

Given the need to reorganize data bases, take image copies, and 
recover them, care had to be taken to split a potentially large single 
data base into several logically smaller parts. While we recognized this 
for the line card data bases, unfortunately we did not for the cable 
data base. The cable data base became exceedingly large in one of the 
"rural" HOCS, which had extensive cable networks, and several 3350 
disk drives were required. Reorganizing, recovering, and loading this 
one data base soon became the pacing item of the host computer 
operations. 

(iii) Performance prediction- ffoff-line" not ffon-line" will get 
you. 

The performance prediction for the host computer was simple for 
the real-time day and surprisingly complex for the night time, off
line batch operations. The transaction processing in an IMS system 
inevitably is CPU limited. (The majority of the CPU cost is due to I/O 

processing; however, the CPU, not the channels or disks, saturates 
first.) Thus, all we had to do was to estimate the CPU utilization of the 
on-line transactions. Since we had the MLR system in New York for a 
model, we estimated the performance of the distributed system by 
removing the load of those transactions which would migrate to the 
front end. The only problem that we ran into was that as the system 
matured at a HOC, terminals accessing the data base for its review 
spread like wild fire. As experience with the system grew at HOCS, this 
extra use added an additional 20 percent to 30 percent load to the 
repair-only predicted load. 

The nighttime load prediction had two problems. First, our MLR 

model experience was in Manhattan which was, at the time, having 
very little, if not negative, growth. As the system spread to the 
expanding areas, the need to do massive rearrangements of the data 
base for area transfers, major cable throws, etc., added what was to us 
an unexpected load. Most importantly however, we did not leave 
enough time for operator or machine error. In effect, we had planned 
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the operational evening too tightly. To meet the original load projec
tions, we had to redo some of the programs so that they could run 
during the real-time day and in effect cut down the need for "off-line" 
time. The only real lesson here is that one really needs to understand 
all the environments of the end system, including the variants of the 
offered load and the realities of how big machines operate and are 
operated. 

v. FRONT-END DESIGN 

5.1 The operating system-there is no such thing as a simple operating 
system 

The front-end system was to be, in effect, a transaction processor. 
The fIrst design decision was related to whether we should use what at 
that time was a rather new operating system from Murray Hill
UNIX* program operating system-or build our own. Because of the 
need for a robust fIle system, high-performance interprocess commu
nications, and the need to handle forty-eight 4.8-kb synchronous 
communications lines, we decided to build our own. It is still not clear 
whether this was our best or worst decision. It was best from the 
viewpoint that subsequently evolving the UNIX program operating 
system to handle the high-performance, high-availability, synchro
nous-terminal-driven, transaction-processing application has been 
most complex. It was the worst in that we might have been able to 
substantially modify the UNIX program operating system to satisfy 
our needs and in the process would have had earlier access to C 
language and the UNIX software development environment. (Two 
years into the development, we moved our development environment 
to the UNIX program operating system and started to use C as the 
programming language of choice. Later, (see Ref. 3), we decided to 
modify UNIX software, given our experience with the special-purpose 
operating system.) The other impact was that, as all operating system 
developers are, we were plagued with the never-ending minor utilities 
for operational and maintenance ease, e.g., the utility to do system fIle 
transfer. 

The other major design features of the front end were all oriented 
towards high predictable performance and low mean-time-to-repair. 

5.2 Design for availability-(lt's easy if you include it in the design from 
the beginning.) 

The low mean-time-to-repair was achieved by providing a standby 

* UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. 
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processor, extra peripherals, and a rapid software recovery system. 
The recovery system was based on 

(a) Using the communications terminals for message recovery-a 
message was processed in its entirety, one in and one out. The terminal 
held the input message until completion. If the system went down, the 
operator would re-enter the message. 

(b) Keeping preupdate copies of a transaction's intended updates 
on disk to roll back the data base in case of error. 

(c) Keeping a log tape of all before and after data base copies which 
were used to reconstruct the data base in case of a head crash. 

This rather simple design resulted in a mean-time-to-repair of ap
proximately two minutes for all but the head crash which would take 
approximately an hour. During the hour recovery, a simple back-up 
system was given to the user so that troubles and statuses could be 
entered for journaling on tape. This journaled information would then 
be read into the system when it was brought on-line so that the 
bureaus would not have to do any special manual catch-up work. 

5.3 Performance-(Keep the model simple and worry about it from the 
start.) 

The performance design was based on assuming the system would 
be designed to be single-threaded, i.e., once a transaction started, no 
other would run. This solved the data set locking problem, simplified 
recovery, and seemed like a reasonable approach given that at that 
time we only had two disks. Given this and using an application load 
model from the New York Telephone Company (which remained 
relatively invariant across other companies), we projected what the 
single thread load would be at peak busy hour. Before announcing 
system capacity, we designed each transaction and counted their disk 
accesses. Since the transactions were all simple, their elapsed time was 
directly related to the number of disk accesses. We then sized every 
other component of the system, the 4.8-kb lines, the 50-kb line, and 
the core buffers for holding transaction input, so that they would not 
be a limiting resource. Simple single server and multiserver queuing 
equations were used for the sizing. 

The system algorithms were then designed to drive this single-server 
queue, i.e., the transaction stream. For example, the priorities for 
polling the terminals were such that once work came into the system, 
the polling priority would be lowered so that the transaction would 
run to completion. The major performance tuning was in handling the 
50-kb line to the host and the communications buffers in the front end. 
These tuning needs were driven by all the idiosyncrasies of handling 
the bisynchronous protocol in an environment with noisy and failing 
lines. 
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VI. 11/34 ML T CONTROLLER DESIGN-Reexamine your architectural 
decisions under change. 

The 11/34 MLT controller originally supported a special-purpose 
terminal which is no longer used in the system. This terminal, the 
Status Entry Device, was specially designed and built to be used to 
enter numeric status information into the system. Originally, it was 
used in the MLR system and was viewed by the computer as a TELE
TYPE CRT. On changing to the IBM 3270, we decided to use an 11/10 
to simulate an IBM 3270 controller and to co-locate it with the Status 
Entry Devices. Once the 11/10 was at the bureau, it seemed natural to 
use it for controlling the loop tests. (The 11/10 was replaced later with 
the 11/34.) The building of the special terminals was a well-motivated 
detour. They were built because normal terminals were too big to use 
with the test desk and were too expensive. However, their production 
volume was never enough to allow cost reductions; thus, they did not 
track the cost reductions in the terminal field, but more importantly, 
the tester ultimately needed a full-feature terminal as the ARSB system 
grew in feature. 

Once we decided to co-locate the 11/34 in the bureau, its design was 
actually very simple. For reliability, it had to have no moving periph
erals. However, while it was appropriate to have a separate computer 
for driving the loop testing system, the 11/34 was probably not a good 
design choice. A better choice, both in cost and later development and 
deployment flexibility might have been to have a separate PDP 11/70 
computer for testing as compared to several II/34's. We recognized 
this too late in the development/deployment cycle. 

VII. CROSS FRONT END-Geography is a bad division. 

The cross front end was the last major addition to the system. 
Though we had recognized the potential need for such a system in the 
large cities, it represented a nicety and not a necessity. The design 
guidelines for the cross front end were identical to that for the MLT 

controller, with one addition-all cross front end tables had to be 
automatically derivable from the front ends. We could not stand the 
thought of the operator difficulty, then error, and then our repair, of 
having to keep the systems in constant synchronization. The perform
ance approaches for the cross front end were almost identical to the 
front ends. The only exception was in assuring that one heavily loaded, 
or failing, front end did not use up all the buffers in the cross front end 
and, thus, jeopardize access to the other front ends. 

Though the cross front end did the job, it was the early warning 
signal for the need to redo the ARSB architecture. Until the cross front 
end arrived, the system was completely hierarchical serving a smaller, 
self-contained geographic entity. The cross front end, in effect, re-
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sponded to the desire of the BOCS to avoid the need to organize their 
operations according to this rather rigid computer-imposed geographic 
view. In several installations, the cross front end use grew beyond its 
original design intent of serving just the CRSABS to serving coin bureaus, 
and special business bureaus. This growing need led to the second 
architecture for the ARSB which is described in Ref. 3. 

VIII. MAJOR LESSONS 

Some of the lessons already described and one or two others deserve 
special mention as follows: 

8.1 Time scales and tolerance to change 

The LMOS system, from its inception to its full Bell System penetra
tion, will take 13 years to complete. There is no way that any operations 
systems designer is 13 years smart. Thus, the early architecture must 
be very carefully examined to determine impact of BOC organizational 
change, changing data needs, etc. The issue of performance was very 
significant to the first generation of the ARSB. This issue of flexibility 
versus performance will have to be balanced exceedingly carefully in 
succeeding generations of the system. 

8.2 Data view 

The host system was designed from a functional view point, i.e., a 
conversion system, an automated line record update system, an on-line 
system etc. This view did not recognize that the most complex and 
unyielding issue was the large and unwieldy data base. Future systems 
should take a more data-centered view and build for example, a cable 
system, a customer service record system, etc. This should be done 
because it is hard to evolve mechanisms which allow easy minor 
changes of the basic view of the data base. 

8.3 Data synchronization 

The growing use of the LMOS data base resulted in our having to 
synchronize it with many other systems. We found this to be an almost 
impossible task unless the synchronization was done using self-con
tained groups of information, e.g., a full miniline record. Even then, 
minor differences in item definition (it took 6 to 9 months to resolve 
cable/pair status definition between two systems) would lead to terri
ble confusion. The only lesson is that if at all possible, do not duplicate 
data; however, if you have to, synchronize it in very big blocks. 

8.4 Modularity-planned and achieved 

Perhaps the major advantage of the distributed architecture was 
that it enforced modularity on the system. It seems that only physical 
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boundaries, either different machines or I6-bit address space or time 
slots, enforce that modularity after the early designers leave. 

8.5 Models and pilot plants 

The major lesson towards building a predictable architecture and 
system is to build a pilot plant fIrst. Make that pilot plant exercise the 
technical risk and use it to gather data for the performance versus 
flexibility equation. 
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The role of the data base system of the Loop Maintenance Opera
tions System (LMOS) is to maintain up-to-date information about the 
customer's telephone service and trouble history to facilitate customer 
trouble repair. The discussion covers data base content, rationale for 
the data base system architecture, and methods for keeping the data 
current. 

I. OVERVIEW-LMOS 

To provide an understanding of the data base system issues of LMOS, 

this overview shows functional linkage between the various system 
parts and briefly discusses the host architecture design, data base 
conversion, and data base update. The remaining sections of the paper 
provide detailed discussions of the evolution of the host data base 
system architecture, data base conversion strategy, and methods and 
types of data base update required to keep the operational data base 
current. 

The Automated Repair Service Bureau (ARSB), described in this 
issue of The Bell System Technical Journal,1,2 consists of two major 
functions: mechanized management of customer repair data and mech
anized testing. The LMOS, a distributed system, is the customer repair 
data management system. The LMOS host maintains customer line 
record and trouble data so that repair personnel have up-to-date 
information about the facilities being repaired. The LMOS front-end 
transaction processors record and track troubles on telephone equip
ment from the time the troubles are reported until they are repaired. 

For simplicity, discussion of other ARSB systems, such as Mechanized 
Loop Testing (MLT) , Loop Cable Administration and Maintenance 
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Fig. I-Loop maintenance operations system (LMOS). 

Operations System (LCAMOS), and Trouble Report Evaluation and 
Analysis Tool (TREAT) are not covered in this paper. See Refs. 3, 4, 
and 5 appearing in this issue. 

1.2 System organization 

Figure 1 illustrates geographic overlay of the system on a typical 
Bell operating company's (BOC'S) area of application (from five to 
seven million lines) and the trouble processing functions supported by 
major elements of the system. 
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The LMOS host data base stores in a large "master data base" 
complete information on the customer's telephone service including 
premise equipment data; class of service; network facilities assigned to 
the customer's circuit; and trouble history. In the example LMOS 

geographic area of Fig. 1, complete "line card" and trouble history files 
for all customer lines in the five-to-seven-million-line area of applica
tion exist in the host data base. 

The distributed front-end transaction processors form the real-time 
interface with customers via the Centralized Repair Service Answering 
Bureau.6 An LMOS installation can have up to 12 front-end transaction 
processors. The maximum capacity of a single transaction processor is 
approximately one million lines. The actual number of transaction 
processors installed will depend on considerations such as transaction 
rates and area boundaries. 

In the example shown, we assume seven transaction processors, each 
mapping into one of the subareas A through G. The data base for each 
front-end processor contains a subset of the line record data in the 
host and is called a miniline record. The miniline record contains 
essential information for repair and is used principally for trouble 
report taking. If the host is down, the miniline record can also provide 
basic information for processing troubles to a "closed" status. It is 
about one-seventh the size of the full line record on the host. In 
addition, a given transaction processor contains miniline records only 
for customers in its subarea. 

1.3 Trouble processing 

Figure 1 also illustrates how the distributed architecture of LMOS 

supports customer report processing. Assume the customer's phone 
service is in subarea G and is out-of-order. The customer may report 
the trouble from any location within the total area; however, the cross 
front end links the Centralized Repair Service Answering Bureau with 
the front-end data base serving subarea G, while the trouble report is 
being taken (event 1).7 When the trouble report is forwarded to 
transaction processor G, it requests a Basic Output Report (BOR) from 
the host. The BOR, containing complete line record data, test results, 
and trouble history, is transmitted to a printer in the RSB serving that 
customer (event 2). The BOR is screened for the appropriate next step, 
which may include further tests, a craft dispatch or other activity as 
required to repair the trouble (event 3). When the telephone circuit is 
repaired, trouble report closeout information is transmitted to the host 
(event 4). 

1.4 Host data base architecture 

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the LMOS host data base system. 
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The three host software generics on the left keep the data bases 
current. To the right are data base interfaces with the front-end 
transaction processors and the statistical report generation software, 
Trouble Report Evaluation and Analysis Tool (TREAT).5 Major divi
sions of data are as follows: 

Past trouble history-The Abbreviated Trouble History (ATH) data 
base contains, as a minimum, the most recent 40 days of history. The 
Trouble History (TH) data base contains histories of troubles closed 
during the day and is used to support TREAT statistical reports. 

Line record-These data bases contain information about the cus
tomer's telephone circuit. The Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) and 
Special Services (ss) data bases are identical structures, except the 
POTS key is the IO-digit telephone number, while the ss key can be any 
alpha-numeric up to 16 characters, plus number plan area (NPA). These 
two data bases form the basic line record information. (Note that for 
LMOS convenience, the LMOS definition of an ss is any circuit having 
an identifier that is other than IO-digit numeric with a real NPA.) The 
Cable (CA), Associated Number (AN), Telephone Answering Service 
(TAS) and Central Office Equipment (caE) data bases contain data 
common to the line record flie but have been "inverted" for access by 
cable and pair number, telephone number associated with a main 
account, TAS number associated with a customer's telephone service, 
and central office exchange key and switching equipment number, 
respectively. 

Miniline record-These are reduced versions of the POTS and ss line 
record data bases described above. There is one miniline record data 
base for each front-end transaction processor; the miniline record 
provides the mechanism for transferring changes that have occurred 
in the host to the front end.6 

Service order history-This data base contains a list of all line 
records changed during the day. The list is used for constructing 
miniline records to be sent to the front ends. 

1.5 Data base conversion and update 

The three modes for processing changes to the host data base are 
LOAD, Automatic Line Record Update (ALRU), and ON-LINE. The 
LOAD subsystem is used to initially create the line record data base 
from existing paper records or from other mechanized sources. The 
ALRU automatically performs the bulk of day-to-day changes to the 
records because of service order activity. The ON-LINE subsystem 
provides a means for manual inspection and/or change of line record 
information via a CRT; the principal uses of this subsystem are error 
correction, input of nonstandard service orders, and input of informa
tion as a result of plant rearrangements and changes (work orders). 
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Audits provide for internal consistency between common data items 
in the various data bases. Accuracy checks usually require data com
parison to physical circuits. 

1.6 Data base decisions in retrospect 

The data base system of LMOS had to accommodate the following 
major repair functions: 

(i) Taking trouble reports-The operational objective was to dis
play, in five seconds or less, information about a customer's telephone 
service when the customer contacted the Centralized Repair Service 
Answering Bureau. 

(ii) Tracking open troubles-The system had to provide a capa
bility for accepting new trouble reports ·and maintaining status infor
mation about the troubles until closed out. 

(iii) Maintaining trouble history-The most recent forty days of 
closed trouble information had to be maintained in the data base for 
summary and review purposes. Afterwards, the trouble history data 
could be transferred to microfilm storage. 

(iv) Maintaining up-to-date line record data-Changes made to 
the customer's telephone service had to be reflected (typically within 
24 hours) in the LMOS data bases. 

While the above list is not exhaustive, it does show a requirements 
pattern for the data base system. Functions (i) and (ii) require the 
data base system to provide rapid access to data and to manage volatile 
trouble report information while the trouble is being processed. Func
tions (iii) and (iv) are characterized by long-term storage of large 
amounts of data that change relatively slowly (i.e., 1/3 to 1/2 percent 
of the data changes every working day). 

It was decided that functions (i) and (ii) could best be met with 
small data bases distributed across several front ends. These data 
bases would contain copies of essential line record data (miniline 
record) obtained from a large master data base. The master data base 
(referred to in this paper as the LMOS host data base) would be the 
focal point for all updating and distribution of line record changes 
throughout the LMOS system. 

U sing redundant storage to meet response time requirements some
what complicates the data base update process, but time constraints 
on update are much less severe and the penalty was considered worth 
paying. In addition, the power of a large main frame machine (host 
machine) could be effectively used to update the master data base and 
to propagate changed miniline records to the front-end data bases. 

Regarding data base conversion, another judgment made early in 
the program was not to require BOC'S to purify records prior to LMOS 
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load. The rationale was twofold. First, the repair operations suffered 
mostly from lost records as opposed to inaccurate records. With LMOS, 

the line record would always be available and at a quality level with 
which the BOC chose to operate. This philosophy significantly reduced 
data base conversion expense. Secondly, tools were provided in LMOS 

to permit gradual record quality improvement if desired by the BOC. 

This basic decision is one of the main reasons that LMOS has gained a 
rapid market penetration. 

1.7 Summary 
~ 

This overview has summarized the LMOS data base system from the 
viewpoints of trouble processing flow and data base architecture to 
support this flow. Advantages being realized by the distributed data 
base architecture described include the following: 

(i) Use of inexpensive minicomputers as transaction processors 
with small data bases while taking advantage of the Information 
Management System (IMS) data management system for manipulating 
large data bases on the host. 

(ii) Availability of several highly reliable transaction processor 
configurations for real-time customer interaction. 

(iii) Ability to locate the transaction processor near the RSBS being 
served to minimize communications costs. 

To date, the data base design has served the loop repair process 
well. At the end of 1980, approximately 50 million customer line 
records were resident in LMOS installations throughout the Bell Sys
tem. This huge reservoir of data (60 billion bytes) is now being viewed 
as a system resource that will undoubtedly be tapped to support other 
loop operations in addition to repair. 

II. DATA BASE ARCHITECTURE OF LMOS 

2.1 Evolution of architecture 

Architecture of the data base system of LMOS has evolved from the 
centralized data base design of the prototype system installed in the 
fIrst trial company in 1972.1,2 Experiences with that system and addi
tional data needs of the second and third BOC customers forced changes 
in the data base structure. 

The prototype system divided the line record data between two data 
bases, POTS and SS, to allow use of IMS'S fastest access method for the 
POTS data base. The prototype system installed in December, 1972, 
contained data that today is kept on the front end. At that time, the 
line record data bases also contained data about open troubles on the 
circuit. The trouble history (TH) data base contained both trouble 
history and history of changes to the line record data bases, called 
service order history. 
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During the early months of the first trial company's conversion, 
projections indicated that a POTS data base for a 2.5-million-line system 
would span twenty 3330 Model 1 disk packs, making the necessary 
backup and recovery processes intolerably slow and unmanageable. 
The two line record data bases were split into seven POTS data bases 
and three ss data bases, and a "WHICH" table was added to tell which 
data base contained a line record, given the exchange (NNX) of the line 
record key. 

Data base lockout problems were experienced because, at that time, 
IMS prevented access to the entire data base while updating a record. 
To reduce the incidences of lockout, two new data bases were created: 
one for the open trouble data that resided in the line record data base 
and one for the service order history data that was in the TH data base. 

The open trouble data base was moved to the front-end system with 
the introduction of the distributed LMOS in the second BOC in 1974. 
(The TH data base remained on the host because the data base was so 
large.) Since the lines covered by the second installation included 
different area codes (NPAS), NPA was added to the line record key and 
the WHICH table was expanded to include NPA with the NNX. 

The structure of the POTS data bases changed again before installa
tion in a third BOC in 1975. This BOC has many NNXS in which the 
assigned telephone numbers fall predominantly in certain thousands 
(last 4 digits) groups. For instance, there might be 800-900 numbers of 
the form 8611xxx, but less than a hundred of the form 8612xxx. Since 
the data base design at that time allocated space on a switching entity 
basis (10,000 records), this would have resulted in very large POTS data 
bases with many records having unassigned numbers. The data base 
was redesigned to allocate space on one-thousand group entities rather 
than ten-thousand group entities, thus, reducing wasted storage space. 

The principal lesson learned from the introductory experience is 
that the repair operation environment varies widely from company to 
company. It is strongly recommended, prior to the introduction of 
major mechanized systems, that prototype "soaks" in at least two 
companies having widely different geographic environments be per
formed. 

2.2 Current architecture 

The LMOS host data base structures are hierarchical. The structure 
of the line record data base serves as an example. The line record data 
base contains a root segment for data that is constant in length and 
almost always present. Examples are the line record key (telephone 
number or circuit number), central office equipment, listed name, 
repair route, indicator for special service protection, essential line 
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number, and class of service. Variable length data items are kept in 
child segments having the following structure names: 

LCLOC Line Card Location-Contains additional listed name, 
service address, and location information. (The fIrst 55 
bytes only are stored in the root segment.) 

LCRMKR Line Card Remarks, Retained-Contains remarks to 
inform the repair technician about access and equip
ment information. 

LCSE Line Card Service and Equipment-Contains codes for 
customer's service and equipment. 

LCSEN Line Card Service and Equipment Narrative-A child 
segment of LCSE that contains narrative about the 
service and equipment. 

LCCL Line Card Cable-Contains cables and pairs assigned to 
the circuit. 

LCCLN Line Card Cable Narrative-A child segment of the 
LCCL that contains cable narrative, binding post, and 
terminal address data. 

LCISG Line Card Incoming Service Group-Contains hunting 
data. 

Figure 3 shows the line record structure. Any of the child segments 
may have multiple occurrences. The customer trouble processing 
operation frequently results in having to access line record data when 
the telephone number or circuit number is not available, but, one of 
the following is: 

(i) Central office equipment number 
(ii) Cable pairs 

Fig. 3-Line record structure for POTS and ss data bases. 
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(iii) Main telephone number if the circuit is part of a multiline 
account 

(iv) Board, position, and jack if the circuit has telephone answering 
service. 

This access capability was implemented by building four inverted 
data bases rather than using the secondary indexing provided by IMS. 

Access through the secondary index would have been too slow and 
data base reorganizations would have been required too frequently. 
The price for the inverted data bases is that the update programs must 
consistently update two data bases every time one of the data items is 
added or deleted; when programs have bugs, inconsistencies between 
the line record data base and the inverted data bases result. This 
points to the need for a common data base access routine (which has 
not yet been implemented). 

The four inverted data bases are described below: 
(i) Cable (CA) -The CA data base contains a segment for each 25-

pair complement within the cable. Associated with each pair is a pair 
status, taper code, pair use, and telephone number if the pair is 
working. Multiple telephone numbers working on the same pair are 
listed in separate child segments. 

(ii) Associated number (AN)-Large business accounts have a main 
account telephone number that is used for billing and other central 
functions. All other telephone numbers assigned to that business are 
known as associated numbers. The AN data base contains a root 
segment for a main account telephone number and a child segment for 
each associated number. A program performing a disconnect of a large 
business account would use this data base to find all the line records 
to update. 

(iii) Central office equipment (coE)-The COE data base contains a 
segment for each piece of COE. Multiple telephone numbers working 
on the same equipment are kept in a separate child segment, one for 
each additional number. A separate data base, the COE parameter data 
base, contains the range of allowable COE numbers. This data was 
separated from the COE data to reduce the disk space needed for the 
COE data. 

(iv) Telephone answering service (TAs)-The TAS data base con
tains a root segment for each telephone answering service board and 
position number. Two occurrences of a child segment exist to associate 
the telephone number of TAS customers with their jack numbers, one 
for jacks 1-49 and one for jacks 50-99. Multiple circuits working off 
the same jack are kept in a third-level segment. 

Brief descriptions of the other LMOS data bases follow. 
(i) Miniline card (MLc)-The MLC data bases provide the mech

anism for transferring changes that have occurred in the host data 
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base to the front-end data bases. There are up to 12 MLC data bases in 
the host, one for each front-end system. At the end of every day, a 
miniline record is constructed from each line record that was changed 
during the day. These miniline records are placed in the MLC data 
bases. During the following day, the front-end system asks for the new 
miniline records to refresh its miniline record data base, which is used 
for trouble report processing. 

(ii) Service order history (SOH) -The SOH data base contains a list 
of line records that were changed. After the miniline records are built 
and placed in the MLC files, the SOH data base is reinitialized. 

(iii) ALRU messages (ALRUM) and ALRU recovery monitoring 
(ARM}-The Automatic Line Record Update (ALRU) system (described 
below) uses these two data bases. The ALRUM data base collects error 
messages during the ALRU run. When ALRU finishes, the messages are 
sorted and distributed, and the data base is reinitialized. The ARM data 
base contains data useful for ALRU recovery and monitoring. 

(iv) Cable fail (CF) -The CF data base contains a list of all cables 
for which a known cable failure exists. 

(v) Trouble history (TH)-The TH data base contains trouble 
history for all troubles closed during the day. At the end of the day, 
the front-end system sends trouble history data to the host to populate 
this data base, which is the primary input to the Trouble Report 
Evaluation and Analysis Tool (TREAT). The TH data base is reinitialized 
daily. 

(vi) Abbreviated trouble history (ATH)-The ATH data base con
tains a subset of the data in the TH, but it keeps, as a minimum, the 
most recent 40 days of trouble history. 

(vii) Pending service order (pso)-The pso data base contains the 
text of pending service orders by main account telephone number. The 
BOR checks this data base to warn the repair technician of any pending 
work on the telephone number. About half of the LMOS companies 
have implemented this data base since its utility varies from company 
to company. 

(viii) Completed service order (cso)-The cso data base contains 
the text of completed service orders by main account telephone num
ber. These orders are used primarily for reference when correcting 
errors generated by ALRU. As above, about half of the LMOS companies 
have implemented this data base. 

2.3 Data base sizing for a typical BOC 

For a five-million-working-line system, the LMOS host data bases will 
contain about six billion bytes of data, and the total of all LMOS front
end data bases will contain about 1.3 billion bytes of data. The "per 
line" average is shown in Table I. 
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Table I-Average bytes of data per line record 
Host Data Base Bytes Front-End Data Base Bytes 

Line record 790 Miniline record 130 
Cable 250 Open troubles 30 
Office equipment 45 Testing, other 30 
Associated number Index to open troubles and) 
Telephone answering (negligible) line records 70 

Closed troubles 60 
All other 75 

Total (per line) 1220 Total (per line) 260 

Note that the front-end data base miniline record contains only 15 
percent of the host line record data, since the front end must contain 
only that data subset required for on-line customer trouble report 
processing when the host is down. 

Figure 4 is a display of a miniline record. The corresponding host 
line record is shown in Fig. 5. Note the additional information the host 
line record contains. The line record lists customer service and equip
ment codes and accompanying narrative (S&E), retained remarks 
(RMK) , which may contain premises access information, the vertical 
termination of the originating equipment (VT), party position number 

DMLR TN- 713 4921000 PG- 1 PRTR- W998 REQ BY- JFH 

LN- JOHN DOE COMPANY WKG- YES UNAS- NO 
SA- lOl AllYPLACE DISC- lW TEMP m,KG- ,NO 
LOC-

OE- 010- OS- 81 RPT- 43S4A UNIT- 02000001 
SC- IFH CS- BUS 

CABI NPA- 713 ;,C- 006 CA- II PP- 0847 
COLR-

CAB2 NPA- 713 \'/c- 006 CA- 1108 PR- 04S4 
COLR- BR/W 

CAB3 NPA- 713 ;'/C- 006 0,- 1108 PR- 0405 
COLR-

CAB4 NPA- 713 wc- 006 c.;- 1108 PR- 0407 
COLR- BL/W 

CABS NPA- 318 I'iC- 006 CA- II PR- 0907 

CO- BSP- TER}I- BUSINESS 
FEATURES-
NBR OF RINGERS-
DMLR TN- 713 4921000 PG- 2 PRTR- W998 REQ BY- JFH 

**LINE CONDITIONS" 

TAS- !IO DPA- NO 
MAIN NBR-' NO HAS A NAU;- YES 

DELETE LINE REQ- NO 

SEC- NO 

**HLT INFORHATIO!;'* 
ASSOC TEST TN- -000000 DIFFERENT NNX- NO 

DIRECTORY RECORD NBR- 0000217168 LRF RECOR!) NBR- 022348 

Fig. 4-Miniline record. 
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DLR DLRL EC 444 TN 713 4921,0,0,0 SEC DPA 
ORD C966441 CD ,06-13-75 CUS 78,0 UNIT ,02,0,0,0,0,01 
NSTA 3 PUB PUB SP EN 
MAIN 713 4921,0,0,0 KS ,0 HTGI 4921,0,0,0 RT 4354A TSOP ,0 
OE ,01,0- ,05- 81 EXK 713 497 CS BUS SC IFH VT 1288 PTY 
SWC -,0- SSN? TAS N TAC 713/4921111/ 1/ 4 
LCO ,05-29-81 LeT 122754,01,0 
LN ';O!m DOE COHPA:·:Y 
SA 101 AIIYPLACE 

RMK ,0,01,0 ACCESS AT BACK 
S&E QTY 1 USOC IFB KS 
S&E QTY 1 USOC lEC KS 
S&E QTY 1 USOC lEF KS 
SNR /PU 1,0,0,0,,01 
CAB TP Fl CA 11 

CAB TP F2 

CAB TP F3 

CAB TP F4 

CAB 

CA 11,03 

CA 11,03 

CA 11,03 

,0 LTD 
,0 LTD 
,0 LTD 

REF 
REF 
REF 

PR 874 NPA 713 WC ,0,06 PRU 
CO 

PR 454 NPA 713 WC iJiJ6 PRU 
CO BR/W 

PR 4,05 NPA 713 WC ,0,06 PRU 
CO 

PR 4,07 NPA 713 WC ,0,06 PRU 
CO BL/W 

*DISPLAY CONTINUED ON NEXT SCREEN 

DLR DLRL EC 444 TN 713 4921,0,0,0 SEC DPA 
CAB TP F5 CA 11,03 PR 4,08 NPA 713 WC ,0,06 PRU 

CO 
CAB TP F6 CA 11 PR 9,07 NPA 713 WC ,0,06 PRU 

HTG ,0,01,0 4921,0,0,0,4921,0,01, 
LCO 

*END OF DATA 

CO 

Fig. 5-Fullline record. 

PRTR T998 PAGE 

TPR PRS 

TPR PRS 

TPR PRS 

TPR PRS 

PRTR T998 PAGE 
TPR PRS 

TPR PRS 

if the customer has party service, and a complete list of other circuits 
participating in a sequential hunt group (HTG). The example indicates 
that the customer is a telephone answering customer (TAC) and is 
connected to a telephone answering service (TAS) board with telephone 
number 7134921111 at position 1 on jack 4. While the miniline record 
has a limit of 55 characters for name, address, and location, the host 
line record can contain up to 823 characters. Finally, the miniline 
record has a limit of five cable pairs, but the host line record contains 
the complete cable pair list and any accompanying cable narrative. 
Considering the total "per line average" storage requirements per 
customer, the front-end storage space per customer is about 20 percent 
of the host storage space per customer. Assuming a five-million-line 
system using five front ends, the storage space per front end is met by 
two DEC RP06 disc storage units (1200 cylinders). The host storage 
requirements are met by approximately 30 IBM 3350 direct access 
storage devices (DASDS). 

III. BUILDING THE OPERATIONAL DATA BASES 

This section describes the LMOS host procedures to 
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(i) initially load the data bases when LMOS is first installed, and 
(ii) merge additional data into the data bases when repair entities 

are added. 

3.1 Initial load 

In preparation for data base loading, BOC personnel must assemble 
the paper records and other data sources currently used in the repair 
operations and convert these data to machine readable form. Accuracy 
checks on the data prior to loading LMOS are not required since LMOS 

provides internal consistency checks and data correction capabilities 
based on conflicts and errors observed by the field craft. 

A total of nineteen jobs must be run to complete the initial host 
data base load. Figure 6 summarizes the flow of these nineteen steps 
and partitions the steps into four major loading functions: 

(i) Build skeleton history and message data bases 
(ii) Initialize data base to accept only that data falling in specified 

ranges. 
(iii) Perform validation checks on line record data and partition 

data by principal data bases 
(iv) Load the principal data bases (line record data base and in

verted data bases). 
After the principal data bases are loaded, audits of data validity and 

consistency must be performed. Audit programs fall into two cate
gories. The "self check" class of audit programs scan the line card, 
central office equipment, and cable files independently, looking for 
load errors, such as two or more telephone numbers connected to the 
same central office equipment terminal. The "cross-check" class of 
audits compares common data in the inverted files (AN, COE, TAS, and 
CA) to the line record files (POTS and ss). These data must be consistent; 
therefore, if a discrepancy is found, the line record file is assumed to 
be accurate and the cross-audit program automatically updates the 
inverted file to agree. 

3.2 Merge load 

The LMOS data base is typically loaded in phases (by RSB) until the 
entire locality served by the host is populated. For example, customer 
data for additional switching machine entities or RSBS can be added to 
the data base by performing steps 7 through 19 (using merge options) 
of Fig. 6. 

IV. KEEPING THE DATA BASE CURRENT 

4. 1 Data input sources 

For our purposes, the telephone network can be divided into two 
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FUNCTION 4 
LOAD PRINCIPAL 

DATA BASES 

Fig. 6-Steps required for initial LMOS host data base load. 

major pieces: the loop portion (i.e., from the end office to customer 
premises) and the toll portion (the remaining network that intercon
nects that national long-distance facilities). While the toll portion of 
the network is relatively stable, the loop portion undergoes constant 
change because it is the customer interface with the total network. 

Since the LMOS data base is customer (and, thus, loop) oriented, 
these changes must be tracked. Activities that generate data base 
changes fall into two basic categories: (i) customer initiated service 
requests, and (ii) Bell operating company initiated plant changes. 
These categories are described below: 
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4. 1. 1 Customer initiated service requests 

These requests are typified by a customer calling the local Residence 
Service Center/Business Service Center (RSC/HSC), or stopping by a 
phone center store, to request telephone service for a newly completed 
home or business. Other types of requests include rearrangement or 
addition of station equipment for an existing service, household moves, 
and changes to class of service. 

The fundamental loop network record of these requests, and subse
quent changes made to the customer's service and facilities, is the 
Universal Service Order (usa). Figure 7 provides an example of a 
completed service order (i.e., all work to implement the customer's 
request has been completed) for a simple POTS service. 

The service order header is the only "fielded" portion of the order 
and contains record identification information, such as the telephone 
number for the account and service order number. 

The listing section contains customer's name and location infor
mation; the billing section is of minor interest to LMOS; the service 
and equipment section identifies service features, quantity, and circuit 
arrangements for station equipment; and the assignment section iden
tifies the central office and outside plant facilities. 

Standards for the machine-readable usa are documented by AT&T. 

4. 1.2 Bell operating company initiated plant changes 

The HOC'S engineering and construction forces are charged with 
having adequate facilities in place at the right locations to meet 
customer service requirements. The requests that stimulate additions 
and rearrangements to loop plant are called work orders (sometimes 
called job orders). 

Examples of work orders include the following: 
(i) Cable throw-A new cable may be installed to augment an 

existing cable feeding a high growth area. To achieve desirable cable 
pair utilization levels (fill level) , a range of cable pairs in the old cable 
can be freed up and reassigned to the new cable. This involves a 
change to the customer's cable and pair number. 

(ii) Area transfer-It is occasionally necessary to do wire center 
load balancing for growth. One method is to reassign customers in a 
geographic serving area from one wire center to another, or to a newly 
installed central office switch. This usually involves customer feeder 
cable changes and frequently involves change of customer telephone 
number. 

The above are only two examples of a variety of work orders. The 
record format and content of completed work order forms depend on 
the type of order worked. 
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UNIVERSAL SERVICE ORDER (H"';ER) 
I CUS CD EX lAPP 

T I 1324 UNIV 17-14R1 
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N l¥'/ 

°RD N31324 ~hFR ISLS 1234 I~ 7-16W 

: 
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I 
I --- BIll 
I 
I IPO 12345 ~ BILLING SECTIOV 
I ICC B .--
I ICI SALESMAN B&B CO 4-63 
I 
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I --- S&E }---I M 1FRBC 

SERVICE & EQUIPMENT 
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I 
I --- ASGM 
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IOE 14-21 I 
t IFI ICA 10/PR 14/VT 110/BP 21 

-~ 

"-
IF2 leA 1005/PR 75/BP 16 \ 

\ 
\ 
) 

ASSIGNMENT 
SECTION 

Fig. 7-Example service order. 

4.2 Service order processing 

Because service orders are written in uso language, they can be 
processed by machine. Each BOC has a mechanized service order 
network that produces a daily tape of completed service orders for 
updating the LMOS host data bases. 

Before LMOS programs can read these service orders to update the 
data bases, the orders must pass through a BOC written interface 
program to add RSB identifiers (repair unit numbers) needed by LMOS 

and to translate BOC unique data to the standard uso format. 
The LMOS programs that update the data bases from service order 
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input form the ALRU system. The ALRU comprises two program func
tions, the service order reader and the packet processor. The service 
order reader parses service orders, extracts data of interest to LMOS, 

and produces "packets," which are groups of data that correspond to 
the LMOS data base structure. Among the packets produced from the 
service order in Fig. 7 would be a packet to 

(i) create a new line record, 
(ii) install the listed name and address, 

(iii) install the service and equipment data on the line record, 
(iv) install the repair route on the line record, 
(v) install the office equipment on the line record and update the 

COE data base, 
(vi) install the cable data on the line record and update the CA 

data base, 
(vii) install COE remarks on the line record, and 

(viii) install assignment remarks on the line record. 
The packet processor reads the packets and updates the data base. 

The number of packets produced for each service order will vary, 
depending on service order type and complexity. Based on field expe
rience, a typical LMOS installation may process 20,000 orders, or about 
200,000 packets a day. . 

4.3 Work order processing 

Unlike the service order, the work orders today are not written in a 
uniformly structured language. Hence, the "load" generic and the "on
line" generic are used to input work order data to the LMOS host (see 
Fig. 2). If the work order involves a bulk change of data, such as 
throwing 400 pairs from cable 102 to cable 109, the bulk cable throw 
batch program of the load generic accomplishes this very efficiently. 
If, on the other hand, only a few pairs are to be "thrown," say five 
pairs, the enter cable change (ECC) transaction of the on-line generic 
would be the best choice to use. Changes made to the host data base 
by using batch programs of the load generic, or by using the various 
transactions available in the on-line generic, are propagated to the 
front-end data bases in the same way that service order changes are. 

4.4 Data base update summary 

Figure 8 provides an encapsulated view of the LMOS data base update 
processes described in this paper, and how those processes interface 
with the BOC'S service order and work order flow. 

First a summary of the service order flow as shown by the solid lines 
in Fig. 8: 

1. The customer requests new or changed telephone service. 
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2. The request is entered into the Boe's service order network to be 
"worked." 

3. A request is made to assign facilities necessary to install or modify 
the customer service. 

4. Facilities are assigned and information is forwarded to the service 
order network. 

5. Service order network forwards information to do work to the 
installer. 

6. Installer completes work, returns notice to service order distri
bution network that service order has been completed. 

7. Completed service order goes to Boe interface program to perform 
selected data translations for "standard" ALRU input. 

8. A day's worth of service orders are accumulated and read into 
ALRU. 

9. Automatic Line Record Update automatically updates the host 
data base. 

On the average, there is one service order processed per line per 
year. A typical 5-million-line LMOS installation will process about 
20,000 service orders per working day. 

A summary of the work order flow as shown by the dashed lines of 
Fig. 8 follows. 

1. The Distribution Services Design Center forwards requests for 
loop facility additions or rearrangements to the Construction Mainte
nance Center to be worked. In addition, other work centers may 
request work to be performed. For example, the repair forces may 
request work to be performed to repair a trouble (maintenance change 
request). 

2. If the request for work involves existing facilities, facility assign
ment information is requested. 

3. Facilities assigned to the work order are forwarded to the Con
struction Maintenance Center. 

4. The construction craft receives the complete work instructions. 
5. Work is completed and notices sent to the Construction Mainte

nance Center. 
6. A paper record of the completed work order is distributed to 

LMOS. Either the load generic or the on-line generic is used to input 
the data, depending on the magnitude and type of change. 

Field experience indicates that, on the average, work order activity 
accounts for about one-fourth the data base change activity incurred 
by service orders (in terms of customer lines affected per year). 

When service order and work order activities are combined, it is 
estimated that 20 megabytes of data in the typical LMOS host data base 
is modified in some way every working day. 
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V. SUMMARY 

The data base system of LMOS has evolved over several years. 
Among the lessons learned are that it pays to install a working 
prototype system in more than one HOC and to plan to make revisions 
based on field experience. An interface with the HOC service order 
process is a critical interface, and a mechanized work order interface 
would have been beneficial. In addition, the fixed length data base 
fields and storage attributes (e.g., packed binary) for selected data 
items have resulted in a more rigid data base design than we now find 
desirable. It is suggested that future data base systems be designed 
with the view that data items can change in format, length, and 
attributes. 
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The Trouble Report Evaluation and Analysis Tool (TREAT) is a 
system that provides Repair Service Bureau (RSB) personnel with an 
effective analysis tool for trouble reports that have been repaired 
(closed). TREAT consists of a set of computer-produced reports that 
can be tailored to the user's needs through the use of a simple report 
generator language. The user is supplied with approximately 50 
reports written in the report generator language and can build new 
ones or change copies of the standard ones. With the aid of a large 
collection of written documentation and the methodology supplied 
with the software, users can investigate certain problem areas and 
determine possible solutions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Trouble Report Evaluation and Analysis Tool (TREAT) is a 
system that provides Repair Service Bureau (RSB) personnel with an 
effective analysis tool for closed trouble reports. TREAT consists of a 
series of computer-generated reports. The user is able to obtain reports 
either in a standard format or in a high-level report language. The 
user's guide (Bell System Practices) is extensive and contains both 
report documentation and methodology. Through proper use of the 
guide and the reports, certain problem areas may be detected and 
corrected. 

II. OVERVIEW OF TREAT FEATURES 

The objectives of this paper are to provide the reader with an 
overview of TREAT'S features and a description of its development. The 
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remaining sections of this paper describe analyses of TREAT'S output, 
give more details on its usage, and cover its developmental history and 
future use. 

With the use of TREAT, some of the primary areas of investigation 
are the following: 

(i) Common equipment troubles, e.g., disproportionally large num
ber of trouble reports on one switching machine. 

(ii) Not-found troubles (trouble reports where the line either tested 
okay or was found in the field to be okay), e.g., transient transmission 
noise problems. 

(iii) Customer service problems, e.g., an abnormally large rate of 
missed appointments. 

(iv) Repair personnel productivity and performance, e.g., exception
ally long average repair time for outside craft. 

The TREAT reports are generated from a data base of closed trouble 
reports that are submitted to TREAT daily from the Loop Maintenance 
Operations System (LMOS) or from a Bell Operating Company (BOC) 

manual trouble report collection system. Typical RSBS process 100 to 
500 trouble reports a day. 

The TREAT analysis strategy is to use automatically generated re
ports to detect a problem area, then isolate the source of the problem 
through use of the requestable reports. These reports may be either 
prestructured or user defined. For this to be effective, the requestable 
reports must be easily and quickly obtainable. This was one of the 
basic design goals of TREAT. 

The automatic reports are set up for each RSB and sent at a 
predetermined frequency-usually daily, weekly, or monthly. Most 
daily reports employ a threshold mechanism whereby certain lines are 
printed only if the value exceeds the preset throshold. These reports 
are transmitted to the RSB by using LMOS printers or teletypewriter 
terminals. 

The requestable reports are sent to the RSB or to a staff analyst only 
when requested. There are about 50 standard reports that may be 
requested by entering the report number and a few other parameters. 
Others may be constructed entirely by the requester through a high
level report generation language. The turnaround time to obtain the 
output can vary from a few minutes to a few hours, depending on 
performance options specified by the local companies. 

The TREAT reports are simple in format, being either the tabular or 
list type. The tabular type provides a matrix of counts that satisfies 
the selected criteria (Fig. 1). The list type provides selected fields from 
the trouble reports that satisfy the selected criteria (Fig. 2). The 
tabular type aids in global problem identification, whereas the list type 
permits investigation on a more detailed level. 
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TREAT REPORT NUMBER 11 

CABLE COUNT ANALYSIS 

WILMINGTON RSB029 PERIOD 10-02-74 TO 10-08-74 

THRESHOLD =03 

WFR CA PR TROUBLE 
REPORTS 

654 003 00 4 
654 01'3 05 5 
654 017 09 5 
654 028 13 6 
654 040 06 7 
654 040 08 4 
654 043 02 16 
654 420 11 5 
654 999 99 136 
762 004 05 6 
762 223 07 5 
792 012 07 6 

Fig. I-Cable count analysis-tabular version. 

TREAT REPORT NUMBER 12 

CABLE COUNT ANALYSIS 

LOCUST RSB002 PERIOD 09-10-74 TO 10-08-74 

WFR CA PRNO TN DATE TIME T DISP 
RECD RECD 

110 234 02 215-5617364 100474 1632 3 0700 
110 234 11 215-5615879 100274 2200 2 0900 
110 243 11 215-5687731 100374 1540 1 0700 
110 243 11 215-6658989 093074 1626 4 0700 
110 248 12 215-5612520 100374 1540 1 0700 
110 248 12 215-5688059 100973 1003 3 0700 

Fig. 2-Cable count analysis-list version. 

III. ANALYSIS 

The bureau's trouble reports provide information useful in detecting 
areas for improvement. Some of the data items in the trouble report 
stored for analysis by TREAT are as follows: 
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(i) Telephone number 
(ii) Data and time reported, tested, dispatched, and cleared 

(iii) Category of report (customer direct, customer relayed, or 
employee report, etc.) 

(iv) Class of service (business, residence, PBX, coin, etc.) 
(v) Type of report-what the customer told the repair service 

attendant, e.g., no dial tone 
(vi) Disposition-what was done to fix the trouble, e.g., repaired 

station set 
(vii) Cause-what caused the trouble, e.g., weather 

(viii) Central office line equipment 
(ix) Cable and pair 
(x) Repair personnel, e.g., RSB tester or outside craft 

(xi) Elapsed time for each step in the repair process 
(xii) Miscellaneous other items. 

This ability to specify trouble report selection criteria allows the 
requester to narrow the scope of the problem and to reduce the amount 
of printout obtained. This is a crucial feature because the RSB users 
may not have high-speed printers. 

As an example of TREAT Qsage, one of the morning reports (Fig. 3) 
summarizes the trouble report activity of the previous day and accu
mulates the activity for the report month. The report month runs from 
the 23rd of one calendar month to the 22nd of the next. In the example 
provided, the threshold for item R is exceeded. This indicates that 
repeated reports (i.e., troubles where the customer calls back within 
30 days) are still too high. TREAT report number 17 (Fig. 4) shows, by 
tester, how many tested reports later had another "repeated" report. 
This example shows that tester "I" had about 16 percent (92/593) 
repeated reports, higher than the user's objective of 10 percent. A 
detailed listing of all of these reports can be requested and reviewed 
for possible improvements in the testing procedure or additional tester 
training. 

In addition to the analysis~oriented reports, TREAT provides a series 
of reports and interfaces for AT&T, public utility commissions, and 
other centrally developed systems. 

IV. USAGE 

TREAT executes on an IBM 370 compatible computer. The request
able reports are obtained through IMS requests that feed a batch 
reporting system (Fig. 5). The automatic reports come from a strictly 
batch system. The IBM 370 was chosen because it was the same 
machine supporting LMOS. This choice also made it possible to deploy 
TREAT in advance of LMOS since all BOCS had data centers with 370 
capability. 
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TREAT REPORT #1, PART 4 E2700 ITEM THRESHOLDS EXCEEDED 

PSC WILMINGTON 

ITEM 

CC-OTH 
TRAN & NOISE 
CBC 
MISC 
OTH STA EQ 
FOK OUT 
REF OUT 
PLT OR EQ 
DATA SW 
BUS 
PBX 
COIN PUB 
SS TLG 
SS TEL 
MISS APT 
h'RK COM 
R 
NO ACCESS 
REC BF 5 
CO-RAFs 
CUS DISPTH 
RAC 
EXCLUDE 

9100 PERIOD 09-23-74 THRU 09-26-74 

THRESHOLD LEVEL 

.7 

.7 
1.0 

.B 

.6 

.4 

.2 
2.5 
1.0 
7.0 
4.0 

25.0 
7.0 
2.0 
3.0 
3.0 

10.0 
4.0 

B7.0 
60.0 
50.0 
4.0 
3.0 

ACTUAL LEVEL 

.9 

.B 
1.1 
1.0 

.7 

.6 

.3 
3.0 

25.0 
9.5 
6.3 

46.1 
9.4 
3.0 
3.7 
3.B 

13.3 
4.B 

89.0 
62.4 
54.0 
5.0 
3.6 

Fig. 3-Morning report. 

The TREAT data base consists of closed trouble reports for the most 
recent 40 days. The 40-day period was selected to provide a monthly 
data base, with enough extra days to be certain that end-of-the-month 
reports can be generated before first-of-the-month data are deleted. 
The trouble reports are entered into TREAT nightly from either LMOS 
or from a Boc-supplied collection system. This is a batch operation in 
which trouble reports are edited and either accepted or rejected, 
certain fields are automatically scored, and data are entered into the 
data base. The 41st day's data are removed with each update. The 
data are organized by RSB, with the oldest data at the end of the files. 

All TREAT reports are generated either from this 40-day data base, 
known as the Cumulative Abbreviated Trouble (CAT) file or from 
summary files derived from the CAT file. Daily reports are generated 
after the update is made. 

In addition to the CAT file, there are several auxiliary files used to 
define RSB hierarchy up to the company level (six levels), and other 
RSB parameters used to run TREAT. These files are updated rather 
infrequently as needed. 

The heart of the report-generating capability of TREAT is the report 
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TREAT REPORT NUMBER 17 

REPEATED REPORT ANALYSIS CRAFTSPERSON - TESTER OR VERIFIER 

LOCUST RSB002 PERIOD 09-10-74 TO 10-08-74 

TESTER OR ORIG TOTAL 
VERIFIER REPEATER TESTS 

24 105 
A 1 7 
001 
H 0 2 
J 0 3 
MOl 
POl 
Q 1 12 
R 3 13 
o 14 71 
1 92 593 
5 45 345 
8 33 342 

Fig. 4-Repeated report analysis for the craft person. 

compiler. This report compiler is used to generate most of the reports. 
The report compiler can generate both tabular- and list-type reports. 
The command language was designed to be easy to use at the expense 
of extremely complex reports. For example: 

TITLE 

RSB(rsb#) 

DA Y(dayl,day2) 

Starts the report and gives a report title. 

Selects the RSB for the report. 

Selects the span of days to be included in the 
report. 

CONDITION(expr) Gives the trouble report selection criteria. 

SORT 

PRINT 

Simple Boolean expressions are allowed, but 
not arithmetic expressions. 

Sorts by fields on the trouble report. 

Gives the fields to print on a list-type report, 
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LMOS 
TROUBLE 
RECORDS 

40-DAY 
TROUBLE 
FILE (CAT) 

REPORT 
COMPILER 

REPORT 
DISTRIBUTION 

Fig. 5-TREAT report generation. 

LMOS 
IMS 

PRINTER 

or the horizontal and vertical fields to use for 
a tabular report. 

A sample list-type report is as follows: 
TITLE (This is a sample TREAT report request) 

RSB(020) 

DAY(I,IO) 

CONDITION(CAT=I&CS=04) 

SORT(RECD,TN) 

PRINT(RECD,TN,TYPE,DISP,CAUSE) 

Although there are currently about 25 commands, most reports can 
be obtained with six to eight commands. In actual practice, the 
commands used are fairly simple. 

The automatic reports are run off-hours through the report compiler 
as batch programs. The output is usually placed on a file to be 
transmitted back to the user at the RSB rather than printed at the data 
center. 

Other than an older Time Sharing Option (TSO) of TREAT, there are 
two report request modes: 

(i) ONLINE-The report request is entered by requesting an 
Information Management System (IMS) report request mask at an 
LMOS on-line terminal. The mask is filled in with TREAT commands as 
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illustrated above and transmitted. The request is queued up and the 
actual report is prepared in a deferred batch mode, along with those 
from other requesters. Depending on the company's choice, this is 
done from a few times a day to several dozen times a day. The output 
is returned to the RSB on an LMOS on-line printer. Turnaround in this 
mode varies from 10-15 minutes to a few hours depending on the BOC'S 
environment. 

(ii) BATCH-The report requests are gathered manually, and the 
inputs are prepared in punched-card format. The reports are generated 
in a batch mode, with the printout usually being delivered to the 
requester by mail. Fortunately, this is not a mode that is used very 
much, but was useful prior to converting to LMOS. 

The report compiler runs the same way in all modes, which makes 
for an easy user transition from batch to on-line because the reports 
are identical-only the method of requesting changes. 

TREAT has about 50 standard reports that were designed to provide 
a BOC with a basic set of reports. About 40 of these reports are 
generated by the report compiler, and are delivered as source com
mands. An analysis plan is also furnished to the users as a guide to 
help them in determining the order of report analysis and to aid them 
in ascertaining the actual problem. This approach allows BOC personnel 
to make local changes to standard reports and also learn how to set up 
additional reports. Most BOCs have set up many additional standard 
reports. In the Boes today, the majority of the reports are requested 
directly with the report compiler language rather than with the stand
ard prestructured reports. 

v. HISTORY 

TREAT had its beginning in January, 1973, as the reports portion of 
the MLR (Mechanized Line Record system) trial at New York Tele
phone Company. It was designed to provide some of the standard 
required reports for the RSB. Fortunately, it was early recognized that 
several reports were similar in format and could be produced by a 
simple general-purpose report compiler. These reports were the list 
type, and the first report compiler only had about eight commands (it 
now has over 25). TREAT, in this MLR environment, was well-accepted 
by RSB personnel, who especially liked getting reports the next day. 
There were no requestable reports as such, but the number of "stand
ard" automatic reports grew rapidly. This system eventually grew to 
support the 12 RSBS on the MLR system. 

In 1974, AT&T began looking for a replacement for its Mechanized 
Customer Trouble Report Analysis Program (MCTRAP), which was 
over ten years old, and was becoming difficult to change. There were 
three choices: 
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(i) Build a new MCTRAP II by using specifications prepared by Bell 
Laboratories from a Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Company 
study. 

(ii) Expand the programs used for the MCTRAP II study to a working 
production system. 

(iii) Separate TREAT (not called TREAT at the time but, rather, the 
MLR off-line system) from MLR, and offer it as a stand-alone system. 

TREAT was chosen because it was the only one in a production mode, 
it already had a working report compiler, and it was supported by a 
Bell Laboratories development staff committed to LMOS/TREAT for 
years to come. The MLR department head, R. L. Martin, completed 
the decision-making process by coining the acronym "TREAT." 

AT&T chose The Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania (PA) 

as the trial company, and a trial start date of June 23,1974 was set. It 
was decided to offer requestable reports through TSO and to design a 
new set of standard reports. A task force met at P A and designed the 
first set of standard reports. Interestingly enough, these reports have 
remained virtually unchanged to this date. The major work needed in 
TREAT for the trial was to provide a manual trouble report interface, 
implement the 40 standard reports, add the tabular report feature to 
the report compiler, and provide a TSO report requesting interface. 

TREAT, operating out of a Bell Laboratories data center, was put on
line for four trial RSBS in June, 1974. It was run for four months in this 
fashion, then it was moved to PA'S data center. During this period, 
most work centered on cleaning up and changing the standard request
able reports. In addition, the TREAT User's Guide was developed by 
PA. 

TREAT was then installed in the Houston area of Southwestern Bell 
Telephone Company (sw) to precede the LMOS installation. Although 
TREAT was to be run in batch mode only at sw the real test was that 
it would have to support 65 RSBS, a much larger number than before. 
This installation was completed in November 1974, and the worst fears 
were realized. Some of the TREAT update jobs had run times that 
appeared to increase with the square of the number of RSBS. Jobs that 
took minutes at PA and New York Telephone Company (NY) ran for 
almost two hours at sw. Otherwise the system worked well. 

The first release of TREAT to Western Electric Company (Issue 1) 
was in February, 1975, with some of the performance problems cor
rected. Issue 1 was installed at South Central Bell Telephone Company 
(so CN) and expanded to 135 RSBS (still the largest TREAT installation). 
South Central Bell Telephone Company personnel commented that 
"some part of TREAT was running 24 hours a day." Issue 2 was installed 
at sw (which had now become a trial company) in May, 1975, with 
still more performance improvements. 
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A redesign of TREAT was undertaken with an objective of signif
icantly reducing the run times. One way this was accomplished was 
through a more optimized file structure. This was to be TREAT, Issue 
3, nicknamed "speedy TREAT." "Speedy TREAT" was first installed at 
NY to replace the MLR version in December, 1976. First measurements 
were very encouraging. Tests were then run at sw in January, 1977, 
and the results were outstanding. "Speedy TREAT" met all expected 
performance objectives, and some that had not been planned. South 
Central Bell Telephone Company, which was limping along with TREAT 
Issue 2, quickly converted to "Speedy TREAT" in February, 1977, and 
promptly announced that they were so pleased with TREAT that they 
had no more requests for changes. 

Deployment of TREAT then began in earnest, and companies cut at 
a rate of one per month through 1977 and 1978. At this writing, all 
Boes are using TREAT and there are 32 data centers involved, making 
TREAT the most widely deployed centrally developed system. 

As an indicator of the acceptance of TREAT, over 6000 TREAT User's 
Guides have been sold. 

Finally, Issue 4 of TREAT was developed to change one of the major 
reports to reflect the business/residence/coin split of the Bell System, 
and to provide a few new features; New Jersey Bell Telephone Com
pany tested it in the summer of 1978. 

VI. TREAT'S FUTURE 

As a part of the second major version of the Automated Repair 
Service Bureau (ARSB-2), the architecture and the implementation of 
TREAT were reexamined by Bell Laboratories. Two significant areas 
were explored. 

The first area was the user and the data system oriented require
ment-both current and future. A particular area of concern here was 
the degree to which Issue 4 served the needs of a vastly restructured 
corporation. 

The second area involved the internal implementation. The software 
was getting old and had been patched frequently. The global system 
design, on the other hand, was still judged to be sound. 

After the investigation of several alternatives, it was determined 
that a two-pronged approach was appropriate. The code is being 
redesigned and improved using newer software technologies. At the 
same time, we are incorporating several enhancements to the system 
to respond to the changing corporate requirements. As an example of 
these changes, all of the reports and the data bases in the next issue 
will be segmented. This will permit the user to retrieve all these reports 
collected by business, residence, public services, or network. This can 
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be done either on an individual bureau basis or on any level in the 
management hierarchy. 
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The primary role of the Loop Maintenance Operations System 
front-end computer is to help the Repair Service Bureau personnel 
track and repair troubles reported on telephone services by our 
customers. Each customer trouble report is entered into the system 
and its status is updated at each step toward completing the repair. 
Management reports are generated that warn of overload conditions 
and potential degradation of repair service. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The components of the Automated Repair Service Bureau (ARSB) 

described throughout this volume serve four major functions. These 
are: 

(i) maintaining a customer line record data base so that repair 
personnel have up-to-date information about the facilities being re
paired, 

(ii) recording and tracking troubles reported on telephone equip
ment from the time the trouble is reported until the time it is cleared 
and closed out, 

(iii) testing and analyzing the condition of customer loops, and 
(iv) analyzing closed trouble report data to aid in managing the 

repair process. 
The first and last of the above functions are handled by the Loop 

Maintenance Operations System (LMOS) host/,2,3 where the power of 
a large main frame computer and the availability of large amounts of 
disk storage can be used to advantage. The third function-automated 
loop testing-is performed by the Mechanized Loop Test (MLT) sys
tem.4 
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The second function is the topic of this paper and is the role of the 
LMOS front end (FE), a transaction-oriented tracking system designed 
to record troubles and maintain information on their status until the 
customer is satisfied that the problem has been corrected. 

In addition, the LMOS FE is a communications handler. It serves as 
the primary user interface to the ARSB, providing access to both the 
host and MLT, in addition to the FE itself. 

This paper describes the major capabilities of the FE, its role in the 
distributed ARSB, and its continuing evolution. 

II. HARDWARE OVERVIEW 

A typical LMOS system configuration is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1 also 
depicts LMOS interfaces to other systems included in the ARSB and 
described elsewhere in this issue.4

•
5 The LMOS system consists of a large 

IBM or IBM-compatible host (370 or 303X class) connected to as 
many as ten PDP* 11/70 LMOS FES by 50-kilobaud data links. The 
interface between the two types of computers is well defined: the FE 

looks like a terminal controller to the host. 
Access to FES is provided via synchronous display terminals and 

* Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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printers (e.g., Teletype* 40/4 keyboard displays and printers). Each 
FE can support up to 512 such devices on up to forty-eight 4.8- or 9.6-
kilobaud data links. These terminals and printers provide access to 
the system from the Repair Service Bureaus (RSBS), the Centralized 
Repair Service Answering Bureau (CRSAB), and various staff and data 
systems organizations. Typically, the terminals in the repair bureaus 
are connected directly to the FE, while those in the CRSAB, requiring 
access to multiple FES are connected to a cross FE (XFE) which acts as 
a context switch to the FES it serves.6 

To achieve high availability, both the FE and the XFE systems are 
configured with backup systems. The FE systems are configured with 
a backup PDP 11/70 for every two FES, and the Western Electric 
Company has developed a switch to allow the communications lines to 
be switched quickly from either FE system to the backup. 

The FES are also connected via data links to MLT. Up to 16 MLT 
controllers (DEC PDP 11/34s) can be handled by a single LMOS FE. 

With LMOS-2 (the second generation of LMOS), a high-speed bus has 
been added to the system architecture. This 300-foot, 3.2-megabaud 
bus connects up to 12 FE systems (including backups) and provides 
the hardware base for the inter-FE communication described below. 

III. THE FRONT-END TRANSACTIONS 

Although the FE software includes some 50-odd transactions, the 
workhorses of the system are the four trouble processing transactions 
and the management report transactions. They comprise approxi
mately 85 percent of the user transactions entered into the FE. 

A typical trouble processing sequence is shown in Fig. 2, with the 
masks simplified somewhat for illustrative purposes. The full repair 
process is described in more detail in Ref. 7. 

The Trouble Entry (TE) transaction is normally entered by a Repair 
Service Attendant (RSA) in the CRSAB when the customer calls to 
report a trouble. The attendant enters the customer's telephone num
ber and the transaction returns a Trouble Report (TR) mask partially 
filled in with information from the customer's line record, information 
on any outstanding troubles associated with the telephone number, 
and the time when the repair bureau is able to have the trouble fixed. 
The TE transaction also initiates an MLT test on the customer's line. 

When the partially filled-in TR mask is displayed, the attendant 
enters the trouble description provided by the customer. The attendant 
then negotiates a time with the customer (called the commitment 
time) when the trouble will be repaired and enters this information on 

* Registered trademark of Teletype Corporation. 
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Fig. 2-Typical trouble processing sequence. (a) Completed trouble entry (TE) mask. (b) Completed trouble report (TR) mask. (c) Completed 
enter status (EST) masks. (d) Completed fmal status (FST) mask. (e) Completed jeopardy mask. 



the mask. The TR transaction records the trouble in the FE trouble 
data base and generates a Basic Output Report (BOR). This output 
report contains the trouble description, MLT test results, and informa
tion from the customer's line record. The report is printed at the repair 
bureau assigned to fix the problem. 

At the repair bureau, repair personnel screen the trouble, re-test it 
under special circumstances, dispatch someone to fix it, and once it 
has been cleared, notify the customer and close it. As each of these 
steps is taken, repair personnel enter current status information into 
the trouble data base using the Enter Status (EST) transaction. The 
status information includes the work performed on the trouble, who 
performed the work, and to whom the trouble is being routed next. 

When the trouble is cleared and the customer advised, a final status 
is entered using the Final Status (FST) transaction. The FST records 
information on the cause and disposition of the trouble, and marks the 
closed trouble ready for transfer to the LMOS host (for later analysis3

) 

and for deletion from the FE open trouble data base. 
This status information allows the repair bureau management to 

track the trouble as it is being repaired. The Request Jeopardy Report 
(RJR) transaction prints out all troubles for which the bureau is in 
danger of missing the commitment time negotiated with the customer. 

These five FE transactions-TE, TR, EST, FST, RJR-comprise the 
basic trouble processing sequence. Other FE transactions perform 
additional functions, allowing management and bureau personnel to 
get various report~ on the number and status of outstanding troubles, 
to enter company and bureau-related information (e.g., the hours each 
bureau is open) and to administer the FE system. 

IV. FRONT-END COMMUNICATIONS 

In addition to its trouble tracking functions, the FE serves as a 
communications handler for the entire ARSB system (Fig. 1). Front-end 
communications software handles the interfaces to the synchronous 
terminals and printers on the FE and the links between the FE and the 
host, and the FE and the MLT. 

From the users' standpoint, three types of access are provided: 
(i) Terminals in the CRSAB and the RSB access the FE itself, either 

directly or through a XFE. These terminals are used to enter and track 
troubles, as described above. 

(ii) Terminals connected to the FE also have access to the MLT test 
systems (PDP II/34's) connected to the FE. Front-end applications 
and communications software enables repair bureau personnel to use 
FE transactions to initiate tests on a loop or a series of loops and to 
display or print the results. 

The FE software also includes transactions to administer the MLT 
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system and a download facility so that MLT controller software can be 
downloaded to the 11/34s from the FE. 

(iii) Terminals attached to the FE have a switch-through interface 
to the LMOS host. Transactions not recognized by the communications 
software on the FE as FE transactions are automatically passed on to 
the LMOS host where they are treated as normal Information Manage
ment System (IMS) transactions. The terminal output from these 
transactions is routed back through the FE to the user's terminal. This 
interface allows a single LMOS terminal to access both the FE and host 
systems. Terminals connected directly to the host are normally pro
vided for data base update groups, since these groups require access 
only to the host. 

V. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The principal design requirements for the FE system are high avail
ability, data integrity, and performance. 

5. 1 Availability 

The requirement for high availability stems from the critical role of 
the FE; it serves the trouble taking and tracking function central to 
repair bureau operations and is the gateway to the other ARSB com
ponents. This availability is provided by using backup hardware and 
by reducing the interdependency of the various system components. 
There is one spare FE for every two active FES, plus the associated 
hardware necessary to manually switch from the active to the spare 
FE. This process normally takes 5 to 10 minutes during which time the 
FE is unavailable. The rapid recovery time was very important to our 
early success since it allowed us to crash relatively often without 
enraging our terminal users. We found several short outages to be 
much more acceptable to our users than one long outage. Measured 
availability in the field is normally over 99.5 percent. 

The system is designed (see below) so that the repair bureaus and 
centralized answering bureaus can continue to operate efficiently even 
though the host is down. Thus, the host is not duplicated. 

5.2 Data integrity 

The requirement for data integrity is an operational requirement: 
customer troubles must not be lost, either while they are open or after 
they have been closed out but not yet moved to the host. This means 
that data base integrity must be provided when the system crashes. 
When the crash does not involve damage to the physical disk, this data 
integrity is provided by FE software that backs out any partially 
completed transaction. When a data base is damaged (e.g., from a head 
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Fig. 3-Loop maintenance operations system FE average transaction response times. 

crash), recovery is provided by using journal log tapes to update the 
latest (typically the previous night's) backup copy of the data base. 

Data integrity must also be preserved when data are being trans
ferred between the host and the FE. Data integrity is achieved here 
using standard acknowledgment techniques. The sending system looks 
for acknowledgment that its transmission has been received and cor
rectly processed. If it does not receive that acknowledgment, the 
transmission is re-initiated. In addition, the receiving system recognizes 
duplicate transmissions and takes appropriate action to protect against 
system failures during final acknowledgment processing. 

5.3 Performance 

The curves in Fig. 3 depict FE performance as a function of the 
number of transactions handled per hour and the average elapsed time 
per transaction. The elapsed time for a transaction is the time the 
transaction spent in the FE from the time the transaction task is 
initiated until the time it is terminated. The "average elapsed time per 
transaction" is a measure of the average service time per transaction, 
and varies primarily with the mix of transactions running on the 
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system (some transactions consume significantly more resources than 
others) and the amount of background work running. 

The transaction mix varies from FE to FE because oflocal operational 
practices, the nature of the customer base (e.g., whether it is primarily 
business or residential) and the availability of other ARSB components 
(e.g., MLT). Transaction mixes will also vary on a single FE in the 
course of a day, normally with a higher percentage of TE and TR 

transactions appearing in the morning and a higher percentage of 
statusing transactions appearing later in the day as troubles are cleared 
and closed out. System capacity is determined on the basis of the 
transaction mix at the peak trouble reporting hour. 

Front-end system performance in Fig. 3 is shown in terms of the 
90th percentile response to the TE transaction since that is the most 
critical response time measurement. After initiating a TE transaction, 
the attendant in the answering bureau must wait for a TR transaction 
mask to be returned-with the customer on the line-before taking 
information on the reported trouble or negotiating a commitment time. 
The actual response time the attendant sees is the front end TE 

response time, plus approximately two seconds for XFE and transmis
sion time. 

The load on an FE can vary greatly as a function of the day of the 
week (Monday morning is traditionally the busiest trouble reporting 
period) and weather conditions. Most companies size their systems for 
a "normal busy hour," that is, the load they expect to see on a rainy 
Monday morning. As the system becomes more heavily loaded, the 
operating companies use system tuning parameters and administrative 
procedures to maintain response times to the answering bureau at
tendants at the cost of less critical functions. Catastrophic conditions 
(e.g., hurricanes) can, however, throw the system into an overload 
condition. In this case, a portion of the troubles will be taken manually 
(i.e., written down on paper) for later entry into the system. 

VI. THE DISTRIBUTED ARCHITECTURE 

The interface between the LMOS host and FE is a classic example of 
a technically conservative distributed system. The distribution of line 
record and trouble data on the FE and the host illustrate the design 
principles applied in the system: 

(i) Where possible, data and functions are partitioned, so that they 
are required on only one system. 

(iv) Where partitioning is not feasible, duplication of the data or 
function is provided to de-couple the system components and optimize 
performance and availability. 

There are three major functional links between the host and the FE: 

processing closed customer troubles, updating customer line record, 
and generating the BOR for the repair bureau. 
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6. 1 Processing closed troubles 

The trouble data base on the FE is completely partitioned from the 
trouble information contained on the host. The FE knows only about 
open troubles; it has no knowledge of a trouble once it has been closed. 
The host has no knowledge of open troubles, but maintains a trouble 
history data base containing 40 days of closed trouble information. 

The trouble processing functions are similarly partitioned. The FE 

transactions deal only with taking and tracking open troubles; the host 
transactions and the Trouble Report Evaluation Analysis Tool 
(TREAT) display and analyze historical trouble data. 

Troubles marked for closed trouble processing by the Final Status 
(FST) transactions are batched for transmission to the host. The 
sending system (in this case the FE) waits for acknowledgment that 
the batch of troubles has been successfully received and processed by 
the host. If such acknowledgment is not received, the FE will reinitiate 
the transmission. This acknowledgment process is required because it 
is critical that closed troubles are transmitted to the host for measure
ment and reporting purposes. The transmission process is expensive in 
terms of system resources, and system administration facilities are 
provided so that these functions can be turned off during prime shift 
busy hours. 

6.2 Customer line record updates 

In contrast, the customer line record information on the FE is a 
duplicated subset of the line record information on the host. The data 
is duplicated to minimize the interdependence of the FE and the host 
for both performance and availability reasons. The data on the FE 

"miniline record" data base is approximately 10 percent of the data 
stored in the host's line record. It is the subset that is critical to the 
repair process. (One of the more predictable evolutionary phenomena 
of the system has been an increase in the data which is seen as 
"critical.") 

Updating the line record data bases is done using a strict master
slave relationship, with the LMOS host being the master. The process 
begins when the host data base is updated by the Automatic Line 
Record Update2 programs processing service orders, or by data base 
personnel issuing host transactions to change the line record. 

Nightly, host line records that have changed are batched for trans
mission to the FE. The FE initiates the "change miniline record" 
process in which the host transmits a group of new line records, awaits 
acknowledgment from the FE, then sends the next group, until all the 
updates are complete. The FE line records can only be updated as a 
result of the host's updates or from off-line bulk load programs. 
Theoretically, this should keep the data bases synchronized once all 
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the host change requests have been processed, although the two data 
bases may be out of step for a considerable period of time until the FE 

"catches up." However, the data bases do get out of synchronization 
and cross-audit programs are provided to detect discrepancies and 
reload the FE "miniline record." More importantly, none of the soft
ware of the host or the FE depends on the two data bases being 
synchronized. 

6.3 The output report 

Output report processing is an example of an area where a function 
has been duplicated on the host and the FE to avoid system interde
pendence. Normally, when a trouble is entered into the system, the FE 

sends the trouble description and the test results to the host. The host 
takes this information, adds the full line record information and an 
abbreviated history of the troubles taken against this telephone num
ber over the last 40 days, and formats the BOR, which it sends back to 
the FE to be printed at a repair bureau. 

If the host is unavailable, an output report must still be sent to the 
bureau, since this piece of paper informs the bureau that they have a 
trouble to be worked. This output report is a "Mini Output Report" 
(MOR), generated by the LMOS FE. The MOR has only a subset of the 
line record information and it does not have any trouble history. It 
does, however, have most of the information critical to repairing the 
trouble. 

VII. SOFTWARE EVOLUTION 

The original LMOS FE software used an operating system called Bell. 
Operating System (BOS) which was developed for, and tailored to, the 
LMOS application. The system was written in assembler code and 
Digital Equipment Corporation's MACRO-II * language and included 
a fIle system with logging and recovery procedures, plus a sophisticated 
communications handler which allowed us to support synchronous 
terminals and interfaces to the host, the XFE, and the MLT. 

In 1978, a decision was made to redesign and reimplement the FE 

software. This new system (LMOS-2), which is currently being tested at 
Michigan Bell Telephone Company, uses the UNlxt program operat
ing system. 

The applications software is written in C (a high-level language) and 
a superset of C called Transaction SpecifIcation Language (TSL).8 The 
motivation for redesigning the software was threefold: 

(i) The success of the LMOS system generated many requests for 
additional functions. Change requests started coming at the rate of one 

* Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
t Trademark of Bell Laboratories. 
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a week. Being responsive to such requests with minimal ripple effects 
was clearly a growing requirement, and "change tolerant" software 
became a new objective. Most of the requests required changing the 
FE data bases or the FE transaction masks. This motivated the devel
opment of a data base management system, a generalized mask han
dler, and an internal data structure designed to protect the transactions 
themselves from knowledge of the physical layout of data on the screen 
or in the data base.8 

(ii) The original LMOS system was designed assuming that repair 
bureaus were geographically based. Thus, an FE could be expected to 
service a number of repair bureaus within a geographical area, and, 
conversely, a given repair bureau was expected to need access to only 
one FE. In most cases, when a trouble had to be referred from one 
repair bureau to another, the two repair bureaus were both based on 
the same FE, and software was provided so that both could obtain up
to-date information on the status of the trouble. In those rare cases 
where a trouble needed to be handled by a repair bureau not based on 
the same FE, trouble referral and any status information had to be 
handled manually. 

The addition of a high-speed bus (Fig. 1) to the ARSB architecture 
allowed us to transcend some of the geographical constraints in the 
original LMOS system by providing multi-FE transactions. Thus, in 
LMOS-2, a trouble can be referred to a repair service on any FE on the 
bus, and its status will be known to both the original and the currently 
responsible bureau. 

The multi-FE features are still evolving, but have been useful in 
meeting the requirements of a changing Bell System organization. 
Shortly after LMOS-2 development started, the Bell System reorganized 
along market segments. Instead of having a repair bureau serving a 
geographical area, new business, residence, and network repair bureaus 
were planned. The more recent reorganization of the Bell System into 
regulated and unregulated companies has imposed yet another set of 
requirements on LMOS. These changes will also make use of the new 
ARSB architecture. 

The evolving requirements resulting from the changing organiza
tional environment have reinforced our commitment to producing 
"change tolerant" software. 

(iii) Software technology had developed to the point where the idea 
of building a transaction system from a number of re-usable software 
tools or components appeared feasible. This tool-oriented approach is 
described in Ref. 8. 

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The LMOS FE computer is the "trouble tracking" component of the 
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ARSB. Customer reported troubles are entered into the system by 
attendants in a CRSAB, automatically tested using MLT, and routed to 
the appropriate RSB. At the repair bureau, status information is up
dated at each step toward the completion of the repair, and manage
ment reports are generated to warn of overload conditions and poten
tial missed commitments. 

The fIrst LMOS FE was installed at Southwestern Bell Telephone 
Company in June, 1975. As of year-end 1981, approximately 230 FES 

were deployed in 18 operating telephone companies covering approxi
mately 65 million customer lines. 
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Complex software systems can be built from components, where a 
component is a software entity that performs one type of function in 
a general, usually table-driven, way. If the components are defined 
well and a standard interface is provided between them, the resulting 
product is flexible. It is easy to understand and easy to change. The 
performance of the system is a function of that of the components. 
The new Loop Maintenance Operations System Front End (LMOS-2) 

is a transaction processing system developed in this way. The com
ponents, described in this article, are a mask handler, a data vali
dator, a database management system and a transaction-oriented 
filing system. Transactions are written in a high-level language 
designed for the purpose. The LMOS-2 system runs on the UNIX* 
operating system. The desired flexibility properties have been realized 
and have produced important benefits in the course of LMOS-2 devel
opment. Moreover, with considerable attention to the performance 
characteristics of the components, a system has been produced which 
is as fast and efficient as its predecessor, coded mostly in assembly 
language. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The software systems developed in the past for the Automated 
Repair Service Bureau (ARSB) have been well suited to the application. 
By almost any measure-performance, availability, protection of the 
database-they are excellent systems. Their major drawback is inflex-

* UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. 
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ibility-a fault shared with many systems of their generation, partic
ularly production systems built for major applications. 

The Loop Maintenance Operations System (LMOS) front end (FE) 

was handcrafted for the ARSB application. The Bell Operating System 
(BOS) was built to the requirements of LMOS, as was the BOS Filing 
System (FS). The original application code was written in PDP* 
MACRO-II assembly language. Application programs access and man
age data files themselves, calling on FS only for direct operations on 
data blocks. As a result, database changes ripple through the applica
tion code, making change expensive and error prone. Another conse
quence of making LMOS very application-specific is that there has been 
little spin-off of LMOS technology to other projects. This is unfortunate, 
for LMOS has been an extremely successful product. 

During the past decade (but for practical purposes after the LMOS 

FE system was built and deployed), the UNIX operating system was 
developed, bringing with it new software development tools and new 
notions of software flexibility and transferability.1 Several years ago, 
the UNIX operating system supplanted DEC's DOS operating system 
in our development environment and we began to write new programs 
in C. The BOS continued to be our production operating system. 

It was not enough to change the development environment, though 
it helped. Costs incurred in modifying the FE, extrapolated into an 
environment of increasingly rapid change, indicated that an entirely 
new approach would be necessary. The course we followed in LMOS-2 

was inspired in part by the UNIX operating system and represents a 
step forward in software development technology. It is expected to be 
cost-effective for LMOS and, unlike previous LMOS development work, 
should have significant side benefits for other Bell System software 
projects. 

The approach, described more fully in the next section, is to build 
the software system from components, taking care that the compo
nents are sufficiently general in function and that they interface neatly 
together. We avoid the temptation to handcraft another LMOS. Not 
that the temptation isn't there, for our objective is to buy flexibility 
without paying in performance or in any other way. 

We think we have partitioned the system into components in such 
a way that the partitioning itself causes no loss of efficiency. We then 
have only to worry about the performance of the individual compo
nents. The challenge, for all components, is to be both general and 
efficient (either property by itself is easy). This was relatively straight
forward for some components (the mask handler and the data valida-

* Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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tor), and extremely difficult for others (the database management 
system and the fIling system). 

II. DEVELOPING SOFTWARE FROM COMPONENTS 

The ability to adapt a system to a rapidly changing environment is 
related to an ability to build totally new, though similar, systems with 
relative ease. The difference in capabilities required of an LMOS system 
at points in time ten years apart might be quite signifIcant. If we can 
really make LMOS tolerant to change, we should be able to use the 
same approaches to build new systems. 

Our approach is to develop the capability to build "LMos-like" 
systems and, in the process, make LMOS itself flexible. 

One of the keys to this approach is modularity. However, we seek 
not just to achieve modularity for LMOS, but to identify for a class of 
systems a set of basic, application-independent, functions. For each 
function a software component is built, if it does not already exist 
somewhere. 

Another signifIcant factor is generality. Our components are script
driven. Each is confIgured for a specifIc application by coding the 
specifIcations for that application in a special-purpose language. For 
example, the data valida tor is confIgured by coding the validation 
conditions (which look much like expressions where the variables are 
data fIeld names) in a validation language. 

Finally, we have a standardized format for passing data between 
components. This guarantees that the output of any component is in 
a form suitable for input to another component. Hence, many different 
arrangements of components are possible. Once the software compo
nents are on the shelf, it should be possible to build new systems, or 
change an existing one, rather easily. 

Ultimately, we hope that building a software system will be similar 
to building a house: you start not by designing everything from scratch, 
but by looking through catalogs of windows, kitchen cabinets, heating 
systems, etc. You keep costs down, improve quality, and shorten the 
completion time by limiting on-site construction to building what you 
can't fInd ready-made, and to installing what you got from the catalogs. 

III. COMPONENTS OF A TRANSACTION PROCESSING MACHINE 

In our model of a transaction processor, there is a collection of input 
cathode ray tube (CRT) terminals at which operators enter transactions. 
The processor supports a predefIned set of transaction types. For each 
transaction type there is input data, entered on a mask by the operator, 
and processing by the system, which involves validation, database 
access, and (sometimes) updates. The output may be a report, directed 
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to a printer or to a CRT, or just an indication to the operator that the 
desired function has been performed. 

We can now identify some of the general-purpose components for 
transaction processing systems: a mask handler, which is easily pro
grammable to produce input and output masks of arbritrary design, 
and which manages data flow to and from the CRTS; a data valida tor, 
which is capable of taking a set of data (e.g., input data for a transac
tion) and testing it against a corresponding set of validation conditions; 
and a database manager, which provides flexible yet efficient access to 
the system's database. With these components, and another compo
nent specific to the transaction to provide control and do any special 
processing required, we have nearly enough to implement many simple 
transaction types. The transaction model is this: the named mask, 
with input data, is on the screen when the SEND key is pushed, 
initiating processing. The mask handler routes the data to the validator 
for input validation. If valid, the data are sent to the transaction
specific component, which determines the rest of the execution se
quence. That may involve local processing, as well as data transfer to 
and from the database manager and further validation. Finally, output 
data will be returned to the mask handler to be put up on the operator's 
screen or at a printer. 

Note that the transaction is served by a number of components, 
including one that is tailored to it. The standardized component-to
component interface completes the component model of transactions. 

IV. COMPONENT INTERFACE 

The flow of data between components varies with each transaction. 
To allow flexibility in the order in which components are invoked and 
in the passing of data between them, there is a standard mechanism 
for invoking components, embodied in a subroutine called invoke, and 
a standard representation for data, called a packet. 

4.1 Packets 

A packet is an abstract data type that can represent a data record 
in which the fields are referenced by their names (as opposed to their 
positions within the record). Conceptually, a packet is a set of pairs of 
field names and field values; for example, 

TN 
NAME 
ADDRESS 

201-3862773 
Marc 
ID 301A Whippany. 

Operations are provided to initialize a packet, change the value for a 
named field, and get the value of a named field, among other things. 
Field values are null-terminated strings. The data structures underly-
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ing the packet implementation are not accessible to the user and do 
not need to be. All manipulation of data in packets is done using the 
packet operations. Packets provide a natural, easy-to-use mechanism 
for expressing and interpreting fielded data. 

By standardizing on a data representation for all components, we 
allow the output from one component to be fed into another component 
without translation or reformatting. Also, common utilities, such as 
trace routines, can be used on any component. 

4.2 Component invocation 

All components have the same interface, a subroutine call with three 
arguments: the name of the component to be invoked, the packet to be 
operated on, and a flag indicating whether the caller is to wait for 
completion of the operation or not. The input data and the output 
data are in the same packet. This permits the use of a particularly 
efficient data transmission technique using memory shared between 
the calling and called components. For example, the Database Man
agement System (DBMS) component is called from another component 
by 

invoke ("DBMS", pkt, WAIT);. 

This sends the packet pointed to by pkt to the component named 
DBMS. The packet contains fields that indicate to DBMS the operation, 
file name, key, and also the name-value pairs for the database fields 
involved in the access. For a "retrieve," for example, the names of 
fields for which data are desired would be present in the offered packet. 
The DBMS returns the packet with the values filled in. 

v. TRANSACTION SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE* 

The Transaction Specification Language (TSL) is a high-level pro
gramming language that includes the C language as a proper subset. 
The "non-C" features of TSL are intended to facilitate writing the 
transactions of LMOS-2 and similar applications. In particular, trans
actions written in TSL are easier to write, modify, maintain, and 
understand than the same programs written in C. 

The key features of TSL are as follows: 
• A packet data type, and operators for manipulating packets. 
• String operators (e.g., concatenation). 
• An operator for pattern matching. 
• Statements to facilitate the use of the DBMS. 

In the following, we describe the "non-C" features of this version of 
TSL. We assume that the reader is familiar with C and its conventions.2 

* The Transaction Specification Language (TSL) was designed and implemented by 
J. W. Hunt. This section was adopted from his TSL user's manual. 
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5. 1 Declaration types 

In addition to the basic C-declaration types, TSL provides three new 
declaration types: packet, field, and view. Variables using the packet 
declaration type name instances of the abstract data type discussed in 
Section IV. The field declaration type is used to declare the names of 
accessed packet fields. Aggregates of field names are declared using 
the view declaration type. 

5.2 Operators 

Two binary operators are available in TSL that are not available in 
C: the concatenation operator (j I) and the regular expression operator 
(matches). The language also provides an additional interpretation of 
the "." operator which is used in C to reference members of a structure. 

5.2. 1 Concatenation 

The concatenation operator requires both operands to be pointers 
to a null-terminated sequence of characters. The value of the expres
sion 

a II b 

is a pointer to a null-terminated sequence of characters consisting of 
the nonnull characters pointed to by a followed by the characters 
pointed to by b. This operator is simply an abbreviation for the strcat 
function of C. 

5.2.2 Regular expression matching 

Transaction programmers are often interested in finding out whether 
a string is a representative of some set of strings. The matches operator 
provides a general facility for doing just that. As with the concatenation 
operator, the matches operator requires both operands to be pointers 
to a null-terminated sequence of characters. The regular expression 
(the second operand of the matches operator) is a shorthand for 
specifying a set of strings. The value of the expression 

a matches regx 

is nonzero if the string pointed to by a is a member of the set of strings 
specified by the regular expression regx. 

The regular expressions recognized by TSL are similar to those used 
in the UNIX text editor. That is, "." matches any character, "$" 
matches the end of a string, "[xyz]" matches "x", "y", or "z", and so 
on. 

5.2.3 Referencing fields of a packet 

Suppose pkt is a pointer to a packet and LRTN is a declared field 
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name. The term 

pkt.LRTN 

represents the value of the LRTN field in the packet pkt. If the term 
appears to the left of the assignment operator, the result is to change 
the value of the LRTN field in pkt. For example, 

pkt.LRTN = "210" //"3863000"; 

changes the value of the LRTN field to "2013863000." If the term 
pkt.LRTN appears to the right of the assignment operator, the result 
is the value of LRTN, which is a pointer to the null-terminated 
sequence of characters stored as the field value. 

5.3 Statements 

The data-type packet plays a central role in the code written by a 
transaction programmer. For example, every transaction in LMOS-2 

accepts a single input, a pointer to a packet. This packet is created by 
the mask handler (see next section). Transaction programmers also 
use packets to send information back and forth between other proc
esses in the system. Thus, most of the "non-e" TSL statements provide 
convenient mechanisms for manipulating the values stored in a packet. 
In the following, examples from LMOS are used to help describe TSL 

statements, but keep in mind that these statements are useful in any 
application that must manipulate packets. 

5.3.1 Creating a view for a database call 

When retrieving information from a file using the DBMS (see Section 
VIII), one is required to send DBMS a packet that has all of the fields 
of the view to be retrieved in the packet. The DBMS forms the 
intersection of the fields of the view corresponding to a record of the 
file being queried and the fields in the packet, and returns the values 
of the fields in this intersection. Therefore, the first time that a retrieve 
request is made for any particular file, the transaction programmer 
must make sure that all the relevant fields are in the packet that was 
sent to DBMS. At worst, this would entail a separate statement to 
initialize each field of the view to be retrieved. 
The TSL statement 

make pkt a uif view 

changes the value of each field of the view uif in packet pkt to the null 
string. If the packet is then used in a retrieve request tn the DBMS, the 
fields that were listed in the definition of view uif will be retrieved. 

5.3.2 Copying the fields of a view 

There are statements that permit transfer of fields of a given view 
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from one packet to another and from a packet to and from temporary 
storage. 

5.3.3 A variant of the "switch" statement 

In addition to the switch statement of C, TSL provides a similar 
statement called rswtch which allows the programmer t"O affect flow of 
control based on the value of a null-terminated character string. 

5.4 Experience with TSL 

Transaction Specific Language has been used to code all of the 
transactions for LMOS-2. There are 53 transactions, averaging 425 lines 
of TSL code. While our evaluation is subjective, we feel that, in 
comparison to the old assembly language transaction programs, and 
even in comparison to a few transactions that had been written in 
straight C, the TSL programs are smaller, more easily written, faster to 
debug, and more readable. Furthermore, since the facilities of TSL are 
so well suited to the programming of transactions, there has been no 
significant loss of efficiency. 

VI. MASK HANDLER* 

The Loop Maintenance Operations System uses a fill-in-the
blank approach for transaction entry. The terminal operator initiates 
a transaction by first requesting the appropriate mask (for example, 
"/FOR TE" requests the trouble-entry mask). The mask that is 
displayed resembles a paper form: there are blanks to be filled in, and 
"preprinted" labels. The labels are protected; that is, the operator 
cannot overtype them. After the operator fills in the blanks, he or she 
submits the mask by pressing the SEND key. If the transaction has a 
result to be displayed, another mask (possibly with more blanks to be 
filled in) is displayed. Otherwise, the operator can clear the original 
mask and reuse it. 

As we said in Section IV, LMOS-2 uses a standard data format, the 
packet, internally. The mask handler, thus, has two translation duties: 
When a mask is entered, it gets the data from the terminal in a format 
native to the terminal (a Teletypet TTY 40/4 or an IBM 3270 terminal) 
and builds a packet. On output it takes a packet and builds a mask, 
again in the format native to the terminal. Not only does this trans
lation hide messy details of the terminal from the rest of the system, 
but it also allows different terminals to be used without affecting any 
module other than the mask handler itself. In fact, we have a version 
of the mask handler that works on simple time-sharing terminals. 

* The mask handler was designed and implemented by D. A. Rosenthal. 
t Registered trademark of Teletype Corporation. 
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These terminals are inefficient for production use, but they are inval
uable for debugging. Once a transaction works with the time-sharing 
terminal, it also works with the Teletype 40/4 terminal, because its 
interface with the mask handler is absolutely identical in both cases. 

Recall that a packet consists of named fields. When the data comes 
in from the terminal, the fields are not named-they are simply 
sequenced in the same order that they were in on the mask. To build 
a packet, then, the mask handler must know what transaction's mask 
is on the screen, and, for that mask, what the names of the fields are. 
This information appears in a mask table. The mask table also specifies 
display attributes for each field that determine how the mask is to 
appear on the screen. This information is used when the mask is 
output. 

The mask table contains one specification for each mask. The 
following is a sample mask specification: 

_TE CLEAR 
1 1 pam "TE" 

skip "TN" 
{16} unm TN 

1 30 skip "RSA 
{3} uam RSA 

4 1 skip "DESCRIPTION" 
{30} Uam DESCP. 

The first line names the mask "_ TE" and specifies that the screen 
is to be cleared before the mask is displayed. The underscore before 
"TE" means that this mask is to be used in response to a form request 
("/FOR TE") rather than for entry of the TE transaction (which 
probably will follow the form request, as soon as the form has been 
filled out). 

Each line of the rest of the specification describes a mask field (not 
to be confused with a packet field). Columns 2 and 3 are used for x
andy-coordinates or for horizontal distances. Column 4 contains screen 
attributes. Column 5 contains either a literal to be displayed or the 
name of a packet field to receive some data. 

The second line, then, specifies that the letters "TE" are to appear 
in row 1 of the mask, in positions 2 and 3. Position 1 is reserved for the 
attribute, "pam," which specifies that the letters "TE" are to be 
protected and returned when the mask is sent. The third line has no 
coordinates, so the letters "TN" go in the next available positions, 
which are 5 and 6. Position 4 holds the attribute, "skip" which means 
that the letters are to be displayed but not returned to the computer. 
The fourth line specifies an unprotected field 16 positions long, so it 
occupies positions 8 through 23. When the mask is sent, data typed 
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into this field by the operator will be inserted into the packet under 
the name TN. The remaining lines specify labels and unprotected 
fields for RSA and DESCP. When displayed, the "_TE" mask would 
appear like this: 

TETN RSA 

DESCRIPTION. 

After the operator fills out the mask, it might look like this: 

TE TN 2013861234 RSA26 

DESCRIPTION. 

When the SEND key is pressed, the screen is read and a buffer 
consisting of terminal-specific control codes and data is sent to the 
mask handler. It sees that the first field is "TE" and looks in the mask 
table for a specification of the TE mask (which is similar to the "_TE" 
mask described earlier). It builds a packet that looks (conceptually) 
like this: 

XACT TE 
DVC T16 
TN 2013861234 
RSA 26. 

The first two fields, XACT and DVC, were not specified in the mask 
table, but are standard fields used by the mask handler for the 
transaction name and terminal device name, respectively. The device 
name is used later to send data back to the same terminal that entered 
this mask. 

Since the value of XACT field is "TE," the mask handler sends the 
packet to the TE program (written in TSL), where the processing 
specific to the .TE transaction is performed. 

It so happens that the TE transaction ends by displaying a TR mask 
with information about the customer whose telephone number is 201-
386-1234. To display this mask, the TSL program changes the value of 
the XACT field to "TR" in the packet: 

XACT TR 
DVC T16 
TN 2013861234 
RSA 26. 
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It then reinvokes the mask handler by calling "invoke": (see Section 
IV.) 

invoke{"MASK", pkt, NOWAIT);. 

The mask handler finds the specification for the TR mask in the 
mask table, uses the data in the packet to build a buffer containing the 
appropriate terminal-specific control codes, and sends the buffer to 
device T16. Processing of this transaction then terminates. 

The operator, meanwhile, has observed a delay of a few seconds 
after pressing SEND, and then sees the TR mask with the customer's 
information that he or she requested. After adding some information 
by filling in blanks on the TR form (description of the trouble, time 
when the customer will be at home, etc.), the operator presses SEND 
again, and the cycle repeats-this time for a TR transaction. 

VII. VALIDATOR 

The data validator5 takes a single packet, subjects it to various tests 
specified in a special-purpose validation language, and returns the 
same packet augmented with an error code for each test that failed. In 
LMOS, the valida tor is called by the mask handler once for each 
incoming mask. If an error is detected, the code is translated to a short 
English message by table lookup, the message is displayed at the 
bottom of the CRT screen, and the transaction is terminated. If the 
data has no errors, the packet is passed on to the appropriate trans
action-processing component. Thus, each transaction programmer 
may assume that the input is a valid packet. 

By convention, the field VALCODE is used by the validator to 
return error codes. So, for example, if the valida tor receives the packet 

NAME Mary Smith 
ADDR 123 Main St 
TN 2913861234 

it might return the packet 

NAME 
ADDR 
TN 
VALCODE 

Mary Smith 
123 Main St 
2913861234 
tnerr. 

The code "tnerr" indicates that the value of the TN field failed its 
validation test (291 is an invalid area code). 

The mask handler, upon receiving the packet returned by the 
validator, determines whether any errors were detected by checking 
for the presence of the V ALCODE field. In this example, it translates 
the code "tnerr" to, say, "Invalid area code," and displays the message. 
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Presumably, the operator will correct the TN field on the mask (the 
old mask values would still be on the screen) and then press the SEND 
key. This re-entered transaction would be an entirely new transaction; 
the system would not, and need not, remember the previous, failed 
attempt to enter the transaction. 

The validation criteria for a particular application (e.g., LMOS) are 
specified in a table which configures the validator for that application. 
The configuration process involves compiling the validation table with 
the validation compiler, which produces intermediate code that is 
interpreted by the validation machine at execution time. Fig. 1 illus
trates this architecture. 

What makes the validator general-purpose is that all application 
knowledge is contained in the validation table, so the valida tor may be 
used for different applications just by changing the table. 

The validation table consists of two columns. The first is an expres
sion, involving field names, number and string constants, and opera
tors, that defines a validation condition. The second column contains 
an error code that is generated if the validation condition is false. For 
example: 

NAME % "[A-Za-z] {4,25}" badname 
ADDR != "" badaddr 
SAL> 10000 & SAL < 75000 badsal. 

The first condition requires the value of the NAME field to match 
the pattern within quotes. The pattern matches if the value consists of 
between 4 and 25 alphabetic characters. If it does not match, the error 
code "badname" is generated. The second condition just requires the 
ADDR field to be present (that is, not equal to the null string). The 
third condition requires the value of the SAL field to be in the range 
10,000 to 75,000-supposedly, anything else is an unreasonable salary. 

In the case of the last condition, it would be better to check that 

VALIDATION ~ VALIDATION ~ INTERMEDIATE 
TABLE ~ COMPILER r------ CODE 

L...--____ ---' CONFIGURATION TIME 

CRT 

VALIDATION 
MACHINE 

INPUT 
PACKET 

PACKET WITH 
ERROR CODES 

MASK 
HANDLER 

Fig. I-Validator architecture. 

EXECUTION TIME 
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Fig. 2-ANSI/X3/SP ARC database architecture. 

SAL is numeric before checking its range. To do this, one may indent 
a condition under another condition: 

SAL % "[0-9] {1,6} " badsal1 
SAL> 10000 & SAL < 75000 badsal2. 

N ow error code "badsal1" is generated if SAL is not from 1 to 6 
digits. The indented range check is performed only if the fIrst test 
passes; if SAL is out of range, error code "badsal2" is generated. 

About two dozen operators and built-in functions are provided to 
code validation conditions. The reader is referred to Ref. 3 for further 
details. 

VIII. DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM* 

The DBMS is packaged as a component and communicates with 
other components via packets, as illustrated in the example of Section 
IV. The packet interface is natural, as nearly all the data in the 
transaction processor's database are fIelded. Other properties of the 
DBMS that are critical to its usefulness are its flexibility and effIciency. 
These aspects are treated in this section. The DBMS design is described 
in detail in Ref. 4. 

8. 1 Structural model 

The DBMS is an implementation of the three-level ANSIjX3jSPARC 
model.5 (See Fig. 2.) There is an internal view of the data, expressed 
in terms of constructs that naturally describe the layout of data on the 
storage medium: hash files, linked lists, trees, etc. The conceptual view 
provides a canonical application and an implementation-independent 
model of the data of the enterprise. The external views provide the 
interfaces to the application programs. They may be structurally 
different from each other and from the conceptual view, and they may 

* The DBMS was designed by T. C. Chiang and implemented by Chiang and A. 
Weinstein. 
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change over time with the applications. The only requirement is that 
it must be possible to map them all from the conceptual view. Of 
course, one of the external views may coincide with the conceptual 
view. 

The ability to define Il).ultiple external views is nice-and in one case 
we found it essential. The first version of the DBMS was retrofitted into 
existing front-end software that had had only a low-level filing system. 
That DBMS provided a relational "new view" of a major file, with 
additional fields, for several new transactions. It was necessary to do 
this without changing the preponderance of existing software. There
fore, an "old view" was provided for the old transactions. The old view 
duplicates the data format presented by the filing system. The retrofit 
was a success. The system is now running at more than a hundred 
LMOS sites. 

The LMOS-2 DBMS presents several external views as a matter of 
convenience for different types of transactions. Another advantage of 
the multilevel model is that the internal representation of data can be 
changed relatively easily without impacting the external views. It is 
just a matter of changing mappings. In fact, fairly extensive internal 
database redesign will be done eventually for LMOS-2. 

8.2 The entity-relationship model 

At each level in the ANSIjX3jSP ARC structure there is a data 
model. The external views may support several data models, as re
quired by the application: relational, hierarchical, ad hoc, or whatever. 
We use the Entity-Relationship (E-R) model at the conceptual level. 

In the E-R model there are "things," and relationships between 
things. The entities are represented by entries in a file. Files are 
connected by named "associations" in our version ofE-R. Each instance 
of an association is a relationship (implemented via pointers or physical 
contiguity) between one or more items in one file and one or more in 
the associated file. The associations have properties, including cardi
nality (l-to-l, one-to-many, many-to-many), and update constraints. 

The associations provide an easy way to express the update rela
tionships that are to be maintained automatically by the DBMS. They 
provide a mechanism for navigation through the database. What is of 
most benefit is that they allow information to be reflected to the user 
about relationships between items in separate files. This makes signif
icant performance gains possible. Data Manipulation Language com
mands take association name as an argument, and allow the DBMS to 
use information picked up in previous database accesses to eliminate 
index searches and, in some cases, to satisfy a data request without 
going to disk. 

In a system like LMOS, where there are many interfIle relationships, 
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the savings made possible by proper use of the associations may be 
significant. Analysis of busy-hour data for LMOS shows that nearly 50 
percent fewer disk accesses will be required using the association data 
than would be necessary for a pure relational model in which each file 
were accessed independently. (In the old LMOS, transactions had direct 
access to pointers everywhere, the system was tuned for performance 
over a number of years, and there was no data modeL Our problem 
has been to fit a semantically consistent data model to LMOS without 
sacrificing performance. Our E-R-based system and the old LMOS are 
equivalent in the number of disk accesses required.) 

8.2 Scope of application 

The LMOS-2 front end is a medium-sized record-based transaction 
processing system. The database is in excess of 300 megabytes, orga
nized into 14 external files with 10 associations. External records range 
in size from a few tens to a few hundred bytes. Internal records may be 
thousands of bytes long. 

The DBMS and the filing system (described below) run on version 4.0 
of the UNIX operating system, modified somewhat to meet the per
formance objectives. 

IX. THE C FILING SYSTEM * 

The UNIX file system is a flexible and useful tooL It is not particu
larly well suited, however, to production transaction processing sys
tems for which efficiency, protection of database consistency, and 
quick recovery from system crashes are critically important. 

Therefore, we have developed a new filing system, ,the C filing 
system (CFS). This is a component, interfacing with DBMS and other 
subsystems requiring access to data in secondary storage. The CFS 

internal files are stored contiguously, minimizing the number of disk 
accesses required. Data are transferred across the CFS interface using 
our version 4.0 UNIX operating system's shared-memory facilities, 
another factor that improves efficiency. Multiple copies of CFS may be 
run, so that disk I/O may be overlapped. 

9.1 The role of CFS in protecting database consistency 

Database consistency is defined by a possibly large set of integrity 
constraints that often, in a complex system, are not formally expressed. 
The closest we get to a comprehensive statement of them is the set of 
audit/ edit programs that is run against the database to find and correct 
inconsistencies. Inconsistencies may take the form of incorrect pointer 

* The C Filing System was designed and implemented by D. H. Carter. 
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relationships, incorrect assignment status, failure of sums to balance, 
etc. 

Because database updates are done one at a time, and because 
typically there are relationships between updates, the database cannot 
be consistent at every point in time. We can and do, however, identify 
groups of updates such that if the database is consistent before the 
group, it will also be consistent after all the updates have been made. 
These groups correspond to the transactions processed by the system. 
We can define the transaction, in fact, as the unit of database consist
ency. Care must be taken by the transaction designer to ensure that 
this is indeed the case. 

Database inconsistency can arise in the following ways: 
(i) In the event of a software crash, transactions may be left partly 

done. Inconsistency results if some, but not all, of the updates for a 
transaction are implemented. 

(ii) If a database must be reconstructed, updates associated with 
transactions that had not been completed as of the catastrophe cannot 
be redone, for the same reason. 

(iii) If transactions are run in parallel, with their database accesses 
interleaved, database states that could not have been developed by 
any serial execution of transactions may arise. These may be incon
sistent. If we can guarantee that all database states are equivalent to 
states that would be produced by some serial execution of transactions, 
we achieve database consistency. 

The CFS provides capability to recover from hardware and software 
failures and preserves consistency in doing so. It also provides concur
rency control: data accesses of transactions executing in parallel are 
interleaved in such a way that serializability is guaranteed. 

9. 1. 1 Concurrency control mechanism 

Locks are applied at the block level by CFS. (The block is the unit of 
physical data access.) The CFS has "share" locks, which allow other 
readers, and "exclusive" locks, used when writing. Locks are applied 
when needed, on behalf of a transaction, and are held until the 
transaction is complete. This locking policy guarantees serializable 
transactions. 

9. 1.2 Logging and recovery 

To protect database consistency in the face of system hardware and 
software failures, CFS delays updating the "real" copy of the file until 
the transaction signals, via a "commit" message, that it has issued all 
its update requests and is ready to have them implemented. Until the 
commit signal is received, updates are held in CFS buffers, tagged by 
transaction ID. Upon receiving "commit," the logging subsystem gath
ers all updates for the transaction into a large buffer and writes the 
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buffer to the logging area on disk. If this atomic write is successful, the 
transaction is considered completed. Writes to the individual files must 
still be made, and locks are held until these are complete. 

The overhead of this logging approach is minimal: one additional 
write per transaction. Recovery is simple if there has been no data
base damage. Transactions which have not committed have written 
nothing to the database. They simply disappear. Transactions which 
have committed but have not completed disk writes must have them 
re-applied from the logging area. The recovery process takes less than 
five minutes. 

The strategy for recovering damaged databases involves periodic 
full copy of the database-daily for LMos-and logging to tape of all 
committed updates. The database is reconstructed by applying the log 
tapes to the most recent backup copy. This may take an hour or two 
depending upon time elapsed since the backup copy was made. 

X. EARLY FIELD EXPERIENCE 

The LMOS-2 system, built with the components described in the 
preceding sections, went into field trial on October 16, 1980, with 
Michigan Bell Telephone Company. Development of the application 
and the components had proceeded in parallel over the preceding 15 
months. The staffing was split roughly two-to-one between component 
and application development. 

The development experience had met our expectations. With vali
dation, mask handling, and database services provided by special 
components, and with the high-level TSL language and the simple 
packet interface, transactions were small, easy to write, and easy to 
debug. The reduction in lines of source was 7 to 1. Programmers who 
had experience implementing and maintaining the LMos-l transactions 
found the difference particularly striking. Even inexperienced pro
grammers were able to build working transactions in a very short 
period of time. One, in his first programming assignment, wrote six 
transactions in four months. 

Success or failure, however, would be determined by behavior of the 
system in the field. How would LMOS-2 compare in reliability and 
performance with its predecessor? 

The reliability question was answered quickly and positively. On the 
first day of operation the system suffered five "fatals" (i.e., errors 
causing interruption of processing.) By the end of the first week, it was 
getting through an entire day without a fatal; by the end of the first 
month, its availability surpassed that of some of Michigan Bell Tele
phone Company's LMOS-l systems. This compared favorably with the 
LMos-l trial experience, in which months passed before the system 
could process through the day without interruption. 
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Problems that did surface in LMOS-2 were almost always fixed within 
a day, sometimes within hours. The ability to find and fix problems 
quickly is due at least in part to the component-based system design. 

As we indicated earlier in the article, performance of LMOS-2 was a 
major concern. Our objective was to add flexibility to the system with 
minimal sacrifice of performance. At the time the trial began, the load 
presented by the application-a new system serving a single repair 
bureau-was small: on the order of 300 to 500 trouble processing 
transactions in the busy hour. Laboratory load testing showed the 
system to be capable of processing 800 to 1000 transactions per hour 
at that time. The objective-the standard set by LMos-1-was 4000 
transactions per hour. In the seven months that have elapsed between 
the field trial cutover and the time of this writing, significant efficiency 
improvements have been made. The LMOS-2 system now processes 
more than 4000 transactions per hour in load tests. (The trial appli
cation has grown during the same interval and now presents a busy
hour load of 2800 transactions per hour.) Performance of LMOS-2 is 
approximately as good now as that of its predecessor. 

The flexibility of LMOS-2 has served us well in management of the 
project and of the trial. One example: Much care was taken to ensure 
that in the early days of the trial the LMOS-2 and LMos-1 databases 
were compatible, so that in the event of user-affecting problems at the 
trial site it would be possible to convert back to an LMos-1 system 
within minutes. (This option was used several times: it maintained 
LMOS availability and gave us additional time to solve problems.) 

To add new features to LMOS-2, a database conversion was performed 
in May and new versions were introduced for about 30 modules. Quick 
convertibility was given up at this point. 

It is obviously desirable to give new standard installations of LMOS-
2 a similar initial period during which reversion to LMos-1 is possible. 
One way of doing that is to maintain the first versions of all the 
software used in the trial and use them in initial LMOS-2 installations. 
Fortunately, the generality of our component interface allows us to 
install all of the latest versions, except for the DBMS, atop the LMos-1 
database. The resulting system is functionally equivalent to LMos-1 
and can be backed out to it quickly. The new LMOS-2 features become 
available when the data conversion is performed and the DBMS re
placed. We have the best of both worlds: easy convertibility in the 
early days of an installation, without the need to maintain two versions 
of the software. 

XI. CONCLUSION 

We have the beginnings of a catalog of components out of which 
"LMos-like" transaction processing systems can be built. The compo-
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nents include a mask handler, a data validator, a database management 
system, and a fIling system. There is a standard interface-packets
between components, and a language for programming transactions 
that fIts the component model. Because the set of systems which we 
wish to build includes some (like LMOS) that place a premium on 
performance, availability, and integrity of the database, the database 
manager and fIling system are designed with efficiency and robustness, 
as well as flexibility, in mind. 

The fIrst system to be built from our components is the LMOS-2 FE, 

which has been fIeld tested since October, 1980, with very promising 
results. 
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In a distributed system where the data base is partitioned, e.g., on 
a geographical basis, incoming transactions must be routed to the 
correct computer based on information in the data. In some instances, 
this is performed manually by the attendant entering the data, but as 
the switching criteria becomes more complex and the transaction 
load increases, a mechanized system which could examine the data 
and route automatically would decrease the time required for an 
attendant to handle an individual input and, thereby, increase the 
productivity of the attendant. This paper describes the design and 
implementation of a "context-sensitive" switch that is used to route 
transactions in the Loop Maintenance Operations System. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Loop Maintenance Operations System (LMOS)l is a hierarchical 
network composed of a host computer2 which is a large data base 
machine, and a number of transaction processing front-end (FE) com
puters.3 The entire data base is contained on the host computer, but 
this data is distributed to each of the FE computers based on the 
geography of the system. The geographical boundaries that are defined 
by an FE are those areas served by a Repair Service Bureau (RSB). 

Since an RSB typically is associated with several wire centers, the 
customer lines that are served by that bureau correspond to the 
geographical area served by those wire centers. These lines are typi
cally grouped into what are referred to as NNXs. An NNX is the first 
three digits of a telephone number, commonly referred to as an 
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exchange. When LMOS was fIrst designed, all trouble reports for a given 
geographical area were routed to the appropriate RSB automatically 
by the telephone switching equipment. There, the attendant would 
input the trouble report to the FE that served that RSB. In this case, 
everything worked fine as long as the calls were routed to the correct 
RSBS. 

As the Bell operating companies (BOCS) consolidated work centers 
to give better service, and reduced the size of the staff necessary to do 
that function, they created the Centralized Repair Service Attendant 
Bureau (CRSAB). This is the central site that handles all the trouble 
report calls for a very large area; this area now spans many FES. Since 
the calls are answered in the CRSAB on a random basis, there is no 
longer the guarantee that the calls will be directed to an attendant 
who has a terminal that is directly attached to the proper FE. There
fore, the attendant has to have the capability of dynamic switching 
his/her terminal between any of the FES to input the trouble reports. 

In an existing BOC, there were six FES servicing the entire metropol
itan area. When the CRSAB was created in this BOC, it necessitated the 
capability for each answering position in the CRSAB to be able to access 
anyone of the six FES. This implied that the attendant, upon taking 
the trouble report, had to determine which of those six FES contained 
the telephone number referred to in the trouble report. Therefore, the 
attendant had to be able to determine for a given NNX (one out of 600 
in this area) which FE contained that NNX (one out of six). 

This was exactly the manual solution that the BOC was forced to 
take. At each of the answering positions in the CRSAB, there was 
located a six-position switch. This allowed the attendant to select one 
of the six FES in which to input the trouble. The appropriate FE was 
selected on the basis of the telephone number for which the trouble 
was being reported. A table was provided giving the FE associated with 
an NNX and the attendant would consult this to determine the FE. 

If the NNX was not in the table, the attendant would try to enter 
the transaction on each of the FES until the transaction was accepted 
or negative responses were obtained from all the systems. If all the 
responses were negative, the attendant would change the transaction 
name to route this trouble for special handling. This manual switching 
arrangement was expensive and complex. It was also dependent upon 
a specific type of terminal and, therefore, was not usable by other 
BOCS. 

To provide a system that was usable by all the BOCS and to provide 
for future extensions to the LMOS system, the design of the Cross Front 
End (XFE) was undertaken. The main function of the XFE is to 
automatically determine the FE that contains a particular phone 
number. When this determination is made, it routes the input trans-
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Fig. I-Cross front end in the LMOS network. 

action to that FE, and when the response to that transaction is 
obtained, it routes the response back to the appropriate terminal. The 
XFE is situated in the network in such a way that all the terminals in 
the CRSAB are connected to the XFE, and the XFE, in turn, is connected 
to all the FES. Therefore, the XFE appears in the same location as the 
manual switch did in the previous discussion and serves the same 
purpose, except now the function is being done automatically. 

II. BASIC DESIGN OF THE CROSS FRONT END 

The basic design for the XFE was relatively simple. Its function was 
to be a "context-sensitive" switch. That is, it would look at the phone 
number on a transaction, look that phone number up in an internal 
table which gave the mapping between phone number and FE, and 
then route the transaction to the FE indicated. When the response to 
that transaction was obtained from the FE, its function was· then to 
route that response back to the terminal that originated the transac
tion. 

Since a BOC could optionally install an XFE as part of an LMOS 

system, it was designed so that it did not affect the operation of the FE 

software. That is, it had to be completely transparent to any existing 
software in the LMOS system. Therefore, the XFE was designed to 
appear as a terminal controller to the FE, making it transparent to the 
FE, whether there was a real terminal controller at the other end of 
the line, or an XFE simulating the terminal controller. (See Fig. 1.) 

The hardware configuration for the XFE consisted of a PDP* 11/34 
computer with 256 kilobytes of memory, a cache memory to increase 
the speed of the processor, a maximum of 32-line controllers, and a 
floppy disk for loading the system software and for recording system 
dumps on abnormal terminations. For reliability reasons, the XFE was 
configured in either a duplex or a triplex configuration. A duplex 
consisted of a live XFE and a backup XFE. A triplex configuration 
consisted of two live XFES and a backup which could be configured as 

* Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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either one of the other XFES. Switching between a live and the backup 
was accomplished with a manual switch and the entire operation was 
initiated by the operators in the computer center. 

III. STRUCTURE OF THE XFE SOFTWARE 

The XFE software consisted of three major components: 
(i) The operating system 

(ii) The communications management software 
(iii) The application code. 
The operating system used for the XFE was the Bell Operating 

System (Bosll); it is the same one that was used on the FE computers. 
The Bosll was field proven, reliable, and very few changes were made 
in it except to include the new device drivers for the communication 
lines. 

The Communications Manager on the XFE was completely rewritten 
from the Communications Manager that existed on the FES. The 
reason for this is that the Communications Manager on the FES was 
not general enough to handle the capabilities required in the XFE. 

The Application Code (APL) is the software that implements the 
functions of the XFE. When a transaction is input, APL uses information 
contained within the input data to switch that transaction to the 
appropriate FE. The APL divided into three modules. 

(i) A module to handle the interactions with a terminal 
(ii) A module to handle the interactions with a FE. 

(iii) A module to handle the interactions with the XFE console 
terminal. 

The rest of this section will discuss the design of the XFE in more 
detail. 

3. 1 System configuration 

An XFE can handle a maximum of 150 terminals, while an FE has the 
capacity for 512 terminals. If the XFE were configured in the simplest 
fashion, then each terminal on the XFE would have an appearance on 
an FE. This would allocate 150 of the 512 terminals on an FE to the 
lines serving the XFE. But, at anyone time, only a small fraction of the 
terminals on the XFE would be in communication with a specific FE. 

Also, since the customer contact time (120 s) is long compared to the 
response time (10 s) of a transaction, the XFE was designed to dynam
ically couple a terminal to an FE only for the duration of the transac
tion. A transaction is defined as the input from a terminal and the 
output response returned to that specific terminal. Therefore, after the 
output has been sent back to the specific terminal, the XFE can free up 
that coupling for use by another terminal. This allowed for the optimal 
use of the resources both by the XFE and the FES. 
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When the XFE was put into the network, there were two physical 
communication lines from each FE to the XFE. These communication 
lines were duplexed for reliability. A single communication line was 
capable of handling the necessary transaction load between the FE and 
the XFE. On each of these communication lines, there was the appear
ance of 16 pseudo terminals (PTERM). When the XFE receives an input 
transaction from a real terminal, it dynamically allocates an available 
PTERM on the FE to which the transaction is to be routed. The XFE 
then transmits the transaction so that it appears, to the FE, as if it 
were entered from the PTERM. When the response is received at the 
XFE from this PTERM, it is routed back to the original input terminal 
and the PTERM is deallocated, freeing it for another conversation 
between the XFE and the FE. 

3.2 Routing definition tables 

The routing tables provide the XFE with the information necessary 
to determine how to route the transactions to the appropriate FEs. 
These routing tables consist of two basic sets of tables. The first set of 
tables contains the transaction name and the location of the field that 
the XFE is to use to obtain its routing information. The other set of 
routing tables contains the routing criteria; i.e., a list of NNXs versus 
FES that contain those NNXs. 

The information for these routing tables is obtained from two 
sources. The table that contains the information on the transactions 
is prepared manually by the operations personnel at the BOC from 
information provided by the Western Electric Company. The infor
mation contained in the routing criteria tables is created automatically 
from information on the FE computers. An off-line program is run on 
each of the FE computers in an LMOS installation that reads the data 
base on the FE computers to determine which NNXs are loaded on 
that data base. The results of this program are recorded on a tape, and 
the tapes from all the FES are merged on to one single disk from which 
this table is generated. Once these tables have been generated, they 
are loaded on the XFE floppy disk and automatically loaded into 
memory when the XFE system is booted. 

3.3 Network definition tables 

Each XFE installation has its own unique requirements in the way 
that the physical communication lines are configured. As the system 
grows, an XFE may initially be connected to two FES and finally to six 
FES. At each stage, the XFE must know the actual communication 
network configuration attached to it. To do this, a facility is provided 
so the personnel in the computer center can describe the configuration 
to the XFE. 
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The description of the network configuration is prepared on a card 
deck that is read by an off-line utility program which stores the 
resultant tables on a floppy disk file that the XFE can read when the 
system is initialized. 

3.4 Processing special service numbers 

So far, it has been assumed that the XFE uses the telephone number 
that was input to determine its routing criteria. This routing was done 
by looking up the fIrst three digits of this phone number to determine 
to which FE to route transaction. For most POTS ("plain old telephone 
service") numbers, this assumption is true. And since POTS numbers 
make up a large percentage of the subscriber lines on which troubles 
are reported, then this represents normal processing required on the 
XFE. 

But, customer circuits, called Special Service Circuits, exist that do 
not have the normal seven-digit phone number that is typically asso
ciated with a telephone. For example, if a customer has a dedicated 
data line connecting two computers in different locations, this line may 
be designated with a phone number that would look like "96PL1234A." 
If one tried to use the fIrst three digits of this phone number, "96L," 
to determine the routing criteria, the XFE would determine that this 
NNX does not exist in any of its tables. 

If this were the manual system, the attendant would fIrst try to 
input this transaction to FE number one, get the response, and if the 
response said that this number did not exist on FE number one, the 
attendant would switch to FE number two and repeat this scenario 
until either the FE was located that contained this number, or all the 
FES had been tried to no avail. Therefore, it was required that the XFES 

somehow implement this same capability. 
To handle Special Service numbers, an "inquiry" transaction was 

built into the XFE. In the case where the XFE could not determine the 
routing criteria by doing a table look-up on the data, the XFE would 
initiate an "inquiry" transaction simultaneously to each FE to which it 
was attached. This inquiry transaction consisted of the phone number 
for which the XFE was trying to determine the routing. On the FE, the 
inquiry transaction would attempt to access the data base with this 
phone number. If the data did exist on the FE, the transaction re
sponded with a positive acknowledgment. If the data did not exist on 
that FE, the FE responded with a negative acknowledgment. 

When a positive acknowledgment is received, the XFE would route 
the transaction to that FE. If no positive acknowledgments were 
received from any of the FES, the transaction would be routed to the 
last FE to respond. This was done so that the XFE did not have to 
generate any error message on its own. It would route the transaction 
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to an FE and the application program on the FE would be written such 
that if it did not find the data it needed, it responded with a known 
error message with which attendants were familiar. 

One by-product of this capability of making inquiries took care of 
the case where a BOC did not update the XFE routing tables when a 
new RSB was added, or when a new set of phone numbers were added 
to an FE. Since this information would not have been contained in the 
XFE routing tables, when one of these new phone numbers was entered 
on a transaction, the XFE would automatically generate an inquiry 
transaction and the FE containing that phone number would send a 
positive acknowledgment. 

3.5 Operator control 

The XFE was designed as a standalone system; i.e., it did not require 
any operator interaction. If a system failure occurred, a dump was 
taken automatically to the floppy disk, and the system rebooted itself 
and started up again. Because of the limited resources on the XFE 

(memory and off-line storage), the console terminal was used both as 
an interface to the operator and as a logging device. The information 
logged on the console terminal consisted of the number of transactions 
entered, average response time for those transactions, and other mis
cellaneous data that could be used both to determine the performance 
of the system, and to analyze any strange behavior of the system. 

At the console terminal, the operator could control which lines were 
active, which terminals were active, and change some of the system 
parameters to tune the response of the system. The XFE also allowed 
any operator command to be input from the system control terminal 
on the FE. The operator would input a special transaction on the FE 

and the application program that was executed as the result of this 
transaction would output the data (command) on the communication 
line between the FE and the XFE. When the input was received at the 
XFE, it was interpreted as if it came from the console terminal. 
Responses to that command appeared both at the XFE console terminal 
and as a response sent back from the XFE to the FE so that it appeared 
at the user's terminal. This allowed the operators to control and 
monitor the XFE performance without having to use the terminal at 
the XFE. 

IV. PUTTING THE SYSTEM INTO THE FIELD 

There were adequate test facilities in the laboratory for both the 
development and for the testing of the software. But the real test came 
in trying to put this software into an actual installation in the field. It 
must be remembered that CRSAB is a very critical work center in the 
LMOS system; it takes the initial trouble report and initiates all the 
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basic functions that LMOS performs. Therefore, if service is discontin
ued for any reason to the CRSAB, there is a severe impact on the LMOS 

system. 
As was previously mentioned, the BOC where the XFE field trial was 

conducted had a manual system for switching the terminals between 
the various FE computers. It turned out that the manual switch that 
was used at each of the operator positions actually was an eight
position switch. When the field trial started, the XFE was attached to 
one of these extra two positions on the switch. Therefore, the operator 
could manually select one of the six FES as they originally did, or for 
the field trial, select the XFE. This allowed for parallel operations 
during the field trial. 

Initially, 16 CRSAB positions were attached to the XFE so that system 
response could be gauged to a small number of users (the XFE was 
designed to handle 150 terminals). Since the attendants could switch 
back to the manual system at any time, this provided feedback on the 
system performance by monitoring how often these positions had to 
resort to manual operations because of response time problems. 

4. 1 Handling slow responses from a front-end 

The normal response time at a terminal not connected to the XFE 

was 3 to 5 seconds, and it was anticipated that the XFE would add a 
second to this response, bringing the expected response with the XFE 

to the 4- to 6-s range. Early results in the field trial indicated that 
response time for terminals connected to the XFE was in the 10- to 13-
s range. These results were not satisfactory and, therefore, an effort 
was undertaken to determine the bottlenecks in the system. 

At this point, statistics built into the code came in very handy. By 
analyzing the output and displaying some internal tables on the console 
terminal, the problems causing this slow response time were identified. 

One of the major problems causing slow response time had not been 
anticipated in the design phase. This had to do with detecting when 
one of the FES connected to the XFE was "down"; i.e., the FE was 
unable to accept the transactions that the XFE was attempting to send 
it. The reasons for this could be either 

(i) The FE was physically down because of some hardware or 
software problem, or 

(ii) The FE was heavily loaded and responding very slowly to 
transactions that were sent to it. 

Whatever the reason for this slow response, it caused a longer 
holding time for the system buffers on the XFE. In the initial design 
phase of the XFE, it was anticipated that a buffer would be held for a 
relatively short period of time-2 to 4 seconds. This was the time it 
took to send the transaction over to the FE and get a positive acknowl-
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edgment that the transaction was received. When an FE goes down, it 
is not sending back this positive acknowledgment and therefore is 
tying up the system buffer on the XFE. 

N ow the XFE had a time-out such that after approximately 30 s it 
would release this buffer and send a message back to the user's 
terminal indicating that the transaction could not be completed. But, 
if a large number of transactions had been input which were destined 
to this FE, then a large number of buffers would be tied up for a . long 
period of time. Since buffers are one of the scarce resources on the XFE 

end, this would lead to a bottleneck in the system, preventing the 
transactions going to other FES. 

To overcome this problem, a system parameter was defined which 
specified the maximum percentage of the available buffer space that 
would be allocated for transactions that were destined for a specific 
FE. By default, this value was set at 30 percent, so if an FE was slow in 
responding, only 30 percent of the available buffer space would be 
allocated for use by that FE. If a subsequent transaction were entered 
that was to be routed to that FE an error message would be returned 
to the user indicating that no buffers were available and that the user 
should wait a few seconds and then reenter the transaction. 

If it was determined that an FE was physically unavailable, then the 
percentage of available buffer space that it was allowed would be 
dynamically changed to zero, preventing any transactions that would 
be routed to that FE from being entered into the system. When the FE 

came on-line again, its percentage would be changed back to the 
system default. With these changes, the desired response of 4 to 6 
seconds was achieved. 

4.2 Buffer management 

The scarcest resource on the XFE is the memory space available for 
buffers. The XFE places a large demand on this resource because of the 
number of conversations that the XFE can have in progress at anyone 
time, and because of the requirements of the bisynchronous protoco1.4 

The limited address space on the PDP-II (a program can have a total 
of 64 kilobytes of text and data under Bosll) required that the buffers 
be kept in a separate address space from the programs using them. 
System calls were provided to allocate/free the buffers, but because of 
the heavy usage of this resource, 10 percent of the CPU was used to 
service these requests. 

To improve the performance of the system, a "cache" of buffers 
(actually the address descriptors of the buffers in the separate address 
space) was maintained in the application program. Therefore, if the 
application program required a buffer, it would fIrst look in this cache 
to see if there was an available buffer descriptor. If there was, this 
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buffer descriptor was used, saving a system call. When a buffer was 
freed, the application program would look for an empty slot in the 
cache, and if there was an empty slot, place this buffer descriptor in it. 

If there was no available buffer descriptor in this cache when the 
application code requested one, a system call was made to allocate this 
buffer. But instead of allocating a single buffer, the system would 
allocate five buffers. One was returned to the application program and 
the other four were used to populate the cache. This was done in 
anticipation of future calls requesting the allocation of buffers. This 
cache algorithm allowed over 80 percent of the requests to be satisfied 
without requiring a system call. 

The bisynchronous protocol required that a "large" buffer (3000 
bytes) be allocated any time data was expected from an FE. Since there 
was a limited number of these "large buffers," and because the average 
size of the response from an FE was on the order of 200 to 300 bytes, 
a function was added to the system to "shrink" the data from a "large" 
buffer into a "small" buffer of the correct size; thus, freeing up this 
large buffer for subsequent input. 

Detailed statistics were maintained on the buffer utilization and 
these statistics were printed out periodically on the console terminal. 
This allowed the developers to monitor the buffer usage of the system, 
and it also gave information necessary to track down any anomalies 
that may have occurred. 

4.3 The communications manager 

The communications network managed by the XFE is referred to as 
a "multipoint bisynch"; i.e., the lines in this network must be polled to 
see if a terminal on a line has data for input. To give reasonable 
response time to the terminal, the line must be polled approximately 
once every half second. On a typical XFE, there are 10 to 18 bisynchro
nous lines. 

Each poll requires two I/O operations, and a system call is required 
to initiate an I/O operations. This system call requires approximately 
5 ms. Calculating the time required to handle 18 synchronous lines, 
there are: 

18 lines * 2 I/os/poll * 2 polls/second * 5 mS/I/o. 

This equals 360 ms/s or approximately 36 percent of the CPU just to 
support the communication lines with no other activity in the system. 
Under load with all the other functions in the XFE must handle this 
overhead is intolerable. 

When an analysis was done of what happens during the polling, it 
was determined that 60 to 80 percent were "idle" polls; i.e., there was 
no data input from the line. Therefore, a method had to be found to 
reduce the overhead of these nonproductive polls. 
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One way of doing this was to put the polling capability at the lowest 
level in the system; i.e., at the device driver level in the operating 
system. Also, the driver can determine ifit was an "idle" poll and if so, 
just initiate the next poll 0.5 s later. By putting this "auto-poll" 
capability in the device driver, the overhead associated with the poll 
was reduced from 10 ms (two I/OS times 5 ms) to 1 ms. This was a 
substantial reduction in the overhead required for the communications 
manager. 

A similar capability was also required on the lines connecting the FE 

and the XFE. Because the XFE appears as a terminal controller to the 
FE, the FE polls the XFE to determine if there are any data to be 
transmitted. If the XFE does not have any data ready for transmission 
to the FE, it must respond with an "eot" and set-up to receive the next 
poll. If this I/O is being done from the user program, this would require 
two I/OS (or a total of 10 ms) to answer each of these polls. By moving 
this function down into the device driver again, the overhead is 
significantly reduced to 1 ms to answer a poll from the FE. This 
capability is referred to as the "auto-answer" capability. 

V. PERFORMANCE 

The XFE is designed to handle a maximum of thirty-two 9.6-kilobaud 
communication lines. In its maximum configuration, the lines would 
be allocated as follows: 

Lines 

2 
20 
10 

Function 

LMOS host computer 
Two lines each to a maximum of 10 FES 

Terminal controllers (typically 16 terminals) 

There are currently over 30 XFE systems deployed (and more being 
added) with each XFE switching a maximum of 5000 transactions per 
hour. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The XFE was initially developed to handle the switching of transac
tions in a CRSAB. It was thought that only a few of the BOCS would 
select this optional capability because many of the smaller BOCS could 
probably get by with a manual switch. But as LMOS evolved and the 
XFE proved to be a reliable system in the field, there was a need for 
this switching function in other work centers besides the CRSAB. 

As the BOCS desired more monitoring capabilities, some of the 
operations staff terminals were attached to an XFE. Also, since the XFE 

acts as a terminal concentrator, and in many BOCS there is a shortage 
of lines on the FES, the XFE can be used to increase the available 
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number of ports to the LMOS system. This is especially true when the 
BOC wishes to add some low usage terminals that do not require fast 
access to the system. 
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The Mechanized Loop Testing (MLT) system overcomes two long
standing inadequacies in the administration of loop repair: the lack 
of a single comprehensive automated testing device capable of ana
lyzing the problems of loops having a wide variety of central office, 
outside plant, and terminating equipment installed; and the lack of 
a device of that type that could be integrated into the repair process 
in such a way as to provide for efficient administrative procedures. 
The MLT system meets these needs by means of a novel linkage with 
the Loop Maintenance Operations System (LMOS), which is the back
bone support system for the repair process. The MLT system is unique. 
in the way it makes use of information in the customer line records to 
configure tests and analyze their results. This paper outlines the 
means by which customer line record information is selected and 
processed for use in the test algorithms of MLT. It then discusses the 
general strategies used in the algorithms described, with some atten
tion to the problems posed by inaccurate or incomplete records. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The testing of a subscriber loop is presently undergoing a funda
mental and dramatic improvement because of the introduction of the 
Mechanized Loop Testing (MLT) system. The MLT system is a recently 
integrated part of the Automated Repair Service Bureau (ARSB) de
scribed in detail in other articles in this issue. This article briefly 
outlines the operational changes in the ARSB attributable to the intro
duction of MLT and then goes into further depth in describing the 
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advances in loop testing made possible by MLT'S unique coupling to 
other ARSB systems and by its adaptive testing algorithms. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The backbone system of the ARSB is the Loop Maintenance Opera
tions Systems, known as LMOS. The basic LMOS consists of a large host 
computer, such as an IBM 370, and several front-end (FE) minicom
puters, PDP* II/70s. 

The host computer receives completed customer service orders for 
installing, deleting, or changing telephone services, creates a data base 
of records of those services ("line records") for maintenance purposes, 
and processes the line records into subsets ("miniline records") for 
download to the appropriate FE computer. In performing these func
tions, the host computer manages a large data base (typically millions 
of line records) composed of relatively slowly changing data. A typical 
rate of line record change is of the order of one or two changes per line 
per year. 

The FE computers, on the other hand, process relatively fast-moving 
data. Each FE computer is the access point for a large group of users; 
it supports CRT terminals with the transaction programs necessary for 
tracking the progress of reported troubles. When a customer calls the 
ARSB to report a problem, a Repair Service Attendant (RSA) enters a 
trouble report via the FE CRT. Front-end programs provide line record 
and time commitment information for dealing with the customer, 
output paper trouble tickets that repair craft can take with them, and 
track the status of the repair process. The personnel of ARSBS can, for 
example, make use of FE transactions to find out which reported 
troubles have less than a specified percentage of their repair commit
ment time remaining. 

The MLT system is an additional software and hardware system for 
which the FE computer provides the user interface. The MLT system 
consists of a PDP 11/34 computer controlling Loop Test Frames which 
comprise the loop access and test hardware. The bureau personnel 
enter test requests at FE cathode ray tubes (CRTS); the FE in turn sends 
the appropriate test and access commands to the MLT controller. The 
MLT controller causes the hardware to dial the desired line, and then 
the algorithm programmed in the controller controls the hardware test 
devices and analyzes their results. The results are then passed back to 
the FE for formatting and display for the user at the CRT or at a line 
printer. 

Prior to the introduction of testing integrated with LMOS, the ARSB 

* Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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procedures had to be structured around a certain delay between the 
customer's call reporting the trouble and the actual tests performed 
on the affected loop. The usual procedure was as follows: The RSA 

would receive the report from the customer and enter it into LMOS. 

The resulting trouble ticket (known as the Basic Output Report or 
BOR) would be examined by a screener, whose function was to deter
mine whether the trouble should be tested or sent directly to the 
dispatcher. The large majority of the troubles (about two-thirds) were 
sent to the tester. If the tester was unable to detect a problem with the 
loop, he or she would call the customer to negotiate a close-out of the 
trouble. If, however, a problem was found, then the tester would write 
the test results on the BOR and pass it on to the dispatcher for the 
necessary action. The time between the trouble entry by the repair 
service attendant (RSA) and the completion of testing was typically a 
half hour to two hours, depending upon the volume of reports. 

In the procedure, useful diagnosis of the problem was made long 
after the customer's call, so that a call back to the customer was often 
required to provide a proper time commitment and to arrange for 
access to the customer's premises, if necessary. 

Frequently, the tester would call the customer immediately after 
testing the line to confirm or clarify the problem; then, somewhat later 
the dispatcher would also call to finalize access arrangements. This 
succession of calls prior to accomplishing anything toward the actual 
repair tended to aggravate the already annoyed customer. Further
more, many times the customer was simply not available after the 
initial call, so that any information that was not received from the 
customer at the first contact was not obtainable at all. 

Integrating MLT with LMOS makes possible a streamlined procedure 
and allows the contact with the customer to be much more efficient 
(and more satisfying to the customer). In the combined LMOS/MLT 

system the trouble entry transaction is used to supply the troubled 
telephone number along with commands necessary to start tests to the 
MLT controller. Now, as soon as the customer gives the RSA the 
telephone number of the troubled line (the first thing the RSA asks 
for), MLT starts a test on the line. The MLT tests and analyses are 
usually completed in about thirty seconds, and a simple summary 
result is provided to the RSA while the customer is still speaking to 
the RSA. The RSA can then make an appropriate commitment to the 
customer. 

For example, the RSA might get "C. O. FAULT" as an MLT result. 
This means that the tests show that the portion of the customer's loop 
that is outside the central office is good, but there is some malfunction 
that was detected with the central office wiring or switching machine 
functions. Such problems are normally quickly fixed, and because the 
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maintenance force is already at the scene of the problem there is no 
delay because of travel. In this case, the RSA can inform the customer 
that no visit to the customer's premises is required, and that the 
probable time to complete the repair is approximately two hours. 

If the MLT tests result in the message "CABLE FAULT" to the RSA, 

the customer will be giv~n a much longer commitment time than in 
the previous example, because cable troubles are typically more diffi
cult and time consuming to repair. "CABLE FAULT" also implies 
that the trouble is not likely to require entry to the customer's 
premises. This information is helpful to the RSA dealing with the 
customer, and it permits the customer to plan accordingly. 

Both of these examples illustrate improvements brought about by 
integrating the testing system (MLT) with the administrative system 
(LMOS). Troubles are tested as soon as they are input into LMOS, 

instead of delaying for an hour or so in a paper queue at a screening or 
manual testing position. Furthermore, the RSA is given test results 
useful in dealing with the customer, while the customer is reporting 
the trouble, obviating the need to call the customer back in most cases 
until the trouble is repaired. 

The function of the screener is also affected by the fact that tests 
are made at the time the customer reports the trouble. Within minutes 
after the RSA has completed the trouble report entry, the paper BOR is 
printed out. This report now has as an integral part a test summary 
and detailed results of the measurements and analyses performed by 
the MLT system. The screener can use them to decide whether or not 
to dispatch, and if dispatched, to which repair force. The screener may 
also decide that further MLT testing is desirable; this is immediately 
available via the CRT. 

If the MLT results are not conclusive, or if the line is of a type too 
complex for present MLT tests (four- and eight-party lines, for example), 
the screener may refer the trouble for manual testing. However, 
manual testing is now required for only a very small fraction of the 
troubles reported. 

The procedural improvements just described would have been pos
sible with any test system triggered by trouble entries and automated 
to perform tests equivalent to the usual manual ones. The MLT system, 
however, is much more than an equivalent automation of a manual 
test system. MLT integrates the customer line record information into 
the testing process and makes use of the information in adaptive test 
algorithms to configure tests and analyze results. In this respect, the 
MLT system is unique among test systems, past and present. Further
more, MLT commands an additional array of tests, not possible from 
the conventional, manual local test desk, to define precisely the con
dition of the tested loop . 
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Because the local test desk is a familiar and nearly universal equip
ment (at least within Bell System telephone RSBS), it may be instruc
tive to compare its operation to that of MLT. 

III. INSTRUMENTATION: THE LOCAL TEST DESK VERSUS MLT 

The local test desk is basically a dc instrument; it is essentially a 
battery, a galvanometer, and a set of switches. Tests which involve ac 
characteristics of the subscriber loop are done by watching the "kick" 
of the galvanometer needle when a switch is thrown to produce a 
transient effect. Thus, while dc measurements are reasonably accurate, 
ac measurements are dependent upon the tester's experience and 
ability to interpret the transient response of the meter. 

This is not to say that a tester and the local test desk are totally 
inadequate for the function. A tester is typically a highly skilled, 
experienced person who is able to detect quite a variety of loop 
problems with the relatively simple testing device. However, modern 
test hardware such as that included in MLT can provide precise mea
surements to replace the largely subjective ones of the tester. In 
addition, MLT measurements are repeatable, and this means that 
analysis and trend detection can be done. 

The combining of the computer with the test hardware enables the 
use of test series, in which the results of several physically different 
tests may be combined to produce a diagnosis not possible from the 
isolated separate tests. In this way, the computer can supply the logical 
processing which formerly had to be done by the tester. 

IV. LOOP INFORMATION NEEDED FOR PROPER TESTING 

The tester provided another important ingredient in the loop fault 
analysis process, and that was to supply the knowledge of what 
equipment the customer's circuit had on it. From reading the paper 
line card or the LMOS computer line record, the tester determined the 
sort of termination and transmission equipment installed. He or she 
was assumed to know the expected electrical behavior of the desk 
meter for each type of loop equipment tested. The MLT system must 
also know the anticipated results of the measurements it makes. This 
information is supplied by programs which specially process the nec
essary LMOS line record information into the MLT system. The advan
tages of having the computer do this processing will become obvious 
later in the discussion. 

Loop equipment which affects the results of manual or MLT testing 
may be divided into three categories: 

(i) terminating equipment, 
(ii) outside plant equipment, and 

(iii) central office equipment. 
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MDF TEST TRUNK 

CENTRAL OFFICE 
IN-LINE 

EQUIPMENT 
e.g., DIAL LONG 

LINES 

NO-TEST 
TRUNK 

OUTSIDE PLANT 
EQUIPMENT, 
e.g., CABLE 
PRESSURE 

CONTACTOR 

Fig. I-Equipment affecting testing. 

TERMINATION 
e.g., 750 PBX 

(In addition to equipment which is physically a part of the loop, there 
are sometimes other circuit features which affect test results. An 
example of such a "feature" is inward-only service in which dial tone 
is not provided, even if a tester were to try to draw it. The effects of a 
circuit feature are handled in essentially the same way as those of loop 
equipment as discussed in following sections.) Figure 1 is a block 
diagram of the equipment arrangement in a typical subscriber loop, 
showing the location of each category. By far the large majority of 
subscriber loops have only terminating equipment because no outside 
plant or central office equipment other than the switching machine is 
needed. The Test Selector with its No-Test Trunk* is the means of 
access to the circuit for most testing, although the Main Distributing 
Frame (MDF) test trunk may also be used for certain purposes. 

If a test performed produces results characteristic of the loop plus 
the termination known to be at the end of the loop, then the loop is in 
good repair or has only minor faults. If the test fails to show results 
corresponding to the known termination, then most likely there is a 
fault to be evaluated. Recognition of the expected termination is, 
therefore, the key to loop testing, and this is true regardless of whether 
the testing is manual or performed by MLT. The presence of outside 
plant or central office equipment is important to the extent that it 
affects the test system's ability to recognize the termination or to 
detect and analyze a loop fault condition. The MLT system's means of 
acquiring the necessary loop equipment information will now be dis
cussed. 

* Reputedly, the "No-Test" Trunk is called that because the test probe is bridged 
onto the loop with "no test" performed by the switching machine to see if the line is in 
use by the customer. This is in contrast to "Regular" Test Trunks which will not bridge 
onto a busy line. 
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v. THE FLOW OF LOOP EQUIPMENT INFORMATION INTO THE ML T 
SYSTEM 

The ultimate source of the loop equipment data is the Universal 
Service Order (uso) which provides information for installing the 
telephone service. The uso uses Field Identifiers (FIDS), FID code sets 
and Uniform Service Order Codes (usocs), which are all codes from 
two to five characters long, to abbreviate the information about a 
customer's service and equipment required for the order. Field iden
tifiers and code sets and usocs indicate such things as the customer's 
name to be listed, the address, the cable and pair of wires to which the 
termination is to be made, the particular switching machine to be 
used, the type of termination, and so forth. There are many thousands 
of FIDS and usocs which may be selected to make up a service order, 
and in fact there are several thousands of these which may be of 
significance to the MLT tests. Obviously, the customer's name is not 
required for analyzing test results, but the type of termination certainly 
is, and the usa is the vehicle for supplying that information. 

It is important to recognize, however, that the MLT testing hardware 
is controlled by a small minicomputer which is intended to accept only 
a minimum of information about the line to be tested. The controller 
minicomputer cannot practically sort through all the data contained 
in a service order (or even the LMOS line record made from it) to glean 
the desired information. The process by which LMOS/MLT distills the 
usa information down to data useful for the testing algorithm and 
hardware is sketched in the following paragraphs. 

The LMOS has a program called Automatic Line Record Update 
(ALRU). The function of ALRU is to read the service order and change 
or construct line records in the LMOS host computer. Because the 
service order is restricted to a certain format by the usa procedures, 
the resulting LMOS line record is highly formatted and amenable to 
automated searching. The data needed for MLT are retrieved by 
matching line record segments with a table of all the relevant FIDS, FID 

code sets, and usocs. Each telephone company must maintain this 
table, because there is no one standard set of FIDS and usocs that is 
applicable to all companies. (The usocs, among other functions, are 
billing codes, and as such are subject to requirements placed by local 
public utility commissions.) 

The host computer program which contains this table is called BINS 

(for binary search). When the host computer constructs a subset line 
record for downloading to the FE computers, the BINS program is run. 
The BINS program selects the FIDS and usocs that were matched to its 
table, and assigns to each a simple numeric code which classifies the 
corresponding equipment. For example, all of the usocs which corre
spond to a 701-type PBX may be given the code "20." There are 
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hundreds of usocs which apply to various ways of billing a 701 PBX, 
but because they all mean the (electrically) identical termination, the 
single code "20" is sufficient. Every terminating-, outside-plant-, and 
central-office-type of equipment has its own code assigned in the BINS 

table. 
The FE line record (miniline record) thus has incorporated within it 

a set of codes corresponding to the three types of loop equipment 
shown in Fig. 1. Presence of this set of codes provides for two functions 
to be performed during FE transactions. First, the codes, translated 
into English by a simple table in the FE software, give the tester or 
screener a concise description of the testing obstacles. The user does 
not have to memorize or look up any of the thousands of applicable 
usocs or FIDS to know what is installed. Second, and really their 
primary function, the codes list the equipment information needed to 
facilitate testing with MLT. 

Merely knowing which equipment is present is not sufficient to run 
an intelligent test algorithm. It is necessary to know what electrical 
effect that equipment will have on a test result. Many types of equip
ment have identical electrical effects; for example, the 701-type PBX 
looks electrically identical to the 740, 756, 757, and 770 PBXs. Specif
ically, the 701 PBX may be installed so as to show one of two idle 
terminations, either a characteristic dc "signature" or a thermistor 
termination identifiable by a special test built into the MLT hardware. 
Electrical characteristics defined in this way are directly usable by a 
test algorithm, whereas the identifying code "20" is one step removed 
from usability. It is possible to resolve the several hundred equipment 
types or codes into about 30 distinct electrical effects. These electrical 
effects are called the "attributes" of the equipment, and it is these 
attributes which are used by the test algorithm to configure and 
analyze the test series. 

The test algorithm resides in the MLT controller, while the equipment 
codes are stored in the FE. When the FE processes a request for test, 
it translates the equipment codes from the miniline record into the 
attributes appropriate for all the equipment on the subscriber loop. It 
passes those attributes along with the test access instructions to the 
MLT controller. In this way, the controller algorithm is kept independ
ent of changes in the types of loop equipment or in their observed 
electrical characteristics. Similarly, the individual FE line records, with 
correct listings of the installed equipment codes, need not be changed 
if it is found that the attributes of the equipment are not as was 
expected. It is necessary only to maintain the small FE table of 
equipment code-attribute mappings, and this is efficiently done on a 
Bell System-wide basis. 
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VI. THE TEST ALGORITHMS 

To appreciate the sophistication of the MLT system as compared to 
other means of testing loops, it is necessary to describe the function of 
attributes more fully. Attributes are the electrical characteristics of 
the loop that indicate the expected results of measurements made on 
the loop. They are used by the controller to configure all tests, analyze 
the test results, and even to decide whether or not to run a given test. 
This ability to configure tests according to the expected attributes of 
the line is very important. It ensures that every line undergoes a set of 
tests custorrl-tailored to produce the most useful and accurate infor
mation for the maintenance center. 

As an example, consider the attribute assigned to any PBX which 
may be installed in a ground start mode. Presence of this attribute 
causes the controller algorithm to select a dc test specifically designed 
to avoid alerting the attendant as an incoming call would. To keep 
from alerting the attendant, signals of certain voltages and of only one 
polarity may be used. In contrast, if the ground start PBX attribute is 
not present, the controller is free to make use of results from any 
previous tests in the series it is running. It will choose the optimum 
voltages and polarities for the most accurate measurements under the 
observed conditions. 

Another benefit of a computer-driven test series is that tests which 
would produce confusing or misleading results can be avoided. To 
accomplish this, the test algorithm will check intermediate results 
where prudent. An example of such a process occurs when attempting 
to count the number of ringers on a residence line. This cannot be 
done accurately if there is a resistive fault worse than a certain 
threshold value on the line. Therefore, the MLT system will run a dc 
test first and examine its results to see if the ringer count test should 
be attempted. If the ringer count test is not done, the user will be 
informed of that and of the reason for not doing it. 

VII. AVAILABLE ALGORITHM CHOICES 

The MLT system is intended for users of varying knowledge and 
responsibilities within the maintenance operation. In the normal 
course of events, it may be used by a near-entry level clerk who 
receives reports of troubled lines from customers, and it may be used 
by highly experienced testers to diagnose complicated loop problems. 
Therefore, there are different capabilities provided for the different 
users. 

The test performed when a trouble report is being received by a 
clerk (the RSA) is the most restricted one, in the sense that the clerk 
has no control over what type of algorithm is used. The algorithm is 
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a very general one, using the line record information as described 
above, and all the tests that are possible are actually performed. The 
objectives of this algorithm are to provide a simple statement of the 
loop problem for the RSA to use while making a commitment to the 
customer (while the customer is still on the line) and to provide for the 
screener, dispatcher, or any later user a comprehensive summary and 
detailed results of tests. This particular algorithm is known as the RSA/ 

BOR series, because it is the series of tests that is initiated by the RSA 

and it produces the detailed test results on the BOR. The BOR is a paper 
record of all the data concerning a reported trouble, including much 
more than just test results, and it is produced only when a trouble is 
entered into the LMOS system. 

A screener may wish to run another test after the initial trouble 
report processing. This is useful because customers frequently report 
trouble using the actual troubled lines. (Very little useful testing can 
be done on a line while it is in use because of the very low impedance 
of the station set during that time. The BOR test result summary for 
the line would be "SPEECH," and the detailed test results would be 
only "BUSY-SPEECH.") The screener would not want to use the 
trouble report transaction to initiate a test because to do so would 
cause another trouble report to be recorded by the LMOS trouble 
tracking system. Telephone company maintenance is evaluated in part 
by counting the number of trouble reports received, so to use the 
trouble report transaction would erroneously penalize the company 
rating. Therefore the MLT system is provided with an additional set of 
transaction options purely for testing under the TEST transaction. 
TEST transaction options do not generate trouble reports; they simply 
perform and analyze tests. 

The "TEST" transaction includes the following options: FULL, 
VER, LOOP, RINGER, DIAL, MDFIN, and MDFOUT. FULL runs 
the RSA/BOR series to get a general diagnosis with output of detailed 
results. VER runs the same algorithm as FULL to output only the test 
summary or verification. LOOP is a fast algorithm intended to test 
only the loop part of the customer's circuit, omitting tests on such 
things as the line circuit. RINGER is a test to count the number of 
ringer-like terminations on the subscriber's loop. DIAL is a series of 
tests on the functioning of the rotary dial of the customer's station set. 
MDFIN and MDFOUT are algorithms used when manual test access 
is made at the main distributing frame (MDF), using access jacks wired 
for the purpose. To do these tests, the customer's line is actually 
opened at the point of access, so that the loop or switching machine 
part, respectively, of the line is physically disconnected. The discon
nection may be necessary to isolate the cause of a particularly difficult 
problem. MDFIN is for testing in toward the switching machine from 
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the customer side of the MDF, and MDFOUT is for tests outward from 
the MDF. Of course, the line record information used in the test 
algorithm is altered to suit the conditions; e.g., for MDFOUT infor
mation about range extension devices in the central office is not 
applicable because the devices are disconnected by the access jack; 
therefore, the algorithm excludes that information. 

VIII. BASIC ALGORITHM STRUCTURE 

The more general algorithms, such as FULL and LOOP, have a 
co nmon basic structure. This structure has the following steps: 

(i) Provide access to the loop 
(ii) Do preliminary screening tests 

(iii) Do 3-terminal tests and analysis 
(iv) Select further tests and analyze. 
It should be noted that there is some analysis performed during 

virtually every test, as well as afterward, to ensure that each measure
ment is, in fact, performed successfully and with optimum parameters. 

8.1 Access 

The MLT system provides access by dialing the telephone number of 
the line to be tested. Normally, this is adequate for any type of testing, 
MLT or otherwise, but there is a significant number of cases where it is 
not. Typically, these are for circuits which either do not have a 
directory number or do have one, but it does not give physical access 
to the loop. The MLT system, however, is set up to provide for access 
in these cases without requiring the user to do cross-referencing for an 
access number or to provide any special manual signalling which may 
be required by the switching machine. 

An example of a nondirectory number line is the so-called "extra 
number" provided in crossbar switching machines for use in hunt 
groups. Hunt groups are series of lines in which only the first line need 
be dialed from another telephone. If the first line is busy, the switching 
machine automatically connects the caller to the second line. To 
conserve directory numbers, the second line is not listed in a directory, 
hence the term "extra number." Extra numbers, in fact, have more 
than the usual seven digits. A caller cannot directly access the extra 
number by dialing. Special signaling to the switching machine is 
required before it will accept more than seven digits, even from a test
access device. The MLT system does this signalling automatically. If, 
for example, the first number were 555-3000, and the second number 
were 555-3000-0001, test access signals to the switching machine for 
the second number would be automatically provided for the MLT user 
who typed in 555-3000XNOOOl. 

Another case in which the telephone number is not directly usable 
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for test access is that of the local loop of an incoming Wide Area 
Telephone Service (WATS) line. In this case, the directory number 
might look like this: 800-555-3000. The 800-area code tells the switching 
machine that special logic is to be used to connect the caller. The 
actual number for test access, commonly called a plant test number, is 
likely to be quite different from 800-555-3000. (It could be, for example, 
201-123-4567.) Because test access requests are treated differently from 
calls by the switching machine, MLT (or a manual test desk) must use 
the plant test number instead of the 800-number that was probably 
reported by the customer as having a problem. This is handled auto
matically by the MLT system because the cross-referencing of numbers 
is taken care of in setting up the MLT data base. The user types in the 
800-number, and the MLT system automatically accesses via the plant 
test number. 

Another access problem that is handled smoothly by the MLT system 
is the one in which it is necessary to ensure that the loop is not 
accessed accidentally. Some telephone companies have lines for which 
special permission from the customer is required for test access because 
of the extremely sensitive nature of the traffic on those lines. An 
example of a line like this might be an air controller circuit for a major 
airport; such a line might well be a dialable line which could be 
accessed if someone were to type in its number by mistake. In this 
case, the FE line record contains an entry which prevents the system 
from even accessing the line without the user's intentionally overriding 
the line record. Accidental access attempts cause a warning message 
to be displayed to the user, "TEST NOT MADE-PROTECTED 
SERVICE" for the RSA or "PROTECTED LINE-CUST PERMIS
SION REQ" for other users. The RSA cannot override the line record 
in the process of entering a trouble report; this capability is restricted 
to an option of the TEST transaction. 

8.2 Preliminary tests 

Preliminary tests perform several functions, the first of which is to 
determine if the line has a foreign voltage which is so high as to be 
hazardous to the test equipment or to personnel. If that is found, the 
algorithm terminates testing immediately with an explanatory message 
to the user. If no hazardous voltage is detected, the algorithm directs 
the hardware to check for a busy condition on the line. Busy lines 
should show a tip-to-ring voltage greater than about five volts. If a 
busy condition is found, a speech detection circuit is brought in to 
determine if the customer is talking on the line. This additional test is 
necessary because a dc voltage from an extraneous source or a short 
circuit on the pair could simulate the busy condition. If the line is 
found to have speech, the algorithm terminates the tests. At this point, 
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no signals that are detectable by the customer will have been put on 
the line, so the service is not impaired in any way. 

A busy line which does not show detectable speech may simply be 
the result of the customer's leaving an extension off the hook. Such a 
condition is electrically detectable by MLT for the station set termina
tions found on the vast majority of residence and small business lines. 
If the line record indicates an appropriate termination type, the 
Receiver-Off-Hook test is performed. Successful detection of a receiver 
left off hook offers an immediate savings to the telephone company, 
which can simply inform the customer reporting the trouble, rather 
than make an expensive dispatch of a repair person to put the receiver 
back on the hook. A receiver-off-hook indication causes the algorithm 
to terminate testing. 

Lines with a busy condition which show neither speech nor a 
detectable receiver off hook probably have a foreign dc voltage on 
them. Alternatively, they could have terminations like ground start 
PBXs, which have a voltage supply at the termination. These lines are 
candidates for further testing to define the problem. In addition, of 
course, the lines which do not show a busy condition (i.e., they are in 
a normal idle state) will receive further tests. 

At this point it is possible that there is a voltage at a lower than 
hazardous level but still high enough to render the more sensitive 
diagnostic MLT tests inaccurate. Two further preliminary tests are 
done to check for this condition. The MLT hardware is directed by the 
algorithm to measure the open-circuit voltage of the line and then to 
measure the short-circuit noise current. Either measurement has an 
upper threshold which will cause the algorithm to terminate testing. 

8.3 Three-terminal tests 

When the test algorithm arrives at the point of doing the 3-terminal 
tests, the really sophisticated diagnosis of the customer's line problem 
begins. Three-terminal tests (the "3 terminals" are tip, ring, and 
ground) are performed by the test hardware in such a way! that the 
customer's line and its fault, if any, can be modeled as three Thevenin
equivalent circu~t elements. 

The Thevenin-equivalent circuit elements assumed for modeling the 
dc measurements are arranged in a delta configuration as shown in 
Fig. 2. The dc "signature" of a fault condition or of a piece of loop 
equipment is defined by a set of limits on the values of the circuit 
elements. For example, the BOO-type PBX would have a signature as 
illustrated by Fig. 3. Direct current results that fit this signature would 
indicate that the loop was certainly continuous out to the PBX 
termination and that no dc faults worse than about 120,000 ohms 
existed at the time of the test. (It is _possible for a fault of higher 
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TIP 0----.1\ \r----o() RING 

GROUND 

Fig. 2-Thevenin-equivalent circuit elements assumed for modeling dc measure
ments. Any or all of the five quantities R TR , R TG , RRG, VTG , and VRa may be used to 
identify an equipment signature or fault condition. 

RTR >54 kQ 

TIPo----J, \r----o() RI NG 

GROUND 

Fig.3-Direct current Thevenin-equivalent circuit signature for the BOO-type PBX 
idle termination. 

resistance than 120,000 ohms to go undetected with this signature 
because there is a range of acceptable values necessary to allow for 
different loop resistances.) Note that five quantities must match the 
software values in order for the signature to be valid. This makes it 
very unlikely that a fault condition can simulate a good dc termination. 

We can see the power of the 3-terminal model with the aid of a 
couple of examples. Referring again to Fig. 3, note that the circuit 
model shows a -48 volt supply in the PBX termination, just as it 
actually is. A 2-terminal measurement, such as that made from a test 
desk, would show some fraction of the -48 volt, depending upon the 
resistance of the loop and the termination itself. There are many 
different PBXs, with quite a range of resistances, hence widely varied 
2-terminal signatures for the same voltage supply. However, there are 
only -48 and -24 volt supplies in PBX terminations; and because 
these show up explicitly in a 3-terminal Thevenin model of the mea
surements, they are well defined and extremely easy for the test 
algorithm (and the user) to recognize. 
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An even more obvious example of the advantages of the 3-terminal 
model is that of a customer's line which is in electrical contact with a 
second customer's line. This is known as a "cross" fault. It is charac
terized by the presence of the central office battery potential of the 
second customer on the first customer's tip or ring or both. The contact 
between the two lines may range in resistance from a "dead short" to 
a megohm or more. In a 2-terminal (unmodeled) measurement, this 
contact resistance and the resistance of the measuring device form a 
voltage divider, so that the resulting reading may be any fraction of 
the battery potential (-48 volt). High-resistance faults will, therefore, 
produce a negligible reading on a 2-terminal measuring instrument. 
The 3-terminal model produced by controller's computation, in con
trast, separates the contact resistance of the fault from its foreign 
battery potential, displaying each explicitly, regardless of the value 
of the resistance. For example, the MLT results for a high-resistance 
cross might include "3 TERMINAL DC RESISTANCE = 600.00 
KILOHMS T-G" and "3 TERMINAL DC VOLTAGE = -48.00 
VOLTS T -G." The presence of the undesirable central office battery 
is immediately obvious. Lower computed voltages can result if more 
than two pairs are involved in the fault, but the cross is always more 
obvious using the 3-terminal model, because the voltage divider effect 
of the instrument is removed. 

The Thevenin-equivalent circuit elements assumed for modeling the 
24-Hz ac measurements are shown in Fig. 4. In similar fashion to the 
dc case, the ac "signature" of a fault condition or of a piece of loop 
equipment is defined by a set of limits on the values of the circuit 
elements. The signature for a typical 500-type set (the ordinary resi
dence telephone) is illustrated in Fig. 5. Alternating current signatures 
are necessary because many terminations simply have no dc signature, 
i.e., they are open to dc. The 500-type set is one such termination. 
When it is on-hook, there is no dc path through the set between the 

TIPo---i i----DRING 

GROUND 

Fig. 4-Thevenin-equivalent circuit elements assumed for modeling ac measurements. 
Any or all of the six quantities (real and imaginary parts of the Zs) may be used to 
identify an equipment signature or fault condition. 
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1 kQ < Re(ZTR) < 20 kQ 

TIPQ---l t---O{)RING 

GROUND 

Fig.5-Thevenin-equivalent circuit signature at 24 Hz for the 500-type residence 
telephone set. (The signature allows for several extensions.) 

Re(ZTR) = B.O kQ 

TIPQ---l !---<)RING 

GROUND 

Fig.6-Possible 24-Hz Thevenin-equivalent circuit signature for an improperly in
stalled two-party line. The tip-to-ring and tip-to-ground impedances would be exchanged 
in a proper installation. 

tip and ring conductors. However, because it is a resonant circuit at 
ringing frequencies (about 20 Hz), it has a readily detectable and 
characteristic real part impedance at the MLT measurement frequency 
of 24 Hz. 

Here again, there are immediate advantages to the use of the 3-
terminal model. Suppose an installer mistakenly connected the second 
party of a party line like a single-party service. The impedance of the 
first party would appear from ring to ground just as it was supposed 
to (see Fig. 6). The second party would appear on the tip-to-ring 
leg, cleanly separated from the other termination and obviously 
in'the single party configuration. In addition to the measurement 
results, MLT analysis would provide the message "INVALID AC 
SIGNATURE" to highlight the improper termination configuration. 

There is an additional type of termination which is not adequately 
defined by either the dc or ac 3-terminal tests. This is the termination 
in which thermistors are used as the sensing device for ringing signals. 
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The thermistors are capacitatively coupled to the tip and ring, hence 
appear open to the dc test. They present a rather high real-part 
impedance (25 to 100 kilohm) to the previously mentioned 24-Hz 
measurement technique, and this could be mistaken for a truly open 
circuit. Thermistors do, however, have a temperature dependent 
change of impedance when enough power is dissipated in them. The 
MLT system includes a special test capability to exploit this character
istic. 

When the customer's line record indicates a type of termination 
which may have a thermistor in it, or when the dc and ac measurements 
show the possibility of a thermistor termination, the thermistor heating 
test is run. This test takes significantly longer than the dc and ac 3-
terminal tests (which are run simultaneously), so it is not run by the 
algorithm unless it is needed. In this test, enough energy is supplied to 
the line to cause a measurable change of impedance in a thermistor 
station set, but the duration and magnitude of the signal is controlled 
so that it does not cause the set to ring. Thermistor terminations are 
found in many older PBXs and key systems, so it is particularly 
important that the ringing not be triggered by the test signals. 

It will probably be noticed that no mention has been made of the 
use of the imaginary part of the 24-Hz measurement. The imaginary 
part of the measurement is particularly useful when an open circuit 
has been detected. Bell System cable leading from the central office to 
the customer's termination has a tightly controlled capacitance per 
unit length. The measured capacitance of the tip-ring, tip-ground, and 
ring-ground conductor pairs can be computed from the imaginary 
parts of the ac measurement results. Therefore, it is possible to 
determine the distance to the point where a wire may be broken from 
the ac measurement results. An obvious use of this measurement is to 
detect lines that are open in the central office by their very small 
computed length. A repair referred to the central office is much less 
expensive than a repair dispatched to the outside plant. The ability to 
distinguish open in (central office) from open out (a break outside the 
central office) gives the repair bureau direct guidance in the crucial 
dispatch decision, as well as assistance to the RSA in making a com
mitment to the customer. The MLT system has a built-in calibration 
method to ensure the accuracy of the open-in/open-out determination. 

In cases of open out, the MLT system provides additional sophisti'
cation in the results reported to the user, again with the objective of 
facilitating accurate dispatch decisions. The imaginary parts of the tip
ground and the ring-ground measurements are compared for capacitive 
balance. If the balance is better than 99 percent (the two capacitances 
differ by less than 1 percent), then both conductors are probably 
broken at the same point. The messages to the user would be "OPEN 
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OUT" and "DISTANCE FROM C. O. = 10,400 FT." Experienced 
repair bureau screeners would know the approximate geographical 
location to dispatch outside plant repair craft to find the open at 10,400 
ft from the central office. 

If, however, the capacitive balance is between 95 percent and 99 
percent, it is likely that only one wire in the pair is broken, and also 
that the break is quite close to the station set. In this case, the MLT 

results would say "OPEN OUT: NEAR DROP," and would in addition 
supply the information, "DISTANCE FROM C. O. = 10,400 FT" and 
"DISTANCE FROM STATION = 300 FT." If the capacitance of the 
tip conductor varies by more than about 5 percent from that of the 
ring, the MLT system will indicate (in addition to the distances to the 
open and station set in feet) that the open is in the cable, as opposed 
to the drop wire or station set. The user message would be "OPEN 
OUT: IN CABLE," enabling the repair bureau to assign responsibility 
for the repair directly to the cable repair craft, instead of station repair. 

Similarly, MLT calculates the distance to a station set on a good line. 
This is useful as a sort of benchmark or as an aid to an inexperienced 
user. As mentioned above, MLT may detect an opened line for which 
the tip-ground and ring-ground capacitances are very nearly the same. 
Unless the total length of the line (hence its total capacitances) is 
known, it is not obvious from the measurement whether the line is 
broken at the end near the station set or somewhere back along the 
cable. Customer line record information does not include the length of 
the line to the station set. If the repair service does not have a good 
idea how long the line should be, the accurate distance to the open 
calculated by MLT may not be sufficient to determine whether cable or 
station repair craft should be dispatched. However, the repair service 
can test a good line to a neighboring telephone to get a length 
measurement for comparison. 

The 3-terminal method of analysis has still another advantage over 
conventional techniques. This is the capability of doing ac analyses on 
lines which have dc faults. It frequently occurs that a dc-detectable 
fault (shorted or grounded conductors) is present along with an ac
detectable fault (open). This might be the case, for example, if the 
customer's drop wire were cut while digging for landscaping was being 
done. Here the effects of the resistive fault tend to overlay and mask 
the ac effects, making the open fault less detectable. However, the 
analysis provided in the MLT test algorithms is able to isolate the 
effects due to the simultaneously occurring but different faults. To the 
author's knowledge there is no test system, other than MLT, which 
provides this analysis. The MLT user is given a message like "RESIS
TIVE FAULT AND OPEN." This is a diagnosis which simply cannot 
be made by a tester using the local test desk. The local test desk can 
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detect only the short or ground in this situation, and this limitation 
makes the information given to the dispatched repair craft less helpful. 

At this point in the series of tests, most of the measurements 
necessary for the final analysis of the loop's problems may have been 
done. Intermediate analysis will have provided the algorithm with the 
reasons to terminate testing or to select other tests to refine the 
analysis. In the case that further tests are needed, the data already at 
hand allow the algorithm to decide if a test that is otherwise desirable 
can produce useful results in the face of the known line conditions. 
One such useful test is the longitudinal balance test* used to detect 
line conditions which are conducive to induced noise. 

The test algorithm will examine the results of both the dc and ac 3-
terminal tests. If the ac test has detected a possible open circuit or a 
termination type that will have an intrinsically bad balance in the on
hook condition (e.g., two-party service with only one party assigned), 
the balance test would produce no useful information and would not 
be done. Similarly, a previously detected dc fault would almost cer
tainly guarantee a balance problem, hence the balance test would add 
no information to the analysis. Finally, .the balance test might not be 
appropriate, even if the measurement data permit it, because of loop 
equipment known to be on the customer's line. Bridge lifters, indicated 
in the LMOS line record, will inhibit the balance test because of their 
known deleterious effects on that particular test. 

This rather rigorous screening process, using both measurement and 
line record data, is typical for all MLT tests. The process has two 
significant effects: first, it causes the test series to be kept to the 
efficient minimum necessary for complete analysis; and second and 
very important, it ensures that all tests are run under conditions which 
deliver reliable and definitive results for the user. 

The 3-terminal tests mentioned so far have all been performed with 
the customer's central office line circuit removed from the loop. This 
permitted an effective analysis of any problems associated with the 
portion of the line from the central office out to the station set. The 
next step in the general purpose algorithms is to reconnect the line 
circuit to the loop and test for central office problems. The MLT system 
automatically signals the switching machine to reconnect the line 
circuit. 

The first test done with the line circuit present is a dc 3-terminal 
test, modified to make accurate measurements on the low resistance 
(about 200 ohm) elements of the line circuit. Line record information 
is needed here because the results for loop start and ground start line 

* The test is performed by applying a 200-Hz signal simultaneously from tip-to
ground and ring-to-ground (longitudinally) and measuring the signal produced tip-to
ring. The test hardware is described in some detail in Reference 1. 
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circuits are different. (A faulty loop start line circuit may look like a 
good ground start line circuit.) 

Successful completion of the line circuit test leads to the dial-tone 
analysis test. This is a test in which the MLT hardware simulates the 
drawing of loop current by a customer's station set going off hook. The 
time it takes the switching machine to respond with dial tone is 
measured, and the MLT user is given a message indicating whether or 
not the time is within specifications. Upon detecting dial tone, MLT 

attempts to break it like the customer would while dialing, and reports 
the result of that test also. Here again, the line record data are _ 
required, because not all customer loops are supplied with dial tone. 
Some loops, so-called "inward only," permit the customer to receive 
calls but not to originate them. An example of this type would be a 
business telephone used only to receive purchase orders; the business 
might well want to proscribe outgoing calls which would interfere with 
the order-taking process. This type of service obviously does not need 
the switching functions associated with dialing. Inward-only service is 
specified in the service order, hence in the LMOS line record; conse
quently, the correct MLT attribute can be set for the line in question. 

8.4 Additional tests in the general algorithms 

The above general algorithm path is essentially complete with 
respect to establishing whether or not there is a fault, and if so, of 
what kind. There are two more tests which may be run. One serves to 
assist in the dispatch decision for a dc fault by examining its behavior 
with time. The other is intended to help the telephone company detect 
unauthorized additional terminating equipment the customer may 
have attached to the loop. 

The refinement on the dc fault measurements aims at coping with 
a frequently observed physical phenomenon where a resistive fault is 
detected, but by the time repair craft arrive to fix the fault, it has 
disappeared. This commonly occurs when pulp-insulated cable has a 
small sheath leak, so that a rainy night may produce the detectable 
resistive ground or short. As the cable gets warmer during the day, 
however, it dries out and the craft dispatched to repair the fault can 
no longer detect the problem. 

The MLT system includes a test, called the "Soak" test, which applies 
a potential of approximately 80 volts for a period of about 2.5 seconds. 
While the potential is being applied, the leakage resistance of the loop 
is sampled periodically to determine its time behavior. If the resistance 
goes up by more than a threshold amount, then it is likely to indicate 
one of the "disappearing" type faults. The MLT user is given a message 
which indicates the result: "SWINGING RESISTANCE-DRIED 
OUT." The dispatcher can then make an intelligent decision based on 
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the test results, the time of day, and local weather conditions. The 
expense of fruitless repair trips can be saved. Incidentally, the fact that 
a resistive fault is time-varying but does not dry out is also of aid to 
the dispatched craft, who can look for tree branches brushing drop 
wires or other conditions conducive to swinging faults. The MLT results 
would omit the "DRIED OUT" part of the results messages in this 
case. 

Unauthorized terminal equipment is detected by the "Ringer count" 
test performed at the end of the test series on those customer lines 
which have ringer-like terminations, according to the LMOS line record. 
The number of station sets the customer is being billed for is counted 
in the line record and passed to the MLT algorithm for comparison with 
the measurement results. The discrepancy, if any, is noted in the 
detailed results for whatever action the telephone company policy 
requires. (In addition, the Ringer count test results are useful in 
detecting the type of line record error in which range extension 
equipment is installed but missing from the line record. Certain equip
ment types appear from the measurements to be thirty or forty ringers, 
an obvious impossibility.) 

IX. ALGORITHM STRATEGIES FOR LINE RECORD INADEQUACIES 

The preceding description has frequently pointed out the use of the 
LMOS line record information in the test algorithms. The line record is, 
of course, not perfect. It may be in error in data which affect the test 
algorithm; it may not be up to date because of the administrative 
delays inherent in service order processing; and in fact, it may some
times simply not exist. Obviously, a practical test systenl must take 
account of these possibilities. The MLT system treats such situations 
by means of special sets of attributes supplied to the algorithms and 
by judicious use of the measurements obtained throughout the test 
series. 

The most important principle in dealing with line record inadequa
cies is the fact that most fault conditions do not simulate valid 
termination signatures. This is so because the signatures tabulated in 
the MLT software always consist of at least three measurable param
eters with severely restricted threshold values. It is simply very un
likely for a fault to fit all the requirements for a valid termination 
signature. The preceding paragraphs have shown how this fact facili
tates the construction of an efficient and definitive algorithm. There 
is, in addition, a useful implication; that is, the algorithm becomes only 
slightly less efficient and precise if an additional valid termination 
signature which is not expected is allowed to be used. The algorithm 
still runs very little risk of a fault duplicating the additional termination 
signature, and the results supplied to the user should be the same as 
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with the more restricted signature set in a correspondingly high 
percentage of cases. 

9. 1 The case of a nonexistent line record 

When the line record is nonexistent, for whatever reason, the logical 
extreme of the above principle is applied. The MLT algorithms are 
supplied with the attributes appropriate for every known standard 
termination tabulated in its software. In addition to these "dummy" 
attributes, the system also includes an attribute to let the algorithm 
(and eventually the user) know that line record information was not 
used. This provides in a very straightforward fashion for the same test 
algorithms to be used regardless of the situation. 

The ability of the algorithms to detect all possible faults is degraded 
somewhat, but not as much as might at first be suspected. A known 
possibility is that the customer's termination equipment might be a 
type of PBX for which the valid signature is identical to that for 
another type with an open fault on one wire. The MLT results for this 
case would indicate a good line, because one of the valid termination 
signatures would have been matched. In practice, this sort of problem 
is quite rare; furthermore, if it occurs, the customer reporting the 
trouble is very unlikely to be convinced by the RSA that the line is 
good. 

Because a multiplicity of signatures are accepted in the case of 
nonexistent records, the number of paths through the test algorithms 
is greatly expanded. The attribute which signals the lack of a line 
record is continually used to avoid closing off possibilities before the 
fault diagnosis is absolutely conclusive. Nonetheless, the analysis of 
measurements provided at every step of the test series soon narrows 
the possibilities to a tractable minimum. 

One reason for a lack of a line record is the day or so delay in 
completing service order processing. This is the situation just de
scribed, in which the dummy attributes provide for correct algorithm 
analysis. The customer's line is installed and should be working, but 
the record system has not yet received the notification of completion. 
There is, however, another frequently occurring case where no line 
record would be available. This is the situation in which the line has 
been disconnected or was never installed. The test is attempted on a 
telephone number which is not at the time serving a customer. Such 
lines are said to be "on intercept." The incoming calls are intercepted 
and transferred to a recording which tells the caller that the line is not 
in use. Up to 30 percent of the available telephone numbers in a 
switching machine are commonly on intercept, so that if there has 
been an installation error, it is possible that a test may be run on an 
intercepted line. 
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To handle this case, the MLT system includes in the algorithms a 
signature test for intercept in all Bell System switching machines. 
Electromechanical switching machines require a minor modification 
to provide a recognizable dc signature. In electronic switching ma
chines, a combination of the dc signature and a tone detection is used. 
This capability completely removes the line record dependence from 
the identication of an intercepted line. 

The MLT intercept detection capability has become very useful in 
dealing with the type of installation problem in which, for example, a 
translation error has been input to an ESS machine. The customer's 
telephone will not supply dial tone, and no incoming calls will be 
received because they will be intercepted. The customer may very well 
not know that incoming calls are getting the intercept recording. 
Nonetheless, the RSA, while taking the customer's trouble report, will 
be informed by MLT that the line is on intercept. Thus, either the RSA 

or the screener can deal effectively with the problem without causing 
a futile outside dispatch. The RSB can offer a much more palatable 
commitment time to the customer, secure in the knowledge that the 
trouble can be resolved on the telephone company premises. 

9.2 The case of an erroneous line record 

It is possible for a telephone number to have associated with it the 
wrong line record, as sometimes happens when the line record for a 
previous customer still exists when a new customer on the same 
number is installed, but before the updated line record is available to 
the computer. In this case, the line record data are not valid, including 
those of concern to the testing system. A more likely case is that where 
the proper line record exists, but some of its data are incorrect because 
of formatting or typographical errors propagated from the service 
order. 

It would be difficult to give a concise description of the strategies 
used by the MLT algorithms to deal with these problems. Perhaps an 
example will serve to illustrate a typical approach. 

Here the line record is present and must be assumed to be correct 
by the algorithms at the beginning of the tests. However, the algo
rithms are adaptive, and this means that data can be in effect discarded 
during the running of the algorithms if the data are clearly erroneous. 

Assume that the line record shows an ordinary residence telephone, 
but the telephone number has been newly assigned to a business with 
a small ground start PBX. Assume the test series are performed with 
the line idle. 

Upon accessing the line, a busy indication would be detected because 
of the battery voltage in the PBX termination unit. The speech 
detection circuit would find no speech, so the algorithm would proceed 
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to call for the 3-terminal dc test. The results would be analyzed for the 
central office line-in-use signature because of the unexpected voltage. 
Since this would not match, and because the voltage is not a part of a 
residence telephone signature, the signature would be checked against 
the ground start PBX signatures, where a match would be found. 
Matching a valid dc signature would obviate the need to match the ac 
signature expected for the residence telephone. It would also preclude 
various other tests (longitudinal balance, for one) by means of their 
associated screening routines. Therefore, the algorithm would skip to 
the line circuit and dial tone tests and, upon completing them, termi
nate. 

If the line were good, the results of the test would indicate that, but 
the discrepancy between the line record information and the measure
ments would be pointed out to the user. The test summary message 
would be "UNEXPECTED PBX TERMINATION," indicating the 
discovery of a good line with a valid termination and a discrepancy in 
the line record data. If there were a fault on the line, it would be 
detected via any of the possible paths in the algorithm, the path chosen 
depending upon the type of fault. A completely severed loop would 
obviously give no indication of the termination-type discrepancy, but 
the open fault would be correctly diagnosed. Simple resistive faults 
would be detected, and neither the dc nor ac termination signatures 
would match. The line record error is not so clear for these faults, so 
the message to the user would include the less specific statement 
"INVALID AC SIGNATURE." 

9.3 The case of a line record with vague information 

It is not always possible to abstract well-defined equipment infor
mation from the LMOS line record. Sometimes the customer has pur
chased a non-Bell System station set which is not in the software 
catalogue of terminations tabulated in the MLT system. Sometimes the 
termination usoc used in the service order is not yet included in the 
BINS table, so that no match can be found when the MLT information 
is being culled from the line record. 

To cope with these situations, the BINS program includes a number 
of default procedures, so that the best available information is passed 
to the MLT algorithms. If the line record usocs do not match anything 
in the BINS table, there still may be useful information in the record. 
Each line record is classified by its "class of service," which is a broad 
general category like "Residence," "PBX" or "Coin-Public." Some of 
these categories give no information about the terminating equipment. 
Residence, for example, covers a broad spectrum of possible equip
ment. Others, such as "PBX" and "Coin-public," do limit the possible 
terminations to more-or-Iess restrictive classes. The default proce-
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dures, therefore, examine the class of service to provide the most likely 
termination data. 

For a Residence line record, the default is to specify an "Uncata
logued Termination" code. This code, just like the more specific 
"Single Party" code, causes certain attributes to be supplied to the 
algorithms. The attributes include signatures for thermistors and the 
ringer count test and also an indicator for the presence of uncatalogued 
equipment. Similarly, for a "PBX" line record, the default code is 
"Uncatalogued PBX," causing all PBX-related attributes to be sup
plied to the algorithms. The uncatalogued equipment attribute is 
included here also. Presence of this attribute always causes the mes
sage "UNCATALOGUED EQUIPMENT" to be displayed, so that the 
user is aware that unusual results may be expected. 

9.4 Overriding the line record 

Section 8.1 mentioned overriding the line record where test access 
was prevented by an entry in the FE line record. The override capability 
provides an important flexibility to the MLT system. Previous sections 
have illustrated the intimate connection of the line record data and 
the testing process. Several problems associated with erroneous or 
missing line record information have been discussed. In many cases 
the test algorithms themselves are comprehensive enough to handle 
the problems. Nonetheless, it sometimes occurs that a particular line 
record problem has a drastic effect on the analysis of a trouble. When 
this happens, it is important to be able to "get rid" of the offending 
information to make better use of the MLT testing capabilities. This 
ability is provided by the "override line record" option of the TEST 
transaction. 

The implementation of the override option is quite simple; when the 
option is chosen on the TEST mask by a screener or tester, the 
algorithms are provided with the same dummy attributes as if there 
were no line record at all. The line record equipment codes are ignored. 
The dummy attributes are "permissive" in that they cause the algo
rithm to accept any valid tabulated termination type on a good line. A 
further latitude is provided in that the set of dummy attributes 
contains no outside plant or central office equipment attributes. The 
reason for purposely omitting outside plant and central office equip
ment attributes is that those kinds of equipment always represent a 
testing obstacle to some degree. They are always in the loop "in the 
way" of the terminating equipment and thus tend to restrict the types 
of tests which can be successfully run to diagnose loop problems. A 
well-known example is the Dial Long Lines (DLL) equipment used in 
the central office to boost the ringing range of the switching machine. 
The DLLS are electrically opaque to MLT tests, so the algorithms 
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attempt to test only the line circuit and dial tone functions of DLL loop. 
A curtailment of the test process as severe as this is obviously to be 
avoided if useful information is to be gained from an override capabil
ity. 

The DLL example also makes it clear why the override option is 
useful. Suppose the line record mistakenly showed a DLL, thus produc
ing a very truncated MLT test. Simply choosing the override option of 
the TEST transaction allows the full gamut of the test series to be 
applied. 

The override capability is also the means for accessing those previ
ously mentioned very sensitive lines which have the line record "bar
rier" preventing accidental testing. Once the customer's permission 
has been received for testing, the powerful measurement and diagnostic 
capabilities of MLT are available through the simple device of overrid
ing the line record. It should be noted that even if the test algorithms 
are not comprehensive enough to include every circuit configuration, 
they always provide the measurement results. The skilled user can, 
therefore, make use of MLT as a "meter" regardless of the type of 
circuit to which it is applied. 

X. CONCLUSION 

The MLT system is a comprehensive and sophisticated means of 
diagnosing loop problems in today's environment. Its improvements 
over the local test desk stem from the use of modern hardware and 
adaptive software. It is unique among loop testing devices in its 
integration of line record information with the testing algorithms. 
Extensive laboratory and field trial testing have helped to make it an 
extremely useful aid in the repair and maintenance of customer lines 
serviced by the Bell System. 
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The Mechanized Loop Testing (MLT) system is a functional unit of 
the Automated Repair Service Bureau (ARSB) which tests and ana
lyzes the condition of customer loops. The test results are used to 
verify trouble conditions, assist telephone company personnel in 
providing repair-commitment information to the customer, dispatch 
the appropriate repair craft, and reduce manual testing requirements. 
The MLT system design is distributed over three processing levels of 
the ARSB tree structure (host, front end, controller) to provide the 
necessary record utilization, data processing, loop analysis, and 
control of test equipment. The· automatic access, monitoring, and 
testing of loops is performed by specially designed test equipment 
under the direct control of the controller. The MLT system provides a 
set of test series, each designed for specific applications. The test 
series are composed in real time as a function of the equipment 
thought to be present on the loop and the results of tests already 
performed to that point in the test sequence. This adaptive testing 
process has been implemented in hardware and software to provide 
an effective loop-testing system for most applications in the Bell 
System. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Mechanized Loop Testing (MLT) system is a major functional 
unit of the Automated Repair Service Bureau (ARSB) which automat
ically tests and analyzes the condition of customer loops. The tests are 
run at the time the customer reports a trouble, or at any time it is 
necessary to check the condition of the loop. Results of the tests and 
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a detailed loop analysis are generally available within 30 seconds from 
the time the request is initiated. The results are used to provide the 
customer with an accurate assessment of the trouble and to assist in 
establishing an appropriate repair commitment time. In addition, the 
results can be used to efficiently dispatch repair craft and reduce the 
manual testing requirements of the repair operation. 1,2 

The MLT system had its origins in a testing system developed in the 
early 1970s, known as the Line Status Verifier (LSV).3 This system was 
a threshold-based testing system used by repair-center personnel to 
test a customer line in a rapid, automatic fashion with a simple console 
input request. Tests initiated at the time of customer contact reduced 
substantially subsequent testing by skilled repair personnel. The LSV 
was later integrated with the Loop Maintenance Operations System 
(LMOS) so that a test could be initiated from an LMOS computer 
terminal and the result made part of the LMOS trouble report record. 
While this generation of the ARSB provided significant economies, it 
was clear that LMOS, by virtue of its comprehensive data base and 
computing power, provided the potential for much more sophisticated 
loop testing. For example, the electrical characteristics of the cus
tomer's station, loop, and central office equipment can be derived from 
the LMOS data and used to direct tests in an adaptive fashion and 
provide a comprehensive analysis in real time.4 It was also clear that 
the LSV was not an appropriate testing vehicle since its hard-wired 
logic and threshold testing capabilities were not well-matched to the 
adaptive testing techniques and sophisticated analyses envisioned. 
Hence, a new testing system was necessary to take full advantage of 
the LMOS potential and provide additional benefits. 

The development of these expanded testing capabilities occurred in 
two logical post-LSV phases. The fust phase, representing the second 
generation of automated testing and known as the Automatic Line 
Verification system, developed the data-communication structure, 
modular physical design, loop access and automatic monitoring capa
bilities, computer-driven self-maintenance features, and the basic LMOS 
record-utilization techniques. The third-generation testing system, 
known as MLT, added a more comprehensive testing package and 
associated control software which used records more extensively. In 
this paper, we shall discuss only the resulting MLT system. 

The MLT system was intended to significantly reduce but not elimi
nate the need for manual testing facilities such as local test desks.1 

Since manual testing facilities were already present in repair bureaus, 
they could be used as backup testing devices when the MLT system 
experienced temporary outages. In addition, some testing needs, such 
as interactive testing between field and inside repair craft, coin station 
testing, and four- and eight-party line testing seemed to be best left to 
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the manual testing facilities because they were not needed frequently 
and, therefore, mechanizing them did not appear to be cost effective. 

The purpose of this article is to describe the MLT system design. 
Most of the article is devoted to the hardware/software design, but it 
should be noted that an equally important piece of the design, namely, 
the personnel subsystem, is covered, at least sparingly, elsewhere in 
this issue.5

,6 The application of human factors engineering for the MLT 

project by a talented group of psychologists was a significant and 
highly valued contribution to the design and introduction of the 
system. Similarly, we felt it somehow unfair to pay only brief attention 
to other areas of the project including the elaborate self-maintenance 
design of the MLT system, but, again, brevity won out. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A number of requirements and assumptions influenced the design of 
the MLT system and led to an architecture that distributes the MLT 

software functions over three processors. Two of the processors have 
as their primary function the implementation of the LMOS system with 
which MLT must interact; the third processor is dedicated to the MLT 

hardware control task. 

2. 1 Operational users 

The MLT system provides operational data to two types of users: 
Repair Service Attendants (RSA), who are in contact with the customer, 
and Repair Service Bureau (RSB) personnel, who analyze the trouble 
and dispatch repair craft. The needs of these two users are similar, but 
not identical. 

The RSA needs a test summary that provides insight to the reported 
problem in a global way. Is a trouble confIrmed? Is it a central office 
trouble, a loop trouble, a station trouble? The test has to be performed 
automatically when the trouble report is taken and the results are 
needed promptly so that an appropriate repair commitment can be 
given to the customer. 

The RSB needs complete test results, preferably included with the 
trouble ticket that is automatically produced when the RSA takes the 
trouble report. The RSB also needs the ability to perform tests upon 
demand, sometimes while the repair craft is at the location of the 
trouble. Thus, the RSB needs a list of the available tests, some designed 
to duplicate the comprehensive tests performed when a trouble is 
taken, some tailored to providing data on only a subset of all possible 
problems but at smaller costs of system resources and with shorter 
run times. A total of 11 different series of tests were determined to be 
required. Examples of these limited test series include: ROT ARYDIAL 
to test the speed and make-break ratio of a rotary dial, RINGER to 
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simply count the number of ringers, LINECKT to test only the office 
line circuit, and LOOP to test only the loop and on-hook station. 

For both users, it is necessary to interpret the test results in light of 
expected office, line, and station equipment (as gleaned from LMOS line 
records) and to be tolerant of incorrect or absent equipment records.4 

These requirements dictate a close tie to LMOS in the initiating of tests 
automatically, in getting test results onto the trouble ticket, and in the 
use of equipment data to define expected test results. 

2.2 Support users 

The MLT system has to provide for two additional types of users 
concerned with support functions. The MLT Administrator is concerned 
with MLT maintenance and the MLT Data Manager is concerned with 
MLT software data initialization and integrity. 

The MLT Administrator requires tools to perform maintenance func
tions on the MLT system and to change various system parameters and 
thresholds so that the performance can be tailored to a particular test 
environment. Among the maintenance functions required is the ability 
to calibrate both MLT equipment and test trunks so that systematic 
errors can be subtracted from test results. Other functions provide the 
ability to perform tests designed to verify the general "sanity" of the 
system as a preventative maintenance tool or to perform detailed 
diagnostic testing of circuitry when specific hardware faults are known 
or suspected. Control functions include the ability to change the test
result decision thresholds of acceptable levels of foreign voltage and 
loop unbalance and the ability to take specific equipment out of service 
for maintenance. Eleven different transactions or commands were 
identified for maintenance and control functions. 

The MLT Data Manager requires tools to create and maintain the 
various data bases related to MLT. In particular, a data base is used to 
define the equipment configuration of each set of MLT test hardware. 
This data base includes not only the specific quantities of optional 
testing hardware and test trunks that are present, but it also provides 
information concerning which test trunks are used to test which lines, 
the type of switching machine involved (step-by-step, crossbar, ESS), 

and the calibration constants for test trunks and MLT testing hardware. 
Some of these data are considered static, that is, seldom changed and 
then only by an appropriate user. The configuration and status data 
are of this type. Other data are considered dynamic, that is, changed 
by software; calibration data are of this type. 

The requirements for the two support users are not served by a 
single software structure. The needs of the Administrator must be met 
by real-time software that can interact with the testing process when 
necessary. 
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Since the MLT files overlap the LMOS files, and since similar file 
creation and maintenance problems are solved by LMOS via off-line 
processes, the same approach was used for MLT. We will not discuss 
these off-line processes further except to note that one of the consid
erations was to design procedures for the creation and maintenance of 
the MLT files to be similar to the procedures used for LMOS files. 

2.3 Hardware imposed requirements 

Since the test hardware contained no processing capability, the 
software had to control the hardware on a step-by-step basis. The 
software had to identify the proper hardware resources for a particular 
use, allocate the resources, and cause the equipment to perform a 
particular sequence of steps on a time-critical schedule. This suggested 
that the hardware controller tasks should be on a dedicated machine 
to meet the real-time constraints. 

III. ARCHITECTURE AND FUNCTIONAL DISTRIBUTION 

The MLT system can be thought of as having five fundamental tasks: 
accessing the loop, monitoring the loop to ensure that testing can 
proceed, testing the loop, analyzing the test results, and presenting the 
results in an easily understood fashion. Loops are accessed via "no
test" trunks which connect the test system to the switching machine. 
Test trunks are switched onto the desired loop by commands sent 
from the test system to the switching machine. The test system then 
automatically monitors the loop for hazardous and/or busy conditions 
to determine if the testing process can proceed. The access and 
monitoring processes are performed by the Loop Testing Frame (LTF) 

under the direction of the MLT Controller (see Fig. 1). Assuming that 
testing can proceed, the Controller directs the LTF to connect an MLT 

Measurement Module (MMM) to the test trunk (and hence the loop) 
and then commands the MMM to perform a series of tests on the loop 
based on the central office, loop, and station equipment indicated by 
the LMOS data base. Tests proceed in an adaptive fashion, taking 
advantage of the increased knowledge of the loop as each test is run.4 

The Controller analyzes the test results and decides when to terminate 
the testing process and communicate the results to the front-end 
processor, where they are presented to the user. Typical results might 
look like those shown in Fig. 2. 

The provision of these five basic tasks is accomplished by functions 
distributed throughout the ARSB system. 

3. 1 ARSB host processor 

The host processor is used by the ARSB to maintain historical data 
on closed trouble reports and to maintain extensive line record infor-
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Fig. I-Automated Repair Service Bureau architecture. 

mation on each line. A subset of this line record (called a mini-line 
record) is duplicated in a front-end (FE) processor for fast access by 
RSB craft and to provide the ability to support basic operations when 
the link to the host fails. For MLT, the host is used to scan line records, 
at the time they are established, for the presence of installed equipment 
that could in~uence testability or test results. These data are formatted 
into a six-byte field for the mini-line record. Also, the host has to 
expand coded test results in real time when they are received from the 
FE into an english narrative in accordance with a predefined algorithm. 

3.2 ARBS front-end processor 

The FE is used by the ARSB to process trouble reports and to 
interface with RSA and RSB craft in real time.8 The LMOS software on 
the FE maintains the mini-line record information. It also supports the 
numerous CRT terminals for trouble entry and printers to provide 
trouble tickets-called Basic Output Reports (BOR)-to the RSB craft. 

Certain files maintained by the LMOS software had to be expanded 
to provide MLT information. For example, the file which provided data 
on the NPA-NNX (area code-exchange code) combinations adminis-
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TEST TN 212 3867155 

TYPE FULL MDF DEDNBR 

CO: OSP: 

MLT RESULTS: VER 21 GROUND 

GROUND, FAULT T-G 
3 TERMINAL DC RESISTANCE 

> 3500.00 KOHMS T-R 
33.62 KOHMS T-G 

> 3500.00 KOHMS R-G 
3 TERMINAL DC VOLTAGE 

0.00 VOLTS T-G 
0.00 VOLTS R-G 

AC SIGNATURE NOT EXPECTED 
3 TERMINAL AC RESISTANCE 

64.47 KOHMS T-R 
32.42 KOHMS T-G 

624.88 KOHMS R-G 
LONGITUDINAL BALANCE MARGINAL 

46 DB 
VALID THERMISTOR CONFIGURATION 

T-R THERMISTOR FOUND 
CROSSBAR, NO LINE CKT TEST 

PROCESSING DATE AND TIME 10-09-78 0355A 
*** END OF DATA *** 

EC 123 PRTR W020 REQ BY CFE 

OVERRIDE LINE RECORD? N 

TERM: 608 PBX 
MLT Summary - I line narrative that provides a summary of the test results 

3 Terminal DC Resistance Measurement - The first statement identifies the type, 
severity and location of the trouble (GROUND FAULT, T-G). The remaining 
information provides modifying analog values. 

3 Terminal DC Voltage Values - This section provides values that define the true 
amount of voltage present on the line. In this case, no voltage was present. 

3 Terminal AC Signature Information - The first statement indicates that MLT 
did not expect an AC signature for the type of termination (608 PBX). The 
modifying values are descriptive of the termination that was found. 

Longitudinal Balance - This gives an indication of the lines susceptability to noise 

Thermistor Information - This section provides information about thermistors 
detected on the line. 

Central Office Information - This section provides information about the Central 
office line circuit and the system's ability to draw and break dial tone. In 
this case, ML T tests run on the crossbar switch cannot be interrogated from 
a test trunk. 

Fig. 2-Typical MLT test results. 



tered by the FE had to be enhanced to include an indication of MLT 

testability for the NPA-NNX and which MLT equipment could be used. 
The LMOS software also had to be expanded to include a provision to 
schedule the MLT process each time a trouble was taken on a line that 
was testable by MLT. The scheduling procedure included the passing 
of the identification of the terminal on which the trouble was taken, 
pertinent information from the mini-line record (such as the six bytes 
of test-affecting data), and information from the NPA-NNX file. 

The MLT software on the FE provides several functions: 
(i) It provides an interface to the LMOS software so that testing can 

be scheduled when a trouble report is being taken. It also translates 
the MLT bytes into attributes that describe the electrical characteristics 
of the loop, termination, and central office equipment for use by the 
Controller. 

(ii) It provides an interface to RSB craft so that subsequent or 
alternate testing of a line can be performed when requested. 

(iii) It provides an interface to the MLT administrator so that MLT 

maintenance requests can be serviced. 
(iv) It manages the testing process by controlling the throughput to 

the various MLT Controllers and by preventing lost or delayed requests. 
In doing so, it resolves conflicts between the automatic tests requested 
as a result of trouble entry and tests requested by the RSB or MLT 

Administrator. 
(v) It returns data to the correct requester in a format appropriate 

to the request. 
(vi) It maintains data files unique to MLT needs. For example, one 

file contains the particular LTF configurations served by the MLT 

Controller as well as related calibration data. 
(vii) It stores the Controller software and associated tables, and 

loads the Controllers when the system is initialized or when certain 
trouble conditions arise at the Controllers. 

3.3 ML T Controller 

The MLT Controller is given as large a part of the MLT software task 
as possible. This is done partly to minimize the load on the FE and 
partly to ensure that the LMOS software is isolated from MLT software 
changes. The Controller software is responsible for allocating MLT 

hardware resources, controlling the hardware to perform a specific 
test, interpreting test results in light of expected results, adjusting the 
sequence of tests in accordance with expected test results, and deter
mining the format of the report. 

Because it was originally expected that the Controller would be 
placed in non-EDP environments, the Controller hardware was kept 
simple. No colocated off-line storage devices or peripherals are used 
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and all software is kept in 256 Kbytes of main memory. The Controller 
software and associated tables are stored in the FE and down-loaded 
over a data link to the Controller at the time of system initialization. 
Although subsequent deployment strategies have tended to centralize 
Controllers in controlled environments, the simplicity of the Controller 
hardware configuration has provided very high reliability and allowed 
low-cost backup schemes. 

The operating system used in the Controller is the same Bell 
Operating System (BOS) used in the FE, although only a subset of the 
BOS features are provided in the Controller.7 In particular, BOS provides 
a software driver for interfacing to multiple loop testing frames. The 
driver links the testing hardware and application software in real time 
~o that data can be sent to and from an LTF in a serial format. 

Similarly, communication between the FE and Controller is managed 
by the Communication Control Manager (CCM)8 software on the FE 

and a subset of CCM, known as MLTCCM, on the Controller. The 
communication protocol used was chosen to be a subset of the IBM 
bisync protocol used between the host and FE processors to avoid the 
creation of a new protocol. 

3.4 Loop Testing Frame 

The Loop Testing Frame (LTF), equipped with MLT measurement 
modules, carries out the access, monitoring, and test functions under 
the command of the Controller (Figs. 3 and 4). A data link between 
the Controller and the Communication Control Circuit (ccc) of the 
LTF provides the data communication facility. No-test trunks between 
the Trunk Access Switch (TAS) of the LTF and the switching machines 
provide the metallic test path to the loop. Commands from the Con
troller are decoded by the ccc, and control information is passed to 
the appropriate LTF subsystem. Similarly, data from each subsystem 
are passed to the CCC which appends the output address and transmits 
the data to the Controller for interpretation. 

The L TF was envisioned as an area-based test unit, i.e., a single 
system deployed on a wide-area basis and serving many central office 
switching machines, to share the common testing facilities over as 
many lines as possible. Since interactive tests were to be relegated to 
existing manual testing facilities, the most lengthy test series run by 
MLT on a loop was estimated to take less than 15 seconds of actual 
testing time. Hence, an area-based, high-usage, low-holding-time sys
tem was conceived. The LTF was designed to serve up to a maximum 
of 98 no-test trunks with nine test ports (or nine simultaneous access/ 
monitor/test operations) for a concentration ratio of about 11:1. Traffic 
estimates suggested that this was adequate to cover anticipated testing 
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Fig. 3-Loop Testing Frame equipped with four MLT measurement modules. 

traffic for more than 250,000 lines, which was expected to at least equal 
the capacity of the Controller. 

The LTF serving area was determined not only by the demographics 
but also by the physical limitations of metallic testing. Beyond about 
3,000 ohms of loop resistance or 100,000 feet if 19-9auge cable is used, 
it becomes increasingly difficult to differentiate between open loops 
and loops terminated with station set ringers or the equivalent. Since 
differentiation between open and terminated loops is essential, 3,000 
ohms essentially defined the LTF serving area. This was a reasonable 
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Fig. 4-Schematic of loop testing frame equipped with an MLT measurement module. 

limitation since the signaling range for most no-test trunks is in the 
neighborhood of 1,500 ohms, and most loops are also less than 1,500 
ohms. Hence, the LTF serving area accommodated most loop lengths 
with maximum-length no-test trunks, thereby supporting rather neatly 
the area-based testing concept. 

3.5 Configuration 

Each FE can serve up to 16 Controllers. Each Controller can serve 
up to six LTFS with no more than 40 NNXS or 120 no-test trunks. The 
Controller limits are primarily based on table limitations, but a ratio 
of about three no-test trunks per NNX has proven to be the proper 
average for MLT testing traffic. The LTFS are connected by data links 
to the Controller and therefore can be located in central offices in a 
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pattern that ensures optimum coverage relative to the 3,OOO-ohm LTF 

serving area. 

IV. SOFTWARE DESIGN 

In this section the design of the software that executes on the 
Controller is described in some detail. First, we define three terms: 

(i) LTF Communication-The protocol used to communicate be
tween the Controller and the LTF was referred to briefly in an earlier 
section. In particular, a given transmission "packet" can be a variable 
number of words in length. Each word consists of two parts, an address 
and data. In the direction from the Controller to the LTF, the protocol 
includes a bit to indicate if the word is the last one of a "packet." One 
or more packets of data interchange may be necessary to set up or 
perform the most basic hardware action. In the direction to the 
Controller, the data is completely asynchronous. The Controller must 
be capable of accepting data at the peak rate determined by the serial 
line speed and must buffer these data until they can be processed. 

(ii) Test Sequence-A set of hardware/software interactions that 
accomplish a single characterization, such as a count of ringers, a dc or 
ac Thevenin equivalent circuit, etc. Twenty-three separate test se
quences are provided by MLT.4 

(iii) Test Series-A set of test sequences that provide a complete 
characterization of a line. Obviously, the requested type of series 
influences the specific sequences that are used; for example, the 
RINGER series (designed to be a high-speed, low-cost test to count 
ringers) does not include sequences that make measurements on the 
switching office line circuits. But, the particular sequences that are 
used-even the order of the sequences-can be influenced both by the 
results of previous test sequences and the expected results from ex
amination of the records.4 

The operating system and MLT software processes are organized as 
depicted in Fig. 5. Their functions are described below. 

The Driver, which is part of the operating system, interfaces with 
the Frame Communication Manager (FCM) and to the hardware cir
cuitry that implements the serial interface to the LTFS. The driver is 
provided data for transmission that haR been formatted into the proper 
protocol. It collects data from the various hardware circuits on a 
character-interrupt basis and inserts the data into buffers that are 
emptied by the FCM process when cpu time permits. The driver serves 
the data distribution and collection function to the LTFS and permits 
the MLT software to be largely unaware of the existence of more than 
one LTF. 

The Frame Communication Manager interfaces to the driver and 
to the TSP and sUP (supervisor) processes that contain application 
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Fig. 5-MLT controller software structure. 

software. The FCM process performs a service that is similar to the 
CCM process discussed earlier. The FCM can be thought of as an 
extension of the operating system in that it provides a virtual machine 
environment for the application software. With FCM, the processes 
that control a single test series have no knowledge of the existence of 
other processes executing other tests concurrently. The FCM accepts 
primitive commands to be sent to the LTFS, implements the protocol, 
collects data and sends it to the proper user process, and generally 
gives each user process the appearance of being the only process 
requesting data from the LTF. 

The FCM process is created at initialization time, and it never 
terminates. It is awakened by either of two types of events. User 
processes, knowing that they have data to send to the LTF, can awaken 
the FCM process through BOS via a "notify" mechanism. FCM can also 
be awakened by an alarm mechanism, also managed by BOS. Each time 
that FCM is awakened, it checks whether data are available in the 
buffers that are filled by the driver. If so, it collects the data into 
complete messages and provides them to the user processes by writing 
the data into a previously agreed upon area of the test buffer. Normally, 
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the user process is waiting for either these data or for a timeout time. 
The FCM, seeing that the data are available (or that the time-out 
occurred), awakens the user process that owns the test buffer (again 
via BOS). Also, each time that the FCM is awakened, it searches through 
the test buffers to see if any process has data ready to be sent to an 
LTF. Data to be sent are left in a previously agreed upon area in the 
test buffer and a ready flag is set in the buffer. Finally, FCM cancels 
any previous alarm and sets a new alarm call to be awakened within 
a short time. 

The selection of the sleep time was an interesting problem. At one 
extreme, FCM could set the alarm for such a short time that little 
processing resources are available to other processes. At the other 
extreme, FCM could set the alarm for such a long time that the data 
collected by the driver would be utilized too slowly and would overflow 
the existing buffers. An aspect of this design is that the alarm feature 
is used less frequently when the Controller is heavily loaded with tests 
since the notify mechanism awakens FCM more frequently. The alarm 
feature is required to collect data when only one test is underway in 
the Controller. Under this condition, it is desirable not to wait too long 
before looking for returned data as this would unnecessarily delay the 
testing process. The optimum sleep time was determined experimen
tally to be in the range of 100 milliseconds. 

The Test Supervisor (TSP) process is a child process to the Series 
Control (SER) and implements the test sequences. That is, SER, when 
it fIrst determines that testing is required, creates a child TSP process 
(via a call to BOS) and passes to TSP the address of the test buffer that 
is owned by sER.At this point, the child TSP process inherits the test 
buffer. When a requested test sequence is completed, TSP notifies its 
parent process and asks to have its execution suspended. Each time 
that SER wants another test sequence executed, the name of the 
sequence is placed in an agreed-upon place in the test buffer and TSP 
is notified. Each time that TSP performs a sequence, it puts the 
accumulated data in the test buffer in two areas. Binary results (yes
no) are indicated by setting bits in a bit-field. * Analog results are 
placed in the test buffer in a format appropriate to the result. For 
example, voltages or currents are kept in floating-point format, whereas 
the number of ringers is stored as an integer. The TSP is finally 
terminated by SER when no additional testing is required. 

The SER process interfaces to TSP and sUP, and implements the test 
series. SER is a child process to sUP, but sUP terminates after SER is 
created and gains control of the test buffer. (In principle, it would not 

* Examples of binary results are: bit 66, if set, means that the dc signature looks like 
a PBX; bit 25, if set, means BUSY SPEECH; etc. 
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be necessary for sUP to terminate after creating process SER, but the 
arrangement described is used to minimize the number of processes 
that must be active simultaneously, since each active process entails 
additional overhead.) 

The SER creates child process TSP; SER and TSP take turns being 
active as discussed above. When SER has implemented enough of a 
test series to determine that "early" results to the RSA are required, 
process sUP is scheduled to send the results to the FE. The SER waits 
for sUP to terminate and then continues to the point that testing is 
completed. Then SER terminates the child process TSP, schedules 
process sUP, waits for sUP to gain control of the buffer, and then 
terminates. 

The sUP process interfaces to MLTCCM and to SER. SUP provides 
general control over the test function, gains access to the line under 
test, and formats reports to the FE. 

V. THE TESTING HARDWARE DESIGN 

As previously mentioned, the testing hardware (Figs. 3 and 4) can 
be divided into two major subsystems: the LTF and the MMM. The LTF 

controls access to customer loops via no-test trunks and determines 
the busy/idle status of the loop. The MMM performs tests on idle loops 
for fault characterization. 

Two interfaces to the LTF exist. The CCC provides the interface to 
the Controller. The TAS provides the interface to customer loops via 
no-test trunks to the central office switch. 

The CCC serves as a multiplexer and demultiplexer for data to and 
from the Controller. Transmission is via a four-wire circuit using full 
duplex asynchronous serial data rates of 1200 or 2400 baud. The 1200-
baud rate uses 202-type data sets for installations where the Controller 
and LTF are separated by more than 1500 feet. Within 1500 ft the 
transmisssion can be set to 2400 baud using optically isolated current 
loops. 

Data from. the Controller consist of an address field and a control
signal field. The CCC decodes the address and passes the control signal 
to the appropriate subassembly of the LTF/MMM. Data from each 
subassembly are digitally encoded by the subassembly and passed to 
the ccc which adds the output address to the data and transmits them 
to the Controller for interpretation. 

The Access Switch Controller (ASC) receives control signals from the 
Controller via the ccc and provides signals to the T AS and the Equip
ment Access Switch (EAS). These signals select, hold, and release the 
crosspoints of these two switching matrices. 

The TAS serves as a concentrator and permits the connection of up 
to 98 no-test trunks to one of nine test ports. The test ports are routed 
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through the Supervisor and Control Circuit (see) to the EAS. The EAS 

permits the connection of any test port to either a dialer, busy detector, 
or MMM. 

The see provides the control and monitor functions required to 
access a customer loop via a no-test trunk. Loop access includes the 
functions of sharing trunks with the local test desk, sleeve-lead super
vision, ring-tip supervision, dialing, and busy detection. In addition to 
access, the circuit provides for hazardous potential detection and 
interruption of the test path to prevent equipment damage. Dialing 
circuits are provided for both dial pulse (DP) or multifrequency (MF) 

signaling. 
Once the loop has been dialed and the sleeve lead manipulated to 

effect a cut through to the loop, a busy test is made. The busy test 
provides outputs of idle, switching-machine overflow, dc busy (battery 
ring to tip), and speech busy. If the loop is idle, the test port, and 
therefore the loop under test, is transferred to the MMM for testing. If 
the loop is other than idle, access to the loop is dropped and the loop 
status is reported to the Controller. 

5. 1 ML T measurement module description and operation 

The MMM provides the loop-testing capability for the MLT hardware 
and consists of three major sections: the Source and Output Interface 
(SOl), the Test Package (TP) and the Test Package Auxiliary (TPA). 

The SOl performs a service function for the TPS and TPA by providing 
clock frequencies for the digital circuits, precision leveled frequencies 
for analog sources, and a precision dc reference for analog sources. The 
SOl also contains output encoding circuits for the analog measured 
voltages generated by TPS and the TPA during loop tests. The SOl pools 
the TPS and TPA for outputs and, if present, they are connected to the 
SOl encoding circuits. The encoding circuits include a 12-bit analog-to
digital (A/D) converter, an auto ranging amplifier required to present 
properly leveled signals to the A/D, and a polarity sensor. The digitally 
encoded output measurement is temporarily stored in a RAM buffer 
along with its unique output address. The address is determined by 
which TP or TPA circuits are being serviced by the A/D. Upon receipt 
of a poll, the output data is passed to the eee for transmission to the 
Controller. 

The SOl also contains sources and terminations which are used to 
isolate hardware failures to particular circuit packs. This capability is 
controlled by the Sanity and Diagnostic software modules in the 
Controller (Section 2.3). 

The TP (Fig. 6) is a multipurpose test circuit which is configured for 
a particular test by commands from the Controller. The TP is the heart 
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of the MLT hardware. It can be divided into a test section, through 
which all analog test signals flow, and a control section. 

The test section has as its input, the tip and ring of the loop under 
test. The output of the test section is a dc voltage proportional to the 
quantity being measured. The dc voltages are passed to the sal for 
processing as previously described. 

The test section has two essentially identical measurement channels 
which allow simultaneous testing of both tip and ring conductors. Each 
measurement channel consists of a number of analog signal-processing 
blocks which can be connected in various combinations, via switches, 
to set up the desired measuring circuit. 

The analog signal processing blocks can be separated into four main 
categories: sensors, filters, detectors, and miscellaneous. The TP em
ploys several types of sensors for the tests it performs. 

The Active Current Sensor (ACS) senses the current flowing in the 
conductor under test. The dc and ac voltages ranging from 0 to 80 
volts can be applied to tip and/or ring through the ACS, and the 
resultant current measured to give a measure of circuit impedance. 
Other sensors are provided for detecting foreign voltage, measuring 
the longitudinal balance of the loop, and identifying Receiver-Off
Hook (ROH) conditions. 

The test package filters provide for rejection of 60-Hz noise by a 60-
Hz band-elimination filter, separation of ac and dc signals by Bessel 
high-pass and low-pass filters, and selection of individual test frequen
cies by a bank of bandpass filters. 

Three types of signal detectors are incorporated into the design. The 
phase detector produces a pair of voltages that are proportional to the 
real and imaginary components of the impedance at 24 Hz of the 
circuit under test. The RMS detector produces a dc voltage output 
equal to the true RMS of any ac signal or noise appearing at its input. 
The precision detector produces an output that is the average value of 
the ac signal appearing at its input. 

Miscellaneous TP circuits are the Source Select Amplifer and the 
Phase Null circuit. The Source Select Amplifier selects the ac and/or 
dc voltage to be applied for a test and sets their levels dependent upon 
control signals received from the Controller. The phase null circuits 
automatically compensate for phase shift through the analog signal 
processing blocks and null the output of the phase detector during 
periods of idle time (no-test request). 

Sanity Reference points (SR points in Fig. 6) are provided for signal 
injection or passive termination connection by the sal during self
check (known as Sanity and Diagnostics) testing. 

The control section of the TP receives instructions from the Con
troller via the ccc, operates the test package switches which control 
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test configuration, times the set up and progress of all tests, and 
controls the sequencing of connection of the outputs to the SOl encod
ing circuits. 

The third major section of the MMM is the TPA. Unlike the TP, the 
TPA is not a configurable test circuit. It is designed to perform specific 
tests which, due to their length, would be an inefficient use of the TP 

resources. Two test functions are provided: Rotary Dial Analyzer and 
Dial Tone Analyzer. 

The Rotary Dial Analyzer contains a signal-conditioning circuit 
which performs dc restoration and signal clamping required to inter
face with logic measuring circuits. The dial pulses gate a clock signal 
to two digital counter circuits. The output registers of the two counters 
are used to determine the number of dial pulses received and the speed 

- and percent break of the rotary dial being tested. 
The Dial Tone Analyzer presents a constant-current sink for the 

switching-machine dial-tone generator. This sink provides a 20-mA 
load to the generator regardless of the length of the no-test trunk, 
thereby simulating worst-case loop conditions. The sink can be confi
gured for loop-start, ground start, or ground start reverse line circuits. 

The constant-current sink is followed by a band-pass filter to sepa
rate the dial-tone frequencies from noise signals. A precision detector 
converts the received dial-tone voltage to a dc level compatible with 
the encoding circuits of the SOl. 

5.2 Test capabilities 

A brief description of the test capabilities follows: 
DC Thevenin-This test measures parameters required to form a 

three-terminal dc Thevenin equivalent circuit looking into tip, ring, 
and ground. It identifies resistive faults, dc foreign voltage, crosses to 
working pairs, ground start PBX signatures, central office line-circuit 
faults, and lines on intercept. 

Short Circuit Current-This test measures the short circuit noise 
current tip to ground and ring to ground. 

Three Terminal Admittance-This test uses the phase detector in 
the TP to determine the real (resistive) and imaginary (capacitive) 
components at 24 Hz of the loop between tip, ring, and ground. This 
measurement is used to determine the length of no-test trunks, the 
length of loops, to detect POTS ringers, to identify whether a pair is 
open on tip, ring, or both sides and whether the open is in or out of the 
central office, and to measure the distance to the open if it is out of the 
central office. 

Open Circuit ac and dc Foreign Voltage-This test measures the 
open circuit dc foreign voltage and the ac voltage appearing tip to 
ground and ring to ground. 
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Receiver-Off-Hook (ROH)-This test uses the nonlinearity of the 
off-hook station set to discriminate between a tip-to-ring resistive 
short and an off-hook set. 

Thermistor Heating-This test provides a means of detecting the 
presence of thermistors in the alerting circuits of PBXS and Key 
Telephone Sets by detecting the change in the real part of the admit
tance at 24 Hz as a voltage is applied by the TP. 

Ringer Counting-This test provides a means of counting the num
ber of ringers connected tip-to-ring, tip-to-ground, or ring-to-ground. 
Cable capacitance is differentiated from ringer capacitance by an 
algorithm that compares loop admittance at several frequencies. 

Longitudinal Balance-This test provides measurements for deter
mining loop balance to 65 dB at 200 and 800 Hz. 

Soak-This test measures the time variance of a resistive fault with 
an applied dc voltage. 

Dial Tone Analyzer-This test measures whether dial tone can be 
drawn and broken. It indicates whether the dial tone is drawn normally 
(within 3 seconds) or slowly (3 to 6 seconds). 

Rotary Dial Analyzer-This test counts the number of pulses from 
a rotary dial, and measures the dial speed and percent break. 

5.3 Calibration 

To assist in improving measurement accuracy, the ability is provided 
to perform no-test trunk calibration. Dedicated telephone numbers, 
which are open circuited on the main distributing frame, are accessed 
and tested to determine whether trunk faults exist and to determine 
the length of the trunk. The length measurements are used in making 
decisions on the locations of open faults. 

Component aging may cause a degradation of the measurement 
accuracy. To compensate for this effect, the TP is designed to permit 
measurement of critical ac and dc gains and offset voltages. These 
parameters are stored in the Controller and used in the associated 
software test algorithms. The calibration is initiated via a system 
request at the FE. 

As previously mentioned, test nodes are provided in the TP and TPA 

where sources andlor passive terminations in the SOl can be applied, 
under software control, to isolate component failures to particular 
circuit packs. The SOl also cotains circuits that permit testing of the 
AID encoding circuits and the RAM buffer. 

5.4 Packaging 

The LTF is mounted in a standard 7-ft UNIFRAME consisting of 
dual 38-in. bays (Fig. 3). The design is modular and connectorized, 
which permits growth from a minimum to a maximum system by the 
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addition of circuit packs of plug-in subassemblies. The minimum LTF/ 

MMM serves up to approximately 15,000 lines and the maximum LTF/ 

MMM serves approximately 250,000 lines. 
The minimum LTF/MMM consists of one TAS that can accommodate 

up to 18 no-test trunks, circuit packs to activate two test ports, either 
two dial pulse or two multifrequency dialers, one Test Package (TP), 

and one Dial Tone Analyzer. The maximum LTF /MMM consists of four 
TASS to accommodate 98 no-test trunks, circuit packs for nine test 
ports, two dial pulse and two multifrequency dialers, four TPS, two Dial 
Tone Analyzers, and one Rotary Dial Analyzer. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The MLT system had its field trial in Nashville, Tennessee, beginning 
in late April 1978. By the end of 1978, four Bell Operating Companies 
had implemented standard MLT systems produced by Western Electric 
and, by the end of 1979 thirteen companies were using MLT. Conversion 
to MLT systems during 1979 and 1980 was running at almost 2 million 
lines per month. 

The economic and operational success of the MLT system is docu
mented elsewhere in this issue.2 At this writing, Southern Bell Tele
phone and Telegraph Company has installed more MLT systems (197 
LTFS and 59 Controllers by the end of 1980) than any other Bell 
Operating Company. In Southern Bell, the operational availability of 
the LTFS and associated MMMS is running at 99.7 percent, while the 
overall availability (Controllers, data links, LTFS, etc.) of the system is 
currently 99.3 percent. 
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The Mechanized Loop Testing (MLT) system is that part of the 
Automated Repair Service Bureau that provides automatic acquisi
tion and analysis of electrical test data for customer telephone loops. 
The MLT-2 system is a second-generation MLT that has as its basic 
architectural features communication, loop access, and loop test 
distributed as closely as possible to the point of testing. Architectural 
components include a wire center-based Loop Testing System (LTS) 
and a centrally located Data Communication Network (DeN). Each 
LTS contains communication, access, and test capabilities, and is 
logically connected by the DeN to each controlling minicomputer (up 
to 12). The LTS and DeN are each composed of multiple microproces
sor-based circuits. The architecture ofMLT-2 is presented. Particular 
attention is given to the subjects of partitioning both hardware and 
software, to the development of change-tolerant software, and to 
intrasystem communication capabilities powerful enough to support 
a large number of distributed processors. In addition, special mea
surement techniques employed by MLT -2 that take advantage of 
analog and digital large-scale integration technology are discussed. 
Operational scenarios are included for an appreciation of how the 
MLT-2 system works. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

At Bell Telephone Laboratories, Mechanized Loop Testing (MLT) is 
a generic term used to describe that part of the Automated Repair 
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Service Bureau (ARSB) that provides automatic acquisition and anal
ysis of electrical test data for customer telephone loops. As pointed 
out in Refs. 1 and 2, the acquired data are translated into an equivalent 
electrical circuit model, and matched against the Loop Maintenance 
Operations System (LMOS) data base information in an attempt to 
isolate loop faults or to determine that the loop is operating properly. 
The fIrst such system, MLT-I, is described in Ref. 2. The MLT-2 system 
is an alternative solution to the loop testing problem which takes 
advantage of recent technological advances, and can be used either to 
augment an existing MLT-I installation or to provide the total loop 
testing function in a given loop environment. 

There are two major reasons for the development of an alternative 
MLT system. First, the Loop Testing Frame2 (LTF) of MLT-I does not 
represent a cost effective solution in very low population density 
areas.3 Second, Bell Operating Companies (BOCS) have recently started 
consolidating their testing bureaus; this requires the relocation of the 
associated manual testboard positions (Local Test Desk No. 14 and 
No. 16). Relocation of the electromechanical testboards is an expensive 
operation because they were not designed to be moved from their 
initial installation site. For reasons explained in Ref. 2, MLT-I does not 
eliminate completely the manual testboard system. Consequently, it 
has become important that the new automated testing system replace 
the manual system. The MLT-2 system is cost effective in a small wire 
center environment, sophisticated enough to eliminate the existing 
manual systems, and it makes loop testing independent of how the 
testing bureaus are organized within the BOC. Distributed processing 
techniques using microprocessor-based circuitry allow the realization 
of these system characteristics. 

Automated loop testing that is coupled to LMOS is a rather natural 
application of distributed computing; subscriber loops are dispersed 
over a wide geographical area, whereas the LMOS data-base is central
ized within the front-end (FE) processors. For economic reasons, the 
MLT-I testing vehicle [the LTF2] is designed to take advantage of 
functional concentration to realize economies of scale. Hence, distrib
uted processing in MLT-I stops at th~ MLT-I Controller.2 The MLT-2 
system relies on the use of microprocessors and new techniques for 
loop measurements to meet the challenges of cost and performance, 
and to take more complete advantage of the distributed nature of the 
testing problem. 

II. AN OVERVIEW OF THE ML T-2 ARCHITECTURE 

To test telephone loops (as opposed to building a complete testing 
system with its human interface),2 three basic functions are required: 
access, test, and communications. These three basic functions are 
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present in all manual and automatic testing systems. The testing 
system has to gain control of the loop and have physical access to it in 
order to test it. In addition, the testing system has to have two-way 
communications with a central controller that determines the testing 
pattern and collects the test results for analysis. The reader can 
recognize these basic functions in the MLT-1 system described in Ref. 
2. The main architectural technique used in the design of MLT-2 is to 
distribute the access, test, and communications functions as closely as 
possible to the point of testing, i.e., to the loop itself. The use of this 
technique tends to minimize the data flow in the system, and is 
consistent with design strategies for functional distribution that have 
been advocated elsewhere.4

,5 

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the MLT-2 architecture. The ARSB 

high-performance Parallel Communication Link (PCL)6 and connec
tions to the mainframe computer are shown for completeness. (See 
Refs. 7 and 8 for a discussion of the PCL and the mainframe computer.) 
In Fig. 1, each wire center served by the system contains a micropro
cessor-based Loop Testing System (LTS) that consists of access, test, 
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and communications capabilities. The use of microprocessor technol
ogy makes it economically possible to distribute these functions and 
their control on a wire center basis, where the loops terminate on the 
central office equipment. The communications function that resides in 
each LTS is incomplete without the Data Communication Network 
(DeN), which is part of the architecture in Fig. 1. The DCN allows any 
one of the PDP* 11/70 LMOS/MLT computers (FES) to communicate 
with the LTS in any wire center served by the system. The DeN is itself 
a microprocessor-based distributed processing machine that off-loads 
communications processing for all FES (up to twelve) attached to the 
PCL. The MLT-I architecture restricts each FE to serve a unique subset 
of customer loops, whereas the architecture of MLT-2 allows any FE to 
test any customer loop. 

The MLT-2 system operates in the following manner. Repair Service 
Bureau personnel have a CRT interface to the LMOS/MLT system, and 
are able to input data (a telephone number to be tested) and receive 
output (test results) from the system.9 Each CRT is connected by data 
link to one of the FES in the ARSB. If the user requests MLT testing, the 
MLT software that resides on the FE interacts with LMOS functions on 
that machine to retrieve the data base information for the loop to be 
tested. This information is passed to an application process that 
initiates and guides the loop access and testing. The application process 
may contain the adaptive loop testing algorithm discussed in Ref. 1, or 
it may contain software to implement interactive test control and 
other functions that allow the elimination of the manual test board 
systems referred to earlier. 

Because of the intelligence located in the LTS microprocessor circuits, 
only high-level commands need to be generated by the FE software. 
The fIrst command requests the LTS to access a specified telephone 
number. The message header contains a parameter that identifies the 
LTS data link for the system to use. This message is routed by the DCN 

to the appropriate LTS data link (see Fig. 1). When access is completed, 
the response is routed through the DCN to the FE that requested the 
access. Subsequent message transactions that occur between the LTS 

and the FE involve high-level requests for tests to be performed, 
followed by detailed responses containing raw test data (the amount 
of current that was measured on the loop wires when a particular 
source was applied to the loop, etc.). See Ref. 2 for a description of the 
tests typically performed by MLT. The last request made by the FE is 
to have the LTS drop the access to the loop under test. The number of 
loops that may be accessed simultaneously at any LTS site and the 

* Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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number of simultaneous tests that may be in progress at a given LTS 

are discussed in the sequel. 
The MLT-2 architecture has the following attributes: 

(i) Since FES can control testing on any loop, they provide active 
backup to each other, thereby increasing system reliability. 

(ii) High-level commands are passed from the FE to the LTS, thereby 
minimizing the volume of communications required. 

(iii) The FE MLT function controls the testing of a loop, but does not 
control the details of each test. Less processing overhead means that 
higher system throughput can be achieved. 

(iv) Increased throughput means that many more wire centers can 
be handled by the MLT-2 system than by the MLT-I system. In addition, 
MLT control software and LMOS software can share the same FE. 

(v) Distribution of function to the point of testing eliminates long 
test trunk connections. 

This overview shows the basic design philosophy of MLT-2, and 
illustrates the benefits that arise from adopting a distributed processing 
approach to loop testing. However, many problems need to be over
come in implementing the architecture. The distributed functions have 
to be made cost effective in small loop environments, and the com
munications and control mechanisms must be sufficient to support the 
interactions of many distributed intelligences. Hardware and software 
functions need to be partitioned so as to reduce module complexity in 
order to simplify module design and maintenance. The following 
sections describe the microprocessor-based LTS and DCN in detail from 
both a hardware and software perspective, and it is shown how the 
"divide and conquer" technique is used to render a practical design. 

III. MLT-2 HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1 Loop Testing System 

The wire center-based LTS is a collection of loosely coupled* distrib
uted microprocessors organized to perform the communications, loop 
access, and loop testing functions. The block diagram in Fig. 2 shows 
an LTS controller that is responsible for communications with the DCN, 

for control of circuits used to provide a talk function for ARSB person
nel, and for local control of the other LTS processors. The port con
troller is responsible for the access function. It provides tip, ring, and 
sleeve lead control for connections to no-test trunk circuits that enable 
MLT to interface to the switching machine. The Precision Measurement 
Unit (PMU) is a general-purpose testing instrument that is used to 

* The term "loosely coupled" is used here to denote an organization of processors 
that share no common memory but communicate by passing messages over a serial or 
parallel interface. 
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make loop measurements. Each LTS may contain from one to three 
PMUS. Each PMU is based on a BELLMAct-8 microprocessor1o module, 
as are the LTS and port controllers. All processors in the LTS are loosely 
coupled, and use an IEEE STD-488 General Purpose Interface Bus 
(GPIB)l1 as the interprocessor communication mechanism. The GPIB is 
controlled by the LTS controller. The data link connection to the DeN 

is a synchronous, full duplex 1200- or 2400-baud link utilizing the 
BX.25 level 2 communication protocol.12 

The system is designed to be modular so that wire centers ranging 
from roughly 1000 to 100,000 lines can be served economically. As the 
wire center size increases, more PMUS can be added (up to three per 
LTS), up to sixteen port circuits (interfaces to no-test trunk circuits) 
can be accommodated, and the Equipment Access Network (EAN) 
internal to the LTS can be expanded to enable any of the PMUS, dialers, 
talk circuits, etc., to be connected to any port circuit. Hence, the 
largest size LTS can have up to sixteen loops simultaneously accessed 
for testing, and can time share the three identical PMUS to perform 
requested tests. The largest size LTS, therefore, contains five BELL
MAC-8 microprocessor modules, as well as several single-chip micro
computers (four per PMU) to perform special functions for the PMU. 

The separation of the testing function from the access and commu
nications functions simplifies the LTS organizational structure in the 
case where multiple PMUS are required to handle a given testing traffic 
load. The assignment of access and communications to separate proc
essors increases significantly the throughput of the LTS. With the 
arrangement shown in Fig. 2, communications, access, and testing can 
be going on simultaneously. It is also evident that distributing the local 
processing provides additional memory space for the LTS functions. A 
system such as MLT has great potential for functional growth, and 
additional program memory size is an asset. 

3.1.1 Loop Testing System operation 

The reader is referred to Fig. 2 for the following discussion. The LTS 

controller implements the BX.25 level 2 protocol function on the data 
link. Received messages are parsed and interpreted by the LTS con
troller. An access request causes the LTS controller to establish some 
data in RAM that is used to track and time the request. A message is 
then generated, and passed over the GPIB interface to the port con
troller. The port controller proceeds to access the loop specified in the 
message by attaching a trunk dialer to an appropriate port, dialing the 
telephone number, and attaching a busy jspeech detector circuit to 
determine whether the loop is idle. When loop access is obtained, the 

t Trademark of Western Electric Company. 
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port controller sends a response across the GPIB, and the LTS controller 
proceeds to satisfy any test requests that may have been contained in 
the original request message. If no test requests are present, a response 
is generated for the FE, and is transmitted over the BX.25 link. At this 
point, the loop is accessed, and the LTS controller awaits subsequent 
requests for tests. 

Most test requests require the services of a PMU. However, some 
requests can be satisfied by either the LTS controller or the port 
controller and their associated circuitry. Test requests are coded so 
that the LTS controller can determine which LTS circuits can satisfy 
the request. The LTS controller, therefore, acts as a resource manager 
for the LTS. 

Fig. 2 indicates that the port controller can perform sleeve lead 
manipulation, can apply a tone source to the customer loop, and (not 
shown) can monitor the loop in a coarse sense for a shorted or open 
condition on tip and ring leads. Sleeve lead control is used to signal 
the trunk circuit in order to pull in the customer line circuit for testing 
or to gain access to certain types of testing circuits associated with the 
central office. Tone is applied to the loop to help outside plant 
personnel locate a particular wire pair in a cable. Coarse detection of 
shorts and opens on a customer loop is also required as an aid in pair 
identification by outside plant personnel. Although the latter two 
features can be implemented with a PMU, the duration of the tone 
application or monitor function is in the order of minutes. Conse
quently, MLT-2 does not attempt to use the sophisticated PMU for these 
purposes. The port controller functions mentioned above allow MLT-2 

to replace the manual testboard system. 
Another feature required to allow replacement of the manual system 

is the ability to alternately talk to a customer (or craft person) and 
test the customer loop. This feature is provided by the LTS controller 
via the LTS talk circuits. If an interactive session is desired, the initial 
access request contains, in addition to the telephone number of the 
loop to be tested, the number of a telephone that is associated with 
the craft person at the ARSB work center. The LTS passes the customer 
telephone number over the GPIB to the port controller as before, but 
now proceeds to use a dialer to place a call over the DDD network to 
the work center. When both connections are made, the LTS can be 
commanded to ring the customer loop, and, subsequent to ring-trip 
detection, connect the test trunk and the DDD path through one of the 
LTS talk circuits. The craft person can enter requests through the CRT, 

and cause the LTS to break the talk path temporarily, perform the 
requested test, and reconnect the talk path. 

Tests and features other than those mentioned above require the 
use of a PMU. 
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3. 1.2 Precision Measurement Unit 

No part of the PMU is dedicated to performing any particular test. 
Fig. 3 presents a block diagram of the PMU circuitry, and shows the 
BELLMAC-8 controller, a source generation section, a source applique 
(terminations), loop current detectors, and a signal processing section. 
The PMU is capable of performing all tests that MLT-I can perform 
with its several test circuit types,2 and can also perform many tests 
that MLT-I cannot perform. The BELLMAC-8 processor receives test 
requests via the GPIB interface, sets up the test by interfacing to the 
components shown in Fig. 3, and transmits the results across the GPIB 
when the test is completed. 

The source generation section of the PMU consists of a set of three 
single-chip microcomputers. Each microcomputer can generate digital 
samples of quadrature sinewaves at programmed frequencies ranging 
from 1 to 3200 Hz in I-Hz steps. A table lookup algorithm is used for 
this purpose. The digital samples are converted to analog form by 
means of digital-to-analog converters, possibly combined with a dc 
level, and applied to a power amplifier. Signals up to a I35-volt peak 
and up to 125 rnA, from dc to 3200 Hz, can be generated by this 
circuitry. The single-chip signal generators can produce several func
tions, including pulsed waveforms, swept waveforms, and dual fre
quency waveforms. 

Mechanized loop testing systems perform mainly admittance mea
surements.2 Hence, in order to test a loop, the signal voltage sources 
are applied to the tip and ring leads, and the resultant current flow is 
measured. In MLT-2 the current is measured by means of a magnetic 
technique that uses components that are substantially smaller and 
more efficient than those used in MLT-I for the same purpose.2 The 
outputs of the two magnetic sensing circuits are voltages proportional 
to the currents in the loop conductors. The two channels can be 
configured to produce the metallic and/or longitudinal loop currents. 

The signal processing section of the PMU consists of signal condi
tioning circuitry for each current sensing channel, an analog multi
plexer, an analog-to-digital converter, and a digital filter. Of the three 
microcomputers in the source generation section, only one is used to 
generate the voltage waveform that is applied to the loop. The other 
two are used to generate inputs to the two signal conditioning channels. 
Waveforms at precisely the frequency applied to the loop can be 
generated in quadrature and used to synchronously demodulate the 
voltage outputs from the current sensors. Analog multipliers are used 
for this purpose. The PMU circuit phase shifts can be accommodated 
simply by shifting the phases of the demodulator sources relative to 
the loop source. Quadrature waveforms are used to generate demodu
lated voltages that are proportional to the real and imaginary compo-
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nents of the loop current. Harmonics of the frequency applied to the 
loop can be generated and used to detect nonlinearities in the loop 
current. The use of two signal conditioning channels and two de
modulating sources allows the PMU to make multiple measurements 
simultaneously. The reader should note that in this scheme, all results 
are dc values, either initially or after the demodulation and fIltering 
process. 

As the above paragraph suggests, the signal processing section's 
input circuitry can produce several outputs simultaneously, depending 
on the test being performed. An analog multiplexer is used to select 
the desired outputs, and feed them to a sample/hold and A/D converter 
circuit. Digital samples are fed to a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) 

Chip,13 where most of the fIltering in the system is performed. The DSP 

contains several digital fIlter programs and a dynamic settling algo
rithm that can decide when a fInal value has been obtained from a 
measurement. Test results are passed from the DSP device to the PMU 

control processor, and are sent over the GPIB to the LTS controller. 
The general-purpose design of the PMU is evident in the above 

discussion when one realizes that, within the voltage and frequency 
limits specifIed, the PMU can make measurements to characterize any 
three-terminal network. The PMU intelligence is also used to provide 
self-calibration functions and a sanity/diagnostic function. 

The description of the LTS shows how the hardware is mapped onto 
the physical needs of the loop testing problem. The result is a loosely 
coupled distributed architecture in which each processor's operational 
details are hidden from the others. Getting something done in the 
system requires only that a message be passed between processors. 
The technique of mapping the hardware onto the problem is extended 
to the software as well, and represents a continuing theme in the 
MLT-2 design. The result is an easily understood and maintainable 
system. 

3.2 Data Communication Network 

Figure 1 indicates that the DCN has a very simple functional require
ment, namely, to route messages between any FE and any LTS. The 
architecture to be described below allows from one to twelve FES to 
exchange data with up to 768 LTSS, using the BX.25 level 2 protocol. 
(The limit of 768 is determined by physical design constraints and by 
expected needs of the application. The total capacity of the architec
ture to be presented is 1800 LTS data links.) Two other requirements 
include having the ability to operate when remoted from the ARSB FE 

complex, and having enough redundancy to withstand a single failure. 
Figure 4 shows a three-tiered multiple processor architecture that 

realizes the DCN function. The microcomputers based on the BELL-
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Fig. 4-Data Communication Network. 

MAC-8 microprocessor are loosely coupled, and the design is modular 
in that eight LTS data links can be added at a time, and/or a single FE 

can be added to the system until its capacity is reached. Only five 
separate circuit pack codes are required to assemble the DeN. 

Each LMOS/MLT FE is connected to two distinct DeN Tier 1 circuits 
via synchronous 9600-baud BX.25 data links. Dual active data links 
are used to meet reliability and throughput requirements. The use of 
data links for the FE interface allows the DeN to be remoted from the 
ARSB computer complex. Each third-tier circuit in the DeN provides 
eight 1200- or 2400-baud BX.25 data links that interface to the LTSS. 

The second-tier circuits serve to interface the fIrst-tier and third-tier 
microcomputer circuits via IEEE STD-488 busses. 

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the FES are grouped in triplexes. * The 

* The triplex configuration is derived from the LMOS application in which two FES are 
active and one serves as a backup. All three share a common set of data links to user 
terminals. 
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second-tier DeN circuits are grouped in units of from one to twelve 
circuits and are dedicated to two distinct triplexes. Each second-tier 
function has a GPIB interface to each of three fIrst-tier functions. The 
fIrst-tier functions are backed up by virtue of the existence of two 
paths into the DeN for each FE. The second-tier functions are backed 
up only if more than one triplex is connected to the network, for in 
that case, an additional set of second-tier functions is used. In general, 
two unique paths exist in the DeN for message traffic between any FE 

and the eight LTSS served from a particular third-tier function. Message 
re-routing is used to deliver messages in the face of single circuit 
failures. 

Figure 4 shows that the third-tier DeN circuits have GPIB interfaces 
to each set of second-tier functions present in the system (up to four 
GPIBS per third-tier function). Third-tier DeN functions are not backed 
up, and consequently, a single failure can result in the loss of commu
nications up to eight LTSS. Sanity and diagnostic software functions 
are provided to identify these failures and help correct them within 
reasonable time limits. 

Message routing in the DeN is accomplished by having two bytes in 
the message header contain an LTS data link identifIer. This identifIer 
is filled by the FE when it constructs the message. When a message 
passes into the DeN, the fIrst-tier microcomputer software fills a third 
byte in the header that is reserved for the FE identifIer. The response 
message from the LTS contains the same routing information as the 
original request message. Hence, the FE that generates the request 
receives the response. 

The MLT-2 system can be seen to consist of a large number of 
microcomputer elements that are connected by communications facil
ities, including data links and local IEEE STD-488 busses. A typical 
MLT application may contain roughly three hundred BELLMAC-8 
microprocessors; the largest installations may contain over a thousand 
BELLMAC-8 microprocessors. Functional decomposition is used to 
render the hardware design of such a system comprehensible. Similar 
techniques are applied to the software designs for these microprocessor 
subsystems. 

IV. THE MLT-2 MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE 

When the PMU receives a request to perform a test, it proceeds to do 
that function and that function only. Its operation is seen to be "single
threaded" in that it completes its activity without interruption. By 
contrast, all other MLT-2 microprocessor environments are "multi
threaded." In the DeN circuits, I/O operations can be occurring simul
taneously over several different interfaces. In the LTS controller and 
port controller, activities for up to sixteen loop accesses may be in 
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different states of completion at the same instant. Furthermore, the 
operations required for interfacing to the central office equipment or 
for controlling the data link have many spans of time during which 
activity ceases before the BELLMAC-8 microprocessor needs to per
form the next step. Hence, the MLT-2 microcomputer circuits operate 
for the most part in a multitasking environment. To cope with this 
environment, a small operating system (designated m8os) has been 
developed for MLT-2, and provides the multitasking facility, intertask 
communications via messages and semaphores, and buffer manage
ment. A user-defined interrupt structure is also supported. An attempt 
has been made to keep m80s as small and as fast as possible. The size 
of m80s is just 2200 bytes of text and data. 

The provision of a multitasking environment facilitates the parti
tioning of the software into entities known as "tasks." Each user task 
is known to the operating system, and can be scheduled to execute 
when there is some operation to be performed by that task. Usually, 
a semaphore is set or a message is passed by some task or I/O that 
alerts m80s to the need to schedule a particular task. The main 
advantage to partitioning the software is to create functions of man
ageable size. Another important advantage is to create a structure that 
is change tolerant; when something in the environment forces a soft
ware change, not all of the software has to be changed. Software tasks 
are more or less isolated from one another, and have a very simple and 
precisely defined interface with one another via the operating system. 
One guideline used in MLT-2 is to partition the software in such a way 
that it maps onto the system hardware as much as possible. This 
mapping tends to make the software system change tolerant. Another 
guideline followed is to buffer the application tasks from the hardware 
drivers as much as possible. Again, a greater degree of change tolerance 
is achieved. 

4. 1 Input/Output structure 

A unified I/O structure is used for all MLT-2 microcomputer circuits. 
The main idea is to buffer the user tasks from the hardware drivers 
(usually interrupt-level software functions), and to standardize the 
task/ driver interface. The constraint imposed is that a task never 
communicates directly with a hardware driver. Instead, the task makes 
a function call, and passes some necessary parameters (the address of 
a message buffer, a byte count, and the address of a result flag). The 
function called is referred to as the interface function. A RAM control 
block for the I/O hardware is defined and known only to the interface 
function and to the driver software. The interface function does only 
two things. First, it fills the control block with the user parameters. 
Second, it performs one action to start the I/O. The I/O operation is 
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completed by the driver at interrupt level. The only connection be
tween the driver and the interface function is the common control 
block. The only connection between the driver and the user task is a 
semaphore that is set by the driver when its activity is completed. The 
user task waits for the occurrence of the semaphore, after which it is 
scheduled to execute by m8os. Since the only interaction between the 
driver and the operating system is the setting of the user semaphore, 
an extremely fast and error-free interface is achieved between task, 
driver, and operating system. 

4.2 Task structure 

User tasks are defined so that the software maps onto the system 
hardware as much as possible in order to minimize the impact on the 
software of changes in the hardware or in the hardware drivers. Hence, 
each 110 facility of sufficient complexity has its driver and interface 
function, and also a unique task that controls that 1/0 facility. Any 
other task that needs 1/0 from (to) that device merely receives or 
sends a message buffer via m80s to the controlling task. The interface 
between any task and the 110 is now very simple. Since only one task 
controls the 1/0, there is no confusion about when the device is ready 
for the next operation, and user tasks do not have access to global 
variables that describe the 110 function. Potential software errors are 
thereby avoided, and an application task can change and not compli
cate or even cause changes to the drivers. 

Figure 5 shows the software architecture of the DeN third-tier 
function, and is representative of the architecture in the remaining 
DeN circuits. The large ovals indicate an application task, whereas the 
small ovals indicate an interface function. Because of the simplicity of 
the DeN operation, only three types of tasks are required. One controls 
the GPIB interface. Since a third-tier circuit contains four GPIBS (Fig. 
4), four large ovals of this type are indicated. Although there are four 
distinct GPIB tasks, all execute the same program text. Similarly, there 
are eight BX.25 tasks shown in Fig. 5 to control the eight LTS data 
links. A message received over a GPIB is simply sent to the appropriate 
BX.25 task via the m80s message passing facility. 

Each MLT-2 microcomputer contains an administrative task (AD
MIN in Fig.5). This module performs all nonoperational functions 
required in the local environment. For example, ADMIN controls 
sanity and diagnostic functions and the reporting of trouble count and 
usage statistics. The MLT-2 message header contains the message 
source and destination circuit types and task identifiers. Hence, AD
MIN tasks in different microcomputer modules can communicate to 
synchronize actions across circuit-board boundaries. Lack of space 
prohibits a more detailed discussion of MLT-2 microcomputer sanity 
and diagnostic strategy and software. 
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Fig. 5-Data Communication Network software structure. 

Other MLT-2 microcomputer modules have software architectures 
that are similar to that shown in Fig. 5. For example, the port controller 
contains a GPIB task to control its communication interface. It also 
contains one PORT task for each port in the LTS (i.e., 16 tasks). Each 
PORT task can control all activities on a particular port in the system. 
If the GPIB task receives an access request, it passes the message to a 
PORT task, and access is controlled from this software function. All 
16 PORT tasks execute the same program text. 

The reader should note the similarity that exists in all MLT-2 

microcomputer software environments. This similarity is of course 
intentional, and provides several benefits. Different MLT-2 microcom
puter circuits have the same types of I/O interfaces. The structure 
allows us to include a single software module in all environments 
where it can be used. Similar structures make it easier to understand 
and cope with the large amount of software required to produce the 
MLT-2 functions. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The second-generation MLT is a microprocessor-based distributed 
processing system that performs the loop testing function in the ARSB. 

The main architectural technique used in the design of MLT-2 is to 
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distribute the access, test, and communications functions as closely as 
possible to the point of testing. New architectural components include 
the LTS and the DeN. The LTS can appear in each wire center served by 
the system, and is composed of a collection of loosely coupled micro
processors. One of these is a sophisticated general-purpose testing 
instrument, the PMU. The architecture and operation of the LTS are 
discussed in some detail. The DeN allows any LMos/MLT FE to exchange 
data with any LTS. The DeN is itself a collection of loosely coupled 
microprocessors, and is constructed from five basic circuits. The mod
ularity and fault-tolerance of the DeN are discussed. 

The architecture of the MLT-2 microcomputer software is described. 
The multitasking environment is explained, and techniques for dealing 
with this environment are presented. Major software design goals are 
to make the system tolerant to change, easy to understand, and easy 
to maintain. These goals are achieved by standardizing 110 interfaces, 
partitioning software so that it maps onto the system hardware andl 
or the problem being solved, and making use of functional commonality 
across the different MLT-2 microcomputer software environments. 

The use of a distributed testing architecture provides many advan
tages to the ARSB FE complex, including the ability to support testing 
in a very large number of wire centers. Installations of MLT-2 can have 
many hundreds of microprocessors involved in the testing function for 
the totality of loops served. The functional decomposition techniques 
used in the design of MLT-2 help deal with the complexity that 
accompanies this large distributed processing system. 
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The Cable Repair Administrative System (CRAS) is a recent addi
tion to the Automated Repair Service Bureau (ARSB) that helps extend 
ARSB usage' beyond Repair Service Bureaus into the Outside Plant 
Maintenance organization. The CRAS system helps this organization 
to schedule repair forces efficiently and to locate the trouble-prone 
outside plant facilities that are most in need of rehabilitation. This 
paper includes an analysis of the unusual features of CRAS, and 
comments on its development under rapidly changing circumstances. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The CRAS system helps Outside Plant Maintenance (OSPM) managers 
to identify people and plant items that need attention on a priority 
basis. For example, CRAS helps managers schedule repair forces effi
ciently and locate organizational trouble spots in the complex process 
of oSP repair. The CRAS system also helps locate those cables or 
terminals that, over periods of time, cause an excessive number of 
customer troubles or especially high repair costs. Thus, repair money 
can be directed where it is most effective. 

This article gives the background forcRAs and describes its goals, 
usage, and architecture. It also comments on the design approach used, 
unusual features included, and lessons learned from its development. 

II. HISTORY AND STATUS 

For several years, both AT&T and the Bell Operating Companies 
(HOCS) wanted a system that combined and improved on the cable 
trouble analysis features of the Computerized Cable Upkeep Analysis 
Program (CCUAP) and the manual Cable Repair Force Management 
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Plan (CRFMP). The CCUAP system was designed to help determine the 
nature and location of cable troubles, but lacked flexibility. Also, it 
could not accurately account for the hours worked on troubles because 
self-reporting was used, rather than payroll records. Trouble counts 
were also provided through self-reporting, rather than by obtaining 
the counts from LMOS. The manual CRFMP was used to forecast trouble 
loads and the repair force needed to handle those loads. It required a 
large manual effort to collect and analyze data, and had problems like 
those of CCUAP in providing accuracy. These major limitations are 
overcome in CRAS through the CRAS/LMos/Mechanized Time Report
ing interfaces described later. The goal of CRAS was to replace the 
"pieces" with a complete, integrated system. Thus, CRAS provides a 
complete cable trouble and expense data collection system that has 
enough detailed data to associate "hours spent" with specific type of 
trouble, specific part of plant, and specific work forces. 

After initial functional requirements were issued in mid-1978, the 
New England Telephone and Telegraph Company was chosen to field 
test the system. Some work on CRAS architecture was done during the 
second half of 1978. In January 1979, software development started, 
with six software developers, a systems engineer, and a human per
formance engineer. Given strong pressure to build CRAS quickly, an 
ambitious development schedule was used to allow the field trial to 
begin July, 1979; writing and testing much of the software was sched
uled for later phases of the trial. The trial was completed successfully 
in July, 1980, with users who were quite happy at that point. The 
system's economics appeared sound, and it was well documented and 
well packaged. The fIrst standard version of CRAS was installed at 
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company in February, 1981. 

This brief history shows that it was possible to build a usable system 
in a short time span, i.e., two years from starting to write code until a 
standard installation. Following a description of CRAS and its environ
ment, later sections offer a retrospective on the development process, 
for it did not happen as smoothly as the speed of implementation 
might indicate. 

III. BACKGROUND 

3. 1 Customer troubles and cable trouble tickets 

For a Repair Service Bureau (RSB), the customer trouble report is 
the entity that is tracked (by LMOS) and later analyzed (by TREAT). 
For an oSP maintenance organization, the corresponding entity is the 
Cable Trouble Ticket (CTT), which is generally a more complex entity 
than a customer trouble. For example, suppose that a problem causes 
two customers' cable pairs to be crossed. The repair of this problem is 
considered to be one case of work, even though it involves several 
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customers, and may even involve work at several locations. In addition, 
more organizations are likely to be involved in the repair of an oSP 

problem. Not only must an RSB handle the problem in the first place, 
but sometimes station repair craft persons may be dispatched, and 
then determine that oSP repair craft must become involved. As an 
extreme, but real example, if a contractor cuts a cable, tens or hundreds 
of customers may be out of service, and many people may work on its 
repair. The repair work would still be described in one CTT. 

The RSB is primarily organized to handle customer troubles, which 
exist because they affect customer service. The OSPM organization 
handles this type of work when cable is involved, tracking each piece 
of work as a Service Affecting (SA) CTT. Unlike the RSB, the OSPM 

organization handles an additional type of work, termed N onservice 
Affecting (NSA) or routine. The NSA work should be done sometime, 
even though it does not immediately affect service. Sometimes a craft 
person may do enough work to restore service, create a temporary 
closure that will need later work, then go on to the next SA problem. 
In other cases, people notice problems in cables or terminals that have 
not been reported as customer troubles, but are likely to cause prob
lems later. In any case, the OSPM organization maintains a list of such 
"programmable work" that can be used to fill slack periods. As shown 
in Fig. 1, a complete SA CTT needs the following data: 

(i) Data from each associated customer trouble, such as the num
ber of trouble reports, circuit number, cable, pair, etc., all of which 
CRAS obtains automatically from LMOS. Before CRAS, these data were 
gathered manually from LMOS reports. 

(ii) Force data associated with the CTT, such as hours worked, 
account charged (such as Aerial Cable or Underground), craft persons 
who did the work, what day(s) they worked, etc. The CRAS system 
obtains these data automatically from the local Mechanized Time 
Reporting (MTR) system. Before CRAS, these data were gathered man
ually via discussions with the craft person. 

SA CTT 
(MASK ENTRY) 

I CUSTOMER 
TROUBLE(S) 

(LMOS) 

• 

• 

HOURS 

I (MTR) 

I 
HOURS 
(MTR) 

• 

• 

I 

NSA CTT 
(MASK ENTRY) 

HOURS 
(MTR) 

HOURS 
(MTR) 

• 
Fig. I-Components of SA and NSA CTTS. 
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(iii) Data manually entered to complete the CTT, including trouble 
location, source of the trouble report, type of work, repair performed, 
etc. These data are obtained from the craft person. 

An NSA CTT needs only items (ii) and (iii), since it has no customer 
troubles. The CRAS combines these pieces by a key that consists of the 
Cable Trouble Ticket Number (CTTN) and a Wire Center (wc) identi
fication. Much of the CRAS design exists to assure that these different 
pieces of data are matched together, and that errors cause as few 
problems as possible. 

3.2 Relationship to LCAMOS 

The CRAS system is one module of three that will together comprise 
the Loop Cable Administration and Maintenance Operations System 
(LCAMOS). In the future, the LCAMOS tracker module will be used to (i) 
track individual troubles (CTTS) that are osp-related, (ii) correlate 
multiple individual troubles into a related trouble and track this item 
(as a CTT) , and (iii) transmit data on completed CTTS to CRAS for 
further analysis. 

In addition, the predictor module of LCAMOS will be used to analyze 
switching machine messages and predict likely cable problems before 
they are reported, i.e., it will help identify NSA troubles before they 
turn into SA troubles. 

Although CRAS is the "back end" of the LCAMOS system, it is being 
introduced fIrst, for several reasons: 

(i) It improves, integrates, and replaces several existing systems 
or manual plans, i.e., CCUAP and CRFMP. 

(ii) Its financial benefits are high and quickly identifiable, because 
it eliminates a great deal of clerical effort. Benefits from improved 
management of oSP repair are also expected, although they are less 
easy to quantify. 

(iii) The LCAMOS tracker will be built on LMOS front end (FE) 
computers, whose software has been evolving rapidly over the last few 
years [see Ref. 1, part VI]. The software is now flexible enough to 
support the effective construction of the tracker. 

IV. WORK FLOW AND INPUT FOR eRAS 

4. 1 Workflow with LMOS and CRAS 

In the LMOS environment, a trouble report is received at a central 
location by a Repair Service Attendant (RSA) who inputs the report to 
LMOS through a cathode ray tube (CRT) terminal. The trouble report 
becomes part of the Basic Output Report (BOR) that is transmitted to 
the RSB that is responsible for coordinating maintenance on the af
fected customer line. The BOR also contains information on past 
troubles on the affected line, commitment time, a number at which 
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the customer can be reached, and the results of an automatic verifi
cation test on the line. The trouble is screened at the RSB and routed 
to the work center that should take responsibility for correcting the 
problem. The osp repair craft are managed from a center that may be 
co-located with an RSB or may be a separate center that serves several 
RSBS. This center is currently called a Maintenance Center (MC). If the 
trouble should be routed to the MC, the RSB sends a BOR to the MC, 

using the LMOS Request Basic Output Report (RBOR) transaction, and 
a Cable Trouble Ticket Number (CTTN) is assigned to it. After service 
has been restored by the MC, the trouble must be removed from LMOS 

and the CTT data supplied to CRAS. 

In the LMOS environment, a customer trouble report is closed out by 
a Final Status Transaction (FST) at the CRT terminal. In the LMOS/ 

CRAS environment, if an oSP trouble is being closed, the person who 
closes the trouble is automatically reminded that CTT information is 
required. A Service-Affecting (SCTT) mask may be requested and 
displayed on the CRT to receive information on the location and cause 
of the trouble. 

The close-out procedure described has the advantage of encouraging 
individuals in work groups other than oSP maintenance to enter the 
necessary CTT information in the CRAS/LMOS database. This is impor
tant because not all oSP repair work is actually done by OSPM forces, 
and yet, OSPM management needs to know where such repair work is 
being done to permit effective analysis. 

Information on routine or NSA problems is also supplied to CRAS. 

The data entry procedure is similar to that for SA troubles, except an 
NSA (NCTT) mask is requested and displayed in place of the SCTT mask. 

4.2 Interaction of eRAS and MTR 

Each BOC has built a computerized time reporting system that 
collects all data on time charged to various work activities, then 
supplies that data for payroll computation and for other systems. 
Mechanized Time Reporting (MTR) is the generic name for these time 
reporting systems, which differ from company to company. Mecha
nized Time Reporting supplies the hours expended on various osp 
activities to CRAS, to ensure accurate records with minimal input. 

All craft technicians, including members of installation, business, 
coin and residence repair, construction, and other groups charging 
time to OSP repair ("R") accounts, must have a CTTN for each trouble 
case. All such hours are accumulated from craft persons' time reports 
and supplied to the MTR system. 

The information derived from MTR provides data on the number of 
trouble cases and on the number of hours expended per trouble case. 

Several LMOS/MTR/CRAS edit procedures provide users with discrep-
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ancy reports that identify most input errors. These reports enable the 
user to correct errors before they are propagated through the system 
and to prevent similar input errors from being repeated. 

V. CRAS ARCHITECTURE AND DATA FLOWS 

5. 1 The LMOS front end and host computers 

Figures 2 and 3 display the hardware architecture of CRAS and major 
data flows. Both MCS and RSBS use CRTS connected to an LMOS FE 

computer, which handles some transactions directly (such as the FST) 

and passes others through to the LMOS host. The CRAS SA and NSA CTT 

entry transactions are of the latter type. Each adds one record to the 
corresponding CRAS host database (SACTT and NSACTT). Host batch 
programs obtain customer trouble data from the LMOS Trouble History 
(TH) database,2 and through several steps, attach their data to the 
corresponding SA CTT records. The MTR data are read and processed 
on the host also. 

SA 
NSA 

WORK 
r--l LMOS 
~ FE PDP* 11/70 

ON -CTT, SC-TT ----J\ __ ) err-
~~)l FST, EST, RBOR BOR, RBOR, ETC. : 

.~\J 

LMOS HOST -370 

¥TR ~--H-:.= =:1 
I : 

TEMPO-I 

LMOS 
PRINTER 

RARY I ,~-----, ,~---, ,~---, 

MTR I 
I 

) 

*REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF 
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 

/ 
/ 

MERGE IS 
PART OF 
PROGRAM 

_---RJE LINK TO 

TH 

TH 

TROUBLE 
HISTORY 

CRAS VAX* 11/780 

Fig. 2-The CRAS use of FE and host computers. 
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CRAS AC-VAX 11/780 ~ RJE LINK TO LMOS HOST 

Fig. 3-The CRAS administrative computer. 

5.2 The eRAS administrative computer 

r-------, 
I 
1'------' 
I 
I 

: USER 
I DATA 
I 
I 
I 
I L __ 

CRAS 
ANALYSIS 
CENTER 

All the data from the previous stage is passed across a Remote Job 
Entry (RJE) link to another system, called the CRAS Administrative 
Computer (AC). See Fig. 3. The AC is a vAx-ll/7BO that runs under the 
UNIX* operating system. Most of the CRAS capabilities are provided 
by the AC. These include matching of MTR data to CTT data, production 
of all reports, control of all CRAS host jobs, on-line documentation 
support, and all system administration. The AC is accessed by dial-up 
terminals, most frequently by MC analysts, but also by other managers 
and clerks. 

Figure 3 shows the databases used on the AC. The CTT database has 
"good" CTTS, both SA and NSA, from which most trouble analysis 
reports are generated. Here, a "good" CTT at least possesses a legal 
wire center number. 

The UNTRANS database includes CTTS that are "stuck" on the host, 
either because they contain illegal wire center numbers or because 
they are SA CTTS waiting to accumulate LMOS customer troubles. It also 
includes LMOS customer troubles not yet matched to CTTS. If many 
unmatched LMOS troubles are shown, CTTS are being entered incor
rectly, very late, or not at all. The UNTRANS database contains images 
of two virtual databases (SCTUNK and NCTUNK) and a real one (TH 

* Trademark of Bell Telephone Laboratories. 
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EXTRACT), all of whose primary copies reside on the host. The data are 
copied to the AC to aid the error reporting and correction process. 

The MTR database contains hours data not yet matched into the CTT 

database. This data recirculates until it is matched correctly or ages 
enough that it is unlikely to ever match. The CRAS system aids 
matching by assuming that a CTTN is correct, but that someone 
specified a wire center found within the organizational boundary, but 
not the correct wire center. For some reason, this error turned out to 
be the most common one found, not the more expectable ones, such as 
CTTN digit transposition or omission. 

The MMC database contains OSPM employees' payroll data that 
cannot be attached to CTTS. These include items like vacation, sick 
time, nonpaid absence, and any other data that are necessary to have 
a complete picture of OSPM employee's use of time. 

Several databases (ERROTH, ERRUNK, and ERRMMC) hold MTR data 
known to be in error, categorized in ways to identify the sources of 
error. For example, CRAS maintains lists of organizational responsibility 
codes whose time records should be examined. If a time record appears 
that contains such a code, it is saved, even if it contains an unknown 
wire center or an improper CTTN. This assures the OSPM manager that 
even incorrect data entry by any relevant organization can be detected. 

The CRAS system uses lists of employees, organizations, and wire 
center numbers to scan MTR data and save relevant records. Anything 
that does not match one of these lists is discarded immediately. Some 
spurious matches occur from data entered by parts of a HOC that do 
not yet have CRAS. These are kept long enough to make sure that the 
tables are correct, then they are discarded also. 

5.3 Design commentary 

The CRAS architecture is more complex than one might wish. Some 
of the complex matching procedures are only temporary, because they 
will be eliminated with the arrival of the LCAMOS tracker (Section 3.2). 
The AC database complexity arises from trying to make sense of data 
that arrives in no guaranteed order, and that may have errors that 
cannot be mechanically corrected. The CRAS system did not originally 
support the error databases. These databases seldom contain much 
data, so that people often do not bother using fix-up procedures to 
empty them. However, they must exist, if only to permit detection of 
consistent sources of errors, and to provide confidence that time 
records are being saved properly. 

A host-only architecture was kept as an alternative until late in 
the design process. The separate AC design was chosen for several 
reasons: 

(i) It permitted a faster schedule, since the UNIX system's tool 
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kit and environment fit the problem well. Database requirements fit 
the UNIX system's hierarchical file system well. The low ratio of 
updates-to-accesses permitted simple approaches to reliability that fit 
into a standard UNIX environment. For example, in any given day, 
only 2-4 percent of the database files are likely to be updated. 

(ii) It offered the flexibility of the UNIX system's tools, which was 
necessary to survive expected changes in requirements. 

(iii) Rough economic estimates did not clearly favor either ap
proach over the other. 

VI. OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUTS OF CRAS 

6. 1 Objectives 

Many systems exist mainly to keep an accurate, up-to-date database 
from which any record can rapidly be retrieved. On the other hand, 
CRAS is a decision support system, whose value lies not in supplying 
records of data for immediate use, but in extracting relevant patterns 
from masses of data to support effective decisions, e.g., by ranking 
areas of plant by maintenance costs. It does a better job when it 
provides the least output to isolate problems. The objective of CRAS is 
to have managers use this information to improve service results, 
ensure good performance, and reduce cost. 

6.2 The eRAS reports 

The CRAS system provides about 40 reports, split into the five 
categories described below. 

6.2. 1 Outside plant trouble analysis reports 

The CRAS asp trouble analysis reports are directed at the following: 
(i) Identification of locations with high customer report rates. 

(ii) Identification of areas with high maintenance costs. 
(iii) Identification of all SA and NSA asp troubles by geographic 

location, type of trouble, type of work, and average clearance rate. 
(iv) Identification, by work group, of average time-to-restore ser

vice. 

6.2.2 Force management analysis reports 

The CRAS force management reports are designed to provide mea
surements of such things as: 

(i) Individual craft performance for the asp maintenance organi
zation in terms of hours expended per cable trouble case, percentage 
of trouble found, and types of work accomplished. 

(ii) Performance results in terms of hours per trouble report by all 
groups-asp maintenance, construction, business, coin and residence 
repair, installation, or others charging time to asp "R" accounts. 
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(iii) Identification of hours, including overtime, and cases where 
two or more people worked on the same trouble assignment. 

(iv) Identification of hours expended and resultant performance by 
repair category and report source. 

6.2.3 Deferred work reports 

Deferred work is a listing of NSA tasks that have been identified or 
started but have not yet been completed. These tasks can be the result 
of partially completed assignments, such as temporary closures, ter
minal replacements, etc., or potential problems that have been noticed 
by BOC employees. The CRAS deferred work reports are designed to 
provide the following: 

(i) A temporary closure log that summarizes temporary closure 
activities for a given period of time, usually one month. 

(ii) A listing of NSA maintenance tasks that can be completed on a 
scheduled basis. 

6.2.4 Budget reports 

This category of reports assists management in budgeting and sched
uling tasks by providing (i) a budget report that provides an analysis 
of the hours expended, by type of work, and (ii) a report that allows 
managers to determine work schedules by analyzing work loads in 
terms of days of the week and times of day. 

6.2.5 Administrative reports 

The CRAS administrative reports are used to monitor and correct 
databases. They display the following types of information: 

(i) Database completion summary, which shows the level of da
tabase completeness, i.e., what fraction of the CTTS have acquired MTR 

hours and LMOS trouble records. 
(ii) Missing geographic identifiers (low-level identifiers, which 

must be added to CTTS by map lookups, and sometimes must be added 
much later than original CTT entry time). 

(iii) Incomplete CTTS and unmatched LMOS troubles, used for da
tabase fixup. 

(iv) Invalid tickets, i.e., those whose data are correct according to 
LMOS or MTR, but that contain errors noticeable to CRAS, which has 
tighter error checking. 

(v) Miscellaneous administrative databases, such as employee lists, 
organizational hierarchies, etc. 

(vi) The LMOS host run summary, which shows data flows between 
LMOS host and the AC. 
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6.2.6 Miscellaneous features 

The reports are all implemented as shell procedures, which use both 
existing tools (especially sort, awk for report computation, and nroff 
for formating) and those newly written for CRAS. A powerful report 
compiler exists to select and display CTTS according to complex criteria. 

Many reports include statistics on the completeness of their own 
input data. This is a necessity in an environment where it is too 
expensive to get perfect data, but where people want to know just how 
complete the data are. Thus, CRAS is able to provide good decision 
support from partial data. 

VII. FEATURES OF eRAS AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 

7. 1 Team approach with computer assistance 

The CRAS development has always attempted to include an inte
grated team of systems engineers, human performance engineers, 
software developers, managers, and end users. With rare exceptions, 
everyone (including many who had not used the UNIX system before) 
has used the machine-enhanced communication facilities provided by 
the UNIX system. Strong efforts have been made to use the system to 
provide leverage for human effort, not only in generation and control 
of code and documentation, but in multisite communication, explora
tory requirements analysis, and product distribution. 

The structure of the software was strongly influenced by the nature 
of the personnel involved; No single person had all the knowledge 
necessary to do the project. The software development supervisor was 
both newly-promoted and new to the ARSB. Only one member of the 
original development group had any UNIX system experience; several 
members had neither host nor UNIX system experience; and a few 
had no software implementation experience at all. Much of CRAS was 
built by managers who were on sabbaticals to learn software develop
ment. Some new person always had to be brought on board. Thus, the 
software structure had to consist of small, easily understood, relatively 
independent modules. In support of the educational function, people 
were taught to read each other's code, to steal it when possible, and to 
trade it back and forth as appropriate. Thus, while there was always 
individual responsibility for code, there was seldom individual owner
ship in any restrictive sense. UNIX system tools were used to keep 
track of the activity and automate drudgery so that people could get 
on with the job. 

7.2 Tools 

When attempting to build a project quickly, under conditions of 
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change and uncertainty, use of tools and other existing code is a 
necessity, if only because any prudent project manager avoids unnec
essary risk. The nature of the CRAS AC permitted the use of the 
standard version of the UNIX system, so that expensive operating 
system changes could be avoided. Existing UNIX system tools were 
used heavily, to the point that most of the system's visible function is 
provided by the UNIX system's command language programs (shell 
procedures). Code sizes in the fIrst issue of CRAS were as follows: 

Lines Type 
16K PLjI 
10K C 
15K Shell 
6K Miscellaneous 

33K Documentation 

Some of these figures are misleading, since heavy use is made of 
program generators that operate on the source code stored above to 
produce the compilable source code. For example, CRAS includes a 
package of generators for PLjI access routines that are used to simplify 
the use of the host's Information Management System database sys
tem. Some product code and most development procedures were 
adapted from previous projects. 

Tool benefits included cheapness of construction, speed of imple
mentation, ability to demonstrate function quickly, and the chance to 
cope with surprises. 

7.3 Data 

From the beginning, CRAS development used a simple data dictionary 
system, which consisted of a text file of data item descriptions, plus 
several shell procedures for its manipulation. The dictionary was used 
to generate PLjI, C, and deliverable documentation. Use of a complex 
data dictionary system appeared unnecessary; use of some data 
dictionary from the beginning has proved invaluable. 

The CRAS AC stores data in "packet" format, which has also been 
used in the new LMOS FE software. A packet is an abstract data type, 
which represents a collection of self-identifying data items. For CRAS, 

the benefits of packet use were as follows: 
(i) It was easy to add fields, because programs that do not need 

the new fields need not be recompiled. 
(ii) Storage was saved when fields varied greatly in length, or were 

missing entirely; CRAS has numerous such fields. 
(iii) It was easy to write general tools to process packets. 
When stored on disk, each CRAS packet is represented as a line of 

text ended by a new line. All but the largest CRAS packets can be 
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manipulated directly by many UNIX system tools (such as sort, for 
example). This was especially helpful in the early stages of develop
ment, since occasionally used functions could rely on the existing tool 
kit, rather than requiring expensive development. For example, the 
UNIX text editor was often used as a database patching utility. 

7.4 Documentation and planning 

The CRAS system provides on-line documentation that includes an 
unusual degree of automation from development through distribution 
to end usage. It also provides an advance planning system whereby 
BOC users may dial a UNIX system, look at preliminary documentation, 
tryout report retrieval on a test database, and use hardware sizing 
programs. This work is reported in detail elsewhere in this issue.3 

VIII. DESIGN ISSUES AND PHILOSOPHY 

The following discussion highlights some of the design issues faced 
during the implementation of CRAS. 

8. 1 Relationships with other systems 

The CRAS system was required to interface with both the LMOS host 
and MTR. Previous systems have used self-reporting for both customer 
trouble counts and payroll hours. For the sake of accuracy, CRAS was 
required to obtain these data items from their true sources. In addition 
to the new CRAS software, CRAS implementation required a few changes 
to the LMOS FE, new input edits, and other software in MTR. The CRAS 

system also provides data to the Loop Activity Tracking Information 
System (LATIS). It is well known that any system interface must be 
examined for potential problems. 

As a system designed to improve, integrate, and replace existing 
systems, CRAS was subject to some constraints regarding compatibility 
with existing systems. Because of the sensitivity of some of the CRAS 

data, upon which people's performance ratings may depend, people 
must retain confidence in the outputs of CRAS. They assure themselves 
of its accuracy by comparing its outputs with those of other systems. 
Thus, CRAS was subject to constraints such as the following: 

(i) When counting customer troubles, it should be consistent with 
TREAT. 

(ii) When counting cable troubles, it should be consistent with 
CCUAP and should be able to produce all existing CCUAP reports. 

(iii) When counting hours worked, it should be consistent with MTR 

internal reports and with the methods of the CRFMP. 

(iv) All its own reports should be consistent. 
These constraints represented great potential for surprise, especially 

where the counting rules of different systems were imprecisely speci-
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fied. Even worse, some of the rules were inherently inconsistent. The 
CRAS system was the first to try to put these particular pieces of data 
together, so the task of discovering the problems fell on it. 

8.2 Data asynchronism 

As noted earlier, a CTT contains up to three kinds of data (CTT mask, 
customer troubles from LMOS, and hours from MTR). Data validation 
would be helped if these pieces of data arrived in a consistent order. 
Unfortunately, every possible arrival sequence can happen in practice. 
The CTTS are usually entered during the day, and customer troubles 
(closed by the LMOS FE'S FST transaction) are transmitted to the host 
at night, and then can be attached to the CTT. However, FST is not 
supposed to be used until the customer has been notified, which 
implies that some customer trouble records straggle in over a period of 
days. When there is an overload of customer troubles, CTTS are often 
held and entered later, so that trouble records arrive before CTTS. 

Depending on local policies, MTR records arrive before or after either 
of the other pieces. 

Even if a fixed sequence were provided by normal operations, 
computer failures would certainly disrupt such a sequence. Thus, CRAS 

must tolerate all arrival sequences, and it must be immune to machine 
failures. It also must handle partial CTTS, as when a CTT never acquires 
MTR hours because of coding errors. These issues were thoroughly 
addressed and handled by the design. 

Also addressed was the need for an unusual type of multisource 
error detection, which depends on examination of groups of related 
data to find patterns, rather than simple errors in individual items. 
For example, it is difficult to know whether two identical CTTNS exist 
because one is an extra (and can be deleted), or because one contains 
a typing error (and should be edited to renumber it), without looking 
at both together. 

8.3 Change and uncertainty 

During the period when CRAS was being implemented, changes were 
occurring and were expected to continue in the recommended organi
zation of Bell System repair activities.4 Some of the change and 
uncertainty arose from anticipated regulatory changes; other parts of 
it came from attempts to improve the repair process; some arose in 
the process of ARSB evolution.! 

The CRAS system would often be required to deal with organizational 
combinations that differed from BOC to BOC and changed over time. 
When CRAS was started, independent MCS were only starting to. come 
into existence, and did not exist at the field trial company. 

All the above argued strongly for an emphasis on flexibility. 
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8.4 Implementation speed and maintainability 

For various reasons, CRAS needed to be built and deployed quickly. 
Thus, there was pressure to get something working quickly. However, 
the existence of change implied that rigid, unmaintainable software 
would not survive. 

8.5 Philosophy 

Given the complex nature of the environment into which CRAS had 
to fit, and the need to survive continual change, CRAS design strategy 
assumed that perfect requirements would never be available. The 
resulting philosophy included the following: 

(i) Think small, for the complex environment will stretch even 
small software into growth. Figures 2 and 3 offer a good example, since 
several of the databases came into existence only during the field trial. 

(ii) Build a system quickly, thus lessening personnel turnover and 
requirements changes caused by change in the external environment. 

(iii) Build a system that can be changed quickly. 
(iv) Build a prototype, get it into the field, make it evolve, and 

make requirements converge on reality. For CRAS, it would not be 
feasible to discard the prototype, so it had to evolve. 

IX. LESSONS 

9. 1 Team approach and philosophy 

The approach of using an integrated team, with strong machine 
assistance, has worked well. In fact, the most troublesome areas have 
been those where we could not integrate people or functions into the 
environment shared by everyone else. For example, although docu
mentation was an integral part of the system from the beginning, it 
was much more difficult to merge training into the machine-supported 
product. 

The "small is beautiful" development philosophy worked well, in 
that it helped produce a usable product quickly. It helped CRAS survive 
the unusual amount of turmoil caused by major rearrangements of 
every organization involved in CRAS development. The idea of getting 
into the field quickly worked well, although the CRAS field trial prob
ably started about three months too early. We assumed that some 
functions were needed to start the trial, and that others could be 
developed as we continued. All of the former were ready at the start, 
but some of the latter were actually needed earlier. 

9.2 Systems engineering and human performance engineering 

In a tools-based project that is moving quickly, it is important that 
Systems Engineering does not "throw the requirements over the wall" 
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and then go do something else. The CRAS software developers suffered 
somewhat from not having enough systems engineers to try ideas with, 
when building software prototypes. Eventually, more systems engi
neering support was assigned to report to the development supervisor, 
who was then acting as project manager. The resulting team synergism 
yielded rapid solutions to problems, and a generally satisfying working 
relationship. 

When the software developers are using good tools, and when the 
product structure is a tool-oriented one, the result implies that more 
of the staff resources must be placed in Systems Engineering and 
Human Performance Engineering. When it is easier to create software, 
a higher percentage of effort must go into knowing what it should do, 
not how to build it. 

9.3 Other systems as data sources 

If data are received from another system, and if the correctness of 
that data is of only marginal importance to the other system, it should 
be expected to contain many errors. 

9.4 Complexity of environment 

Organizations that have complex operations tend to evolve com
plexes of computer systems to help them accomplish their work. Few 
organizations have been able to foresee all contingencies and provide 
totally integrated, comprehensive systems on a timely, cost-effective 
basis. If something new is implemented as a stand-alone system, it is 
irritating to its users because it almost invariably needs data from 
another system, or needs to give data to another. Any new system 
faces an increasing number of possible interfaces, compatibility con
straints, and schedule interactions. 

A particular "catch-22" exists in the area of schedules. Suppose 
newly-planned system A needs data from already-deployed system B, 
and the two are controlled by different organizations. If the developers 
of A request changes in system B long in advance of possible deploy
ment, they may face indifference, if only because the developers of B 
probably have a long list of pending change requests anyway, and 
cannot be sure that system A will actually ever work, or if it does work, 
will arrive on schedule. On the other hand, if system A is far enough 
along to obtain high priority from B, it may be too late to get enough 
real data to use for testing A, especially where the crucial need is to 
know the types and frequency of errors. 

Another schedule difficulty arises when long lead times are required 
to obtain changes in other systems or procedures. Sometimes a pro
totype must be built quickly to discover problem areas in other systems 
early enough that they can be changed in time to support a later 
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production system. A major problem faced by CRAS was the continual 
discovery of inconsistencies among other systems. 

Complexity problems also exist in the number of organizations who 
own databases or systems and must be involved in planning of new 
systems. It is well known that multiplicity of organizations contributes 
to the difficulty of getting and keeping good requirements. They have 
needs and perspectives that contain legitimate differences, and whose 
relative priorities can be difficult to compare. 

Such problems are hardly the property of any given organization, 
but are ones to be faced by any new system. It is ironic that the earlier 
and faster an organization computerizes, the more difficult will be the 
planning and implementation of later systems. 

X. CONCLUSION 

We have described the design and development of a successful 
operations system, whose history illustrates the problems to be over
come when building software in a complex and rapidly changing 
environment. 
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Successful implementation of the Automated Repair Service Bureau 
(ARBB) Systems in the Bell Operating Companies is the result of the 
early integration of a variety of disciplines in the development proc
ess. This paper provides an overview of one of the basic human 
performance design techniques and an example of its application in 
the design of the Mechanized Loop Testing System. The expanding 
role of human performance design in the ARBB systems is also re
viewed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this issue, individuals from the disciplines of software, hardware, 
and systems engineering relate the design and development of ARSB 

systems from their perspectives. In this article, we discuss one of the 
functions that psychologists perform in the design and development of 
ARSB systems. This particular function is labeled personnel subsystem 
development (PSD) , which means the integrated design of those factors 
that affect human behavior in the system, including the design of 
manual procedures, human-machine interfaces, training, performance 
aids, and documentation as part of the total system. 1 The PSD process 
also includes the systematic testing of the personnel subsystem prior 
to the initial field installation. As an illustration of PSD, we will first 
give a synopsis of the process and then relate the process as it was 
applied to the Mechanized Loop Testing System (MLT).2 Our intentions 
are not to relate a "how-to-do-it" guide but to illustrate the approach 
and emphasize that system development is not just software develop
ment but the integrated design of hardware, software, and human 
information processing components. 
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Fig. I-Automated repair service bureau human performance design process. 

II. OVERVIEW 

Consideration of human performance in the MLT system began with 
the functional requirements for MLT and continued through system 
design, development, installation, and enhancements. An overview of 
this process is shown in Fig. 1. As system requirements were defined, 
the functions to be performed by people were defined, and aspects of 
the system which would affect human performance requirements were 
identified. In the MLT system, these manual functions included such 
activities as trouble analysis and system maintenance. Specific tasks 
were then identified to describe all the manual activities within each 
function. Related tasks were combined into work modules with speci
fied inputs, outputs, and performance objectives. These work modules 
could later be combined to form complete jobs in the telephone 
company environment. At this point, we also provided initial specifi
cations for the design of the information displays (CRT displays, print
outs, forms, etc.). With preliminary versions of system operational 
features and human/machine interfaces, we conducted a formal design 
review with systems engineers and hardware and software designers. 
This design review provided the first opportunity for everyone involved 
in the design process to review the proposed system operation from 
the user's perspective. 

When the initial design was complete, we conducted laboratory 
evaluations of work module design and preliminary documentation 
and training under conditions simulating actual system operation. For 
these evaluations, telephone company personnel who met the specified 
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minimum skill and knowledge requirements received training on the 
new activities. During the simulation, the participants processed typ
ical inputs as they would on the job. Performance data were collected 
during the simulation, and the participants were interviewed to deter
mine their subjective reactions to the system design, training, and 
documentation. If data from the evaluations indicated that redesign 
was required, the procedures and human/machine interfaces were 
redesigned prior to the development of final user documentation. 

This design process was highly iterative, with changes at each phase 
affecting design decisions made earlier, as shown in Fig. 1. But the 
most significant effect of this approach was the impact on the design 
of the software. At each phase, as various design decisions were 
reviewed or tested, many recommendations for software changes were 
made and implemented to improve the total system. This process 
illustrates a view of the system as an integrated unit of people and 
machines processing information to achieve stated objectives. This 
view of the system requires that human performance considerations 
be integrated with software design from the earliest phases of system 
development. 

The final stages of the human performance design process for MLT 

involved the preparation of user documentation and training for the 
field trial. We then trained the Repair Service Bureau personnel at 
the trial site and monitored their on-the-job performance during the 
field trial. Follow-up activities included field evaluations of human 
performance within the system and recommendations for design 
changes to improve overall system operation. 

III. EXAMPLE FROM ML T SYSTEM DESIGN 

To illustrate the impact of this design process on the MLT system, 
we will describe the initial design and subsequent redesign of a specific 
manual function. As a result of the initial examination of system 
functions, the trouble analysis function was defined to include all the 
manual activities that must be performed when a trouble report is first 
printed in the work center. These activities consisted of the examina
tion and integration of the trouble description, line record information, 
and automated test results to determine what the next stage of 
processing should be.3 As a result of the initial task analysis, one work 
module was designed to accomplish all the activities in the trouble 
analysis function. 

The primary input to this work module was the Basic Output Report 
(BOR) containing line record information, the trouble description, and 
detailed test results. The output of this module was a decision to route 
the report for either manual testing, additional automated testing, 
dispatch, or close out. Some design work had previously been done on 
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RSA/BOR SERIES ML T RESULTS 
B(69)NO SERVICE AFFECTING DC FAULT 
B(201)AC SIGNAT INDICATES 
B(205) OPEN TIP 
B(207)OPEN OUT 
B(208) DISTANCE TO OPEN 
B(209) = 24.03210 KFT 
B(211) CAP IMBAL 

B(212) = 8.217400 % 
B(285)XBAR, NO LINE CKT TEST 

Fig. 2-0riginal test results format. 

both the content and the format of the test results displayed on the 
BaR (Fig. 2), and this was accepted as the initial human/machine 
interface design. 

This initial design of the test results output and trouble analysis 
procedures was based on two major assumptions. First, we assumed 
that in-depth interpretation of all the detailed test results would be 
required for all trouble reports. Therefore, very little interpretation of 
the raw test results was provided by the software. All results were 
displayed, along with software codes, in the order in which they were 
obtained during the mechanized testing process. We also assumed that 
a person's prior trouble analysis experience' in the manual Repair 
Service Bureau, plus some limited training in the new test results, 
would enable him or her to accurately analyze and process trouble 
reports containing MLT results. Therefore, the original training focused 
on providing "translations" of the new test results into familiar terms, 
with little procedural instruction in the integration of the test results 
with other information on the BaR to make trouble report routing 
decisions. 

To gather performance data to validate these assumptions, we 
conducted a laboratory evaluation of this work module. Four operating 
telephone company craft employees who met the specified minimum 
requirements were given the work module training. Then they proc
essed trouble reports (BaRS) selected to provide a valid sample of the 
trouble descriptions, line records, and test results found in typical 
Repair Service Bureau operations. Analysis of the performance data 
revealed that the participants incorrectly routed 16 percent of the 
trouble reports, and most of these errors involved routing troubles for 
manual testing when the MLT test results provided sufficient informa
tion to directly dispatch the trouble report. Since a major goal of MLT 

was to reduce the number of troubles that required manual testing, 
this error rate would have a significant adverse effect on overall system 
operations and economics. 

Based on the performance data and comments from the evaluation 
participants, we reexamined the initial assumptions and redesigned 
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ML T RESULTS: VER 42 OPEN OUT, TIP, DISTANCE = 24,032 FT. 

OPEN OUT 
OPEN TIP 

CAPACITIVE BALANCE 
= 92.77 PERCENT 

DISTANCE TO OPEN 
= 24,032 FT 

VALID DC RESISTANCE AND VOLT 
3 TERMINAL DC RESISTANCE 
> 3500.00 K OHMS T-R 
> 3500.00 K OHMS T-G 
> 3500.00 K OHMS R-G 

3 TERMINAL DC VOLTAGE 
0.00 VOLTS T-G 
0.00 VOLTS R-G 

3 TERMINAL AC RESISTANCE 
1012.23 K OHMS T-R 
845.34 K OHMS T-G 
710.76 K OHMS R-G 

CROSSBAR, NO LINE CKT TEST 

Fig. 3-Test results format-field trial. 

both the human/machine interface and the analysis procedures. It was 
evident that some interpretation of the detailed test results could be 
accomplished by a software algorithm and that a brief summary 
statement could be provided at the beginning of the full test results 
(Fig. 3). Therefore, many routing decisions could be based solely on 
the summary without detailed examination of all the test results. In 
addition, extraneous information not needed for trouble analysis (e.g., 
software codes, nonsignificant digits) was eliminated. The detailed test 
results describing the fault condition were presented at the beginning 
of the results to facilitate trouble diagnosis. Training and documenta
tion of the analysis procedures were expanded to include decision 
guidelines in a performance aid for work center personnel. 

We expected that the redesigned procedures and output format 
would enable a clerical level person to process many trouble reports. 
Also, fewer trouble reports would be routed incorrectly, thus reducing 
the need for manual testing. Data from a follow-up field evaluation 
confirmed these expectations concerning the effectiveness of the rede
signed procedures and test results. In some work centers, clerical 
people were processing all of the trouble reports, with fewer instances 
of incorrect routing than were found in the laboratory evaluation. 

Continuing engineering of the MLT system has resulted in refine
ments and improvements in the testing hardware and the software 
algorithms that control testing. Similarly, follow-up studies of field 
installations have provided more detailed information on the relation
ship between various line fault conditions and specific MLT test results. 
This information on the operational use of the system has been used 
to enhance the software interpretation of the detailed test results to 
provide over 50 additional test-result summaries. Based on the results 
of field evaluations of several MLT installations and a laboratory study 
comparing human performance on alternative test-results formats/ 
the display format has also been redesigned, as shown in Fig. 4. This 
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VER 42: OPEN OUT CABLE TlP- CAP BAL 92 % 
DISTANCE FROM STATION 1800 FT 
DISTANCE FROM C.O. 24000 FT 

CRAFT: DC SIGNATURE 
KOHMS VOLTS 
3500 T-R 
3500 0 T-G 
3500 0 R-G 

CENTRAL OFFICE 
XBAR NO TEST 

ML T: DC SIGNATURE 
KOHMS VOLTS 
3500 T-R 
3500 0 T-G 
3500 0 R-G 

BALANCE 
CAP 92 % 

Fig. 4-Proposed test results format. 

ACSIGNATURE 
KOHMS 
1012 T-R 
845 T-G 
710 R-G 

OPEN DISTANCE 
FROM STA= 1800 FT 
FROM CO = 24000 FT 

new format provides most of the test results information required for 
rapid trouble analysis in the summary. In addition, the summary will 
include the information to be relayed to outside repair technicians on 
dispatch. 

IV. COMMENTS 

The process of human performance design begins with and not after 
the development of system requirements. Human performance consid
erations begin not with a review of the requirements document but 
with an understanding of what the system is supposed to accomplish 
and the examination of alternative approaches. 

The role of human performance designers in the design and devel
opment of the ARSB systems is continuing to grow along with the 
evolution of the systems. The initial systems were designed to mech
anize the more routine, repetitive tasks performed by clerical or craft 
personnel (e.g., trouble report tracking, initial line testing). With the 
mechanization of many of these routine activities, more recent ARSB 

systems are addressing more complex craft and managerial activities. 
For example, the next generation of the MLT system will provide 
computer-assisted loop testing and analysis currently performed by 
experienced craft persons using old, but functional, work positions. 
The complexity of the information processing activities requires that 
the design of all system components be closely integrated.5 Similarly, 
systems such as CRAS and Predictor are used by managers to support 
their decision making in such areas as plant analysis, force manage
ment, productivity, and budgeting.6 In the design of these new decision 
support systems, the psychologist as designer and developer will play 
a major role, since these systems now address the issues of problem 
solving, direct managerial use of the system, design of the system for 
group problem solving, the incorporation of models and artificial 
intelligence to support decision making, the evaluation of systems in 
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supporting decision making, and a host of other complex human
computer issues. 

As the role of human performance designers increases, so does the 
variety of tools and techniques applied during the design process. The 
basic systematic design process illustrated here is employed in the 
design of ARSB systems. In addition, laboratory experiments and field 
studies have been conducted to address specific design issues.6 Areas 
such as job quality are being examined, both in existing ARSB systems5 

and in current system design efforts. 
For the development of ARSB systems, it has been effective to 

dedicate and organize psychologists on a group level to a particular 
system development effort. In their system design and development 
work, these people draw on numerous branches of Psychology and 
Engineering, including Experimental, Social, Cognitive, and Organi
zational Psychology, Industrial Engineering, and Human Factors. This 
dedication and continuity of effort ensures that systematic human 
performance design takes place as opposed to having the psychologist 
intermittently critique the development efforts with the result of a 
retrofitted system at best. 
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Two case studies are described in which human performance 
methodologies were applied during the development of the Automated 
Repair Service Bureau (ARSB). The first case study illustrates some of 
the human performance analysis and design conducted during the 
specification of the computerized work station that would replace the 
local test desk in Repair Service Bureaus. The second case study 
shows how job quality considerations led to improvements in the job 
of the Repair Service Attendant who receives initial telephone trouble 
reports from customers. At the same time, a net savings in the time to 
process the troubles was achieved. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper discusses some of the procedures and results of human 
performance design and analysis work carried out during the devel
opment of the Automated Repair Service Bureau (ARSB). It illustrates 
several ways that human performance analysis has benefited the 
design and operation of the ARSB. Two case studies are presented: 

(i) Analysis and design for the computerized work station that 
replaces the local test desk for testing telephone lines in telephone 
repair bureaus. 

(ii) Application of job enrichment techniques to the Repair Service 
Attendant's (RSA'S) job in the ARSB. 

II. PROCEDURES FOR HUMAN PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 
IN THE ARSB 

2.1 Background: Use of the local test desk in the pre-ARSB environment 

The local test desk is an electromechanical console characterized by 
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analog meter scales, toggle switches, electrical cords, and flashing 
buttons. Its basic testing modes of operation have been in use, virtually 
unchanged, for over forty years. It includes both testing and commu
nication capabilities, and permits several telephone lines to be accessed 
simultaneously for testing. 

In the pre-ARSB environment, skilled technicians called testers, 
working at the local test desks, perform tests on telephone lines to 
establish probable causes of trouble on a line. They work from paper 
trouble reports passed to them by repair clerks who receive customer 
complaints. Testers also assist craft persons in the field who call in, 
requesting tests on lines they are working on. The tester is the one 
who normally makes dispatch decisions and finally ensures that par
ticular troubles are repaired. Telephone trouble reports requiring 
dispatching are routed from testers to dispatchers, who assign jobs to 
craft persons calling in upon completion of previous jobs. 

Analytical skills, as well as interpersonal skills, are required for a 
person to be a successful tester. In addition, the tester has to be a good 
coordinator of the repair process. The tester is normally the one who 
is responsible for ens~ring that a trouble is dealt with to the customer's 
satisfaction. 

In the first phase of the' introduction of Mechanized Loop Testing 
(MLT), the number of testers required at a repair bureau was reduced. 
The content of the tester's job tended to shift towards those tasks 
which MLT was not designed to do conveniently, such as testing 
interactively with craft persons in the field. The tester, when provided 
with a Video Display Terminal (VDT) giving MLT tests, often continued 
to use the local test desk as before. 

The first phase of MLT was not designed to replace the local test 
desk entirely. This is principally because of the highly interactive 
nature of the tester's job and the power and flexibility of the local test 
desk in providing a variety of specific tests suitable for troubleshooting 
more complex telephone problems. 

The systems engineering requirement to replace the local test desk 
with a VDT interface and appropriate communications capabilities 
came during the second stage of the implementation of the ARSB. This 
required that all testing be carried out under computer control. 

2.2 Definition of the problem 

When replacing one testing system with another, the general require
ment is to ensure that the new system permits the functional capabil
ities appropriate to the new work environment. The human perform
ance design goal is to help specify the user interface to the new system 
and to ensure that the tasks associated with the new system are suited 
to the abilities and needs of the users of the new system. 
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The MLT system specification required that we design a VDT interface 
that, together with a proper communications set, would be the func
tional equivalent of the local test desk. That is, the new work position 
would provide the testing and communications capabilities so that 
users could perform the functions that were previously performed at 
the local test desk. Of course, the absence of the local test desk, and 
the presence of a set of tests at the VDT that provides the equivalent 
or better testing capabilities, will permit operating companies to struc
ture the processing of trouble reports in a more flexible way than is 
currently possible with the presence of the local test desk. 

2.3 Rationale for analyzing the previous system 

While the testing and communications features of the local test desk 
are known, we needed to know the way these features were applied in 
an operational environment, and which features were considered im
portant or crucial by users. This knowledge would facilitate the transfer 
of testing capabilities to a VDT testing mode, and permit us to retain, 
where possible, the operational features considered to be the most 
advantageous. 

We needed to understand fully what testers perceived to be the 
main advantages of the test desk. By this approach, we could attempt 
to incorporate as many as possible of these advantages into a VDT 

testing design. At the same time, we wished to make full use of the 
advantages of the VDT medium, as applied to testing areas. 

2.4 Analysis of testing requirements 

We decided to observe testers doing their jobs in a normal opera
tional environment. This observational study approach was chosen to 
assess what types of tests were actually done at a local test desk, and 
the conditions under which testing was done. 

Over a period of several months, we closely observed testers' activ
ities in three different operating companies by sitting with and talking 
to testers in their normal course of work activities. One of our early 
observations concerned the highly interactive nature of the tester's 
job. Much of a tester's time is spent communicating and coordinating 
repair activity among a variety of telephone company personnel. 
Actual testing of phone lines is only one of a large variety of tasks that 
testers carry out. 

It became clear that the design of the local test desk replacement 
would have to facilitate both the testing and the communications 
portions of the tester's job. Neither portion could be neglected. The 
interactive nature of the tester's job often requires the tester to work 
on several problems in parallel. A tester can be working on a problem 
with one craft person when a second craft person calls in requesting 
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assistance. If the second request can be dealt with quickly, the tester 
may take care of it, then return to assisting the first craft person. 
Otherwise, the second craft person, as well as subsequent callers, will 
be temporarily placed on hold until the tester has finished working on 
the earlier problems. 

We observed a high degree of interaction between the tasks of 
testing and communicating. Testers often would be testing a line at 
the same time they were talking with the person who needed the test. 
We also observed some of the work pressures confronting testers on 
their jobs. Pressures could be caused by work load, ambiguities in the 
analysis of telephone troubles and deciding what actions to take, and 
delays caused by waiting to talk to other telephone company personnel. 
Also, working simultaneously on several troubles or having several 
other craft persons waiting on hold can further add to work pressures. 
We came to appreciate why one tester characterized his job as "fighting 
the test desk," although this characterization was mainly because of 
the pressures of interpersonal interactions, decision making, and time 
limitations rather than because of problems with the test desk itself. 

2.5 Results and implications of observational study- guidelines for 
design 

The preceding analysis of the tester's job yielded a set of design 
guidelines that will be used in creating a new work position and a new 
job category. The new job title will be Maintenance Administrator or 
MA. 

The MA should be able to use the system flexibly for requesting 
interactive testing with craft persons and customers. Interactive testing 
requires that a craft person or customer participate in some way while 
a line is being tested. Voice contact between the MA and the craft 
person or customer is present during the interaction, usually both 
before and after testing the line. The system should as much as possible 
facilitate this interactive testing process so that it proceeds smoothly 
and efficiently. We decided that the required system for interactive 
testing would have the following characteristics: 

(i) Required tests can be requested easily by the MA. 

(ii) Appropriate communications and conference capabilities will 
be available. 

(iii) The system will permit the request for interactive tests by MAS 

with craft persons or customers in as close to a "real time" mode as 
possible, i.e., interactive testing will not be held up unduly while 
waiting for test results from the system. 

(iv) Talking and testing over the same line will be possible in a way 
that facilitates interactive testing. 

(v) Several lines can remain accessed simultaneously and be sta-
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tused appropriately so that the MA can conveniently work with several 
craft persons requiring intermittent assistance. 

(vi) It will be possible to conveniently check detailed records for a 
line that is being tested. 

(vii) The system will supply certain relevant line record information 
when test results on a line are returned. 

2.6 The design of the human interface for testing and communications 

(i) General features-The preceding testing and communications 
requirements led, after many design and redesign efforts, to a human
computer interface tailored specifically to the needs of the MA for 
requesting the tests formerly done at the local test desk. The requests 
available to an MA consist of test and information requests that permit 
testing to occur in a timely fashion in the normal working environment. 
The VDT display, or mask (called the TV mask, for Trouble Verifica
tion), developed for this purpose permits the MA to request these tests 
in a convenient manner. The TV mask provides a sophisticated visual 
display terminal or VDT interface for testing, as well as initiating 
certain communications with craft persons and subscribers. 

A status region of the mask indicates all lines that are currently 
accessed by the system. For maximum flexibility, tests can be re
quested on any of the lines accessed. Up to five lines can be accessed 
at the same time so that, for example, tone may be placed on several 
lines, while the MA is working on another line. If the MA switches to 
another mask containing records, the original TV mask with all status 
information is stored and returned to the MA on request. 

The communications console associated with the VDT will provide 
the MA with the necessary features for communications needs. Such 
features include conferencing capability, speed dialing of commonly 
used numbers, and appropriate sizing and arrangement of incoming 
and outgoing lines. 

The VDT and communications console can be used in an integrated 
manner to allow the MA to talk and then request tests over the same 
telephone line, without having to drop and then reaccess the line. 
When the MA enters a telephone number on the TV mask and requests 
a talk line, the test system accesses the designated line for testing, and 
calls back the MA at the MA'S work position over the communications 
console. When the MA answers the phone, the test system connects 
the MA'S line to the line to be tested. The MA can then talk over the 
line, for example, to a customer or a craft person in the field, and then 
run tests on the line from the TV mask. When each test ends, the talk 
path is automatically restored so conversation can continue. This 
talking and testing path greatly facilitates the MA'S job, which requires 
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a high degree of verbal interaction integrated with testing of phone 
lines. 

(ii) Specific examples of vnT test capabilities-Here are three 
examples where an orientation towards the MA'S needs and preferences 
resulted in appropriate testing capabilities being specified and imple
mented. All of these tests take into account the need for rapid system 
responses required for interactive testing with outside craft persons. 

(a) Tone-Often a tester in a telephone repair bureau puts a tone on 
a pair to enable a craft person to find the pair by using a variety of 
tone detecting apparatus. When the craft person finds the pair, often 
the craft person wishes to signal the tester for assistance with testing 
the line. Here is how this is accomplished with the new system. 

A craft person calls the MA requesting a tone on a certain telephone 
number to locate the pair of wires associated with that telephone 
number. The MA will type in the telephone number on the TV mask 
displayed on the VDT screen. The MA then types in TONE in a request 
field. The MA can then go on to testing other telephone lines, while 
tone is supplied to the requested telephone number. 

When the craft person finds the telephone line with the tone on it 
and shorts that pair of wires, the MA'S screen will signal this by a beep 
and brighten the status line on the screen corresponding to the 
appropr~i.ate telephone number. The MA can then request T (for Talk) 
on that telephone number. The tone will then be dropped automati
cally and one of the MA'S phones will ring, providing the MA with a 
talking path over that telephone line to the craft person in the field. 
Further testing and talking over that telephone line can then proceed 
by the MA'S entering appropriate test and communication requests 
from the TV mask. 

(b) Pair identification-Orten a craft person will identify a pair of 
telephone wires in the field by placing an electrical short or ground on 
the pair and asking a tester, who is accessed to a specific pair, if the 
tester "sees" the short or ground by an immediate deflection of the 
needle on the tester's electrical meter. The craft person may try to 
locate a particular telephone pair by shorting or grounding a number 
of neighboring pairs often in rapid succession. To permit this pair 
identification capability from a VDT, the ARSB system was designed to 
measure and report a shorted or grounded telephone pair in a "real 
time" mode, i.e., without the several-second delay required for a result 
to be reported from the remote test equipment to the VDT screen. 

To get into this "look for short" mode, the MA enters a telephone 
number and requests the command S (for short) at the TV mask. This 
sets the test equipment in a continuous measuring mode for detecting 
a short or ground placed on a line by a craft person. At the same time, 
the system calls one of the MA'S telephones, providing a direct connec
tion between the remote test equipment and the MA. 
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As soon as the craft person places a short or ground on the pair 
corresponding to the entered telephone number, the remote test equip
ment detects it and sends a tone back to the MA over the telephone 
line. The MA, who is in voice contact with the craft person over another 
line, can then immediately tell the craft person that the correct pair 
has been contacted. In fact, the MA may direct that the system call 
back the craft person directly to provide tone information that indi
cates when the craft person has shorted the pair. The tone remains on 
until the craft person removes the short or ground that was applied, 
and reappears if the short or ground is reapplied. By design, the tone 
is not sent back to the MA for a preexisting short or ground on the line. 
Only a change of conductivity corresponding to the application of a 
short or ground by a craft person is signaled. 

This "look for short" mode will be very useful for interactive testing 
with outside craft persons, where rapid response times are highly 
desirable. Without human performance design input at an early stage 
in the project, this useful capability would certainly not have been 
implemented in its present form. The capability required that specific 
changes be incorporated into the system design. These changes would 
have been more costly to introduce into the design at a later stage. 

(c) Quick single-ended test series-Another way was found to meet 
the MA'S need for rapid test results when interacting with outside craft 
people. A stripped-down version of the previously implemented full 
test sequence was designed. The full sequence is carried out on a line 
to characterize the full extent of problems on the line, and to compare 
observed results with stored records. We determined that much of this 
detailed information is not always necessary or relevant during inter
active work with outside craft people. The new QUICK test that 
resulted is expected to reduce the time to get useful test results by a 
factor of four or so, to about 5 seconds as compared to about 20 seconds 
for the complete test sequence. 

2.7 Summary 

In the full ARSB environment, a new computerized work station will 
replace the local test desk. A variety of tests and information requests 
will be carried out by an MA from a VDT, with a communications 
terminal being used as appropriate to facilitate the testing and coor
dination process. The MA will also provide assistance to craft persons 
who call in with requests for tests or information on lines they are 
working on in the field. 

2.8 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the application of human performance approaches 
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during the ARSB system design stage yielded significant benefits. It 
provided the opportunity for human performance designers to contrib
ute to an ultimate system design that would be efficient and effective 
from the final user's point of view. 

Section III illustrates another area where human performance design 
considerations had an important effect on job design and job quality 
in the ARSB. 

III. JOB ENRICHMENT IN THE CENTRALIZED REPAIR SERVICE 
ANSWERING BUREAU 

With the implementation of Loop Maintenance Operations System 
(LMOS) in ARSBS, the job of the RSA was removed from individual 
Repair Service Bureaus (RSBS) and placed in Centralized Repair Ser
vice Answering Bureaus (CRSABS). Each CRSAB serves several RSBS. 

Centralizing the RSAS takes advantage of the efficiencies possible from 
combining several smaller work forces that perform the same function 
into a single larger unit. 

The RSA is the initial telephone company contact when a customer 
calls to report a telephone service problem. The RSA works at a VDT 

and operates a keyboard, which is connected to a computer. A cus
tomer calling to report a telephone problem is automatically connected 
to an RSA. The RSA obtains the customer's phone number, and enters 
it into a "Trouble Entry" mask on the VDT. The computer responds by 
displaying on the terminal a Trouble Report mask. This mask provides 
the customer's name, the address for that particular phone number, 
and the date of the last trouble cleared. 

The RSA verifies the name and address, asks the customer to describe 
the trouble, enters the trouble description into the Trouble Report 
mask, and determines whether the trouble requires a repair visit to 
the customer's premises. If a repair visit is needed, the RSA makes an 
appointment with the customer and gives a time of day commitment 
for repair of the trouble. When the customer hangs up, the RSA 

transmits the trouble report to the computer. 
The computer forwards the trouble report to the RSB, where a 

printout is made available. The computer updates its history files and 
presents a new Trouble Entry mask so that the RSA is ready to answer 
the next customer's call. 

3.1 The problem 

One consequence of centralizing the RSAS that was not fully antici
pated was the effect on the RSA'S job. In the decentralized environment, 
the RSAS frequently had the necessity and opportunity to discuss 
trouble reports with other employees. They also had the opportunity 
to do a variety of tasks (fill work) when the number of trouble calls 
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was low. In the CRSAB environment, the RSA'S job does not normally 
require them to converse with other employees and the work is more 
repetitive with less variety. For example, a busy day may require an 
RSA to handle up to 270 calls-one every 100 seconds. 

A survey of RSA attitudes regarding their jobs in the centralized 
environment indicated dissatisfaction with the repetition and lack of 
variety.l Another key area of concern was their lack of decision-making 
authority. Further study of the RSA job in the centralized environment 
led to the hypothesis that the quality of the job could be improved. 

3.2 Approach to a solution 

The purpose of the present study was to determine if the quality of 
the RSA job could be improved, while preserving the efficiencies pro
vided by centralization. The approach taken was to apply one of the 
principles of job enrichment and try it out in a CRSAB. These principles 
indicate that a job designed to maximize interest, challenge, and 
satisfaction for an employee must do three things: 

(i) Allow the worker to do a complete piece of work for an identi
fiable client. 

(ii) Give the worker a high degree of control and decision-making 
authority over how that complete piece of work is carried out. 

(iii) Provide direct feedback-from the worker's clients and through 
the work itself-on how well the worker is doing the job.2 

The trial discussed here focused on giving the RSAS more decision
making authority. This is not to imply that the other principles were 
well fulfilled in the RSA job, but only that they would be dealt with in 
later trials. 

Increased decision-making authority in the RSA job was made pos
sible by the development of the MLT, which automatically tests the 
customer's telephone line while the customer and the RSA are talking. 
The results of the test are then displayed on the RSA'S display terminal. 

Based on the information made available by the MLT-along with 
customer information-the RSA can make three important decisions 
during the customer contact: 

(i) whether to obtain access to the customer's premises, 
(ii) whether to attempt front end close-out of the trouble, that is, 

to get agreement from the customer that there is no longer a problem 
with the line, and 

(iii) whether to suggest that the customer take the phone set to the 
Phone Center Store for replacement. 
Each of these decisions is discussed below. 

If the MLT indicates that the trouble is in the central office or in the 
cable, no access to the customer's premises is needed. The time that 
the RSA must spend talking with the customer can be shortened. 
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If the MLT results indicate the customer's line is OK and certain 
other conditions exist, there may be no need for the telephone company 
to take any action on the trouble report and the RSA can attempt a 
front end close-out. For example, a customer may try to use his phone 
before leaving for work in the morning and discover he has no dial 
tone. By the time he calls in from his place of work to report the 
trouble, the problem may have been corrected at the Central Office. 
When the service attendant uses the MLT, it will indicate TEST OK. 
The attendant can then tell the customer that the line checks OK, and 
indicate that no further action is required. If the customer agrees, the 
RSA can complete a front end close-out transaction that updates the 
computer but sends no trouble report to the RSB. This saves the RSB 

from handling and processing a trouble that is nonexistent. 
The third type of decision also requires information from the cus

tomer. If, in describing the service problem, the customer indicates the 
trouble is with only one telephone set among several in the home, and 
if MLT shows that no other problem exists, then the RSA can ask the 
customer to take the suspected set to the Phone Center Store. If the 
customer accepts the suggestion, the attendant can use the front end 
close-out transaction to update the computer, but send no trouble 
report to the RSB. Again, the Bureau is spared the handling of a trouble 
report that actually requires no action on the Bureau's part. 

3.3 Design of the trial 

The trial included a sample from one CRSAB of six RSAS who used 
MLT results during their contact handling. The RSAS selected for the 
trial were considered to be "typical" attendants-not the best nor the 
worst. Three males and three females participated. Their ages ranged 
from 18 to 27 years and their experience ranged from 4 to 18 months. 
Following initial training, the six RSAS used the new procedures during 
a two-month period.3 

3.4 Results of the trial 

As the six trial RSAS used MLT results during contact handling, the 
impact on RSA performance and job attitude, impact on the RSB and 
reactions of customers were assessed. 

(i) RSAjob performance and attitudes-One prime RSA perform
ance measure considered was the impact on holding time of using the 
MLT results during the contact. Holding time is defined as the interval 
starting when the RSA first receives the customer's call until the RSA 

transmits the Trouble Report mask for that trouble. Table I provides 
a summary of results. 

The data indicate that, on the average, front end close-outs took 
about 35 seconds longer to handle than ordinary customer contacts. 
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Table I-Holding time tor customer contacts 
Number of Mean Holding Range of Hold-
Calls Moni- Time (sec- ing Time (sec-

Type of Trouble tored onds) onds) 

Front end close-out troubles 41 145 62 to 274 
Cable and Central Office trou- 61 77 38 to 238 

bles 
Ordinary troubles 654 110 33 to 559 

Total 756 109 33 to 559 

The close-out transaction and the need for RSAS to call back some 
customers to obtain agreement to the close-out account for the extra 
time. 

On the other hand, for contacts where the trouble was found to be 
in either the Central Office or in the cable, the average holding time 
was about 33 seconds less than would be required on an ordinary 
customer contact. This shorter holding time was because the RSA did 
not have to arrange access to the customer's premises. 

The attitudes of the trial RSAS toward the use of MLT results in their 
contact handling were very favorable. When interviewed, the RSAS said 
they particularly liked the increased information that they could share 
with customers, the increased challenge of making more decisions, and 
the increased importance of their job in that they could save the RSB 

paperwork on front end close-outs. 
(ii) Impact on the RSB-One impact that the new MLT procedures 

have on the RSB is measured in terms of the amount of trouble report 
processing saved. Every trouble that is closed out by an RSA means 
one less trouble to be processed by the Bureau. Data from the trial 
show that if a trouble closed out by the RSAS had been transmitted to 
the Bureau, it would have required an average of 129 seconds of 
handling by Bureau personnel. As noted earlier, the increase in average 
RSA holding time because of front end close-out was 35 seconds. 
Therefore, it seems that for an additional 35 seconds of RSA time, 129 
seconds of RSB time can be saved. The data in Table II show that 
nearly 8 percent of the calls taken were candidates for front end close
out. 

Table II also shows that more than half the customers who were 

Table II-Frequency of use of ML T results by RSAs 
Type of Contact 

Front end close-out candidates: 
Accepted by customer 
Refused by customer 

Cable and Central Office troubles 
Ordinary contacts 

Total 

Number 

125 
88 

272 
2212 
2697 

Percentage 

4.6 
3.2 

10.1 
82.1 

100.0 
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offered a front end close-out accepted. Those who refused usually did 
so because they had checked their telephone recently-within the last 
hour-and felt there still was a legitimate problem, even though the 
RSA'S test equipment indicated that the line was working. 

Another impact the new MLT procedures might have had on the RSB 

would be to change the number of repeat calls made on troubles 
originally closed out by the RSAS. However, the data showed that for 
troubles closed out by RSAS during the trial, the repeat rate was the 
same as that for troubles of this type closed out by the RSB during the 
same time period. 

(iii) Reactions of customers-To learn how customers reacted to 
the use of MLT results in their contact with an RSA, several hundred 
contacts were monitored. Customers always reacted favorably when 
told their telephone trouble was in the cable or Central Office and that 
access to their premises was not necessary. Similarly-but to a lesser 
degree-customers appeared to appreciate the RSA'S informing them 
that the test equipment had identified a definite fault, even though 
that meant the customer had to arrange access to the premises. 

To find out what customers thought of their telephone line being 
automatically tested during their contact with the RSA, a sample of 60 
customers was surveyed by telephone. When asked about their reac
tion to the automatic testing, half gave positive reactions and half were 
neutral. None gave a negative response. 

3.5 Conclusion from the trial 

In conclusion, having RSAS use MLT results during customer contacts 
has far more benefits than costs. The benefits are savings in time for 
the RSB, improved customer relations, and a more satisfying job for 
the RSAS. The cost is the time required to train RSAS to use the new 
procedures. 
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We describe the design and development of on-line documentation 
for a minicomputer-based management information system. We out
line the design choices, compare on-line documents with paper ones, 
and review human engineering and "software psychology" issues. 
On-line documents are accessed from any dial-up terminal. Document 
retrieval shares a common user interface with other information 
activities like report generation, trouble reporting, and interuser 
communication. Documents are "modular" with properties that make 
them easier to create, use, and maintain. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Surveys confIrm that documentation does not always meet the 
information needs of computer system users. Documents often arrive 
later than the system they are supposed to support. Related informa
tion may be scattered through several documents, inadequately cross
referenced, or inconsistent. The users may need to rewrite documents 
to reflect local policy, tariffs, or company organization, adding more 
costs and delays to the expensive and time-consuming documentation 
process. 

These problems with document timeliness and organization have 
grown increasingly severe in the last decade as computer systems have 
proliferated. The traditional procedures for developing and delivering 
paper documents have not kept pace with the increased information 
needed to support complex and volatile software products. Instead, 
with computer systems for text editing and storage becoming readily 
available, a growing number of Bell System applications are hoping to 
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resolve the mismatch between software systems and paper documen
tation by developing and delivering documents along with software in 
computer-based form. 

Mechanizing the documentation process by using computer text 
editing systems and by treating documents the same as software seems 
like an obvious solution to the documentation problems for software 
systems (see Refs. 1 and 2.) Unfortunately, this solution can be as 
simplistic as it is obvious. Documentation problems rarely reduce to 
separate problems of development, delivery, or use. When we set out 
to create an on-line documentation system for the Cable Repair 
Administrative System (CRAS), we struggled to cope with the radical 
changes in the traditional ways of developing, delivering, and using 
documentation that came about when we transformed paper docu
ments into computer-based ones. We found it challenging to create the 
tools and techniques we needed to coordinate the development of 
software and documentation. We emphasized eliminating the dupli
cated and disjointed efforts that carried over from methods for deliv
ering software and documents in different media through separate 
channels. We worked hard to build a system that was easy to use for 
the telephone company personnel whose needs for information under
lay our entire effort. We share some of our insights and hindsights in 
this paper. 

The CRAS system generates management reports on the performance 
of telephone cable maintenance forces and the condition of the outside 
plant. The system runs under the UNIX* operating system on a Digital 
Equipment Corporation V AXt 11/780 minicomputer. We will not 
discuss the role of CRAS in day-to-day telephone company operations 
(see Ref. 3) 

II. DEFINITIONS AND GOALS FOR COMPUTER-BASED 
DOCUMENTATION SYSTEMS 

Computer-based documentation is a broad goal that can be realized 
in many different ways. Different applications may face different 
documentation problems, user populations, or computer hardware that 
shape the design and goals for a mechanized documentation system. 
Before describing the specific system that was developed for CRAS, it 
will be helpful to define some of the varied forms that computer-based 
documentation may take to provide context for the specific design 
choices. 

The documentation cycle begins with document definition, deter
mining which documents need to be created. Next, these are written 

* Trademark of Bell Laboratories. 
t Trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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and edited. The finished documents are delivered to the users. Finally, 
the documents are used and maintained by the telephone companies, 
whose needs may lead to revised or new documents, new software or 
even to new systems. We distinguish three basic forms of computer
based documentation that differ primarily in how much of the entire 
documentation cycle they mechanize: the electronic factory, the elec
tronic library, and on-line documentation. 

The electronic factory is where computer-based documents are 
developed. Documents are captured at their source as they are written 
using computer text-editing systems, thus saving at least one costly 
and time-consuming translation from paper to computer-based form. 
The document development computer then serves as an electronic 
factory from which paper documents are manufactured as required. 
The same text source produces either typewritten or photocomposed 
output, and changes can be made with considerably less effort than for 
docurri'ents that exist only on paper. Note, however, that the intended 
user of the documents is not allowed direct access to the documentation 
in computer-based form. 

The electronic library extends the electronic factory one step. It 
offers information on-line in a form organized for the intended users. 
The electronic library is typically a computer that serves as a central 
repository of documents, training materials, or planning information 
that users can access on-line from dial-up terminals. This is especially 
useful when the specific end users are unknown in advance and are 
dispersed in many different locations. However, the electronic library 
is logically, and usually physically, distinct from the computer system 
whose documentation it contains. 

On-line documentation spans the usage stage of the documentation 
cycle by making information available to users in their normal work 
environment as they use a computer system at a terminal. The goal is 
to minimize the user's need to maintain paper documents, since the 
most reliable and current copies are always available on the computer. 
The man command that prints pages from the UNIX User's Manual 
is a rudimentary example of on-line documentation. To our knowledge, 
CRAS is the first telephone company operations support system with 
computer-based documentation that is on-line in development, deliv
ery, and use. 

III. COMPUTERS VERSUS PAPER 

The potential for computer-based documentation systems to reduce 
the documentation problems of the telephone companies seems so 
obvious that it is almost impossible to imagine a Bell System applica
tion that would not benefit substantially from even the basic electronic 
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factory idea. Nevertheless, we resisted the temptation to "damn the 
paper, computerize at full speed" when we realized that transforming 
documents from paper to computer-based form had its costs, as well 
as its benefits. We will discuss some of the trade-offs that directed and 
constrained the CRAS approach. 

Paper documents are "frozen" when they are written. Since they are 
not easily changed, they must be detailed and complete, hence the 
problem of bulky paper documents that contain more information 
than anyone person ever seems to want. In contrast, the fundamental 
property of computer-based documents is that they can be easily 
changed. When coupled with selective display of information and 
flexible organization, computer-based documents can be thorough, yet 
easy to use and maintain. 

On the other hand, it is important not to overlook the desirable 
properties of paper documents that are not possible to recreate on-line. 
Few computer terminals can reproduce pictures or graphics with the 
quality available in print. While low-cost graphics terminals someday 
may be commonplace, and computer systems far more universal and 
reliable, people will always be more familiar with paper documents. 
Only paper documents can be personalized with margin notes or "dog 
ears" to make them unique and useful information sources. 

The complementary features of paper and computer-based docu
ments suggest to us that even the most technologically advanced on
line documentation system will be surrounded by paper documents of 
its own creation. Every prophecy of a "paperless office" or "paperless 
society" 4,5 seems countered by more conservative forecasts in which 
paper remains in an important, albeit changed, role.6

,7,8 People will not 
quickly abandon all paper documents for electronic images that glare 
at them from television screens. Instead, users of on-line documenta
tion systems will create some mix of computer and paper documents 
that takes advantage of the benefits of each medium. New users often 
bring with them inappropriate ideas of what computers can and cannot 
do, and these expectations may lead them to reluctant, inefficient, and, 
from a designer's standpoint, unpredictable uses of the computer. 
Many on-line documents will be printed and carried to the computer 
terminal in loose-leaf notebooks and dutifully replaced when new 
electronic versions appear. 

We might respond to such uses of our on-line documentation system 
as weaknesses in its design to be overcome with some clever program 
or technique. Instead, we remind ourselves that we set out to meet the 
information needs of people, and note that technological issues seem 
to be secondary to the human engineering and "software psychology" 9 

issues in the design and use of on-line documentation systems.2
,lO 
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IV. THE CRAS DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM 

The general theme is that we seek to make documentation part of 
CRAS instead of just support for it. Using the computer to mechanize 
a system's documentation is a first step, but the challenge is to unify 
documentation and software, simplifying the user's interaction with 
the computer. We present four different perspectives on the CRAS 

documentation plan that define this objective: 
o CRAS is an integrated information system. All of the CRAS information 
activities-report generation, document retrieval, trouble reporting, 
and interuser communication-share a common user interface. 
o CRAS has a broadened view of documentation. Its on-line documen
tation contains the "standard" information that would be delivered 
with any operations system, but also contains information that might 
normally be called "performance aids" and "training." Locally-gener
ated documents can be installed in the on-line system. 
o CRAS documents tend to be "modular" with properties that make 
them more manageable and more easily maintained on the computer 
or in a user's notebook. 
o CRAS documents are "computerized," as well as "computer-based"
the computer uses information implicit in the CRAS file structures and 
software to rewrite key documents and to provide a degree of "intelli
gence" to the document retrieval process. 

4. 1 The Cable Repair Administrative System as an integrated 
information system 

The primary user of CRAS is an analyst who uses CRAS reports to 
understand and improve the condition of the telephone cables and the 
performance of cable repair forces. Let's observe a new analyst at the 
terminal using the various information subsystems of CRAS to see how 
the activities fit together and complement each other. 

4. 1. 1 On-line performance aids 

Our analyst wants to generate the CRAS Geographic Area Summary 
Report, Report 02. The analyst needs to be reminded by some docu
mentation or performance aid how to specify the report request. The 
CRAS system provides both kinds of information when the analyst 
types rpt02 at the terminal: 

$ rpt02 
Usage: rpt02lev org period [-c geoid geoidvalue] [-t ncode4 number] 

For more detail type: prtdoc cmd.rpt02 

The "Usage" reminder is modeled after those provided by many 
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UNIX system commands. We expand its function by giving the user 
explicit instructions (the specific eRAS command) for retrieving the on
line document called cmd.rpt02. The "Usage" line is a "performance 
aid," a memory jog for experienced users. The other line shows less 
expert users the exact step for obtaining information about retrieving 
Report 02. 

4. 1.2 The "prtdoc" document retrieval command 

The prtdoc command prints on-line documents at the analyst's 
computer terminal. The syntax of prtdoc is not the result of a "shotgun 
wedding" between document names and a retrieval procedure; we 
carefully organized and named the on-line documents to make them 
easy to retrieve. Overview and one-of-a-kind documents are retrieved 
by one-word names; for example, a table of contents that lists all on
line documents is retrieved by typing prtdoc contents. All other doc
uments are arranged in categories with names made up of the category 
name and the document name, as in cmd.rpt02. All documents in a 
category are retrieved by typing just the category name (e.g., prtdoc 
cmd). 

Prtdoc usually begins presenting the requested document to the 
user's terminal in five seconds or less, because documents are pre
formatted in files. Storing "finished" documents rather than source 
files takes up slightly more space, but saves the user the one-minute or 
more wait if the text formatting were done at the time of document 
retrieval. The storage space that eRAS documents occupy is a minus
cule requirement on the computer sized for storing the large data bases 
needed to generate eRAS reports. Documents take up at most a few 
percent of the disk space in the standard eRAS configuration. 

The prtdoc command has an option that prints any documents that 
have changed since a specified date. We provided this feature to help 
the many eRAS analysts who prefer to keep personalized paper copies 
of the most relevant documents in loose-leaf notebooks that they bring 
with them to the computer terminaL 

Another useful option in prtdoc allows the user to find documents 
whose names, titles, or major section headings match key words. This 
helps users find information when they know what they are looking 
for but cannot remember the names of the relevant documents. 

4.1.3 Other on-line information facilities: "crasprob" and "crasmail" 

Suppose the analyst successfully generates the desired eRAS report, 
but suspects an error. A problem reporting command called crasprob 
allows the analyst to report problems or suggestions to the eRAS 

administrator and to support groups at Western Electric and Bell 
Laboratories. Crasprob maintains accurate records of all problem 
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reports, their status, and their solutions. Crasprob is efficient and 
natural because it is part of the analyst's work environment at the 
terminal, where problems are usually encountered. 

Some time after the analyst submits the problem, the CRAS admin
istrator or someone in the support organizations determines that the 
analyst's report is not in error, but contains some curious rules for 
counting data items. The CRAS administrator then invokes the cras
mail command to notify all CRAS analysts throughout the company of 
the problem and its resolution. Crasmail also archives all interuser 
communication for future reference. When the analyst next types mail 
the answer to the problem will appear at the terminal. 

If CRAS problems require changes to software and documentation, 
the CRAS support organization transmits the new information to CRAS 

installations over dial-up lines. The local CRAS administrator simulta
neously installs the software and documentation with a single com
mand, ensuring consistency. This coordination is possible because files 
containing documents and files containing software look identical to 
the computer. 

Crasprob and crasmail are both built around the UNIX system's 
electronic mail and evolved from problem-reporting and interuser 
communication systems devised for CRAS development. 

4.2 Broadened view of documentation 

The CRAS system blurs the usual distinctions between information 
that might be called documentation and that normally classified as 
performance aids or training. The CRAS on-line documentation scheme 
contains information of all types that has the common purpose of 
enhancing the user's performance. We have already described the 
"standard" documents retrieved using the prtdoc command and the 
on-line usage reminders that tie software to documentation. Other 
kinds of information aids are as follows: 
• Report prompting-Normally, when generating a report the analyst 
types the command name followed by any required or optional items. 
However, in report prompting the user types prompt followed by just 
the command name and the computer asks for each item in turn and 
continues until the analyst supplies enough information to generate 
the report correctly. Prompting takes more time, but the computer can 
determine whether the entries are valid as the analyst supplies them, 
so it is a valuable training aid for inexperienced users or a performance 
aid for entering complicated report commands. 
• Training data base-The reference data base that is used to create 
sample reports for on-line documents is available for on-line training 
in report generation. 
• Local documents on-line-Documents created by the telephone 
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company to reflect local procedures or policies, or "nonstandard" 
documentation, such as lists of names or telephone numbers, can be 
installed in the "standard" prtdoc on-line data base by the CRAS 

administrator . 
• Usage records and analysis-All commands that analysts type at 
their computer terminals are recorded in a command log used by the 
CRAS administrator and support and development groups to improve 
CRAS performance. A statistical summary of the log is provided to the 
CRAS system administrator. This information about how CRAS is used 
has been the source of many of its most useful features. For example, 
we noticed that certain analysts periodically retrieved the table of 
contents of the on-line documents and then painstakingly studied it 
line-by-line to determine if any documents had been changed. We 
automated this task and made it an option in the prtdoc command. 

4.3 Document modularity 

The CRAS system contains about 250 on-line documents that average 
three pages in length. One popular definition of a software module is 
that it is a piece of code that "hides one secret." The analogous 
definition of a document module is that it is a unit of information that 
"tells one secret." For example, when a programmer creates a new 
piece of software, it is easy and natural to write a new document that 
describes it. 

Not all CRAS documents are modular-nor should they be. One-of-a
kind documents like indexes and tables of contents are not broken up, 
and some overview documents that "glue" modules together are nec
essary. But in general, the modular organization of CRAS documents as 
short, self-contained units of information creates useful properties: 
• Terminal compatibility-The CRAS documents are easy to use at a 
computer terminal. Even at the slowest display speeds, most docu
ments are so short that they print in only a few minutes. 
• Work-unit organization-Most documents contain the information 
needed for a single task or unit of work-retrieving a report, sending 
a message, or doing some other single activity. The CRAS changes over 
time as reports or commands are created, changed or deleted, but the 
modular organization of the documentation makes these changes easy 
to manage. Adding a command only requires adding a single short 
document, which is easily installed at the same time as the new 
software. There is no need to accumulate a large number of changes to 
justify reissuing a complete user manual. 
• Flexible job definition-A job or position is made up of a collection 
of tasks or work units. For example, the analyst retrieves certain 
reports, analyzes them, and executes various communication and out-
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put control commands at the terminal. The work-unit organization of 
eRAS documentation allows the analyst to have the information needed 
for the job, without any irrelevant information, even when companies 
define the analyst job differently. For example, Telephone Company 
A may make data base maintenance reports part of the analyst's job, 
while Telephone Company B may assign them to a clerk. Since each 
report is described in a separate document, analyst A and analyst B 
can have customized documentation manuals with just the right infor
mation, even though A and B perform different jobs. 
o Integrating local documentation-Modular organization makes it 
easy to integrate local information with standard information. Local 
information that would not fit into a bulky paper manual naturally fits 
into collections of short pieces of information in an on-line system. In 
the past, telephone companies either maintained their local documents 
separate from standard documents or reissued standard documents at 
considerable cost. 

4.4 Computerized, not just computer-based documentation 

The eRAS system uses the computer for more than simply storing 
documents. Whenever possible, eRAS uses the computer to make 
documents more current, more reliable, and more useful. In particular, 
"dynamic" documents are generated by computer programs and use 
information implicit in the file structure or software to update them
selves. Some of the most important of these are: 
o Table of contents of CRAS documents-This is the master list of all 
documents that can be retrieved using the prtdoc command. The table 
lists them by the short name used to retrieve them, along with the 
complete title of the document, the number of pages it contains, and 
the date that it was last changed. The table is regenerated when any 
document is changed or added to the on-line documentation system. 
A related program automatically regenerates a permuted index to all 
the titles. 
o Dictionary of data fields-This lists the elements of eRAS data base 
records that are used to generate the reports. If more types of infor
mation are added to the data base to allow for more specialized reports, 
this document is automatically updated from the data dictionary. 
o Run folder documents for host jobs-These documents are the "Run 
Folders" or "Run Books" for several data base extraction jobs run for 
eRAS on a remote IBM computer. eRAS run folders are created from 
the Job Control Language for each job and are automatically custom
ized to reflect the specific run-time options, sizes, and file names 
selected by the eRAS administrator. 
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V. OTHER LESSONS FROM CRAS ON-LINE DOCUMENTATION 

5. 1 Constraints on document development 

Delivering documents along with software in eRAS required that 
programmers become part-time technical writers and increased our 
direct development costs. In most projects, documents are written by 
technical writers from other organizations, which may make them of 
higher quality, but which usually makes them late and less precise. 
The eRAS developers used the computer aids for writing and editing
the "Writer's Workbench"-that became available during the system's 
development.ll We think that any trade-offs we made in document 
quality are far outweighed by gains in document timeliness and better 
coordination with software. Nevertheless, management should allocate 
greater resources to the development team and regard documentation 
as more than a nuisance activity beneath the efforts of programmers. 

5.2 Easy compliance with document standards 

On-line modular documentation easily lent itself to the new stand
ards recently adopted by AT&T for Operations Systems Deliverable 
Documentation (OSDD). The OSDD recommends that documents be 
organized to meet the information needs of particular jobs or users 
rather than letting a single document contain "everything for every
one." Even though eRAS development was nearly complete when the 
OSDD standards were adopted, in a few weeks we devised customized 
collections of our document modules and created an on-line command 
that automatically printed the documents in OSDD form. In general, 
maintaining documents in computer-based form makes compliance 
with document standards much less painful than it has been in the 
past. 

5.3 An adjunct dial-up advance information system 

When documents are developed on-line in an "electronic factory," 
the intended users can have a preview that helps them plan while 
letting them provide valuable input to the development process. We 
provided a log-in on our development computer to telephone company 
personnel so that they could examine documents under development 
and experiment with the on-line retrieval system. They were better 
able to plan for eRAS, and by monitoring the dial-up use of the prtdoc 
command, we significantly improved the organization and usability of 
the documentation. This system became available almost without 
effort because we were developing the documents on-line anyway. 

VI. PROSPECTS FOR ON-LINE DOCUMENTATION 

The eRAS system is part of a larger network of many different kinds 
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of computer systems, terminals, and personnel subsystems. Some 
systems run on large computers like an IBM 370, others run on 
minicomputers in both stand-alone and networked configurations, and 
still others run on microprocessors. Dial-up asynchronous terminals 
used by analysts and managers sit next to dedicated synchronous 
terminals used by data entry clerks. 

One form of computer-based documentation cannot work for every 
application-we know because we are facing the challenge of devel
oping a plan for mechanizing the documentation of the entire family 
of systems of which CRAS is a part. Nevertheless, we have "decRAssi
fied" many of the programs and techniques used in CRAS, and they are 
being adopted by other projects as we work together toward that goal. 
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Throughout the conception, development, and deployment of the 
Automated Repair Service Bureau (ARSB) systems, economic studies 
have played a continuing and important role. Prior to the develop
ment of ARSB, economic studies quantified the potential costs and 
benefits, leading to the funding of the ARSB project. Throughout the 
ARSB development phase, the economic studies were refined and used 
to influence system features. Several field trial evaluations were 
conducted in Bell Operating Companies (BOCS) to verify the economic 
models and to refine operational procedures. Prior to system avail
ability, economic planning guides for Loop Maintenance Operations 
System (LMOS) and Mechanized Loop Testing (MLT) were generated 
to assist the BOCS in planning for the implementation of ARSB. This 
article describes the purposes, methods, and results of each of these 
economic activities. Currently, approximately 75 percent of the Bell 
System lines are served by LMOS and 50 percent by MLT. Significant 
reductions in repair expenses, as well as flexibility in the organization 
of maintenance centers, have been achieved as a result of ARSB 

development. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the conception, development, and deployment of the 
Automated Repair Service Bureau (ARSB) systems, economic studies 
have played a continuing and important role. As shown in the economic 
"flow chart" in Fig. 1, economic studies are used to 

(i) help identify the need for a new system, 
(ii) lead to a decision to develop a new system, 

(iii) influence system requirements, 
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(iv) support the supplier in pricing and planning for manufacture 
and/or implementation, and 

(v) support BOC planning for system implementation. 
During the planning and development of Loop Maintenance Oper

ations System (LMOS) and Mechanized Loop Testing (MLT) system, 
three major economic milestones occurred. These were (i) the eco
nomic summary support to the Western Electric Case Authorization 
which led to the funding of ARSB, (ii) the publication ofLMos and MLT 
Economic Planning Guides, and (iii) economic results from field-trial 
evaluations. In addition, there were refinements of the economic 
analysis throughout the ARSB program. 

Section II of this paper describes in more detail the purposes, 
methods, tools, and results used in each step of the ARSB economic 
evolution. Sections III and IV provide detailed models of costs and 
benefits for LMOS and MLT. 

Additional ARSB modules include the next generation of both LMOS 
and MLT, plus the LCAMOS systems. The economic analysis of these 
systems are not discussed in this paper. However, the economic anal
ysis methods discussed for LMOS and MLT apply to the newer systems. 

The reader is encouraged to read the introductory article of this 
issue of The Bell System Technical Journal for background on the 
loop maintanenace process and an overview of the ARSB systems. 

II. EVOLUTION OF ARSB ECONOMIC STUDIES 

In this section, the role of economic studies in each step of the 
decision-making processes involved in defining, developing, manufac
turing, and deploying LMOS and MLT is discussed. The evolution of 
ARSB economic studies discussed in this section covers a time span of 
approximately ten years. 

2. 1 Early estimates-support development decision 

In 1968, a Repair Service Bureau (RSB) Task Force warned that 
unless mechanization is introduced to the repair process, the cost of 
repair service operations would increase at a rapid rate, because of Bell 
System growth and increasing labor rates, and that service to the 
customer would degrade. As a result of their studies, they recom
mended that loop records be computerized, improved testing equip
ment be developed, and repair service record keeping and analysis be 
computerized. 

The next step was to model the costs required to perform the loop 
maintenance function in sufficient detail to allow estimates of oppor
tunities for economic benefits. By gathering and analyzing data on the 
costs required to test trouble reports, to maintain the manual line 
record files, and to dispatch repair craft resulting in no trouble being 
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found, it was estimated that significant benefits might result from 
mechanization. The economic benefit model was then refined concur
rently with the formulation of a conceptual system which appeared 
both technically and economically feasible. A conceptual system was 
fIrst proposed in a Prospectus for New Methods and Equipment for 
Exchange Special Services and Local POTS Testing Systems in 1971. 
The economic benefit model was refined by visiting a number of Bell 
System RSBs and modeling their existing costs. The estimated eco
nomic impact of the proposed new system was incorporated into the 
economic model and both the potential benefits (i.e., reduced mainte
nance expenses) and the cost of the system for a typical BOC "instal
lation" were derived. 

The next step was to extend the "typical installation" economics 
into a Bell System view which assessed the economic impact of the 
proposed system on all of the BOCS. Market data were gathered from 
a survey which included statistics on the number and sizes of all BOC 
RSBS and distribution of wire center sizes. Also required were estimates 
from Western Electric on the costs to manufacture, sell, install, and 
support the system, as well as estimates of Bell Laboratories develop
ment costs. The total Bell System economic impact was then analyzed 
and a development decision was made based upon net economic 
savings to the BOCS, projected Western Electric sales and required Bell 
Laboratories resources. The initial request for development funding 
was submitted in 1973. 

2.2 Market studies 

Inherent in the estimate of the total economic impact of ARSB on 
the BOCS is an estimate of the potential penetration of ARSB in the 
BOCS. However, the market studies have value beyond that of simply 
supporting the development decision. In particular, market studies are 
used for the following purposes: 

(i) To serve as a basis for the software supplier to develop a pricing 
strategy to ensure that early customers are charged properly and that 
the supplier recovers its development costs. 

(ii) To serve as a basis for the hardware manufacturer to estimate 
the manufacturing capacity that must be planned and implemented. 

(iii) To serve as input to the system design requirements for those 
features that are sensitive to the market characteristics. 
The market estimates for LMOS were rather straightforward. It was 
assumed, and is still expected, that all BOCS would install LMOS. In 
addition, it was also assumed that each BOC would serve all of their 
lines with LMOS. This later assumption was based on 

(i) the high initial cost of LMOS (e.g., for host computer, front-end 
processers, conversion process) and the low incremental cost to add 
lines, and 
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(ii) the desire for consistency within a Hoe in receiving trouble 
reports, tracking reports, and post-trouble analysis-all of which are 
significantly impacted by LMOS. 

Using estimates from the LMOS developers of the capacity of the 
LMOS computers, the number of host and front-end computers was 
derived from the total number of lines in each Hoe. Allowances were 
made for growth and for special data processing administrative bound
aries within some Hoes. These estimates were made originally by Bell 
Laboratories and Western Electric and then updated as the Hoes 
started formulating their own LMOS deployment plans. 

Estimating the potential market for MLT was more complicated, 
primarily because there are no large initial centralized costs for MLT 
and each wire center in a Hoe must be examined individually to 
determine whether it can economically justify MLT. Also, unlike LMOS, 
MLT does not impact the procedures for processing trouble reports 
significantly enough to create a desire for universal deployment. In 
other words, it is not economical for MLT to cover all sizes of wire 
centers in the Bell System and the individual Hoes deployed it selec
tively. Furthermore, since a single MLT system can test several wire 
centers if they are all located within MLT testing range (approximately 
eight miles), wire center data alone are not sufficient to estimate the 
number of MLT systems required. The geographical clustering and 
trunk routes between wire centers must also be known. The first step 
in the MLT market estimate was to model the costs and potential 
benefits of MLT to determine the number of lines required in a wire 
center cluster for MLT to be economically justified. This threshold was 
used as a guideline but may vary significantly from Hoe to Hoe 
depending on trouble report rates, dispatch strategies, travel times for 
repair and RSH consolidation plans. The next step was to examine 
several Hoes in detail to determine the impact of wire center clustering 
on the ratio of MLT systems to wire centers. These ratios were then 
applied to a distribution of wire center sizes for the Bell System, and 
an estimate of total MLT market was derived. 

As of the end of 1980, 18 HoeS had implemented LMOS with approx
imately 50M lines being served, and 14 Hoes had initiated their MLT 
implementation serving approximately 25M lines. It is estimated that 
by the end of 1983, all lines in the Bell System will be served by LMOS. 
The deployment of MLT, expected to eventually serve approximately 
85 percent of the Bell System lines, is expected to be completed in the 
mid-1980s. 

2.3 Economic planning guides 

The ARSB system requires a significant investment by the Hoes and 
impacts their maintenance procedures. Therefore, to be ready to 
deploy ARSH when it became available and to realize the system 
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benefits, the Boes began their ARSB planning at least two years before 
actual system deployment. Economic planning guides for LMOS and 
MLT, produced by Bell Laboratories, were essential to this planning 
process. The purposes of the two planning guides were to 

(i) provide guidelines for each BOC to size the LMOS and MLT 
systems to meet their application requirements, 

(ii) allow each Boe to estimate LMOS/MLT costs and benefits for 
their particular operating environment, 

(iii) support the Boe planning and budget process to ensure that 
the required ARSB investment is included in the corporate budget, and 

(iv) allow Boes to estimate changes in their personnel (both num
bers and types) in advance of system deployment. 
The format of the two planning guides followed the general outline 
given below: 

(i) Systems architecture showing the relationship of system com
ponents, the modular flexibility in sizing these components and the 
restrictions on the capacity of each component. (For example, Fig. 2 
shows the ARSB computer hierarchy, Fig. 3 illustrates the modularity 
of the MLT testing hardware, and Table I gives the restrictions on the 
MLT hardware and controller.) 

(ii) Definition of Boe data required as input to the planning guide, 
e.g., RSB and wire center parameters, such as lines served and trouble 
report rates. 

AUTOMATIC LINE 
RECORD UPDATE 

*REGISTERD TRADEMARK 

UPTO 
12 FRONT-END 
PROCESSORS 

CENTRAL PROCESSOR 
UP TO 5M WORKING LINES 

FRONT-END PROCESSOR 
UPTO 1MWORKING LINES 

CONTROLLER FOR LOOP TESTING 
UP TO APPROXIMATELY 300K WORKING LINES 

OF DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 

Fig. 2-Automated Repair Service Bureau architecture. 
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Fig. 3-Modularity of MLT hardware. 

Table I-Restrictions on ML T application 
ML T hardware 

Maximum number of test trunks 
Tests per busy hour 
Distance limitation (test trunk and loop) 

ML T controller 
Maximum number of ML T frames 
Maximum number of test trunks 
Maximum number of exchange codes 
Maximum number of tests in busy hour 

98 
600 maximum 

3000 ohms or 100 kft 

6 
120 
40 

600 

(iii) Model of the system costs and benefits with procedures for 
applying the BOC data to these models. 

(iv) Sizing guidelines for determining the amount of modular equip
ment (e.g., front-end computers, terminals, MLT controller, etc.) re
quired for each specific application of the system. 

(v) Worksheets for use by the BOCS to size the LMOS and MLT 

equipment and to estimate costs and benefits using their input data. 
One of the more critical parts of the planning guide discussed above 

is the generation of equipment sizing guidelines. These guidelines 
address two opposing objectives; to minimize the amount of equipment 
(and hence the cost) that the BOC niust purchase while providing 
sufficient equipment to respond quickly to test requests. 
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The equipment sizing guidelines were particularly sensitive to two 
parameters: holding times for each piece of equipment and the number 
of MLT test requests generated by a given population of lines served. 
The holding times were originally estimated by the developers and 
used in the planning guides. During the MLT field trial, equipment 
holding times were monitored using computer log tapes and the sizing 
guidelines were updated to reflect the actual holding times. Originally, 
equipment-sizing requirements were provided to the BOC as a function 
of number of lines served by the equipment. This assumed a relation
ship between lines served, trouble reports, and MLT tests per trouble 
report. As the BOCS implemented and started using MLT, it was found 
that MLT usage varied among the BOCS depending on operational 
procedures. As a result, the equipment sizing tables were revised to 
provide equipment sizing requirements as a function of lines served, 
trouble reports, and expected MLT tests per hour, as shown in Table II. 

For LMOS, the planning procedure was basically a straightforward 
pyramid approach. The approach was to do the following: 

(i) For each RSB, Centralized Repair Service Attendant Bureau 
(CRSAB), and training center, determine the number of I/O terminals 
(CRTS and printers), number of lines served, I/O ports required on the 
front-end processor, and the transaction rate, based on trouble report 
and service order activity. 

(ii) Determine number of front-end processors required, taking 
into consideration processor limits on I/O ports, lines served, and 
transaction rates. 

(iii) Allocate RSBS, CRSABS, and training centers to specific front-

. Table II-ML T Equipment sizing guidelines 

MLTTests Trouble 
Per Busy Reports Per 

Hour Busy Hour Lines (1000) 

Test trunks 
1 <6 <3 <3.5 
2 6-43 3-22 3.5-30 
3 43-110 22-60 30-80 
4 110-185 60-100 80-130 

Test ports 
2 <20 <10 <15 
3 20-65 10-35 15-45 
4 65-145 35-75 45-100 
5 145-225 75-115 100-150 
6 225-300 115-155 150-210 
7 300-390 155-200 210-270 
8 390-480 200-250 270-330 
9 480-570 250-300 330-400 

Test packages 
1 <20 <10 <15 
2 20-145 10-75 15-100 
3 145-390 75-200 100-270 
4 390-580 200-300 270-400 
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end processors so that the limits of no front-end processor are ex
ceeded. 

(iv) Determine the number of host computers required and allocate 
front-end processors to hosts. 

For MLT, the process flow was similar but could require several 
iterations to minimize overall MLT costs. This was due to the flexibility 
that the Boes had in clustering wire centers on MLT hardware and in 
assigning MLT hardware to MLT controllers to achieve a balance on 
controller load in terms of LTFS, NNXS, test trunks, and testing load 
(i.e., see Table I). 

The initial planning guidelines provided a fundamental model for 
sizing the LMOS and MLT systems and for estimating costs and benefits. 
As changes in configurations, costs or sizing guidelines occurred, the 
Boes were notified either directly by Western Electric (prices) or via 
an ARSB Equipment Design Requirement which has been periodically 
updated and reissued by Bell Laboratories. However, the planning 
procedures used in the Economic Planning Guides are still applicable. 

2.4 Refinements of economic estimates 

As LMOS and MLT were being developed and deployed, the projec
tions of system costs and benefits were periodically reevaluated as new 
data became available and the system configuration and features were 
becoming firmer. Included in these economic evaluations were (i) 
revised MLT benefits as a result of experimenting with an early model 
of MLT in a real operating environment in 1974, (ii) revision of LMOS 
and MLT benefits based upon pretrial characterization data gathered 
in the MLT trial site in 1975, and (iii) revision of LMOS/MLT benefits 
based upon data gathered from 15 Boes in 1977. The results of the 
latter two studies will be discussed in more detail in Sections III and 
IV. 

To gain experience with MLT in an environment of real trouble 
reports, an experiment was arranged to use an early model of MLT in 
several RSBS. Objectives of this experiment were to show that MLT 
could be useful in a functioning RSB, to gather data to refine MLT 
testing strategies, and to refine the projected MLT economic benefits. 
The experiments demonstrated that more than 80 percent of the 
troubles entering the RSB could be processed using only MLT test 
results; i.e., less than 20 percent would require local test desk testing. 
Direct benefits observed for MLT were less manual testing, fewer and 
more accurate dispatches, and the possible immediate close-out of 
some trouble reports as test-okays at the time they are received. 

Throughout many of the ARSB economic studies, computer programs 
were used to mechanize much of the manipulation of economic data. 
These programs provided the user with standard and consistent treat-
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ment of such variables as taxes, depreciation, salaries, cost of money, 
inflation rates, and calculations of conventional economic results, such 
as discounted cash flows, net present value of savings, rate-of-return 
on capital, and discounted payback periods. 

2.5 Field trial results 

Before deploying LMOS and MLT in the total Bell System, field trials 
or evaluations were conducted to ensure that the systems were viable 
in an operating environment and to refine the economic benefits and 
cost estimates for the systems. Three field trials or evaluations were 
conducted on the ARSB system: 

(i) An evaluation by Bell Laboratories of the first installation of 
the Mechanized Line Record (MLR) system, a predecessor to LMOS 

which contained many of the features of LMOS, but with a different 
computer architecture, in 1973. 

(ii) An operational and economic review by AT&T, with assistance 
from Bell Laboratories, of the fIrst LMOS installation in 1975, and 

(iii) A field trial of the MLT system in 1978. 

2.5.1 Mechanized Line Record system evaluation 

The general operational conclusions of the evaluation were as fol
lows: 

(i) The MLR system handled the work load in the trial RSB in a 
fashion acceptable to the users. 

(ii) Service to the RSB customers appeared to improve with MLR. 

(iii) A reduction in work force was possible with MLR. 

Economic benefits for MLR were estimated from the evaluation as 
follows: 

(i) Reduction in clerks previously required to update and maintain 
the manual line record file. 

(ii) Savings in trouble tickets and associated computer costs to 
perform trouble analysis. 

Thus, economic benefits were observed, with a possible additional 
benefit if the clerical labor required to manually update the MLR 

mechanized records could be eliminated. This potential benefit led to 
the development of an automatic interface between the LMOS system 
and the service order network. 

2.5.2 Loop Maintenance Operation System evaluation 

A performance evaluation of the first LMOS system was conducted 
by AT&T Customer Services and Data Systems organizations during 
1975. The evaluation encompassed eighteen RSBS, the fIrst of which 
was converted to LMOS in 1975, and one Centralized Repair Service 
Attendant Bureau (CRSAB) serving 1.3 million lines. Evaluation meth
ods involved the use of questionnaires, interviews, and the examination 
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of pertinent data and reports. Among the specific areas reviewed were 
system performance, service and cost benefits, data conversion efforts, 
documentation, and employee acceptance of the system. 

In the area of cost and benefits, the evaluation report indicated that 
the economic benefits attributed to LMOS in the LMOS Economic 
Planning Guide were substantiated. Specifically, a large reduction in 
the clerical force had been realized from the employment of the CRSAB 

concept and the elimination of clerical activity associated with line 
card maintenance. Additionally, substantial net capital savings was 
realized in recovered plant as the line records and assignment data 
were purified for entry into LMOS. However, these savings were not 
universally claimed for LMOS since it was recognized that other areas 
may not obtain comparable savings since these savings are a function 
of growth rate and present condition of plant records. 

In summary, the evaluation team concluded that "LMOS is facilitat
ing improved RSB administration in addition to providing substantial 
economics-we recommend that the BOCS proceed with their imple
mentation plans." 

2.5.3 Mechanized Loop Testing field trial 

The objectives of the MLT field trial were (i) to verify and refine the 
projected economics for MLT, (ii) to refine the operational use of MLT, 

and (iii) to provide feedback to the developers on system changes and 
proposed enhancements. More of the verified benefits came from RSB 

savings (i.e., tester reduction) and less from a reduction in outside 
repair forces than was predicted in the model in Section 4.1. This 
difference between the predicted and verified sources of MLT benefits 
was due, in part, to the introduction of a successful Repair Force 
Management plan in the RSB prior to the MLT trial but after the initial 
MLT benefit estimate. The Repair Force Management program yielded 
a reduction in repair dispatches at the expense of additional testing in 
the RSB; thus, increasing the opportunities for MLT benefits in the RSB, 

while decreasing the possible MLT benefits in the repair force area. 
The major impact of MLT was to eliminate two of the seven testers 

in the 70,000-line RSB. With the introduction of MLT, the percent of 
trouble reports requiring testing at a local test desk was reduced from 
70 percent to less than 15 percent. Of the remaining five testers, only 
one was required for trouble report testing; the other four performed 
cable testing and dispatch, construction testing (e.g., cable throws) and 
interactive testing support of repair craft in the field. After the official 
MLT trial ended, it was possible to further deload the test desk to two 
testers by having screening clerks and dispatchers, using MLT, test 
cable throws and provide much of the testing support to the repair 
craft in the field. 
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In the area of reduced dispatches, the primary contribution of MLT 

was that it allowed dispatchers, with no testing experience, to perform 
a quick MLT test on a trouble immediately before it was dispatched. 
Using this "pre dispatch" testing, troubles that had "come-clear" be
tween the time of the initial test and the time of dispatch could be 
closed out without dispatching, thus, avoiding a dispatch which would 
have resulted in no trouble being found. In addition, MLT was able to 
accurately detect Receiver-Off-Hook (ROH) conditions and avoid dis
patches on these nontrouble conditions. 

An additional benefit was projected based on MLT'S ability to identify 
some cable problems (and, thus, avoid an initial dispatch of a station 
repair craft) and to provide distances to an open cable fault. This 
benefit would be realized in an environment where station repair forces 
are restricted from working in the cable plant. 

In summary, the more important results from the MLT field trial 
evaluation were as follows: 

(i) The projected benefits of MLT (Section 4.1) were substantiated. 
(ii) The MLT system provides accurate measurements of the elec

trical characteristics of both good and faulted loops, as measured from 
the central office. 

(iii) The RSB personnel readily adapted to the MLT system after 
receiving the prescribed training and gaining confidence in the accu
racy of the system. 

(iv) The MLT system and its operational use were improved because 
of changes and refinements throughout the trial period. 

(v) Since MLT tests could be initiated from any LMOS console and 
most (>85 percent) of the MLT test results could be interpreted without 
testing experience, RSB testing functions could be distributed through
out the RSB rather than confining them solely to the local test desk. 

III. LOOP MAINTENANCE OPERATION SYSTEM BENEFIT ICOST MODEL 

3. 1 Loop Maintenance Operation System benefits 

The methodology used in the estimate of LMOS benefits was as 
follows: 

(i) The major clerical functions performed in an RSB were identi
fied by interviewing RSB managers and observing operations in several 
RSBS, 

(ii) The time (expense hours) required to perform each of the 
identified clerical functions was modeled based on detail data gathered 
over intervals ranging from two weeks to three months in 15 selected 
RSBS throughout the Bell System, 

(iii) The impact (percent reduction in required hours) of LMOS on 
each of the clerical functions was estimated by comparing the features 
of LMOS with the clerical functions, 
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(iv) Resultant reductions of whole people were estimated based 
upon the reduction in required hours because ofLMos and the regroup
ing of remaining clerical functions into reasonable job positions. 

Each of these steps is discussed with quantified results in the 
following sections: 

3. 1. 1 Clerical functions 

The major clerical functions performed in a manual (i.e., pre-LMos) 
RSB are described below. The relationship of five of the seven functions 
to the overall trouble processing flow in the RSB is illustrated in Fig. 4. 

(i) Receiving trouble reports-Includes customer contact and 
generation of trouble ticket. 

(ii) Line card activity on trouble reports-Pulling line card, at
taching to trouble report, recording trouble data on line card, and 
filing of line card when trouble is closed out. 
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ANALYSIS 
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Fig. 4-Repair Service Bureau trouble report processing. 
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(iii) Service order processing-Updating of line record information 
in response to service orders, line and station transfers, cable throws, 
and service denial/restorals. 

(iv) Preparation of trouble tickets for analysis by the Mechanized 
Trouble Report Analysis Program (McTRAP)-editing of tickets for 
proper coding and correction of tickets rejected by MCTRAP. 

(v) Generation of reports-Includes the generation of RSB work 
load status reports, reports of service times, and numerous other 
reports. 

(vi) Handling information requests-Checking line cards or trou
ble tickets to answer requests for assignment information and trouble 
status. 

(vii) Miscellaneous-Includes all minor functions not identified in 
other categories. 

3. 1.2 Time required to perform functions 

To quantify the time spent on each of the above functions, repair 
clerks in 15 RSBS were asked to charge their time to one of the above 
functions for a period of from two weeks (in most RSBS) to three 
months in a few RSBS. Table III shows the percent of total clerical 
hours spent on each of the major clerical functions. The average RSB 
in the Bell System had approximately one clerk per 9K lines served, so 
a typical 70K line manual RSB would require eight repair clerks. In 
Table III, the percent of clerical hours can be translated into equivalent 
people, with partial people per function being completely reasonable, 
since a single clerk may perform several functions throughout the day. 

3.1.3 Estimated impact of LMOS 

The next step was to estimate the impact of LMOS on each of the 
clerical functions which could be affected in varying degrees by LMOS. 
The impact of specific LMOS features upon each of the clerical functions 
is discussed below: 

Table III-Distribution of RSS clerical functions and 
estimated LMOS benefits 

Function 

Receiving trouble report 
Line card activity 
Service order processing 
MCTRAP preparation 
Report generation 
Information requests 
Miscellaneous 

Total reduction 

Percent 
Clerical 
Hours 

34 
23 
10 
7 
8 
9 
9 

Percent 
LMOS 
Impact 

25 
100 
50 

100 
50 
50 
25 

Percent 
LMOS Re

duction 

-9 
-23 
-5 
-7 
-4 
-4 
-2 

-54 
Assume reduction of 50 percent manual clerical hours. 
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(i) Receiving trouble reports-LMoS provides customer line rec
ord information to the Repair Service Attendant (RSA) during the 
customer contact and provides for entering trouble report information 
directly into LMOS, thus, eliminating the manual trouble ticket. In 
addition to improved customer service, the absence of manual line 
records and trouble tickets allows the RSAS to be physically separated 
from the RSB responsible for clearing the customer's trouble. This 
allows for centralization of RSAS, thus, allowing improved balancing of 
personnel and work load, particularly for night and weekend coverage 
of trouble calls. Once the trouble report is taken at the centralized 
location (typically serving one million or more customers), the LMOS 

system automatically prints out the trouble report and associated 
customer record information in the responsible RSB. 

(ii) Line card activity on trouble reports-The line record data 
base in the LMOS computer completely eliminates this manual function. 

(iii) Service order processing-A large percentage of service orders 
(i.e., the simpler orders) are processed by the Automatic Line Record 
Update (ALRU) module of LMOS and automatically updates the line 
record data base in LMOS. Some manual update effort is required with 
LMOS to input via a CRT transaction the more complex (e.g., large 
business) service orders and to update the line record data base for 
cable throws and line-and-station transfers. 

(iv) Preparation of trouble tickets for analysis-The Trouble Re
port Evaluation and Analysis Tool (TREAT) module of LMOS provides 
a comprehensive trouble analysis program using the trouble report 
data collected within LMOS. Thus, LMOS completely eliminates the 
paper trouble tickets and the previous analysis tools. 

(v) Report generation-Each person (e.g., screener, tester, dis
patcher, etc.) that handles a trouble report enters into LMOS the 
current and pending status of the trouble. The LMOS can then generate 
status and jeopardy reports which provide a snapshot of the work load 
at any position in the RSB and for the outside repair craft. This 
significantly reduces the clerical effort involved with status reports. 

(vi) Information requests-Because LMOS contains the latest cus
tomer line record information, the status of open trouble reports, and 
abbreviated trouble history for each customer; information requests 
can be handled much quicker by the RSB clerical forces. 

(vii) Miscellaneous-The more efficient RSB operation provided by 
LMOS will have some benefit in the miscellaneous functions. 

3. 1.4 Quantifying LMOS benefits 

The estimated reduction in RSB clerks because of LMOS is summa
rized in Table III. Of the clerks required in the manual RSB, approxi
mately 50 percent could be eliminated by LMOS. Of the remaining 
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clerks, one-half would be transferred to a CRSAB for receiving trouble 
calls and the other remaining one-half would either remain in the RSB 

or in a data base management group to process LMOS line record 
updates not handled by ALRU and for miscellaneous RSB clerical 
functions. 

In addition, there will be a reduction in first-line managers and the 
elimination of expenses associated with the paper trouble ticket and 
the computer processing previously required to perform trouble report 
analysis. 

3.2 Loop Maintenance Operations System cost model 

The calculation of costs and benefits expressed in terms of measures 
like the cash flow on a yearly basis and including such effects as 
inflation, tax treatment, accelerated depreciation rules, etc., requires 
the use of an economic analysis software tool. 

The LMOS cost components can be divided into three major cate
gories: 

(i) Initial capital costs, e.g., purchase of PDP* 11/70 minicompu
ters, 

(ii) Initial expenses, e.g., initial data conversion and loading ex
penses, and 

(iii) Annual expenses, e.g., data processing labor. 
Each of the above categories can be converted into equivalent 

annual charges by applying appropriate conversion factors based upon 
cost of money, depreciation rates, etc. 

IV. MECHANIZED LOOP TESTING BENEFIT ICOST MODEL 

4. 1 Estimated ML T benefits 

The purpose of this section is to illustrate the type of data and 
methodology used in the earlier estimate of MLT benefits. As discussed 
previously in Section 2.5.3, the MLT field trial generally confirmed the 
total predicted MLT benefits, although the sources of the benefits 
differed between the predicted model and the trial results. The model 
of the projected MLT benefits presented in this section is based upon 
the pretrial data characterization of the MLT trial site, supplemented 
by lesser amounts of data gathered from 15 RSBS throughout the Bell 
System. 

The expected areas of MLT benefits are listed below: 
(i) Tester reduction 

(ii) Reduced repeat reports 
(iii) Reduced dispatches resulting in no trouble found 
(iv) Reduced number of station dispatches on cable troubles 
(v) Reduced trouble locating time for open cable troubles. 

* Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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Additional potential areas for MLT benefits, such as the elimination 
of local test desks and the use of MLT for testing cable throws, may be 
realizable in some situations but are not included in the benefit model 
discussed below. 

4.1.1 Tester reduction 

In the Bell System, there is approximately one tester for each 10,000 
lines served. Therefore, in the typical 70K RSB depicted in Table IV, 
there would be 7 testers with their functions distributed as shown 
between regular trouble report testing and other testing functions. The 
distribution of testing functions is based on a sample of 15 RSBS, where 
the testers recorded the time spent on each of these functions for 
several weeks. As shown, approximately one-half of the total testing 
time was spent on trouble report testing prior to dispatch, with the 
remaining time spent interacting with station repair craft, dispatching, 
and testing with the cable repair forces and other tasks, such as ALIT 

testing, testing defective pairs, special service testing, etc. Based on 
observations of the regular testing function and the testing capabilities 
of MLT, it was estimated that 15 percent of the troubles will require 
testing at the local test desk in an MLT environment, compared to 60 
percent in a manual testing environment. In an ARSB, one regular 
tester could handle a busy-day load by testing one trouble every eight 
minutes. The remaining troubles (85 percent) can be screened and 
routed by one full-time and one part-time MLT screener, if they 
maintain an average of screening a trouble every two minutes during 
the busy hour. Both the testing and screening rates appear to be 
readily achievable based on observations of testing operations. 

4. 1.2 Reduced repeat reports 

A "repeat" report is defined as a customer trouble report received 
within 30 days of a previously cleared customer trouble report on the 
same line. The Bell System repeat report rate is 14 percent of all 
customer trouble reports. Data gathered on repeat reports in several 
RSBS revealed that 35 percent of the repeat reports occurred within 
two days after the supposed clearing of a previous trouble. Thus, it is 

Table IV-Tester reduction (in a typical 70K line 
RSB) 

Testing Function 

MLT screener/tester 
Regular trouble report testing 
Interacting with repair 
Cable testing and dispatch 
Other 

Total 

Tester Required 

Manual 

3.5 
1.0 
2.0 
0.5 
7.0 

MLT 

1.5 
1.0 
1.0 
2.0 
0.5 
6.0 
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strongly suspected that the original trouble was not cleared, even 
though the repair craft may have repaired or changed some equipment. 
It is estimated that with post-dispatch testing by MLT on the original 
dispatch, at least half of the repeat reports occurring within two days 
could be avoided. 

4.1.3 Reduced dispatches resulting in no trouble found 

The Bell System FOK-OUT rate is approximately 8 percent of all 
troubles received. In addition, a review of actual repair results from 
trouble reports indicate that on an additional 2 percent of the troubles 
no trouble was found on a dispatch, but the trouble was closed to 
dispositions other than FOK-OUT. Thus, on 10 percent of the trouble 
reports (equivalent to 20 percent of the dispatches), no trouble was 
found or repaired by the repair craft. 

A distribution of the initial test results of these troubles is shown in 
Fig. 5. Some of the dispatches on the FOK test results possibly could 
have been avoided or could have resulted in found troubles because of 
the MLTS' more sensitive and comprehensive tests. Most of the 100-
volt shorts could have been identified by MLT as a receiver-off-hook, 
thus, avoiding a dispatch. The remaining 23 percent of the troubles 
which indicated an initial fault would have, in many instances, either 
been detected as a time-varying fault by MLT or found to have cleared 
when retested prior to dispatch. Therefore, it is estimated that at least 
20 percent of the no-trouble found dispatches could have been influ
enced by MLT, either by avoiding a dispatch or by helping the repair 
craft to clear the trouble and avoid a possible repeat report. 

4.1.4 Reduced number of station dispatches on cable troubles 

Data collected in areas where station repair craft attempted to locate 
and clear cable faults that were easily assessable revealed that 5 
percent of all trouble reports resulted in a dispatch to both a station 
repair craft and to a cable repair craft before they were cleared. An 
examination of the test results on these double-dispatch troubles 
revealed that 40 percent were either open or initially tested okay but 
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Fig. 5-Initial test results on dispatches which resulted in no trouble found. 
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retested open or FEMF once they were dispatched to the station repair 
craft. With MLT'S open fault sectionalization and with retesting prior 
to dispatch, the initial station repair dispatch on the 40 percent could 
have been avoided. 

4.1.5 Reduced trouble locating time for open cable troubles 

In addition to avoiding the initial dispatch of a station repair craft 
on open cable faults, the MLT open fault sectionalization capability can 
be used to initially direct the cable repair craft to the area of the fault, 
thus, reducing the time required to locate the fault. Approximately 16 
percent of all trouble reports result in an Outside Plant disposition. 
However, because some cable faults are cleared by station repair craft 
and multiple trouble reports can be associated with a single cable fault, 
the actual ratio of cable repair dispatches to trouble reports is 8 
percent, of which 30 percent have been shown to be open. Experience 
from riding exercises in conjunction with the use of MLT indicates that 
approximately 15 minutes (out of an average dispatch time of two 
hours) can be eliminated from the fault locating time on open troubles. 

4.2 Mechanized Loop Testing cost model 

As was mentioned in Section 2.3, the cost of an MLT installation is 
sensitive to the number of lines that it serves. 

As was described for the LMOS cost model in Section 3.2, the MLT 

costs can be divided into initial capital costs, initial expenses, and 
annual expenses. Each of these cost components can then be translated 
into equivalent annual costs to derive costs on a per-line-per-year 
basis. 

V. SUMMARY 

This article has illustrated the evolution of economic studies asso
ciated with the ARSB system from the early identification of a need 
through the development and successful field trial of the system. Baseq 
upon this experience covering more than ten years, the following 
recommendations are presented as being applicable not only to ARSB, 

but also to other systems either in development or being defined. 
The economics of a system must be examined and refined at several 

stages throughout the definition, development, and deployment of the 
system. It is not sufficient to perform an economic analysis prior to 
the development of a system and then assume that these benefits and 
costs will remain constant. In particular, the continuing economic 
analysis must be alert to the following: 

(i) Markets that decrease significantly because of changing BOC 

environments, technology changes, or alternative product availability J' 

(ii) Benefits that vanish because of changes in functions or the 
development of other systems that impact benefits. 
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(iii) Increasing system costs. 
The economic analysis and market studies must be based upon 

realistic operational models. Field data characterizing the BOC opera
tions to be impacted by a system should be gathered on-site from 
several different operational environments. The economic model must 
address the feasibility and methods for achieving reductions in people. 
For example, to maximize the number of people reduced by ARSB, 

some maintenance procedures had to be changed and some work 
functions redistributed among work positions in the maintenance 
center. 

For systems, such as the ARSB, that require significant capital 
investments by the BOCS, it is critical that economic planning infor
mation be made available to the BOCS as soon as the system features, 
availability, and approximate cost can be estimated with a reasonable 
degree of confidence. The budgeting cycle in the BOCS is such that this 
planning information is typically required at least two years prior to 
the implementation of the system. 
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

AC 
ac 
ACS 
AID 
ALIT 
ALRU 
ALRUM 
AN 
APL 
ARM 
ARSB 
ASC 
ATH 
BOC 
BOR 
BOS 
CA 
CAT 
CCC 
CCM 
CDT 
CCUAP 
CF 
CFS 
CMLR 
COE 
CPU 
CRAS 
CRFMP 
CRSAB 
CRT 
CSO 
CTT 
CTTN 
DBMS 
dc 
DDD 
DLL 
DCN 
DP 
EAS 

administrative computer 
alternating current 
active current sensor 
analogi digital 
automatic line insulation testing 
automatic line record update 
automatic line record update messages 
associated number 
application code 
ALRU recovery monitoring 
automated repair service bureau 
access switch controller 
abbreviated trouble history 
Bell operating company 
Basic output report 
Bell operating system 
cable 
cumulative abbreviated trouble 
communication control circuit 
communication control manager 
communications display terminal 
computerized cable upkeep analysis program 
cable fail 
C filing system 
change miniline record 
central office equipment 
central processing unit 
cable repair administrative system 
cable repair force management plan 
centralized repair service answering bureau 
cathode ray tube 
completed service order 
cable trouble ticket 
cable trouble ticket number 
data base management system 
direct current 
direct distance dialing 
dial long line 
data communication network 
dial pulse 
equipment access switch 
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ECC 
EDP 
ESS 
EST 
FCM 
FE 
FID 
FOK-OUT 
FST 
GPIB 
IMS 
I/O 
LATIS 
LCAMOS 
LMOS 
LSI 
LSV 
LTD 
LTF 
LTS 
MA 
MC 
MCTRAP 
MDF 
MLC 
MLR 
MLT 
MMC 
MMM 
MOR 
MF 
MTR 
MVS 
NCTT 
NNX 
NPA 
NSA 
OSDD 
OSP 
OS PM 
PBX 
PCL 
PMU 
POTS 

enter cable change 
electronic data processing 
electronic switching system 
enter status transaction 
frame communication manager 
front end 
field identifier 
found OK outside of central office 
final status transaction 
general purpose interface bus 
information management system 
input/output 
loop activity tracking information system 
loop cable maintenance operations system 
loop maintenance operations system 
large-scale integration 
line status verifier 
local test desk 
loop testing frame 
loop testing system 
maintenance administrator 
maintenance center 
mechanized customer trouble report analysis program 
main distributing frame 
miniline card 
mechanized line record system 
mechanized loop testing 
maintenance management center 
MLT measurement module 
mini-output report 
multifrequency signaling 
mechanized time reporting 
multiple virtual system 
nonservice affecting CTT 
exchange code 
numbering plan area 
nonservice affecting 
operations systems deliverable documentation 
outside plant 
outside plant maintenance 
private branch exchange 
parallel communication link 
precision measurement unit 
plain old telephone service 
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PSO 
PTERM 
RAM 
RBOR 
RFM 
RJE 
ROH 
RSA 
RSB 
SA 
SCC 
SCTT 
SER 
SOH 
SR 
SS 
SUP 
TAS 
TAS 
TE 
TH 
TP 
TPA 
TR 
TREAT 
TSO 
TSL 
TSP 
TV 
usa 
USOC 
VDT 
WATS 
WC 
XFE 

pending service order 
physical terminals 
random access memory 
request basic output report 
repair force management 
remote job entry 
receiver-off-hook 
repair service attendant 
repair service bureau 
service affecting 
supervisory and control circuit 
service-affecting CTT 
series control 
service order history 
sanity reference 
special services 
supervisor 
telephone answering service (LMOS usage) 
trunk access switch (MLT usage) 
trouble entry 
trouble history 
test package 
test package auxiliary 
trouble report 
trouble report evaluation and analysis tool 
time sharing option 
transaction specification language 
test supervisor 
trouble verification 
universal service order 
universal service order code 
video display terminal 
Wide Area Telecommunications Services 
wire center 
cross front end 
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